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BENJAMIN SILLIMAK

Our honored associate, Professor Benjamin Silliman, the

founder of this Journal, whose name has appeared upon the
title page of every number, from the first until t! > pre? . t, is v. ith

us no more. He died at his residence in New Haven, early

Thursday morning, Nov. 24, 1864 (the day set apart for a na-
tional thanksgiving), having reached the age of 85 years.

It becomes our duty to place on record in these pages, as an
inscription to the monument which he has himself erected, an
outline of his career and a tribute to his memory. Few men
enter life wi be; fewer still sustain themselves
so evenly, and die so widely lamented.

Instruction in natural science has been his great work; and
in it he was empiiati alK am; i »l the times. B '.inning when
almost nothing was known in this country of the <!

:

to which he was especially devoted, he lived to see them car-

ried forward to a high degree of progress, and their import-

ance everywhere acknowledged. His life, which was one of

tion with Yak Colleg tat early selected him
as one of its faculty. Two or three times he was invited to be-

come the president of colleges elsewhere, but New Haven con-

tinued his chosen home. Twice be visited Europe, first in

1805-6, in order to qualify himself for his work in life by at-

tendance upon lectures in London and Edinburgh, and by ob-

breign institutions of learning; and again, near

. Vol. XXXIX, No. 11.--,-Jax., 1865.



2 Benjamin Silliman.

the close of his life, in 1851, when he was accompanied by his

sod, and made a more extended tour of observation and inquiry.
Frequent journeys in his own country made him acquainted
personally with the institutions and the men of every State,

while his habits of prompt and friendly correspondence perpet-
uated the intimacies which he formed at home and abroad.

Without attempting a formal biography (which the late day
of his decease renders impossible at this time), we propose to

speak briefly of Professor Silliman's career as an officer of Yale
College, and as a man of science, and then of his personal char-
acter and influence in the community.
The Sillii sided in Fairfield, Conn., since the

early colonial days. Tradition savs that ("audio Sillimandi,
their earliest known ancestor, was driven, in 1517, from Lucca,
Italy, to Switzerland, by religious persecution. The descendants
resided in Berne, and afterward in Geneva, whence they emi-
grated through Holland to this country about the middle of the

th century. A worthy pastor of the name, living
with his family near Neuchatel, was visited by Prof.
in 1851.

Ebenezer Silliman, the grandfather of Benjamin, graduated
at Yale College in 1727, and Gold Selleck, the father, in 1752.
The latter was a Brigadier General of militia in the Revolution,
and was entrusted for a time with the defence of the Long Island
coast. In 1775 he was married to Mary, the daughter of Rev.
Joseph Fish of Stonington, and the widow of Rev. John Noyes.
The two children of this marriage, Gold Selleck and Benjamin,
became members of the same class in college, and have main-
tained through life an intimacy peculiarly fresh and cordial.
The younger brother, Benjamin, was born in North Stratford,
Conn, (now the town of Trumbull), August 8, 1779. The elder,

; born in 1777., is still living in Brooklyn, N. Y.
ofessor Silliman has be<

ntered the institution in 1792,
graduated in 1796, became a Tutor in 1799, was appointed
Professor of Chemistry and Natural History in 1804 ; and in

1853, having been relieved at his own request from further ser-

vice as an instructor, he was designated, by the Corporation,
Professor emeritus. Thus, during a period of nearly three-

quarters of a century, his name has appeared as a student and
1

I'n-f. Silliman was twice married: first, in 1809, to Harriet, daughter of the
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teacher successively on the catalogues of the college. lie was
a pupil both of Dr. Stiles and Dr. bwight, and the colleague of
the latter during eighteen years. With President Day and Pro-
fessor Kingsley he was associated for half a century and more
in the government of the institution.

In the capacity of a college officer, he was preeminent as a
teacher. The professor's chair, in the laboratory or the lecture*

room, was the place above all others in wincl/his enthusiasm,

his sympathy with v - varied acquisitions,

his acquaintance with the world of Nature and of Art, and his

graceful utterance, exerted their highest and most end
fluence. The minds which he aroused to the study of Nature
have become investigators and teachers in every portion of the

country, and all his pupils, whether devoted to science or to

letters, will bear testimony to the interest which he awakened
in these pursuits. They will never forget the admirable tact

with which the manipulations of the laboratory were performed,
or the brilliant experiments in chemistry which the lecturer

seemed to enjoy as if, like the class, he had never witnessed

them before. The course in chemistry, in eai \\ years, extended
through one hundred and twenty lectures. In later days it was
not so long, but was followed by a course in mineralogy and an-

other in geology. Here, too, Prof. Silliman had the same mag-
netie influence on his students, sending them off on long walks
about New Haven and at home to search for specimens, or to

study the phenomena of geology. The third of these annual
courses, that on geology, he gave with peculiar zest and elo-

quence. He delighted to depict the catastrophes of geological

history and to clothe the world with the plants and animals of

former days.

Professor Silliman was less concerned in the government of

the students than some of his associates; but questions were

continually arising in which his counsel was of weight. He
was prompt in rebuking every form of youthful delinquency, yet

was never harsh or inconsiderate. No student ever left hifl pres-

ence feeling wronged or indignant. He would much rather sac-

rifice a rule than injure an offender. If he seemed sometimes
to be lenient, it was the leniency of a father, for his mind re-

garded the improvement of his scholars rather than the enforce-

ment of routine and discipline. His paternal lectures to the

Freshman class on morals and manners were admirable in their

influence, and many a graduate of the college will acknowledge
that his habits for life were affected by the judicious hints which
he received from his kind and sympathising teacher.

Mr. Silliman's labors began with instruction ; but they did

not end there. His active and versatile disposition led him to

become interested in and to help forward whatever would con-



tribute to the welfare of Yale College. When he went abroad,

in 1805, to fit himself for the duties of his professorship, the

purchase of books for the library was one of the duties with

v i ;h he was especially charged, fie was one of the library com-

as retirement. In his own depart:) nts, nut only

the Chemical Laboratory, but also the Cabinet of Minerals owed
to his energy. This collection is indeed so irnport-

At) >nt the ton-- when Mr <h pi AW>or,

*.:.'.;;.•..
.

' .'.• '.'--.- '

was transported to Philadelphia in one small box, that the speci-

.
! I be named by Dr. Adam Sevbert, then fresh from

WernerVSchooi at Freiberg, the only man in this country who

thi- - mil o. -in hue en w tin- pivA nt cabin, t. In 1M<>. < v. i u. to

-

with Yale College his valuable ..
. ami after

it h id rem tim .1 open to the public fifteen vears. car:

of the colh-' a chiefl , Prof. Stl-

liman, s ibsmib-d i >r its purchase the sum of s2<>,000. Other

th rough his influence,

but from various foreign collectors.

The Cla er of the donations to Yale Col-

lege due to Prof. Silliman. This excellent glass, the best in the

country at the time of its ] ui has a w ; - the means of exciting

among the to astronom-
ical pursuits for many years after its reception. Tl
donor, a farmer near Yew Haven, by this and other more inv

;

lege up to that time, and }, -
, a , - i- th m 1mm

through -. -,-d. The Trumbull
Gallery of Painti >-, ; ,

',-
, n r,j pruele-s wdue, not only

as works of art hut also as illustrations of American history

and biography, was the same

. important branch*
of the University, were both greatly aided in their I

by the in -V t ss >r ^ lliman.

He was one of the chief founders of the Alumni association of

the college, and at tb

said, "the standing l
orator' of the college,
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the principal medium between those who dwelt in the academic
shade and the great public." Not unfrequently he was the col-
lege solicitor, asking funds for the expansion of the

"

Although his services as a college officer were great, Prof. Sil-

asm to the gratitude of men of science rests
upon the establishment, and the maintenance, often under very

a circumstance*, of the "American Journal of Sci-
ence." The history of this undertaking has already been given,
in his own words, in the introduction to the 50th or Index vol-

be First series of the Jo;; I -hers, rather

just, however, to call attention to a few circumstances, which
all will regard as creditable to its founder.
He had the sagacity to foresee, as long ago as 1818, the scope

which such a magazine should take. The prospectus which he
then wrote is applicable almost exactly to our pages to-day.

ce has established the wisdom of the course v

marked out.

He man •

from the beginning, at his own
has often been a serious finan-

ced r>urclen, and in its most prosperous days has not yielded
: >'<ur i tun i edit, rial labor. But it has been continued, at

al inconvenience, tor the sake of American science,

Ijors of our countrymen might be made known abroad,
and the labors of Euro] -.is country.

'''"<' Joui lift] has m v< r bi - n used for the benefit of anv partv
idnal, but solely for the advancement and difl

re been always open to free seien-
tiiio di.scussi n, with truth as tin singl, end in view.

^ !1 *b early
;
art of his career he began with energy some im-

portant experiments and researches. [Ie undertook .

survey of Connecticut; he published a paper in <•

with Prof. Ki 2s!ey on the fa i ts V\ pton meteorite; he ap-
plied the newly invented blowpipe of his friend, Dr. Hare, to
the fusion ot aVarh ty of b< die--, which were 1 t fore

'
• -

of particles of carbon from one charcoal point to the other;
:

W their „ its. But he was too

h:d elsewhere to be allowed to remain a close student
in the laboratory, or to engage with constancy as an explorer in

&e field een a more
useful man in the wid. r h hercs of influence to "which he was

n he could have been in a life devoted to scientific in-

vestigation.
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During a considerable part of his life, he was one of the few-

men in the country who could hold a popular audience with a

lecture on science." The public early knew of his caj

and for many years he yielded to invitations from various parts

of the country to deliver lectures on Geology and Chemistry.

In 1833 he gave his first popular course on Geology at New
Haven, which was repeated in 1834 at Hartford and Lowell, and

in 1835 at Boston and Salem. At Boston, the audience desiring

to attend was so much larger than the largest hall would hold,

that each lecture was given twice for the accommodation of the

public. From 1840 to 1843 inclusive, he gave four successive

courses of the " Lowell Lectures" in Boston. Besides various

other engagements in the Northern and Eastern states, he went

in 1847 by invitation to New Orleans, and on his way appeared

before crowded audiences in other cities of the South ; and five

years after the resignation of his professorship in college, when
he had passed his 75th year, he made the long journey to St.

Louis, in obedience to a call for a course of lectures from the

citizens of that place.

In lecturing, his language was simple—his flow of words easy,

generous and appropriate—his style animated, abounding in life-

like and well-adorned description, often eloquent, and sometimes

varied with anecdote running occasionally into wide di

.

His manner was natural, and every feature spoke as well as his

mouth; his noble countenance and commanding figure (he was

nearly six feet in height, with a well-built frame) often called

forth, as he entered the lecture hall, the involuntary applause of

In his popular courses he often lectured on the subject of

"Geology and Genesis," and as he was widely known not only

as a man of science, but as a sincere believer in the sacred Scrip-

tures, he greatly aided in removing from the religious world the

apprehension that science and religion were hostile in their

teachings.

Mr. Silliman found great pleasure in helping forward other

men of science. He rejoiced heartily in their progress ; his

house and his laboratory were always open to receive them,

and if a friendly word or letter from him could advance their

interests, he was ever ready to bestow it. He also felt a deep

concern for the advancement of scientific investigations in every

part of the country, and whenever, in halls of legislation, or

before the public, the name of Benjamin Silliman would ad-

vance a useful project, it was not withheld. In more than one

the foreigner, or the exile, remembers his kindness

with almost filial devotion.

Prof. Silliman's scientific publications, apart from his contri-

butions to this journal, were chiefly text-books. He edited
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Henry's Chemistry and Bakewell's Geology, for the use of his
pupils, and also published a work on Chemistry, in two volumes.

His long labors for science brought him honors from all parts
of the world. His name is on the roll of several of the prin-

iitific Academies or Societies of Europe, and of those
of his own country. He was one of the original members of the
National Academy of Sciences, and a Regent of the Smithsonian
Institution.

Aside from Professor Silliman's influence as an officer of Yale
College, and as a well known man of science, his personal hold
upon the community at large was remarkably strong. This was
due somewhat to the favor with which bis popular lectures were
received, and to the wide circuit over which he had journeyed.
It was also owing in part to the pleasure and instruction which
were afforded by his books of travel. Twice, as we have stated,

Professor Silliman visited Europe, the interval between his jour-
ng nearly fifty years. Both these visits led to the pub-

lication of his observations in volumes which were widely read
The narrative of his earlier journey especially was received by
the public with great delight. Few Americans then went
abroad ; and hardly any had published narratives of what they
had seen. Mr. Siliiman's volumes were fascinating to young and
old,—and many were the testimonials which he received of the
interest thus awakened in European institutions and manners.
His Journal of a Tour to Canada was another contribution to the
literature of the day.
But the general influence of Mr. Silliman must be attributed

to his personal character rather than to any of what may be
termed the accidental circumstances of his life. He was a man
of vigorous understanding and sound judgment, led on, but
never carried away, by an enthusiastic disposition, glowing and
constant. With this was associated sterling integrity, which
never harbored a selfish or dishonorable purpose, but rejoiced in
doing and encouraging whatever was right. Every one could
trust him. These fundamental traits were adorned by the out-

ward qualities of affability and courtesy, or rather were expressed
in maimers at once so dignified and so kind that all with whom
ne came in contact were charmed at once, and on closer inter-

course were bound to him as friends for life. Such friendships
he never neglected or forgot. Even the sons and the grand-
sons of his early associates inherited a share in the regard which
he had bestowed upon their parents. Blending with and enno-
bling all these virtue-. mphcity of his Chris-
tian faith.

A character like this shines the brighter the nearer it is seen.
In his own silliman has moved for years as
a patriarch, surrounded by his descendants to the third and
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fourth generation. The very house which he occupied has be-

come historic, reflecting in its arrangements, its famil

its interesting memenfc la, and its long shelves

of books, the i Iwell there.

In the neighborhood and town where he I

spected. "New Haven will not

be New Haven with- it him." said more than one of his associ-

ates, as he heard of his death. His hand was always open to the

neeey. He was given to hospitality. He frequently took part

in public meetings, and was actively concerned in all questions

of local improvement. He rarely, if ever, failed to discharge

his duties as a citizen at the polls, and was always ready to ex-

oo questions of public policy.

A whole-souled patriot, he viewed with the deepest interest

the complications brought into the affairs of the country by the

system of slavery. His general benevolence ever led him to

,e with the oppressed, and the wrongs of the African

deeply. We cannot better indieat. his fei ings on

t ,1 b\
j

].»' n_ a few s mt nees fi >m ii - private

journal under the date of April, 1850. Aftei m i tio in.2 the

death of the champion of what have been called "Southern
John C. Calhoun, his former pupil and friend, he gives

a brief sketch of his character, concluding as follows:

"His pub; tished. It is, bowweRj
v^ry much to be regretted that he, in tn\ voars a^->, n ut< -n i d cam his

jealous of encroach meat as i n^rds tl ^
, ( , M , [ n inference to

tariff and to slavery. The former promoted his efforts for

abstract. lie, in a ui inion and the

manner of speaking ai 1 writing
|

. nil, until we

>

-

cle of a great republic—and the only re i rep ib ic in the world— m 1-

ing forth in vindicafi < uf Mawrv, without prospect of, or a wish tgr. it ;

extinction. If the views of Mr. Calhoun, and of th >*e wh , think with

:
..-; ...•,'.:-,;..:

ever. I will irks upon this

nation itself. * * * It [the great question] is in better fa

man's: and [ Sored men of all races on this conti-

nent will be received into the great human family as rational beings and

as heirs of immortality."

As soon as the atrocities in Kansas revealed the determina-

tion of the advocates of slavery to perpetuate and extend that

I, even if they dissevered or destroyed the nation, Mr.

Silliman came out with all his youthful ardor, and with the in-

fluence of fan don, as the opponent of the slave-

power. He thus became the object of personal defamation, even
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in the Senate chamber 'at Washington ; but he still remained
firm, fur he recognized in this war a slaveholder's rebellion.

All the lofty sentiments of patriotism which were awakened in

childhood, as he witnessed the commencement of nati<

were intensified by this straggle to maintain the Union. He
was sure that the nation would be purified by the conflict, and
liberty established through all the land.

Mr. Silliman has always been remarkable for uniform good
health, and in his later 'years n fcstetl but slightly the en-

croachments of nge. T t, his brow
as serene, and his features as full of life and cheerfulness as in

his earlier days; and his gait was only a little slower and more

He continued as usual until the middle of November just past,

when he was for a few days quite unwell, probably as an imme-
diate consequence of exposure to cold in attending an evening
rieeting in beha f of t u Sanit iry Commission. He had gradu-

ally, to appearance, regained nearly his former strength during

the family Thanksgiving festival the next day at the house of
'

'-law, Prof. Dana. On the morning of that day, Nov.

wife of the many reasons there were for thankfulness, both pub-
lic and pru igth upon the causes for national

gratitude, especially in the recent re-election to the Presidency
of a man who had proved himself so true, so honest, so upright

in conducting the affairs of the government as Mr. Lincoln. As
was his custom, while still in his bed, he offered up a short

prayer, and repeated a familiar hymn of praise. In resuming
his convers he "spoke of the possibility of his

attending fch the day, of the happiness of his

home, of the love of his children, and. in strong terms of en-

dearment, of his wife. Just as these his last words of love were

uttered, there was a sudden change of countenance, a

heavier breath and he was gone. At the advanced age of 85,

life to him ;
and not less so was its close.

His sun set in the blessedness of the Christian's faith, to rise on
a brighter morrow.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 115.-JA*., 1865.



Geological Survey of Califor

In the September number of this Journal (vol. xxxviii, page

298) a notice was inserted giving a sketch of the explorations of

the Geologic erra about

the heads of King's and Kern rivers (latitude 36° 30' to 37°).

It was mentioned that Mr. King had, on the 6th of July, ascended

a peak over 14,000 feet was about to make an

attempt to reach a point still higher, which was one of two in

sight from, and higher than, the peak he had just been on.

Since the last number of the Journal was issued, some further

;-s have been received with regard to the peak ascended

on the 6th of July, to which the r | was given,
j

and also a brief account of the attempt made to get on to the

highest points.

The ascent of Mt. Tyndall was a very difficult and dangerous
'

.

'

King or bis i that sev-

eral nights should be spent at an elevation of over 12,000 feet,

of course without fire, and with but scanty covering. From
the summit of Mt. Tyndall, which is considerably over 14,000

there appeared two other peaks of equal elevation and

two *till higher, all within n distance of seven miles of this. Mr.

Khvjr says. " of the two highest, one rose close by, be:

a mile away ; it is an inaccessible bunch of needles. The other

- ble from any point on the north or west

side. The first-mentioned was about 150 feet above us, the other

was si k or seven miles distant an . ly 350 feefc

higher than the peak we were on. Within our field of view
were five mountains over 14,000 feet and about fifty over 13,000.

The five h n the eastern ridge. Owen's val-

ley, a brown sage plain, lies 10,000 feet below on the one side,

and Kern canon, once the rocicv bed of a grand old glacier,

4000 feet down on the other. About fifteen miles north of here,

King's river cuts through the western ridge and turns at a right

angle toward the plain. North of this point, again, the two
great ridges unite in a grand pile of granite mountains, whose
outlines are all of the most rugged and fantastic character.
Twenty-five miles south, the high group ends, there (certainly
for a bread!

i n g, forest-

covered plateau, 8000 to 9000 feet in elevation."
" From Mt. Brewer to Kaweah Peak, the two culminating

points of the western ridge, for a distance of fifteen miles, there is

nothing that can be called a separate mountain: it is, rather, a
great mural ridge, capped by small sharp cones and low ragged
domes, all covered with little minarets. At one place the ridga
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1

forms a level table; upon this lies an unbroken cover of snow.

To the eastward, all this range, from King's river gateway to

Kftweah Peak, presents a series of blank, almost perjM

. broken every mile or so by a bold granite buttress.

Between these are vast snow fields, and also numberless deep

lakes, of which the most elevated are frozen."

"The few Pinus conlorta, and the groves of our new pine*

have a peculiar black color, or, rather, dark bluish-green, which

: relieves the desolate, naked aspect of

things." "The only bits of bright color to break the solemn

monotony of granite and snow are the blue lakes, which lie eve-

rywhere in the ancient glacier beds."

"Far away in the north there is a broad red band in the gran-

ite; other tha •

it . is gi v. Beyond Owen's valley is a low

desert range. The Coso and Inyo mountains are in pla

"To the eastward, parallel ridges, one beyond another, he

stretched before you, rigid and stony. They have the same

aspect as the mountains near Washoe, the same brown color,

with red and yellow shadings."

''Nearly due north, fifty or si: rises a lofty

itli side of the peak, v est mountains

probabfy°th '< i,s a £uess

at the probable el !i the group."

The White mountains, of wl: • >" the ex-

and Ne-

vada, i u ab » it Ion. 113 . hit. :\~' 30 : they were distu cuy visi-

ble to us from Mt Dana and tl ' other high peaks n< r M<uio

lake. It is doubtful whether the highest points ai

State of California; but th \ are probabh very near the line on

one side or the other. As it is by do means
I do not consider it probable, that some poij

parties, we- some time iu a i

to whether California can eke.. -.ons in the

country as within her borders; we can, at least, say that the

measured ones are.

The ascei raa a successful one, the party re-

turning to
iea ftnd bar"

ometers unbroken, although several very narrow escapes are

briefly mentioned in Mr. King's notes. ,„_.,.
1

or over 15,090 feet

being 14,440. The height of Visalia, which is the plane ot

1 A new and not yet named epecies discovered by the Survey during this trip.
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reference for all our observations this year in the High Sien
has not vet been as accurately determined as it will be after

longer series of observations has been worked up, this pla
having been, during the past summer, and still continuing to t

Visalia trail, and endeavoring to reach the culminatin" point

from somewhere on this route. Th s ti il 1. a Is u] v iv ah
river, following up the South fork, from its junction with the
middl fork of the same river. Full particulars of this recon-
noissance have not yet come to hand; but from let!

received, it appears that the base of the high point toward which
his efforts were directed was, with difficulty, reached : but that

the actual summit of the peak was found to be imuvo.-dl lo— at

least from any direction except that of Owen s vallev, and prob-
ably not to be scaled from that side. The highest p. titan 1

by Mr. King on this trip was 14,369 feet above Visalia, which
place is approximately 3b'0 feet above the a
total height 14,729 feet, which is considerably above Mt. Shasta.
But Mr. King was not, by estimate, within 300 or 400 feet of the
summit, so that it appears that the elevation above the sea-level
of this, so far as known, the culminating point of the Sierra
Nevada cannot fall short of 15,000 feet.

2

In the mean time, the main partv, under Professor Brewer,
made an attempt to work up the is portion of
the Sierra north to the Merced ri \ ,ng at a high
altitude, on the west side of the m; n rido-, : but, after many
perilous and laborious attempts, they found the ridges between
the north and south forks of King's river t

that they were obliged to cross the summit ui tin Sierra and
descend into Owen's valley, in order to get north in that vallev,
and by crossing back on some other pass to reach the reeion of
the head-waters of the San Joaquin. The pass lv

i crossed, going into Owen's valley, was about 11,600
feet high, all the region about the summit being exceedingly
rough, sharp peaks of granite rising 2,600 feet or more above
the pass on both sides. The party travelled for three days up
Owen's valley, then turned and "crossed the Sierra, by an old
Indian foot-trail, to the head-waters of the San Joaquin, the
summit of the pass being just about 12,000 feet high, and the
mountains on each side 1,000 to 1,200 feet higher
From here the party made their wav to Ciai k's ranch, between

the Mariposa estate and the Yosemite, through many privations
and some perils, but without serious accident to life or limb.

*
u° i

his peak the narne of Mount Whitney was given by Messrs. Brewer, King
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The result of the summer's reconnoissance has been that
general idea is secured of the topography of a region about
large as Mi .; lin the

^

State

of Cali-
lch nothing whatever was known previously to
'*"" peaks should 1 fi

, ,,; ,„ this part ofthe
known to exist in the United States, is a

Testing and unexpected. The details of
urnish many facts of great geological and

Akt. III.—On the Mineral Waters of Bath and ofha
and their Geological effects ; by Sir Charles Lyell, Bart.

* What renders Bath i

to the student of natural phenon

volcan

searches of tin hLtori n and 'a'nli n
"h'-n the Romans iirst land- d m tin.- inland, but in
it was converted into one of the eh ei cities ol tl

evince. On the site of the hoi

m which clouds of white vapor
;

there first was the spacious bath

irecture, and decorated with colu
U

' 1V
'

r, "° ' - Bv its side was erected a
pie dedicated to Minerva, of which some statues

vrith their inscriptions, and oi

^ seen in the Museum of this place. To these ,

quarters of the garrison, and in the course of time the i

ot new settlers, were added; and thev v.

A dense mass of soil and rubbish, from 10 to 20 feet thick

ch the present city stai

t the ancient Aqua* Sobs of the Romans. Digging
his mass of heterogeneous materials, coins :

>n period have been found : and Iow.t down, begin-
-' depth of from 12 to 15 feet from the surface, coins

1 of Imperial Borne, bearing dates from the
.

-

;

- Slriu.-b A.«o-
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neath the whole, are occasionally seen tesselated pavements still

retaining their bright colors, one of which, on the site of the

Mineral-water Hospital, is still carefully preserved, affording us

an opportunity of gauging the difference of level of ancient and

modern Bath.

One of our former Presidents, Dr. Daubeny, has remarked that

nearly all the most celebrated hot springs ol L' rope, such as

those of Aix-la-Chapelle, Baden-Baden, Naples, Auvergne, and

the Pyrenees, have not declined in temperature since tl

the Eomans ; for many of them still retain as great a heat as is

tolerable to tl yed by the

ancients they do not seem to have required to be first cooled

down by artificial means. This uniformity of temperature,

1 in some places for more than 2000 years, together

with the constancy in the volume of the water, which never ra-

the seasons, as in ordinary springs, the identity ateo of

the mineral ingredients which, centurv alter century, are held

by each spring in solution, are striking facts, and they tempt us

y to speculate on the deep subterranean sources both

of the heat and mineral matter. IIow long has this uniformity

prevailed? Are the springs really ancient in reference to the

like the courses of the present rivers and the

actual shape of our hills and valleys, are they only of high au-

tiquity when contrasted with the brief space of hitman annals?

May they not be like Vesuvius ami Etna, which, although they

have been adding to their flanks in the course of the last 2»'u0

mountains "v. r\ m - -h ti - same as th y no v are m height and
dimensions fron the earliest times to which we can t

their existence.' Vet although their foundations are tens of

thousands of years old, t v wen laid at an era wl en the Medi-

terranean Wi g of marine
shelK as tho^e with uhieh it w m» , ,p] 1; >, that these vol-

3t be regarded as things of yesterday in the geological

calendar.

Notwithstanding the general persistency in character of min-

eral waters and hot S] ' were first known to

as, we find on inquiry that some few of them, even in historical

times, have been subject to great changes. These have hap-
pened during earthquakes which have been violent enough to

.

•'
-

fissures up which the waters asc< id. Thus, during the great

at Lisbon in 1755,' the temperature of the spring
called La Source de la Eeine at Bagneres de Luchon, in the

Pyrenees, was suddenly raised as much as 75° F., or changed
from a cold spring to one of 122° F., a heat which it has since
retained. It is also recorded that the hot springs at I

de Bigorre, in the same mountain-chain, became suddenly cold
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during a great earthquake which, in 1660, threw down several

houses in that town.

It has been ascertained that the hot springs of the Pyrenees,
the Alps, and many other regions, are situated in lines along
which the rocks have been rent, and usually where they have
been displaced or "faulted." Si ra the solid

crust of the earth are generally supposed to have determined the

spots where active and extinct vo "v- 1 ave 1 rst forth; for

several of these often igement, their position

seeming to have been determined by great lines of fissure. An-
other connecting link between the volcano and the hot spring is

recognizable in the great abundance of hot springs in regions

where volcanic eruptions still occur from time to time. It is

also in the same districts that the waters occasionally attain the

boiling-temperature, while some of the associated stufas emit
steam considerably above the boiling-point. But in proportion

as we recede from the great centi ity, we find

ii frequency and in their average

. heat, while at the same time they ions in those

territories where, as in Central France or the Eifcl in Germany,
there are cones and craters still so perfect in their form, and
streams of lava bearing such a relation to the depth and shape

of the existing \,m \ >. ;>< t - <n«.n ite that the internal fires have
become dorm mt in comparatively recent times. If there be ex-

this rule, itis win -

!

t springs are met with in parts

of the Alps and Pyrenees which have been violently convulsed

by modern, earthquakes.
To pursue still further our comparison between the I

and the volcano, we may regard the water of the spring as re-

presenting those vast clouds, of aqueous vapor which are copi-

ously evol v. session from
craters during an eruption. But we shall perhaps be asked

whether, when we contrast the work done by the two agents in

question, there is not a marked failure of analogy in one respect

—namely a want, in the ease of the hot spring, of power to

raise from great depths in the earth voluminous masses of solid

matter corresponding to the heaps of scoriae and streams of lava

which the volcano pours out on the surface. To one who urges

such an objection it may be said that the quantity of solid as

well as gas€ "he interior

of the earth !;m is com-
monly imagined. The thermal waters of Bath are far from be-

ing conspicuous among European hot springs, for the quantity of

mineral matter contained in them in proportion to the water
which acts as a solvent; yet Professor Eamsay has calculated

that if the sulphates of lime and soda, and the chlorids of so-

dium and magnesium, and the other mineral ingredients which
they contain, were solidified, they would form in one year a
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square column 9 feet in diameter, and no less than 140 feet in

height. All this matter is now quietly conveyed by a stream of

in, to the Avon, and by the Avon

to the sea; but if, instead of being thus removed, it were de-

posited around the orifice of eruption, like the siliceous layers

which < st t < i 1 ism of an Icelandic geyser, we

should soon see a considerable cone built up, with a crater in the

middle; and if the action of the spring were intermittent, so

that ten or twenty years should elapse between the periods when

solid matter was emitted, or (say) an interval of three centuries,

as in the case of Vesuvius between 1306 and 1631, the

would be on so grand a scale as to afford no mean object of com-

parison with the intermittent outpourings of a volcano.

Dr. Daub
i

a month to the anah •

Bath waters, in 1833, ascertained that the daily evolution of ni-

trogen gas amounted to no less than 250 cubic feet in volume.

lie remarks, is not only characteristic of h

In bofiica-eO - s __ ^ ti it the i tio_> ma\ be derived from

atmospheric air, which is always dissolved in rain-water, and

ben this water penetrates the earth's crust, must be car-

ried down to great depths, so as to reach the heated interior.

"When there, it may be subjected to deoxydating processes, so

that the nitrogen, being left in a free state, may be driven up-

ward by the expansive force of heat and steam, or by hydro-

static pressure. This theory has been very generally adopted,

as best accounting for |

of nitrogen, even where the rocks through which the spring

rises are crystalline and unfossiliferous. It will, however, of

course be admitted, as Professor Bischof has pointed our. that

in some places organic matter has supplied a large part of the

Carbonic acid gas is another of the volatilized substances dis-

charged by the Bath waters. Dr. Gustav Bischof, in the new

edition of his valuable work on chemical and physical geology,

when sp -aking < .f the exhalations of this _

are of universal occurrence, and that they originate at great

depths, becoming more abundant the deeper we penetrate. He
also observes that, when the silicates which enter so largely into

they*
by the new combinations thence arising must often augn
volume of the altered rocks. This increase of bulk, he says

act laterally, so as to compress, dislocat-

the strata mass in which the new chemical

changes are developed. The calculations made by this eminent
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i chemist of the exact amount of distention which the
of new mineral products may cause, by adding to the
s of the rocks, deserve the attention of geologists, as af-

: lose reiterated oscillations of
1 vel—those :

'

'

probably many distinct causi

lateral movements, and any ]

welcome ; but I believe the expansion and contraction of solid

rocks, when they are alternately heated and' cooled, and the
fusion and subsequent consolidation of mineral masses, will con-
tinue to rank, as heretofore, as the most influential causes of such

The temperature of the Bath waters varies in the different

springs from 117° to 120° F. Tl !, is excep-

oce of Bath
from the nearest region of active, or recently extinct, volcanos
and of violent earthquakes. The hot springs of Aix-la-Chapelle
have a much re, viz. 135° F., but they are sit-

nilea of those cones and lava-streams of the

.

-'

modern geological period. Bath is about 400 miles distant from
the same part of Germany, and 440 from Auvergne—another
volcanic region, the ! dch were geologically

ith those of the Eifel. When these two regions in

France and Germany were the theaters of frequent convulsions,
we may wel ften more rudely sha-
ken than now ; and such shocks as that of October last, the
sound and rocking motion of which caused so great a sensation
M it traversed the southern part of the island, and seems to have
been particularly violent in Herefordshire, may be only a lan-

guid reminder to us of a force of which the energy has been
gradually dying out.

If you consult the geological map of the environs of this city,

colored by the Government surveyors, you will perceive that nu-

merous lines r >cks are there laid

down, and i v as much
as 200 feet. Mr. Charles Moore pointed out to me last spring,

when I had - the geology of this

district under his guidance, that there are other lines of dis-

placement not\ thi i 1. vn . ) the Ord M p, the < xist. nee

:

same formations crop out on the flunks of the hills to the north
an d so t'u ui the citv. I have therefore little doubt that the
ttwh sp '.hermal writers, mark the site of
some great convulsion and fracture which took place in the crust
Aa. Jopr. Sci.—Si: on» Si hies, Vol. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865.
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of the earth at some former period—perhaps not a very remote

one, geologically speaking. The uppermost part of the rent

through which the ho- ted in horizontal strati

of Lias, and Trias, 300 feet thick; and this may be more mod-
\

ern than the lower part, which passes through the inclined and

broken strata of the subjacent Coal-measures, which are uncon-
]

formable to the Trias. The nature and succession of these rocks

penetrated by the Bath waters was first made out by the late

William Smith, in 1817. when a shaft was sunk in the vicinity

in search for coal. The shock which opened a comm
through the upper rocks may have been of a much later date

than that which fractured the older and underlying strata; for

there is a tendency in the earth's crust to yield most readily

along lines of ancient fracture, which constitute the points of

least resistance to a force acting from below.
If we adopt the theory already alia le I to, that the nitrogen

is derived from the deoxydation of atmospheric air carried down
by ram-v. citer, \\«> may imagine the supply of this water to be

furnished by some mountainous region, perhaps a distant 0oej

and that it descends through rents or porous rocks till it encoun-

ters some mass of heated matter by which it is converted into

steam and then driven upward through a fissure. In its down-
ward passage, the water may derive its sulphate of lime, chlorid

of calcium, and other substances from the decomposition of the

gypseous, saline, calcareous and other constituents of the rocks

which it permeates. The greater part of the ingre
common to sea-water, and might suggest the theory of a marine
origin

;
but the analysis of the Bath springs by Merck and Gal-

loway shows that the relative proportion of the solid matter is

far from agreeing with that of the sea, the chlorid of magne-
sium being absolutely in excess, that is. 14 -ran,- of it per gal-

lon for 12 of common salt; whereas in sea-water there are 27

grains of salt, or chlorid of sodium, to 4 of the chlorid of

i- That some mineral springs, however, may derive

an inexhaustible supply through rents and porous rocks, from

the leaky bed of the ocean, is by no means an unreasonable the-

ory, especially if we believe that the contiguity of nearly all

the active volcanos to the sea is connected with the access of

salt water to the subterranean foci of volcanic heat.

Professor Roscoe, of Manchester, has been lately e.

making a careful analysis of the Bath waters, and has ;

in them three metals which they were not previously known to

contain—namely, copper, strontium, and lithium; but he has

searched in vain for cesium and rubidium, those new metals, the

existence of which has been revealed to us in the course of the

last few years by what is called spectrum analysis. By this new
method, the presence of infinitesimal quantities, such as would
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have wholly escaped detection by ordinary tests, are made known
to the eye by the agency of light. Thus, for example, a solid

substance such as the residue obtained by evaporation from a

mineral water is introduced on a platinum wire into a colorless

. The substance thus volatilized imparts its color to

the flame, and the light, being then made to pass through a

prism, is \ lowed through a small telescope or spectroscope, as it

is called, by the aid of which one or more bright lines or bands

are seen in the spectrum, which, according to their position and

color, indicate the presence of different elementary bodies.

Professor Bunsen, of Heidelberg, led the way, in 1860, in the

i of this new test to the hot waters of Baden-Baden

and of Diii tinato. He observed in the spec-

trum some colored lines of which he could not interpret the

meaning, and was determined not to rest till he found out what

they meant. This was no easy task, for it was necessary to

evaporate fifty tons of water to obtain 200 grains of what proved

to be two new metals. Taken together, their proportion to the

water was only as one to three million. He named the first

cesium, from the bluish-gray lines which it presented in the

spectrum; and the second rubidium, from its two red lines.

se successful experiments were made, thallium, so called

from its green line, was discovered in 1861 by Mr. Crooks; and

R fourth metal, named indium, from its indig

detected by of Freiberg, in Saxony,

ore of the Hartz. It is impossible not to -

derful efficacy of some mineral springs, both cold ami

in curing diseases, which no artificially prepared waters have as

yet been able to 'rival, may be connected with the presence of

one or more of these elementary bodies
|

and some of the newly found ingredients, when procured in lar-

-

While I was pursuing my inquiries respecting the Bath wa-

ters, I learned casually that a hot spring hi

a great depth in the copper mine near lh

having about as high
and of which, strange to say, no account has yet been published

It seems that, in the year 1839, a 1« vol was driven from an old

shaft so as to intersect a rich copper-mine at the depth of 13o0

feet from t
ssare occur-

red in what was formerly called the United Minea,

have since been named the Clifford Aim^muit. d Mi^s.

'i- ,„h :, ..-.,..,-.: •

'

^

;

:

:

ter was observed to rise, which has continued to flov

vey, of Redruth,
gth ever since. At my request, Mr Horton Da-

* -' kindness to send up to London many
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gallons of this water, which have been analyzed by Professor

William Allen Miller, F.R.S., who finds that the quantity of

solid matter is so great as to exceed by more than four times

the proportion of that yielded by the Bath waters.
2

Its compo-

sition is also in many respects very different ; for it contains but

little sulphate of lime, and is almost free from the salts of mag"

nesium. It is rich in the chlorids of calcium and so .

it contains one of the new metals—caesium, never before detec-

ted in any mineral spring in Engl tnd ;
but its > -culiar charac-

teristic is the extraordinary abundance of lithium, of which a

mere trace had been found by Professor Roscoe in the Bath wa-

ters : whereas in this Cornish hot spring this i -dtutes

no less than a twenty-sixth part of the whole of the solid con-

h, as before stated, are so voluminous. When Fro-

ler exposed some of these contents to the test of spec-

trum analysis, he gave me an opportunity of seeing the beau-

tiful bright crimson lines which the lithium produces in the

Lithium was first made known in 1817 by Arfvedson, who
extracted it from petalite : and it was believed to be extremely

rare, until Bunsen and Kirchhoff, in 1860, by means of spectrum

analysis, showed that it was a most widely liii'used substance,

existing in minute quanta c> in ;tl n< <i ; ]\ mineral w at ts. and

in the sea, as well as in milk, human blood, and the ashes of

some plants. It has already been used in medicine, and we may
therefore hope that, now thai

and at a much chea >er ratt than b 1 ire th - \\ lu

Eta analyzed, it may become of high value. According

to a rougl: s been sent to me by Mr. Davey.

the Wheal-ClifFord spring yields no less than 250 g

minute, which is almost equal to the discharge of tl

Bath or chief spring of this city. As to the gases emitted, they

are the same as those of the Bath water—namely carbonic acid,

oxygen, and nitrogen.

Mr. \Varino-ton Smyth, who had already visited :

Clifford lode in 1855', re-examined it in J

the view of replying to several queries which 1 had put to him;

and, in <• ite of the stifli ig heat, ascertained the geolo-

temperature of the water. This

last he found to be 122° F. at the depth of 1350 feet; but he

scarcely doubts that the thermometer wTould stand two or three

degrees higher at a distance of 200 feet to the eastwa

t . w iteT is known to gush up more freely. The W
ford lode is a fissure varying in width from six to r

one wall consisting of el van or porphvritic granite, and the other

of killas or clay-slate. Along the line of the rent, which runs
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east and west, there has been a slight throw or shift of the rocks.

!

iron, the porous nature of which allows the' hot water to perco-

late freely through it. It seems, however, that in the continua-
tion upward of the same fissure, little or no metalliferous ore

was deposited, but in its place, quartz and other impermeable
s, which obstructed the course of the hot spring, so as

to prevent its flowing nt on the surface of the country. It has
been always a favorite theory of the miners that the 'high tem-
pcrature ol this Cornish -Ming is due to the oxydation of the

<>f copper and iron, which are decomposed when air

is admitted. That such oxydation must have some slight effect

is undeniable ; but that it materially influences the temperature
of so large a body of water is out of the question. Its effect

must be almost insensible; for Professor Miller has scarcely been
able to detect any sulphuric acid in the water, and a minute
trace only of iron and copper in solution.

When we compare the temperature of the Bath springs, which
issue at a I v< 1 ol '. -s than LOO feet above the sea, with the

Wheal-C,:;U,i,l ,piiug found at a depth of 1350 feet from the

surface, we must of course make allowance for the increase of

heat always experienced when we descend into the interior of
the earth.

'

tJd amount to about 20° F., if we
adopt the est Mr. Hopkins from an accurate

series of observation? made in the Monkwearmouth shaft, near

Durham, and in the Dukinfield rter, each of

. t in clept i. In tin s< s lafts, the temperature was
found to rise at the rate of only 1° F. for every increase of depth
of from 6o to 70 feet. But if the Wheal-Clifford spring, instead

of being arrested in its upward course, had continued to rise

freely through porous and loose materials so as to reach the sur-

face, it would probably not have lost anything approaching to

20° F., since the renewed heat derived from below would have
warmed the walls and contents of the lode,

"J,
almost entire absence of magnesium raises an obvious objection

- waters from the sea

;

or if such a source be suggested for the salt and other marine

products, we shall be under the necessity of supposing the mag-
nesium to be left behind in combination with some of the ele-

ments of the decomposed and altered rocks through which the

Hot springs are, for the most part, charged with alkaline and

. and, as a rule, are barren of the

precious metals, gold, silver, and platinum, as well as of tin, cop-

per, lead, and many others, a slight trace of copper in the Bath

temperature above that wdiich would naturally belong to Jhe
rocks at corresponding levels on each side
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waters being exceptional. Nevertheless, there is a strong pre-

sumption that th. re exists some relationship between the action

of thermal waters and the filling of rents with metallic ores.

The component elements of these ores may, in the firsl

rise from great depths in a state of sublimation or of solution in

intensely heated water, and may then be precipitated on the

walls of a fissure as soon as the ascending vapors or fluids begin

to part with some of their heat. Almost ev< . d« d _. save the

alkaline metals, silica, and curtain gases, may thus be left behind

long before t! ss ig 1 . s the earth's surface. I:

. is
|
Drtion of a fis-

sure, originally tho sands of i t or fath. sd . v. ill never be

d .'>, ''"'. '-

parts if t - i n v

U _< ill. i v, ith its couti nfs

tion. Ages before such changes
I to act; so it th vaiit of

liglit: I allude to tin m amor;i ,- u of sedimentary rocks.

mains, have been rendered 'partially or wholly crysttdline. It

is admitted on all hands that head has been' instrumental in

bringing about this re-i s vi I ich, whi n the

metamorphism has been carried out to its full* si • st ot, obliteJ*

ates all trace of the imbedded fossils. But as moun
many miles in length and breadth, ai d several thousands of feet

in height, have undergone such' ait. ration, it has always been

difficult to explain in what manner an amount of heat "capable

of so entirely changing the molecular condition of se

masses could have come into play without utterly

every sign ot -u ,, h^tion. as well as of orgai : structure.

Various < at the min-
'::

amorphic rocks have not been h< i d d, cn.-tadu _ from a

-' ' :e.d '.. -.: hi ; . , .

'
' :

from liquid solutions, or in the wet way—a process i

ft : li -intense degree of heat. d

carbonic acid and with fiuohydric acid (which last is often pres-

ent in smai omposition

and chemical reaction in rocks through which they percolate.
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If, therefore, large bodies of hot water permeate mounts
at great depths, they may in the course of ages superinduce in
them a crystalline structure; and in some cases strata in a lower
position and of older date may be comparative! v unaltered, re-

taining their fossil r re newer rocks are
rendered metamorphic This may happen where the waters,

after passing upward for thousni ith some ob-
struction, as in the case of the Wheal-Ch
the same to be laterally diverted so as to percolate the surround-
ing rocks. The emc mal action has been
admirably Illustrated of late year s and obser-
vations of Senarmont, Daubree, Delesse, Scheerer, Sorby, Sterry
Hunt, iirid others.

The chan s has shown to have been produced
of ]>!, ,bi.V-s. in the Voages, are more

of 160° F., and were conveyed by the Boi i

long conduit or a ions of some of their

Qsisted. of a bed of concrete, made of lime, I

of brick and sandstone. Through this and other masonry the
hot waters have been percolating lave given
rise to vari« us ::•< >litcs—apophyllite and chabazite besides others

;

also to calcareous spar, aragonite, and fluor spar, together with

i as opal, -i I found in the interspaces of
the bricks and mortar, or constituting part of their r

at brought into action in this in-

tra has, no doubt, been enormous,
although the intensity of it developed at any one moment has

The study, of late years, of :

- manner led to the conclusion that their cons

place at temperatures far below those formerly suppo-
sed to be indispensable. Gustav Rose has pointed out that the
quartz of c-riLLite Ii is the specific gravity of 2(!. which charac-

lica when it is precipita solvent, and

;

'

it cools and v from a state of fusion.

But some geologists, when made aware of the intervention on
a large scale, of water, in the formation of the component min-
erals of tin? b ic rocks, appear of late years to

have been too much disposed to 1

1

; >eat when
accounting for the formation of

' estratined

rocks. As water in a : nation enters largely
into the aluminous and some other minerals, and therefore plays
no small part in the composition of the earth's crust, it follows

ater must be present, indepen-
dently of ti • r and aea-wat i which find
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their way into the regions of subterranean heat. But the exist-

ence of water under great pressure affords no argumei

our attributing an excess

which it is mixed up. Still less does the point to which the

melted matter must be cooled down before it consolidates or

a into lava or granite afford any test of the degree of

heat which the same matter must have acquired when it was

melted and made to form lakes and seas in the interior of the

We learn from Bunsen's experiments on the Great Geyser in

Iceland, that at the depth of only seventy-four feet, at the bot-

tom of the tube, a column of water may be in a state of rest,

and yet possess a heat of 120° Centigrade, or 248° F. What,

then, may not the temperature of such water be at the depth

of a few thousand feet? It might soon attain a white heat un-

der pressure: and as to lava. th. v \\h<> have t> held it issue, as

I did in 1858, from the southwestern flanks of Vesuvius, with

a surface white and glowing like that of the sun, and who have

felt the scor rs Hates, will form a high con-

ception of the intense temperature of the same lava at the bot-

tom of a vertical column several miles high. ; id (.'ouunuuica-

ting with a great reservoir of fused matter, which, if it were to

begin at once to cool down, and were never to receive future ac-

cessions of heat, might require a whole geological period before

it solidified. Of such slow refric tga may be

among the most effective msti howly from
the subterranean molten mass th Is of vapor
are seen to carry off in a latent form from a volcanic c r

ing an eruption, or from a lava e

It is more t e Mr. Scrope, in his work on vol-

canos, insisted on. the important •.,:...
j
lays in an

eruption, when intimately mixed up with the component mate-

rials of Lava, aiding as he supposed, in giving mobility to the

moresolld materials of the fluid mass. But, wh
this igneo-aqueous theory, he never dreamed of impugning the

Huttonian doctrine as to the intensity of heat which the produc-
tion of the unstratified rocks, those of the plutonic class espe-

cially, implies.

The exact nature of the che mi hvdrother-
mal action may effect in the earth's interior will long remain ob-

scure to us, because th y take place are inac-

cessible to man ; but the manner in which volcanos have shifted

their position throughout a vast series of geological epochs—be-

coming extinct in one region and breaking out in another—may,
increase of heat as we descend toward the

interior, without the necessity of our appealing to an original

central heat, or the igneous fluid cleus.



i the Nebular Hypothec

[Concluded from vol. xxxviii, p. 360.]

1. The Breaking-up of the Rings.

34. The process of cooling would still continue after the rings

had separated. The loss of caloric from radiation would cause

the rings to contract their dimensions ; and this, the unequal

density of different parts, and the extraordinary perturbations to

which they would necessarily be subject in their motions, would
cause a separation of the rings in certain weak places. When
once broken into parts while the density of the ring was very
small, even if the parts were not many, the case would be extra-

ordinary in which the parts would be prevented from re-uniting

into a single planet, owing to the very great perturbations to

which their motions would be subject, as separate bodies. It is

impossible at present to tell just how a ring would be resolved

into a planet. A system of waves would probably be developed,

owing to perturbations ; and by an accumulation in one part,

owing to the nature of the disturbing force, such as calculation

shows might exist under certain conditions in the case of the

rings of Saturn, and thus a considerable portion of the matter

of the ring fo one side, and this accumulation

would be the center of attraction around which the planet would
be formed.

35. We may now ask in what direction the planet thus

formed would rotate ? The direction of rotation would depend
on circumstances. Let us take the breadth of the ring from

which Uranus was formed, the same as the diameter of his

sphere of at d's Analogy. The diameter of

the sphere of attraction of Uranus, as given by Professor Kirk-

wood," is 7-438. The inner radius is 2'558, and the outer one,

4-879. If We suppose the inner and the outer parts of the

ring each to have the velocity due it according to Kepi
law, then, the velocity of the inner part being called 1, that of

the outer will be 0-8287 ; and the angular velocities of the same

parts will be to each other as 1 to 04715. If every part of the

ring have the same angular velocity, and that of the ;

°e 1, the angular velocity of the outer part will be 14o7. If

the inner and the outer parts have the same veloeuv.

lar velocity of the inner part being called 1, that of the outer

part will be 0-6866. But none of these cases can obtain in any
°f the rings, but one or another will be approximated to, accord-

=a This Journal, [2], xir, ,.. 213.

Am. Jour. Sci.—Second Sum -Jan., 1865.
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The outer rings would approximate to
the first case, and the inner ones, to the second c
intermediate rings would approximate more or less. ;

their posit; to the last case. In co
of this, we may r. fer to the case ol Saturn's rings. It is demon-
strated by mathematicians that the stability of' the motions of
those rings cannot exist unless
from the center of Sat .

'

. difl I s

But observation"
1

shows that th< sti I dlity of the motion of the
i We hence conclude that those parts of the Kings

different angular velocities. But it is concluded from observa-

that there is still greater necessity for the different parts of a
gaseous ring situated at different distances from the center of at-

ities; just as we have
concluded in speaking of the separata n ,

: the nno's from the

great solar spheroid.
36. In the case of the first two or three rings abandoned bv

the primitive spheroid, their densil
that the velocity of the outer parte would b

.- Kepler's third law. Such being
able that the velocity of the inner parte will exceed that of the
outer parte. When the rings break up to form planets, the parti
will ma great measure retain the velocity wl

rings, and the consequence will be
such planets will, at first, be performed in a direction opposite
to that of their motions around the central body. 32

In conse-
quence of the great frj !nt stJla of the fluid

rings abandoned by the solar spheroid, the oul
would in most cases, probably, have a gi

r^ata; and th, bem would
naturally at first take the direct motion of rotation, because the

a greater velocity than the inner parts, the
•locity would give the planet a direct rotatory velocity.

J^ven it some of the outer planets should prove to have a retro-

,. '

-
'

.'.''"'..
" '' .• ;' ----i. -

volume xxxvii, page 51, wher
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grade rotatory motion, our reasoning would not lead us to con-
clude that such would be the case with many of them.

37. Bat are we certain that all the rings would break up; or
if broken up, that each would form a single planet ? In this part
of our enquiry we cannot guess at it ; nor will it do to be guid-
ed by the phenomena of the Solar System

; for it is the phenom-
ena of such a system of which we are to render a rational ac-
count. We must here be guided by strictly mathematical and

tions. Prof. Peirce, of Harvard University,
m his investigation of the problem of the stability of the mo-

gs, arrived at the remarkable conclusion

; of the rings is preserved by the
-

i A th sat< llites in the very act of perturbation.
He then makes the remark that the only place in the Solar Sys-
tem, among the priman planets, where we could, from the
above conclusions, expect a permanent ring, is just within the
powerful masses of Jupiter and Saturn.

33 But even here, he
says, the ring could not exist, but must ultimately be destroyed.
He says, " But had there been a ring at this part of the system,

have been subject to such extraordinary pertu
that it would, in the course of time, have been vibrated up
against the next inferiot planet, Mars; and in this wav have
been broken into the asteroids. The orbits of planets, formed
Q&dersi have been characterized by great
eccentricity."

The above view of the formation of the Asteroids, needs
some modification. According to Peirce's conclusions, drawn
from his investigation of the problem of Saturn's Rings, a fluid

some considerable length of time,

orbit of Jupiter. Grasiting this to be true, it is diffi-

cult to escape the conclusion that the process of cooling, to which
ii it were gaseous, would grad-

ually reduce it to a coi g to that of the rings
of Saturn at the present time ; that is, a liquid state. The vari-

ous conclusions, then, at which mathematicians have arrived,

respecting the perturbations of those rings, will apply with
greater or less force, according to circumstances, to the supposed
3

- ' thin the orbit of Jupiter. Prof. Maxwell, 34
in his inves-

of the problem of the motion of Saturn's Kings, dis-

a ring of disconnected particles,

and a fluid (or more definitely^ a liquid,) ring. The first case he
found to be one of unsl In the last two cases
he found that if the perturbations to which the ring would be sub-

A-t. Journal, vol. ii, p. 18. Also Annual of Scientific Discovery for

diversity of Cambridge, ]
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ject could be propagated around the ring in the form of waves,

abject to particular conditions, the ring would be permanent; I

but if these particular conditions were not fulfilled, the ring
j

would be destroyed. In the case of a fluid ring, (incompres- I

sible,) he found that in general a wide ring could not revolve f

every part of which had the same angular velocity.
35 In his \

lion
36
he says, " We next took up the case of a flat-

tened ring, composed of incompressible fluid, and moving with
\

uniform angular velocity. The internal forces here arise partly

from attraction and partly from fluid pressure. We began by
taking the case of an infinite stratum of fluid affected bv regu-
for waves. I found the accurate values of the forces in this I

case. For long waves, the resultant force is in the same direc- I

tion as the displacemeir !n fur waves whose
length is about ten times the thickness of the stratum. For
waves about five times as long as the stratum is thick, there is

no resultant force; and for shorter waves, the force is in the op-
f

posite direction to the displacement
39. "Applying these results to the case of the ring, we find

that it will be destroyed by the long waves unless the fluid is \

less than ^d of the density of the planet, and that in all

cases the short waves will break u
. satellites. |

40. "Passing to the case of narrow rings, we she. i; 1 rii d a

somewhat larger maximum density, but we should still find that '

very short waves produce forces in the direction opposite to the 1

displacement, and that therefore, as alread
short undulations would increase in magnitude without being
propagated along the ring, till they had broken up the fluid fila-

ment into drops. These drops may or may not fulfill the condi-
tion formerly given {in the essay] for the stability of a ring of
equal satellites. If they fulfill the conditions, they will move as
a permanent ring. If they do not, short waves will arise and
be propagated among the satellites, with ever increasing magni-
tude, till a sufficient number of drops have been brought into
collision, so as to unite and form a smaller number of larger
drops, which may be capable of revolving as a permanent ring."

41. Basing our reasoning on the preceding results, we are led
to the conclusion that under cerl ,h as prob-
ably exist within the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn in the Solar
System—the abandoned fluid ring may preserve its form for im-

s, and thus have time to cool down somewhat and ap-

to the condition of an incompressible fluid, and then,
with the changes already taken place, undergo the
transformation, to convert it into small, separate bodies. These
bodies would continue to come ii b

. conditions
of dynamical equilibrium were fully established, and thus en-

» Maxwell, p. 45. » lb., p . 64.
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able each body to move in its own independent orbit. Bodies

so formed must vary in size from the largest of them to bodies

The original ring

since it would be prevented from unit

any such zone of small planets would also be of considerable

v.i.lti:. and the planets would range in mean distance from one

limit of the broken ring to the opposite limit. The vat

turning causes would very probably cause the small planetary

bodies to move in very eccentric (planetary) orbits, and the

action of the short waves which would break up the ring, might,

perhaps, cause the resulting planets to move in orbits consider-

lined to each other, and to the plane of the ecliptic.

42, The heterogeneousness of the materials composing

rings, and the great rarity of their physical condition,

,
perhaps, cause some of the less dense portions, at the

of the breaking- up of the rings, owing to the action of the

great distnri b their motions would 1

to be projected to a considerable distance from either tfte outer

or the inner parts of the rings, and such detached portions

might never return to I
rat would move around

the central solar body in an elliptical orbit, having, perhaps, in

some cases. -ion to the plane of the equator

of the ring f were projected. Such bodies

would revolve around the sun as Comets. The theory of Central

Forces38
shows us that, when the distances from the central body

v are given, the eccentricity is dependent on.

the angle of B, the angle formed by the radius-

vector and the line of projection. Supposing comets to have

been formed as we have just described, we see that the great

to the radkw the mass is thrown from the ring.

Such comets would' very probably move around the sun in the

same direction as the planets. Those rings abandoned nearer

the centre of the solar spheroid, would, very likely, be more

symmetrical in the disposition of their materials, and conse-

quently less likely to have any large collection of rare materials

i be projected from the rings. We hence conclude

that those comets which have a comparatively short period of

revolution, will not be verv large and conspicuous objects when
*ey approach their perihelia. We may further conclude that

the last three or four rin^s would not throw off any comets.

tic comets having a direct motion

should be found in groups, perhaps, with periods of revolution

a httle greater or a'little less than the planets to which they

17
See Math. Monthly,Ti?

7
160

C°U
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nearest correspond in their motions. Eetrograde comets, and a

portion of those * hich have a direct motion, cannot very well be

accounted for up< n this hypothesis of the breaking-up of the

rings, nor should we expect to find retrograd . «.- nets with shear!

periods. If, as Laplace supposed, and which, according to our

hypothesis, is not improbable, comparatively small qu
ii 'hi! s matt r exist in different regions of the universe, the

Solar System may, in its motion through space, come into their

immediate neighborhood at different times, and such nebulous
matter would be drawn, by the attractive influence of the sun
and planets, into the system, and it would appear in the

form of comets—either retrograde or direct, according to circum-
stances—and meteors. All comets so formed would i

have a comparatively long period of revoli
might be the case in some instances) the perturbative influence
of the planets should change their orbits. We may hence con-

clude that all, or nearly all, comets having a short" peri I, v.iii

have a direct motion ; and of the comets of long periods, the

direct and retrograde should, considering all time, be nearly
equally divided, so far as we can determine.

2. The Planets and their Satellites.

43. After the rings from which the planets were formed were
broken up, and all the parts of any one ring reduced to a planet,
such planet, as we have shown, would have a rotation on an
axis. This axis would, necessarily, be a natural or
axis. It would be a delicate adjustment to give a solid body,
differing from a sphere, a rotation around a principal axis : bo*
a fluid body would readily adapt itself to such an axis. We do
not doubt but that Infinite Wisdom and Power could cause any
solid body to rotate around a natural axis ; but we have not the
least evidence that Infinite Wisdom ever works in th
manner. God always adapts means to ends, so that
are produced under the action of fixed natural laws. We. there*
fore, conclude that the planets, formed as required by the Nebu-
lar Hypothesis, should all be found to rotate on natural axes.

44. After the parts of the broken-up rings had united, and
the resulting bodies commenced their rotatory motion, the cooling
of the masses, in consequence of the radiation of heat, would
cause their rotatory velocities to be increased, and ihi
would continue till, in most instances, a secondary r;

be abandoned by such planetary bodies.
39 The outer planets be-

ing larger and much less dense than the inner ones, would aban-
don several secondary rings. In reference to the number of these
secondary rings cast off by each of the planets, all that we can

e Solar System.
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at present conclude on, with any degree of certainty, is, that the

number should, upon the whole, increase from the sun outward.

We cannot, at present, say that the outermost planet ought to

ta e abandoned the greatest number of rings. Thea

rings would, in general, breakup and form secondary i

i/iider cei n condition—such as Prof Poire has

found to exist in the System of Saturn—a ring, or nugs might

remain entire, or at least, not breakup into a single satellite.

According to this view, rings, if they exist, must be found in-

terior to several satellites. In •
hanged by

disturbing forces—the planet should rotate on its axis in less

time than is required for any ring or satellite to revolve around

the primary. The same must hold in the case of the sun and

the planets.

45. When the last ring has been abandoned by any one of

the planets, the remaining part" must cool down and i

a primary planet. The outer portions being exposed \

of .space— at least 50° below zero lrah.—tlx-y will

cool much more rapidly than the inner parts, and after the

whole is reduced to a liquid, a crust would, comparatively soon,

form around the liquid planet, and would take

place very slowly compared with its former rate. A certain

amount of h *ed from the other bod. -

its conditio b), and finally a

would not

cool,—or at most very slowly—and thus tn

remain liquid. The outer planets being from the beginning less

dense than the others, a crust would, perhaps, .be formed so com-

paratively early as to leave the mean density of the planet com-

paratively small. We should, therefore, look for an lncreasem

mean density from the outermost planet to the innermost W e

see no reason, however, to believe that any simple law regulates

ion of mean density from one planet to another.
_

46. It would at first seem as if the satellites of the primaries

should follow the same law of rotation that the primaries them-

selves do : but we must recollect that the numbers representing

the distances of the former, expressed in radii of the latter, may

differ very considerably from the numbers representing the dis-

tances of the latter expressed in radii of the sun. Again, the

rings from which the satellites were formed, were abandoned

when the primaries were much reduced in temperature, and con-

densed, when compared with the condition of the primary rings

- In the Nebular Hypothesis, after a fluid body has abandon^IdTthe,riijgj £.-

3d SeSor 0?tL meteoric theorv a - ' ,f the North

American Review, account for the fact that our Solar System l

this principle ?
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when they were separated from the primitive solar spheroid. All
the satellites will be much smaller than the prime-
being comparatively small bodies, they will cool down and be-
come solid much sooner than the primaries will. In conse-
quence of the forces acting on : imaries and
secondaries, they will become spheroidal in shape as soon as the
rings from which they are made are broken up and the parts
united. The attraction of the primaries on the fluid
will raise the fluid particles into great tidal-waves; and as the
waves on opposite sides are slightly unequal, the result will be
a retardation of the rotatory velocity of the secondaries. William
±errel, Esq., of the Nautical Almanac Offic
has given J

a mathematical discussion of the retarding effect of
tbe tides of the earth on its rotatory velocity. Acco,
conclusions, the retarding effect of the earth upon the moon's ro
:

:

:

'

v
' ' ''-

'

'

;

, - -

be between 500 and 600 times a -

ie m0on on
the earth s. According to his results, it would amount to an entire
circumference of the moon, or one period of rotation of the
moon in a hundred years. Even if these numbers be wide of
the truth the investigation shows

. the retard-
nig effect of the attraction of the primaries on their secwnenin a fluid state, is sufficient, in the course of immense ages,
to reduce the periods of revolution and rotation of the latte? to

^T^Z
&m
{ !

W
+1

have
»
therefore, great reason to suppose that

as a general rule the satellites turn on their axes but once during
a evolution around their primaries.

*mii
lt

,

th.ere exists a cosmical ether, as is at present pretty gen-
erally admitted, m order that it may remain spread throughout

Zee fm ; nous bodies is efficient to pro-

temperature and fluid condition nnder all circumstanc
' ™r e

f

th

f beiQg ^terial in its nature, it would ne-

KS?£ m̂
-°tl0n of *"» bod

J
es !*& which it re

contact for
i ages of time. In the Solar System, the rW °J? %Q

tl
the

\
ar°Und the sun would be in the" general direc-

tion of all the planets. It would also be regulated in its motion
r; j. ;,

Professor Ferret i
• which lie employed he nc
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partly according to the third law of Kepler; and thus the
planets, whatever might be their distances from the sun, would
scarcely be retarded by it in their annual revolutions." Since
the ether is supposed to maintain its temperature, and therefore

v;e, it would not gather into separate collections, leav-
ing some parts without it ; but it would only be slightly con-
densed around the different bodies of the universe.

48. If we calculate the principal radii of gyration of Jupiter,
at the time when each secondary ring was abandoned, upon the
same principle as that adopted in the case of the sun, viz : by
neglecting the masses of the satellites, we shall find such radi'i,

ae when each satellite ring was separated, commencing
with the nearest and taking them in the order of distance—the
equatorial radius of Jupiter being the unit—to be as follows

:

a „ &c, being the distances of the satellites. If we compare the
radii of gyration, k, with the mean distance of the satellites, a,

we see that in every instance the latter is not far from six times
the former. If we"make a similar comparison for the primary
planets, using Table II, we see that the radius of gyration is

only about the one-hundredth of the mean distance of the planet
from the center of the sun. We hence conclude from this that
the density of the primitive solar spheroid increased much more
rapidly toward the center, than the primitive Jovian spheroid.
In other words, the solar spheroid was relatively much more
dense about the central parts than Jupiter. This we had reason
to expect, since, according to the hypothesis, the ring from which
the Jovian system was formed was already somewhat condensed
when it was abandoned, and the general density much more
nearly uniform than that of the solar spheroid ; and hence the

secondary rings were much denser relatively to the Jov
roid than was the rins fr< n which -I ipit :r was formed relatively

to the solar spheroid. This, it would seem, is a strong proof of
the truth of the nebular hypothesis. The mass of Jupiter is

6000 times as great as the sum of the masses of his satellites

;

so that neglecting the masses of tl inson with
the mass of Jupiter we neglected only the small fraction ^Wth.
I supposed Jupiter homogeneous in finding his principal radius
of gyration.

The periods of rotation of Uranus and of Neptune being un-

i the basis - in his article
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known, we cannot compute the radii of gyration of tbe planets
at the time when the satellite rings were abandoned ns we have
done in the case of Jupiter. And if Bessel's mass of the rings
of Saturn

(T|Fth of that of Saturn) be admitted, it is probable
and the sum of the masses of the s it -liit.'s v, i 1 ma <e

a fraction too great to be neglected. The same is true of the
earth and moon.

49. Let us now collect together in this article the various
tacts which ought to be found to exist in the Sol ir S< stem, ac-

cording to the preceding view of the nebular hypothesis.
1st. The planets should all move in the same direction around

the sun. 2nd. Some comets whose distances corresi

as the planets. 3d. The orbits of ti

be much inclined to each other. 4th. All
perhaps, a few of the outer ones, sh
same direction as that in which tin- move around the sun.
oth. J he satellites should revolve around their i rimari. s in the
same direction in which the latter turn on their axes. 6th. The
periods of revolution and rotation of the satellites should, in

s at least, be equal. 7th. I , su i must "rotate on an
same direction as that in which the » lanets revolve

around him 8th. The outer planets of the system <,i,„nU he
i the inner ones. 9th. The outer

,the greater number of satellites. 10th. The c

E**6 T
'

L a™ than the inner ones. 11th.
ine outer planets should in general have greater masses than
the inner ones. 12th The planets should, u P ,,;,,, '„ i-

ase m density as they are found nearer the sun. 13th. The
1 Bh<>oId bel«s

of fh. q I

1'"' th ln
,

baIk :md m ' members
°%0 w0l

T SJ 'Str sll0uld be composed of similar materials.

Sent in ,? ° le
-

nebal;Vi
*Pared >

eX'

wlnU follows, we shall show that the phenomena of the

3. A Comparison of the preceding Theory with the Phenomena of
Nature.

tn
5
tLT

he °rigin
°f
m*terial existence is at present a mysterv

is\n,«
U

?
an
Tf' creat*d bytheDeitv

r band, to

•

i mind always looks toward a be:ginning of everything.
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But with such speculations, we have here nothing to do. The
nebular I vpothesis supposes matter and all physical forces to
exist; and we have only to carry back our speculations to the
most ancient and chaotic state in which it is possible for us to
suppose matter to exist. I have supposed matter in its earlier
chaotic condition to have been necessarily heterogeneous in
structure. Others have different views.'

3 Even if it" were at

i'^b or at any time, perfectly homogeneous, but not of symmet-
rical form, it would soon become heterogeneous, because Various
centers of attraction would be established, around which matter
would accumulate: and thus! : ferent parts

atory motion. Thus, under almost any con-
ceivable—certainly probable—circumstances, the nebulous mass
must be considered as having sufficient potential energy to give
to R motion of rotation. But we must not be confined to these

e views. "Every well- ! judgment
; t i obs :vc illustrations of the most sublime phe-

nomena of creation in the most minute and familiar operations
of the Creator's laws, one of the attires of

i

U1 th n acti m whatsoever be the range as to magnitude or dis-

tance of the objects on which they operate. For instance, the
minute particles of d .-» which wt ten the grass blade in early

the rden-
t; '-l law which gives to the mighty sun its globular form."

46

"ft is remarkable of physical laws that we see them operating
on every kind of scale as to magnitude, with the same regular-
"*

r and perseverance Two eddic '

fall into a mutual revolution at the distance of a <30uple of inches,

through the same cause that makes a pair of sun s link in mutual

>J ; imponderable and perfei t!\ el issi,-

iiH perfectly homogeneous impnnderatdt

lion. It is a fact that the evidence derived from ob

re derived. The a pp<,

F Scientific Discovery i
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revolution at the distance of millions of miles. There is, we
might say, a sublime simplicity in this indifference of the grand

is to the vastness or.the minuteness of the field of their

operations."
46 We thus may learn from the minuter operations

of nature of those grand revolutions which we have reason to

conclude have taken place in past ages of duration. Binary,

ternary, and multiple stars, in some, perhaps many, cases, may
be the resulting motion of two or more stars—I should more

properly say primitive stellar spheroids, coming so near together t

that their atmospheres came in contact and thus gave them a

motion around their common center of gravity.
47

52. All apparent motion in the region of the so-called fixed

stars, is very slow ; so slow, indeed, that in most instances it re-

quires several years to elapse before any motion becm:
ent. Certainly, in most cases the nebulas are situated far beyond
the region of the visible stars. How much slower, then, 'than

the stars, must the nebulas appear to change their relative parts

or positions in the heavens! We must, there! »re, ex] ct little

from the motion of nebulas or even clusters, in confirmation of

the nebular hypothesis. We must look to the general con-

formation of nebulas and of clusters. Lord Eosse has within

a comparatively few years, by means of his great reflectors,

shown that many of the nebulas are of the spiral form. They
appear as if they possess a rotatory motion on an axis, and this

motion has so far increased as to project some parts of the nebu-

las tangentially, and thus to break form, caus-

ing parts of the nebulas to fly off in one or more streams. The
general principles which would lead to such a result, we have
attempted to give from Arts. 3 to 12 inclusive. Mr. Nasmytu
has also given 49

an exposition of the principles, though he has

•'
'"'.'

tions as I have attempted to do. Many nebulas present that ap-

item to have presented
before the first planetary ring was abandoned, viz: a projected

circular - very bright in the outer por-

tions, but increasing in luminosity with considerable rapidity

near the center.

53. Some observations and deductions of a very i

character, have recently been made. Many years ago, Sir Wil*
• ;hel concluded, from a comparison of a figure of the

nebula in Orion, made by Huygens many years before, with a

figure of his own drawing, that some parts of the great nebula
—(cluster, perhaps we should now say^, since it has been par-

-
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tally resolved since Herschel's day)—have changed. It is very
probable that no such change has taken place ; but that the sup-
posed variation came from a defect .in Huygen's representation,

• and from a difference in the telescopes employed. But it seems
now quite certain that some nebulas have changed. The nebula
around Eta Argus, seems to be one of that character.

49 Also
several others have been discovered in which some change seems
to have taken place. Accurate micrometrical measurements

-and photo- tions only can here serve for the
basis of positive knowledge in this interesting department of as-

tronomy. It would seem that such patches of nebulae, if, indeed,
they are nebulas, proper, cannot be very extensive, since they
must be comparatively near our system. We must now leave
this interesting part of our subject, since this, alone, could never,
so far as we can see, to enable us
to say whether the God of Nature followed one or another
method in the process of world-making. We must descend to

ral and some of the particular phenomena of the Solar

to enable us to draw a definite conclusion on this

54. We know from observation that all the primary planets

revolve around the sun in the same direction, and in nearly the

which the planets revolve around him, from west to east. The
period of t ho sun's rotation is about 2~)$ days. ,vhich is about

the periodic time of Mercury. According to our theory,

no planet will ever be discovered so near the sun that its period

"ion will be less than the period of the sun, viz: 25£
'- ija, if this number be accurately determined. This is contrary
to the supposed discovery of Mr. Lescarbault.

The inclination of the orbit of Neptune, as we have shown,
corresponds very approximately with that of the invariable

plane of the Sol r Sestem, us our theory requires. We also

find that the distance between the planetary orbits increases

with the distance from the sun. The following table will show
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the difference between the mean distances of the planets, in

terms of the mean distance between the earth and sun : and also

the breadth of the primitive rings, according to Kirkwood'a
Analogy. 60 We have at present no method probably more ac-

*

in Kirkwood's to determine the breadth of the prinii-

We thus see that, generally speaking, there is an increase of

distance between the orbits "of the planets, and also in the

breadth of the rings abandoned by the sun; and yet it is not

absolutely the case in every instance; nor is

ing to any simple law, as we had occasion to point out from

what was assumed to be the probable condition of the primitive

.solar spheroid.

55. If we compare the masses and the densities of the plan-

ets, we shall see here, also, a general increase ii tin i ss «, and
a decrease in the densities, as we get farther from the sun, as can

be seen in the following table :

PLnet Mngni.udc. »«.. Density.

338'TISO
{

0972
Art. Planet,'.'.'.'.'.'.'!]

We see from this table what was concluded from theory to be
very probable, viz: that in general the volumes and mass, s in-

•
-

; '-
=

'
• ^ :

...
. - :

'

'

—and then decrease to the extremity of the system The fact

is no simple law pern
:1 tes the in-

shows that the condition of the
;

from being symmetrica]. Their, ~ more dense
than Venus may be thus explained. The difference in the con-
dition of th :• Venus-ring could not have beet
very considerable. But the former, after it

threw off a satellite-ring, taking off the ram
leaving the denser, so that the ultimate mean density of the
earth became a little greater than that of Venus. There seems
to be some pecul ar 13 i\ t Saturn in respect to d«
cannot be easdy accounted for.

^ This Journal, [2]. xiv, 213.
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56. In examining the secondary planets, we see a genera] in-

crease in number to each }>nn arv'nl m \ as we go from the sun

to the extremity of the system. The Earth has 1, Jupiter 4,

Saturn 8, Uranus 6 and ]> i haps 8, X< pt me 2 that have probably

been seen. AVo cannot tell with certainty the number of satel-

lites belonging t - ca< h <>i th ast t\ o
]

1 m< ts, ov ,, g to the dif-

ficulty of observing such bodies at so remote distances. The
md in lb- Jovian system very

similarly to the primary planets in ih S » ar System. W e find

s to increase as the distance from the center of Jupiter

ive at the third satellite, where we reach the

maximum. Tee mm-m sm -llite is the second in mass. The

third satellite is also the largest, and the fourth tl e next n - ze,

but the seco greater mass, yet is of smaller

size than the first. T satellites ! - t i n i n \ a sirm ir

general law. Titan, the 6th in the order of distance from the

at, and Japelus, the most distant of them all,

is next in size. Of the others we cannot so well judge, but it

seems not improbable that they decrease in size as they are

nearer the prn , v. We km >w still less of the sa

•], are very probably

second, (in the order of

theft discoveries), two, and possi-

bly three, exist. AVe thus see it to he a general principle of the

the others. We alsoobs

fact in reference to some of the secondary planets, viz: if we

divide the distance of the remotest satellite of any

from the center of the planet, by the diameter of the sphere of

of the ring, or the diameter of the primitive planet,) we shall

\ in general, the quotient decreases from the earth to

Uranus. ' We may therefore conclude that th

to condense much more than the inner ones before a -

has deterrai '

the sam
f

direction and in the same time in which they revolve around

their respective primaries. All these motions are in the direc-

tion of the rotation of the primaries. . .

57. The rings of Sal xample of the primi-

tive secondary rings. They open to us, in a measure, the nature

and constitution of the primitive rings, both the primary and

secondary. These rings have been retained as such according

to Prof. Peirce by the attraction of the satellites. Should these

elhtes. Since the rings of Saturn are very thin in comparison

with their width, we conclude that the primitive planet was very
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much flattened about the poles. If the rings of Saturn are fluid,

they exist as such in consequence of the friction of their

particles.

58. It is an interesting fact, and one confirmatory of our the-

ory, that the rings of Saturn have a longer period of rotation

than the planet itself, as required by the nebular hypothesis.

-According to the observations of Sir William Herschel, the

ririga of Saturn revolve around the planet in the space of 10k

32» L5».
M The period of rotation of Saturn is 10h 29™ 17 B

.

B

We thus see that the rings require 2m 58 s longer time to revoke

about Saturn, than the latter does to turn on his axis. Here

again we appear to have obtained conclusive evidence in favor

of the nebular hypothesis. Had the period of Saturn's rotation

been greater than that of the rings, it would have been very

difficult to reconcile it with the nebular hypothesis.

59. The rings of Saturn are either fluid or composed of un-

connected particles. According to Maxwell, even a fluid ring

would be broken up into small satellites ; but it does not follow

that these satellites may not still be fluid and unite n

ring—or perhaps several nearly concentric rings—after haying

been separate a sufficient length of time to restore the equilib-

rium by counteracting the disturbances to which the rings are

subject. We are thus reduced to the very probable conclusion

that the rings of Saturn are fluid (liquid). We are thus carried

back one great step toward the gaseous condition from which

we have supposed all the planets and their satellites to have been

developed.

60. Observation shows that the satellites of Uranus revolve in

a retrograde order. But we do nor know in what direction, nor

in what time, the planet rotates. If it should finally prove to

be the case that the satellites of Uranus are in the plane of the

planet's equator, and revolve in a direction opposite to that of

the rotation of the planet, it will be very difficult, if not impos-

sible, to reconcile the two motions with the nebular hypoth-

esis. But should the axis of the planet be found to have an in-

clination to the plane of the orbits of the satellites differing con-

siderably from a right-angle, the difficulty will not be insuper-

able." But since the nebular hypothesis accounts so satisfac-

torily for so many of the phenomena of the solar system, we

may venture to predict that the rotation of the plar

found to be retrograde, or closely approaching that direction, if

we may so express ourselves. But our theory, as we have
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shown, requires that the outer planets rotate in a retrograde di-

rection. Kirkwood's Analogy seems to require that Uranus
should occupy about 37 hours in performing one rotation. Is it

• bat a retrograde motion will influence the time of rota-

tion of the planet ? It would seem that some of the great tel-

escopes, either in this country or in Europe, ought to be able to

settle the question of the rotation of Uranus. I have not at-

tempted to account for the great difference between the greatest

and least diameters of Mars. A mere supposition could be of
no advantage.

61. The following table gives the time of rotation of the sev-

eral planets so far as known :

11 net. |Time of rotation
D
oran°r

f

HC^on
re

1 m'

,r .\ •

-atun

| £ ra

g £ 0-TJ0979 '

... 24 37 22

6 1

By the above table we see that, roughly speaking, the time of

rotation diminishes as the sphere of attraction increases. The
original impulse of rotation communicated to a planet, by the
ring from which it was formed, at the time of its breaking-up,
would be dependent on the difference between the velocity of
those parts of the ring lying upon the opposite sides of the orbit

of the future planet ;°or, in other words, upon the difference of
the living force of each part. This difference would not depend
on the absolute velocity of either part, but rather upon the rela-

tive distance of the two parts from the sun. We hence see that

since the o it rere wider than the inner ones,

we should expect a more rapid rotatory motion in the outer
planets." Since Saturn has the greatest sphere of attraction we
should at first expect that planet to have the shortest period of

rotation. But such is not necessarily the case. If this whole
planetary ring had condensed into a single body, such might and
probably would have been the case. But every time a planet

abandoned a ring to form a satellite, it, in effect, lengthened the

period of rotation of the future planetary spheroid. Jupiter

abandoned only four rings of which we have any knowledge,
and the united mass of them forms only the T v\ Tth of the mass
of Jupiter; while Saturn abandoned no fewer than eleven rings,

three of which still remain. According to Bessel, the mass of
M

Since the outer rings were less dense than the inner ones, the planets would

twy velocity.

**• JorjE. Scr.-Second Seeies, Vot. XXXIX, No. 115. —Tan., 1865.
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the remaining rings alone equals the T }jtli of the mass of Sat'

urn. Even now the period of Saturn's rotation exceeds that of

Jupiter by only 3m 51s
.

62. Humboldt has called attention" to the fact that the group

of Asteroids divides the planets into two classes, th

and those without the zone of small planets, each class being

marked by certain distinctive features. The outer group,

" Neptune, Uranus, Saturn and Jupiter, are distinguished by

considerable volume and slight density ; the time of rotation

about their axes is about ten hours, and from this there results

in these bodies considerable flattening; moreover, of the 22 sat-

ellites of the solar system, 21 pertain to this group. The four

re, the Earth, Venus and Mercury, have, on

the contrary, much smaller volumes and much greater density;

they revolve on themselves in nearly twenty-four hours, are but

littie flattened, and possess, among all the four, but one

Ibe M >on." Let us"now see what account we can give of these

ies. We have already shown that according to Prof.

Peiroe's deductions a planetary-ring might exist for a great

the orbit of Jupiter ;
the same influ-

i ring where the asteroids now exist,

vould tend to sustain one where Mars now revolves; and the

luence would extend to the orbits of the Earth and of

Venus ; and each of these latter bodies would lend their influ-

ence, and would thus influence the Mercurial-ring. These in-

terior rings (as we will call them, being interior to the Aster-

ng thus sustained for a great length of time, would

loose much of their heat, and thus become condensed consider-

ably perhaps, as have the rings of Saturn. When fi

:.. they would be much
i those planets whose

raritv was greater. We have already shown that the mean

density of those planets nearer the sun should be found to be

greater than that of the outer planets ; we now refer to the in-

fluence above mentioned to account for the sudden increase of

mean density within the orbit of Jupiter; for evidently tbe

mean density of a planet formed from a ring considerably con-

densed, would be greater than one formed from a ring less so;

for a crust would form around one approximately as soon as

around the other. The period of rotation of such planets would

be greater than that of others, since they would not have so far

to contract. The times of rotation would be approximately

equal, since they would contract nearly equally.

63. The existence of 80 known Asteroids between the orbits

of Mars an 1 J ij iter, seems to confirm the view which we have

given of their formation, in a preceding part of this paper. U

we divide 360° by 80, we find an average of one Asteroid f°r
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every 4|°, making approximately a ring of these small bodies.
:annot for a moment entertain the idea that n

these bodies have been discovered. They are very small and
to detect; and judging from what we

know of the size of these small bodies, we must conclude that
many more exist, much the larger share of which are too small
to be detected by our best telescopes. The most rational theory
of meteoric stones, is that which regards them as min
oids. The whole group, many thousands very probably, per-

II ions—between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, must
have very eccentric orbits, and be subject to extraordimn v per-

of them become satellites of some of the planets, and
come in contact with their surface- as meteoric stones. It is

8 little curious that the orbits of the known Asteroids
The mean width of the whole zone so far as known,

th of i 30,, whi. .he diam-
eter of the sphere of attraction of Kirkwood's Asteroid-planet.
At present we shall add nothing respecting comets, as Prof.

I has called attention, in several places, to the orbits of

Is
-

the spring of the present year, I received, through the kind-

s
»

•
of a mine) discovei 1 1 . a c rgo of phos
ano at Camden, N.J. The localii v from which it was

derived is not known, 1 and, though letters of inq lirv have been
sent to the parties to whom the car-., was uric n 1 v consigned,
n o reply has been received i > to \ is date. 'The "texture" and

ce of the guano would, however, point to some one of
Jne Carribean islands, and more particularly to the island of
Sombrero as its probable source. It is very probable that the

lay be recognized among the crystallized products oc-
curring in other guano deposits.

In the specimen in my possession, the mineral occurs filling
seams in the guano, varying from } to i of an inch in width,
-the matrix itself is of the variety known as rock guano. It

' In a letter from Mr. Moore, dated Sal 364, he states

Carribean Sea.—Eds.
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possesses an oolitic structure and a brownish white color, inter-

spersed with small spots of pure white.

The mineral is in the form of small but very perfect

Jtals, with a cleavage in the direction of their greatest

length nearly equal to that of selenite, the laminae being also

slightly flexible, as in the case of the latter species.

2-25. '

Colo
m

inclining to pearly on the cleavage f

When heated in a closed tube before the blowpipe, it whitens

and gives off water at an incipient red heat. In the platinum

forceps, it fuses with intumescence at about 2 on von K obeli's

scale, tinging the flame with the peculiar green characteristic of

phosphoric acid. The button formed by fusion crystallizes on

cooling, showing numerous brilliant facets. It readily cli.-H .Ives,

even in coarse crystals, in dilute nitric and chlorhydric acids.

A qualitative analysis revealed the presence of lime, phospho-
ric acid and water, with barely discernible traces of magnesia

The quantity of mineral at my disposal was very sr; nil,

.scarcely exceeding one gram in weight. In each of the two
following analyses, (he water was determined in 02 gram, the

remaining 0-3 gram being employed in the determination of the

lime and phosphoric acid. The result was as follows

:

These figures agree exactly with the composition of the neu-

sic phosphate of lime, 2CaO, HO, P0
5 , with the addi-

tion of four equivalents of water of crystallization (2CaO, HO,
P0 s +4aq), viz:

In the polarizing microscope, the mineral shows a vivid suc-

cession of colors. A sample has been sent to Prof. J. D. Dana,
who has kindly undertaken the study of its crystallographic
characters, and I hope in a short time to be able to communicate
the results of his investigations to the Academy.

It is with great pleasure that I dedicate, this species to Prof.

O. J. Brush, of Yale College, to whose unwearied zeal and effi-

cient labors American Mineralogy stands so deeply indebted.

San Francisco, Cal., Sept., 1864.
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Art. VI.—On the Crystallization o/Bnahite; by James D. Daka.

(Communicated to He California Academy of Sciences.)

The crystals of the new mineral Brusbite which I have had

1

i received from Mr. G. E. Moore, .

chemical investigation science owes the first determin
the species.

The crystals are slender prisms, not over a third xm$
of an inch in length. A common form (containing r™*
all the occurring planes) is shown in the annexed
hgure. The prisms are monoclinic, and are often
flattened parallel to the clinodiagonal, as here repre-
sented.

r

Cleavage is perfect parallel to the clinodiagonal
J ]

section, or the plane u ; also distinct, parallel to the
lines c/, as apparent often in the cross fractures of
crystals, and by occasional stria?. This plane of

!, or 0.
The planes / and 1 are brilliant, especially the

former. The oblique plane, situated on the back side in the

ia quite rough, owing to an oscil-
latory combination of two hemi-octahedral planes. In many of
the crystals, only the right one of the two'
and also only the left one of the two planes 1. The pi
quently terminate above in an irregular edge made by the meet-
ing of the one or two planes I and the rough plane r, and this
edge is sometimes cut off, more or less deeply, by a single ob-
lique plane, which is one of the planes 1.

According to measurements with the reflective goniometer—
1

• 1= 142° 26' 1 :ii= 101° 40'
I

: n = 108 47 1 : 1 = 156 20 (approximately.)

The inclination of 1 on 1 could not be accurately measured
on account of the minuteness of the planes in the crystals in
which both planes occur, and the want of perfection in the re-

156°?''
The aDgle obtained for X : ** would Sive for 1

:

X

By measurement with a goniometer attached to a compound
microscope, the plane angle between the lines of cross cleavage,

2 c
'> and the edge I: J (which equals the inclination of on

rj® °'rtnodiagonal section or the plane it) was found to be 117°-
*.17s 5

and that between edge I: 7 and edge 1 : 1 (which equals
" 0I

?

-

1 *. b°th unobserved planes), 95° to 95£°; whence, 0:li
would equal, approximately, 147° 30'. The inclination of the
r°ugh plane r on the edge 1 : 1 is about 110°, but varies much.

he results of calculation, taking as data the above-mentioned
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as follows

:

C (=0:«) = ll7° 15' and 62° 45'

a (vertical axis) : b (elinodiagonal) : c = 0-5396 : 1 : 2-614

1 : 1 = 156° 46' -1 : -1 (unobserved planes) = 164° 22'

The species is related in form to Vivianite, in which

for, if we double the a of Brushite, and halve the c, we have for

the ratio of its axes

—

2a : b : \e = 1-0792 : 1 : 1-307.

The two species are also alike in the perfect and pearly elino-

diagonal cleavage.

ART. VII.—Introduction to the Mathematical Principles of the |
lar Theory, or Planetology ; by Gustavus Hinrichs, Profi

of Physics and Chemistry, Iowa State University.

The nebular hypothesis—the "boldest thought that ever elevated

the human mind, by bringing us, as it w^jre, in sight of the mys-

terious fiat of the Almighty—was, in its great general features,

unfolded almost at the same time by Germany's deepest thinker,

the Kdnigsberg philosopher, Immanuel Kant, and by Pierre

Simon de Laplace, the greatest mathematician of France. Ij

is truly the closing stone in the philosophy of th

vault; for Copernicus and Kepler made us behold the founda-

tion.—the first, by placing the sun as the lantern of the

the center, and surrounding it with the planets—the second, by

destroying the cycles and unravelling the harmony of tl

in his immortal laws; and after the exist

thus been rightly viewed, Newton made us behold the

bond that connects the members of the system, while at length

Kant and Laplace pointed out to us the hand that at "the

beginning" projected these celestial balls into space and there-

by insured the continued existence of the system.

But notwithstanding this noble parentage and its being the

logical sequence of the discoveries in the theory of cosmos i

'

by Copernicus, Kepler and Newton, the nebular theory enjoys

as yet but slight consideration among astronomers. Arago' $

the only one of these who has deigned to consider it earnestly

and he probably did so more in his capacity as a physicist than
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The reason of tin's neglect seems to be the incomplete state in

which even Laplace himself left the theory. Direct observation,

moreover, seemed -to contradict some laws given as necessary
consequences of this hypothesis.

We have already, in a former article,
3
tried to vindicate the

theory in this last respect by showing that the hypothesis is

really confirmed even in these apparently contradicting observa-
tions. We will now endeavor to give a somewhat more com-
plete development to the fund; f Kant and

and to exhibit the exact position of the nebular theory
;ng thereby to show that this theory, if we only study

it earnestly and patiently both by experiment and analysis, fully

deserves our confidence.

As this subject is as vast as it is difficult, we beg the critic

always to keep in mind that we do not pretend to give a treat-

ise, but merely offer an introduction to this almost new field of

We commence with a short survey of the fundamental prin-

ciples and the aim of the theory of the solar system, in order
clearly to understand why the nebular theory is necessary, what
it will have to accomplish, and how far it already has done its

§ 1. The fundamental constants of the Solar system.

As the discovery of a law of nature is but the reduction of
the infinitude of observed quantities to a few constants by mean3
of a function, the algebraic expression of the law—we see that

the progress of astronomy to a great extent must be identical with the

reduction of the number of such constants. This is fully borne
out by the history of the science. For, while the Ptolemaic the-

ory 8

of the planetary motion required the radii and inclinations

of seventeen different circles to express the observed motions of
Saturn, Kepler reduced this number of constants to three, the

semi-major axis, eccenti ion of the orbit. This
very principle is also placed by Laplace

4
at the head of his Me-

We may therefore trust in this principle, and with Laplace
try to reduce the number of indispensable c

fir*, however o those c

considered fundamental or indispensable.

The constants of the solar system now exclusively deduced from
observation are

:

1- The mass, w, of the planet.

' The density, rotation, and relative a?e of the planet-
"•

Prunter de I'observation que les donnees indispensables.—Mkc. Qel.—Plan.
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2. The figure. On assuming a primitive fluidity and a small

velocity of rotation, theory gives an ellipsoidal figure of the

planets; hence not independent of observation.

3. The ellipticity of the planet. Theory may assign to it a

higher and a lower limit by means of the mass (1) and the an-

gular velocity (6)—but though the connection of this constant

with others thereby is manifest, still its exact value can only be

derived from observation.

4. The volume, or diameter, of a planet. Combining this con-

stant with the first (mass) we obtain the density.

5. The plane (or inclination of the axis),

6. The direction, and
7. The velocity of rotation. Though this last element bears

relation to others, still its exact value can only be obtained from

observation. Even if Kirkwood's law of rotation
6 should prove

to be perfectly exact, this element would continue to be a funda-

mental^ constant as long as that law remains an empirical one.

8. The distance, a, of a planet from the sun, or the semi-major
axis of its orbit. By the theoretically proved third law of Kep-
ler, we get from this constant the periodic time, T, requiring only

the constant, ft, of gravitation to be known, and this latter is the

same for all planets.

9. The plane or inclination, i, of the orbit.
10. The direction of the motion. The velocity is given bv the

distance. * 5

11. The eccentricity of the orbit. This constant is fundamental,
for the theory of gravitation only proves the orbit to be a conic

section of some kind. The eccentricity can only be found from
observation.

J

12. The number of satellites of a planet is also fundamental-
and for each of them the same eleven constants have to be taken
from observation

; the first seven even are required by the sun.
From these twelve empirical data, theoretical astronomy can

deduce the motion of the corresponding planet. The wbole
number of empirical constants is not at all inconsiderable; for

8 principal planets, constants 1-12, - - - 96
80 small planets, " 8-11, - - . 320
23 secondary planets, " 1-11, - . - 253

Total number of constants, 6*76

to which the corresponding constants for the comets would have
to be added.

What, iu the face of this great number of constants that as-

tronomy has to borrow from observation, shall we say about the
boasted perfection of this science? Is it not in science, as in

6
This Journal, ix, 395, May, 1850; also xiv, 210, Sept., 1852.
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morals, that self-adoration hinders progress ? Can any astron-

omer who has not merely studied the details of the celestial

mechanics, but also kept in mind the great principle laid down
by its author in his "Plan"—can he still pretend that Newton's
theory of the solar system merely needs further development,
seeing that the few bodies of this system require him to borrow
about seven hundred constants from observation?

We shall honor the memory of Newton much more by trying

to go beyond the results of his labors than by stupidly worship-

ping 8
the same, and thus arresting the progress of that science to

promote which he spent his life.

The Newtonian theory of gravitation simply accepts these

constants as observation gives them. For if our earth had Ju-

piter's mass, the rings of Saturn, the moons of Uranus and its

axis in the ecliptic, the latter perpendicular to the orbit of Ju-

piter, a retrograde motion in a hyperbolic orbit—it still would
J fully and firm the theory of universal grav-

tation because the latter is independent of the former.

But, though this theory does not give any reasons for any kind
reen the often mentioned constants, observa-of depeni

tion shou

I
ilarly unique, requiring no less than seven

hundred elements to be borrowed from observation alone !

}
!
Newton n . M> seeing some ot these re-
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world of a still higher order tJian those deJ

T . is, t ie i in it'ions of the orbits of the principal planets, in-

stead of being uniformly distributed over the first quadrant, are

all very small ; and their direction, instead of being as often

retrograde as direct, are for all planets and most satellites direct

Instead of having the eccentricities regularly varying from to

co , we find them for all planets ne.arly zero ! The same may be

said of any of the above fundamental constants, and not least

of the distance, as it is found approximating to Titius-Bode's

law, that is, to

*=4+M~« 0)
But quantities that sustain mutual relations to each other are

the particular values of a certain function for definite given

values of the variable quantities ; hence, if we intend to be true

to the spirit expressed by the words of Laplace above quoted,

ly to find these

but particidar

and not desist though

s relations exist between the values of the fundamental

ts, we may ask for the most general expression of these

relations. The principal of these relations are, by Lagrange and

Laplace, proved to be such as to fulfill the conditions of stability

of the system. These conditions are

—

1. Incommensurability of the times of rotation, ensured by the

* ling an exponential series (1).

ral mass vastlv oreoonderatin

siderable.

3. The direction of all motions is the same.
4. The plane of all orbits is and remains nearly the same, because
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5. The eccentricity, e, of the orbit is and remains nearly the sa

because
2m*/a.e* = c2 (3)

is and remains a small quantity.

6. The density, d, is such that the diameter of the bodies

small in comparison to their distances.

We may add

—

7. The form of the planets is such that the influence of i

deviation from a sphere is the smallest possible.

The laws of Kepler are grand—as well as Newton's theory
in accounting for them; but the above laws of Lagrange and
Laplace are certainly of a superior order, and the theory of

gravitation in failing to give even a shadow of a reason for these

laws proves itself to be not the whole truth : we must go be-

yond this force

!

Astronomers seem to forget the history of their own science

;

for how could they otherwise deny the legitimacy of accounting
for the fact that the above laws express the stability of the

world? Had net astronomers at the time of Kepler the same
reason to be satisfied with his laws as astronomers have now in

abiding by the laws of stability ? And is it not as urgent to

discover the causal connection between these laws ensuring

great duratio

being?

Now the hypothesis of Kant and Laplace will be found to

account for the laws of stabilitv as rigidly as the hypothesis of

Newton accounts for the laws of Kepler; why, then, deride the

former and adore the latter hypothesis ? Or do we even forget

that "ther: ;>m" is but a "hypothesis?" Did

notNewtrv,; as such? Is not this force fully

utlv as much beyond the reach of direct ob-

servation as the chaos of Kant and Laplace? The former we
assume as continually acting, because we find that the motions

are such a.- nice (provided a tangential force,

of which gr thing, also acts in a definite man-
ner, etc., etc.). Why not also assume the latter as having been
r«il. if we find by the same mechanical deductions that the

existing harmonv, as expressed in the stability of the system and
ensured in the mutual relations of the fundamental constants

follows directly from the above-named chaos? If in the one
case we reason from fact or law to cause—why not also in the

other, provided our conclusion is as legitimate?
_

Here astronomers will not fail to object that this last condition
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is not satisfied. We fully admit this ; but beg them to remember

that it has taken two centuries of labor to ensure this legitimacy

to gravitation— that Newton did not leave gravitation as a mere

suggestion (as such it had existence before him), but in his im-

mortal Principia gave the necessary mechanical firmness to thi3

hypothesis: how different has been the lot of Kant and La-

place's hypothesis ! The first of these expounded it rather fan-

cifully in connection with speculations on the inhabitants of dis-

tant globes
;

8 the latter only gave a few bold and deep outlines

of the nucleus of the theory ! What would to-day be the esti-

mation of gravitation if we, instead of Newton's Principia, only

had a few of Hooke's sublime guesses, if these had only been

considered by men like Fontenelle
9
instead of being- in

by Euler, the Bernoullis, Lagrange, Laplace, Gauss, Hansen,

Plana, etc. ?

Can anything be more unjust than exaltation of the hypothe-

sis of Newton—this deservedly cherished subject of the master

minds of two centuries—above the hypothesis of Kant-Laplace,

which, being too early left even by its astronomical parent, has

been ever since considered an outcast in the world, endangering

the reputation of any one who would dare to touch it?

We will adopt this almost forlorn hypothesis as a mere hypoth-

esis—we will patiently and carefully trace its bearings by means

of as rigid an analysis as we can command in this mosl

field; we will minutely compare the results thus obtained with

the actually observed state of things; and if we find the corres-

pondence between idea and phenomenon, between analysis and ob-

servation, to be very close, we hope that those who have analysis

more at their command than v/e, will pay as much attention to

this high branch of astronomy as has been, and deservedly con-

tinues to be, bestowed on Newton's hypothesis of g
If our feeble endeavors only succeed in making Kant-Laplace s

; admitted as such among analysts, we shall have accom-

plished all we desire: for then this hypothesis will soon be con-

»emeine ¥a i Theorie dc s Himmels., 1155.

Entretiens
hypothesis by th Cartesians; the

Fontenelle

\S35lSS2Sh V
I Padova, 1744,)

tica, che se nte certi fenomeo
in faia Dialogue {Opere compl. Firenze. Vol. i, 1848, pp. 3 7 and 447).
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inductive, reasonings with our senses. Thus, in the latter, we
see the plane of the oscillations rotate, but conclude it to be the

earth. It requires at least as much mental effort to apprehend
its true bearing as the simple reference to the diurnal motion of

§5. Howfar the nebular theory accou ' the system.

The theory of gravitation can never, therefore, account for

the stability of the solar system. How far, then, does the nebu-

lar theory explain those great fundamental conditions of the

system that ensure not only the harmony of the solar world but

even make this harmony (almost) permanent?
In order to invite physicists and astronomers to the perusal of

the following introduction, we will try to give a simple answer
to this most important question.

I. The plane of all planetary orbits must be nearly the same (see

§ 1, 9, and § 3, 4, also § 10).

This theorem has been clearly seen by Kant and Laplace
;

it

is the most immediate expression of the hypothesis. Mr. Trow-
bridge has recently pointed out

13
to us a very interesting conse-

quence hereof, viz: • must move in the in-

variable plane ; and, indeed, the inclination of the orbit of Nep-
tune is 1° 47', t :,:• plane 1° 41'.

II. The direction of all planetary revolutions must he the same ;

this obvious consequence of the hypothesis accounts for § 3, 3,

and § 1, 10.

III. The eccentricity of the planetary orbits must be very small—
accounting for observation, § 1, 11, and condition of stability,

§3,5 and §10.
This proposition has been deduced in general reasonings by

Kant and Laplace; in the following we will try to give a dem-
onstration of it.

IV. The planetary distances are such that the successive planets

were evolved at equal intervals of time; or if 1=1, 2, 8, re-

spectively for Mercury, Venus, Earth . . . ., then the distance is

at=« + p.r< (*)

where «, <?, y are constants, and t the age of the planets above that

r\\ From this follows the condition of stability that

the periodic times are im ] )• Besides, it is seen

that this law accounts for the empirical law of Bode (§ 1, 8).

The analytical demonstration of this law is one of the princi-

pal objects attempted in the present introduction. (See § 13.)

V. The m m account

of the greater space from which the material of t <e
j

.
n. t was

condensed (space increasing according to IV). This is confirmed

5 Oo the Nebular Hypothesis, =
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by the fact that the sum of the four great exterior planets is 480
|

times the mass of the earth, while the sum of the masses of the :

'jr planets is but twice the mass of the earth. Further-
j

more, the mass must increase toward the sun—as the density from

which the rings were formed was greater nearer the center,
j

This is confirmed, as the mass of Neptune is 25*6, the mass of

Uranus but 14-5, so that the mean of the two most distant is
j

20; the mass of Saturn is five times as great (101-6), and the

mass of Jupiter, again, three times greater (339"2). The mini-
jmum in the case of the mass of Uranus is evidently produced .

by the simultaneous influence of both the above principles. '

The mass of Jupiter is a maximum ; it is so great that the next

following ring was broken up into fragments by the pertw
ence of so stupendous a mass—thus originating the host of aster-

oids, and perhaps also the meteorites.

The very small mass of the interior planets as compared with

the exterior ones is not astonishing, if we remember that the

inter-planetary space between Jupiter and Saturn is to that be-

tween Venus and the Earth, as 10 3-52 3 to r00 3-72 3
,
or as

860 to -63, or nearly as 1300 to 1. The mass of Jupiter is to

the mass of our earth as 340 : 1, thus giving us still some mar-

gin for an increase in density toward the center of the nebula. |

Being as yet unable to give the precise
masses, we are obliged to make the above few suggestions, in

order to show that the nebular hypothesis at least gives a gene-

ral law of distribution of the planetary masses in conformity

with §1, 1, and §3, 2. (Prof. K similar view

of the asteroids; see this Journal, 1852, xiv, 214.)
VI. The figure of the planets (being a condensed vapor) must hi

•an oblate spheroid of

VII. Small ellipticity, because
"VIII. Th<

; (compare § 1. 2, 3, h

and §3, 7).

This last proposition is based upon the fact that the moment

of rotation is but the difference between the moment of revolu-

tion of the exterior and" interior part of the planetary ring.

Still, the exact amount of this velocity, as well as the period w

rotation of the sun, has not yet been deduced from the nebular

hypothesis; we have often attempted it, but as yet have not

been able to solve this difficult problem.
Prof. Kirkwood has found 13

the empirical law of the velocity

of rotation, a law analogous to the third law of Kepler. We have

repeatedly arrived at expressions similar to (but not identical

with) Kirkwood's law.
* *

IX The Plane; and
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X. The direction of rotation of the planets has been considered

at variance with the nebular theory, ever since the discovery of
the lunar system of Uranus. We believe that our ana
this problem 1

* shows that the rotation of Uranus and Neptune,
both as to position of the axis and direction of motion affords a
very interesting confirmation of the theory. See § 1, 5, 6.

XL The density of the planets has also been considered as

being adverse to the theory ; but if, as necessary, the influence

of the age is taken into account, it is found that the minimum
ihibited by Saturn is demanded by the theory.

16 Com-
pare § 1, 4, and § 3, 6.

XII. The number of satellites was already shown, by Kant, to

increase with the distance from the center of the nebula. Though
not usually given as such, it nevertheless is a condition of sta-

bility of the system—at any rate it is conformable to observa-

tion (§1,12).
The rings of Saturn are best considered as a host of satelloids,

corresponding to the planetoids (and meteorites) of the solar

world—thereby accounting for the excessive thinness and the

subdivisions of the rings.
16

In looking back upon the preceding account of the present

aspect of the nebular theory, it will be seen

A. That the four great fundamental conditions of stability re-

ferring to the system at ; ctorily deduced from
the hypothesis of Kant-Laplace (I-IV above).

B. That the problem of the mass (V) and the number of satel-

'''->-' XII), though not completely evolved, still is sufficiently

comprehended to enable us to say that the analytical solution is

possible; and
C. That the elements referring to the single planets, or rather

their aubon with the exception of the exact

law of rotation (VIII), fully deducible from the fundamental

Hypothesis of Kant and Laplace.
We see, then, that the fundamental constants of the solar sys-

h number about seven hundred (§1), exhibit very re-

markable mutual dependencies (§ 2), which are such as ensure

the permanence or stability of the system (§ 3), which Newton's
law of gravitation cannot account for (§ 4). Though they offer

a higher problem for theory than Kepler's laws, astronomers

have hitherto been unwilling to recognize the analysis of the

above conditions of stability as part of their science. Laplace,

while instrumental in bringing to light the great laws of the

stability of the system, independently reproduced the bold hy-

" On the density, rotation, and relative age of the planets; this Journal, 1864,
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pothesis of Kant, and though this has been most grievously

neglected by analysts and astronomers, still it now affords us a

full solution of the four great harmonies ensuring the perma-

nency of the solar world, and also solves most, and at least in-

dicates the solution of, all other problems relating to the har-

mony of the fundamental constants of the solar system.
May we not hope that astronomers will begin to bestow on

this theory some share of their labor?

§6. The Hypothesis.

_
We assume, with Kant and Laplace, as the primitive condi-

tion of the solar system, or as nebula:
The space of the solar system was 'filled with matter having a mo-

ment of rotation.

This matter is endowed with the same forces we know it to

po« bs; a simple rmore show that it was

a highly rare vapor. Its chemical constitution we will leave out

of consideration for the present ; we therefore consider it as com-

posed of the elements we know here on earth, many of which

we now know to be found on the sun, and are probably also on

the distant stars;
17

still there can be no doubt but that many
more elements exist than we are acquainted with. Manv of the

spectral lines even of our own central star are irreducible to

spectra of known elements. We therefore mean simply to say

that at the above primitive period the elements had been created.

I hope at some future time to pul
theory of the elementary bodies, which has occupied my time for

about ten years, and wherein I endeavor to show the physical

properties of the known elements to be definite functions of their

atomic number andform. Accordingly, there would yet remain

a more primitive condition, the existence of the om
matter (Urstoff) which would be considered as the direct crea-

tion of the one God.

_
The rotation of the nebula is not to be thought regular, bat

simply amounting to a certain momentum. I have elsewhere"
tried to show that such rotation may be considered as the effect

of a difference of any kind between the primitive forces of attraction

and repulsion wherewith we know matter to have been endowed.
If, therefore, these views should be well founded, we should

have arrived at the grandest principle we can conceive of in the

present state of our knowledge; we should be able to see ho*
from created matter alone the whole of the solar system has been de-

veloped; we would be enabled to conceive the almighty fiatrt

i«RQ
Ruthei

t
0rd

'
Astronomi^l Observations with the Spectroscope; this Journd,

-,,
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one singh act. How much such a theory would tend to elevate

our conceptions of the great Author, we cannot here develop.

In the present paper I shall not go farther back in time than
to the existence of the nebula of Kant and Lapldce as above
defined.

18

§ 7. Plateau^ experiment.

Before entering upon the analysis of the nebula, we must refer

to the experimental evidence of the nebular theory afforded by
the beautiful experiments of Plateau, detailed in his Memoire
sur les phenomenes que present* tine masse liquide libre et soustraite

d Vaction de la pesanteur, Pt. I (Neuv. me"m. de 1'Acad. de Brux-
elles, vol. xvi, 1843). His results are:

1. A liquid, subject only to the action of its molecular forces

assumes the form of a perfect sphere (§ 2).

2. This globe is flattened at its poles, if subject to rotation

(§ 10). Although, as he thinks, the molecular forces are not

identical with those acting in the nebula, still the results ought
to be analogous, if they are not identical.

" It is perhaps not out of place here to give a synopsia

whole system, occasioned by the exaction of the solar body and the resistance

ence. Thus we obtain he following general view of the natu al sciences

Age I 1
|

<6) (7) I

L Ore
D

' Elements.

Paletiology Atomology

velopment of ration oi ation ot

Solar system.] Earth.
\\

Life. Mind.
'fZT

. L i
Paleon- 1

Arehe-
Planetology. Geology toIogy

I ology.

Old
- world

3

.

|

Science. ^K' Astronomy. ^ ^OSF^JSLm
1

ese names have of course to be taken in their widest sense; thus geography

- '
. .

cal but also the in
including ag»">

.ieveiuptnent. We see how " planetology" ia

• Jocb. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 11o.-Jax, 1865.
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3. If the rotation becomes sufficiently rapid, the whole globe is

transformed into a ring in the equatorial plane (§§ 11-14) which,

by continuing the rapid rotation of the large central disc, even

loses its regularity, and separates into small masses which imme-

diately assume globular forms. "But," continues he (§19),
" this is not all ; one or more of these spheres are always seen to

take, at the instant of formation, a motion of rotation on their

own axes, and this motion is almost always in the same direc-

tion as that of the ring."" He even found that still smaller

globes were formed.

4. If a small disc is put into very rapid rotation, a ring is

formed, while a part of the original globe remains on the axis

(§21), so that Plateau rightly concludes with saying (§27) that

most of the phenomena of the relative configuration of the

heavenly bodies have been reproduced by him on a small scale."

Art. YIII.— Contributions to Chemistry from the Laboratory of fie

Lawrence Scientific School; by Wolcott GlBBS, M.D., Ram-
ford Professor in Harvard University.—No. 2.

§1-
On the separation of chromium from aluminum, iro...

nese, cobalt, nickel, zinc and ma vd of chro-

mium in an alkaline solution is readily oxvdized to chromic acid

by means of chlorine, bromine or deutoxyd of lead. When
or bromine are employe.. its, the all*

t on may be neutralized by acetic acid? ait- r t ie ox vela-

tion is complete, and the chromic acid may then be pr<

by acetate of barium, when the solution is free from s

acid, and directly weighed in the form of chromate of barium.

In place of free alkali it will be found in practice very much
more convenient to employ acetate of sodium or r
When a solution of sesquioxyd of chromium is rendered nearly

neutral by a solution of carbonate of sodium, and acetate of so-

dium is added in excess, a current of chlorine gas, or a solution of

chlorine water, readily converts the whole of the chromium pres-

ent into chromic acid, especially when the solution is hot, and

- kept nearly neutral by occasional addition of
of sodium. The excess of chlorine is easily expelled by boiling,

,0 Of course; for in this oil the density is the same. See our article, this Jour-

nal, 1864, xxxvii, 51, 6=0.

el'id
Ialgr6,adifferenCe de9 lois.^ue

euivent les forces attractives dans cecasei

presentation frappante de la pluspart'des phenon^nes de configuration relatifs an*
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after which, in the presence of bases not precipitated by ammo-
nia, the chromic acid may be precipitated by acetate of lead, or ace-
tate of barium, and weighed in the form of
of course, that no sulphuric acid is present. "When suh'

chromate of barium are thrown down together, the chromic aeid

may be reduced to sesquioxyd by boiling with concentrated

b the barium may be

!
bu pi irii ftci 1. and the sesquioxyd of chromium

thrown down in the filtrate by boi in the usual

manner. As the reduction of chromate of barium by means of

Iric acid and alcohol does not take place very readily, it

is better to boil the chromate with an excess of carbonate of po-

lassium or sodium, to filter off the carbonate of barium, and de-

termine the chromic acid by means of nitrate of suboxyd of mer-
cury, or by reduction to oxyd of chromium and precipitation

When aluminum and iron are to be separated from chromi-
um by this process, the two oxyds may be precipitated together
by simply boiling, the solution after the complete oxydation of

ilium to chromic acid, in the presence of excess of ace-

tate of sodium. It is more convenient and equally accurate to

>n with ammonia, separate the alumina and

m, and determine the chromium
in the filtrate by reduction and precipitation with ammonia.
When the oxyds of calcium, magnesium, zinc, nickel, cobalt

and manganese "are present in a solution containing sesquioxyd
of chromium, it is best to oxydize the chromium to chromic
acid as above, and then to precipitate with acetate of lead or

luorid of po-
' the fluohy-

drate, it is best to evaporate the finely pulverized mineral to dry-

ness with a concentrated solution of the salt. On subsequently
heating to low redness, the resolution of the mineral is effected

with the utmost ease, a portion of the chromium being usually

oxydized to chromic' acid by the oxygen of the air. After ex-

pelling the fluorine by heating the fused mass with B

acid, the remaining mass may be treated with acetate of sodium
and chlorine in the manner already pointed out, the iron and
aluminum separated by boiling, and" the chromic and sulphuric

acids precipitated bv acetate of barium, after which the chromi-
um may be determined as above.

In precipitating chromic acid by means of nitrate of suboxyd
°f mercury, hot solutions must not be employed, as a small

portion of chromic acid is always reduced to sesquioxyd of

chromium. The precipitated chromate should be allowed to
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stand some hours before filtering. In general, the precipitation

by acetate of lead or acetate of barium is to be preferred even !

when the resulting chromate is to be weighed as such.

§2.

On the employment of acetate of sodium for the separation of iron

and aluminum from other bases.—The facility with which iron

and aluminum are precipitated from neutral solutions of the ses-

quioxyd, by boiling with acetate of potassium or sodium, has led

to frequent analytical applications, though the method is not so
'

generally employed as it deserves. Mr. C. F. Atkinson has de-

voted much time to a careful study of the subject, and has ar-

rived at the following results, which appear to me worthy of at-

tention. The sesquioxyds of iron and aluminum may be per-

fectly separated from theprotoxyds of manganese, coba

zinc, magnesium and calcium, and from sesquioxyd of uranium,

by boiling the neutral or nearly neutral solutions with acetate of

sodium, provided that the following precautions are observed.

The solutions from which the sesquioxyds are to be pr

must be dilute : half a liter of the solution should not contain

more than one gram of either sesquioxyd or of the two when

both are present. The quantity of acetate of sodium should be

sufficient to convert by double decomposition all the bases present

into neutral acetates. The acetate should be added to the metal-

lic solution when cold and the whole should then be heated to-

gether and boiled for a short time. It is not necessary to filter

upon a water-bath funnel, but the beaker containing the solution

should be kept nearly at the boiling point during filtration, and

a ribbed filter should be employed. In all cases it is best to add

a few drops of free acetic acid to the solution, to prevent the

formation of basic acetates of the protoxyds. This is especially

i from zinc and nickel.iry in se
•

- best, whenever it is possible, to have all the bases

present in the form of chlorids. The iron and alumina upon

the filter in the form of basic acetates must, whenever an abso-

lutely complete separation is necessary, be redissolved in chlor-

hydric acid and again precipitated by boiling with the acetate

after rendering the solutions nearly neutral by means of carbon-

ate of sodium. In this manner only is it possible to separate

the last traces of the stronger bases. Finally, the basic salts oi

the iron and aluminum, after washing, must be redissolved iD

chlorhydric acid, and precipitated by boiling with ammonia in the

usual manner, to free them completely from alkali. The pre*

caution of a second treatment with acetate of sodium is more

necessary with alumina than, with sesquioxyd of iron alone-

calcium
scarcely worth the trouble in the separation of iron
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According to my own observations, the sesquioxyds of iron

and aluminum cannot be separated from sesquioxyd of chro-
mium by boiling with acetate of sodium, although the last men-
tioned oxyd is not precipitated when alone in solution. In this

case it is necessary to oxydize the chromium to chromic acid by
chlorine in

"

On the separation of manganese from cobalt, nickel and zinc.—
Schiel's method of separating manganese from the alkaline earths

by adding acetate of sodium to the mixed solutions, heating the
liquid gently and then passing chlorine through it so as to con-

vert the manganese into a hydrate of the sesquioxyd, is better

than that formerly given by myself in which peroxyd of lead is

used as the oxydizing agent. With respect to Schiel's method,
however, it must be remarked that it cannot be employed to sep-

arate manganese from nickel or cobalt, because both of these

metals are converted into higher oxyds under the same circum-

stances. Nickel may, as Popp has recently shown, be completely

precipitated as a deep blue hyperoxyd, while as I have myself
observed, col ;, though not precipitated, unless

the solution is boiled with an alkaline carbonate. In separating

manganese from zinc, calcium or magnesium, I have repeatedly

found that a second treatment is necessary in order to obtain a

perfect separation. This second treatment may be neglected in

se from calcium and magnesium, but not in

separating it from zinc, although the addition of a few drops of

renders the process more exact.

Though the method of separating manganese from other^ bases

by means of peroxyd of lead, which I foi

used in future, now that v

oxyd of lead, which I formerly proposed, will

convenient processes, it will still be of some interest to chemists
to know the precise nature of the insoluble black compound
which is formed when peroxyd of lead, Pb0

2 ,
is digested or

boiled with an excess of a solution of chlorid or nitrate of man-
ganese and afterward thoroughly washed. An analysis of this

body, made some years since in my laboratory by my lamented
f"end and former pupil, Mr. Theodore Parkman, gave the fol-

lowing results

:

Anhydrous. Theory.

Lea"r
ne5

35-13

Neglecting the water, which may have been, in part at least,

mechanically combined, and which amounts to between three
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and four equivalents, we have the formula, MnO
2
+4Pb0

a , as

the simplest expression of the results of the analysis.

A simple and pel

manganese from cobalt, nickel, and zinc, is the following: To

the neutral or nearly neutral solution of the chlorids, acetate of

sodium is to be added in excess together with a few drops of free

acetic acid. The solution is then to be boiled, id a rapid cur-

rent of sulphydric acid gas passed through it while boiling and

continued for half an hour. Every trace of c >ba I

zinc, is precipitated ii iid, while the whole of

the manganese remains in solution. The precipitate is to be

thrown upon a ribbed filter and
0i
uickly washed with cold water

saturated with sulphydric acid gas. It is easily washed, and

though the sulphids of cobalt and nickel precipitated in this

manner are far more easily oxydi
boiling sulphid of sodium from boiling solutions, they will be

found to present no difficulty as regards oxydation upon the fil-

ter. Manganese may then be determined in the filtrate by boil-

with carbonate of sodium. The
, n the filter,

supposing for the sake of general ty th it all t n v are present,

are to be dissolved in chlorhydri Is converted
into double cyanids by means of an excess of cyanid of potas-

uioii th '. . : i

j
i m rated by means of sul-

phid of sodium, as recommended by Wohler.
When perfectly pure cyanid of potassium is not at hand, the

following process will be found particularly convenient. Acetate
of sodium is to be added to the solution of the mixed

ich the vapor of cyanhydric acid generated in a flask

-....
. .. .-:

into the solution. Cyanid of zinc is immediately pre-

more or less completely as a perfectly white powder.
A solution of sulphid of sodium is then to be added as long as

-

separated by filtration. Cobalt a a solution as

double cyanids. The same process may be used to
manganese from cobalt and nickel, sulphid of sodium throwing
down under these circumstances a pure flesh red pi :dp tate. It

is easy to see that zinc and manganese together may be sepa-
rated from cobalt and nickel by the same process and at one op-

eration. No cyanid of manganese appears to be formed when
cyanhydric acid is passed into a solution containing a salt of

manganese, acetic acid, and acetate of sodium.
I have stated in a former paper

3
that the sulphids of nickel

and cobalt are thrown down from boiling solutions by a boiling
solution of sulphid of sodium in an insoluble form, so that in

' This Journal, March, 1864.
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fact even strong chlorhydric acid scarcely exerts upon them an
appreciable action. This process has been applied to the separa-

tion of cobalt and nickel from zinc and manganese by my excel-

lent assistant, Mr. Maurice Perkins, and gives results which are

very satisfactory, especially for qualitative purposes, the sulphids

of manganese and zin dler the same circum-

stances being readily soluble, even in dilute acid. The process

is now subs: tory for that given in most of the

recent works on qualitative analysis, and has been repeatedly

tested with satisfactory results.

M-
On the separation of cobalt from nickel—A method of separat-

ing these metals, given some years since by Liebig,
4
consists in

boiling the mixed double cyanids of nickei and potassium and
cobalt and potassium with oxyd of mercury. Oxyd of nickel

is precipitated, while an equivalent quantity of mercury is dis-

solved as cyanid. The method certainly gives good results but

is not free from objection. Long boiling is necessary before the

tion is complete, and it is difficult to prevent "bump-
ing" during ebullition. The excess of oxyd of mercury must
be separated from the oxyd of nickel by a special operation, and
the nickel afterwards again precipitated by caustic alkali.

These inconveniences may be completely avoided by employ-
ing, instead of the ox . of the oxyd in the

cyanid of mercury. When this solution is added to a hot solu-

tion of the double cyanid of nickel and potassium, the whole of

the nickel is immediately thrown down as a pale green hydrate

of the protoxyd. Under the same circumstances cobalt is^ not

ted from the double cyanid of cobalt and potassium.

Mr. \V. X, Hill, who has repeatedly employed this method and
carefully tested it, has found that the separation effected is com-

plete. No cobalt can be detected in the precipitated oxyd of

nickel by the blowpipe, nor can nickel be detected in the cobalt

3 oxyd) by Plattner's process with the gold

bead. The solution of oxyd of mercury is easily obtained by
boiling the oxyd with a strong solution of the cyanid, and fil-

tering. According to Kiihn
6
the cyanid formed in this manner

has the formula HgCy+3HgO. The hydrated oxyd of nickel

precipitated may be filtered off, washed, dried, ignited and
weighed. The cobalt is more readily and conveniently deter-

mined by difference, when, as is always possible, the two metala

have been weighed together as sulphates. I am not prepared to

say that this modification of Liebig's method of separating nick-

el and cobalt gives better results than Stromeyer's process by

* Berzelius, Lehrbuch der Chemie, iii, 872.
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means of nitrite of potassium, but it is at least very much more
j

convenient and requires much less time. The complete precipi-

tation of cobalt in the form of Co aO„2NO,+3KO£0, usually

requires at least forty-eight hours, and rarely succeeds perfectly

except in experienced hands.

§5.

On the separation of uranium from zinc, cobalt and nickel—
j

The method which I have given above for the separation of
j

manganese from cobalt, zinc, and nickel, by precipitating the sul- .

phids of the three last named metals, by means of sulphydric

acid gas, from a boiling solution of the acetates, may be also used,

'

according to the carefully conducted experiments of Mr. Perkins,

for the separation of uranium from the same metals. The pro-

cess is in all respects the same, and requires, therefore, no further

description. It will be found much simpler and more conven-
j

ient than that described by Eose, by means of carbonate of
|

barium.

§ 6.

On the electrolytic precipitation of copper and nickel as a method

of analysis.—The precipitation of copper by zinc, in a platinum

vessel, with the precautions recommended by Fresenius, leaves

nothing to be desired, so far as accuracy, ease and rapidity of ex-

ecution are concerned. The method labors, however, under a

single disadvantage : the introduction of zinc renders it difficult,

or at least inconvenient, to determine with accuracy other ele-

ments which may be present with the copper. It has occurred

to me that this difficulty might be overcome, the principle of the

method being still retained, by precipitating the copper by elec-

trolysis with a separate rheomotor. The following numerical

results, which are due to Mr. E. V. M'Cai Hess, will satisfacto-

rily show the advantages of the method for the particular cases

in which it is desirable to employ it. The copper was, in eacn

case, in the form of sulphate ; the deposition took place in a

small platinum capsule, which was made to form the negative

electrode of a Bunsen's battery of one or two cells, in rather

feeble action. The positive electrode consisted of a stout plati-

num wire, plunged into the surface of the solution of copp?r

at its center. The following table gives the results obtained ®

the analysis of pure sulphate of copper

:

I.

II. 0-4235 0-1075 25"38

III.

1-2375 0-3145

0-4235 0-1075

1-0640 0-2705

1-3580 0-3440
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In seven determinations of copper in the alloy of copper and
nickel employed by the government for small coins, the follow-
ing results were obtained

:

VI. 0-2525 2225 88-11

VII. 0-3705 0-3255 87-85

The percentage of copper required by the formula CuO,
SO,+5HO is 25-42, while the government standard alloy of
nickel and copper coutains 87'50 per cent of copper. The time
required for precipitation varied from one to three hours, the

n of the last traces of copper being in each case deter-

mined by testing a drop of the liquid upon a porcelain plate

tor. The copper, after precipita-

tion, was v.:hU.1 with distilled water, dried in vacuo over sul-

eid, and weighed with the platinum vessel. The only
precaution necessary is to regulate the strength of the current so

that the copper may be precipitated as a compact and bright

metallic coating, and to dry as quickly as possible. When the
copper is thrown down in a spongy condition, it not only oxyd-
izes rapidly, but it is impossible "to wash out the last traces of
foreign matter contained in the solution. This is well shown by
number III and number VI of the second series, in both of
which cases the copper was precipitated too rapidly. The solu-

tion from which the copper has been deposited contains the

other elements present in the original substance. It may be
easily poured off without loss, and the washings added.

It appears at least probable that nickel may be determined by
electrolysis in the same manner as copper, the solution emplo—A
u-
'ngtheo niacal sulphate with excess of free

M'Candless obtained in two determinations in a commercial
Pie 91-36 and 91-60 per cent nickel. In both cases the n

was thrown down completely as a bright coherent metallic
ing upon the platinum.

Cambridge, Oct. 1st, 1864.

Am. Jour. Sci.-Secokd Sebies, Vol. XXXIX, No. 115.-Ja*., 1S66.
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To obviate any misappreheusion that may have existed in re-

gard to the order of plan tarj distances pro] ;ed

for July, 1864, p. 12, it may be proper to st:

"radii of gyration of the primitive rings," was meanl
of gyration of homogeneous circular rings, or, in other words,

. : .
• . :

.

between the orbits of Neptune and Uranus,
&c.

^
The formula was given as emph

, if nmight suggest a true law of nature, if not found itself i

•harmony with observation.

In the article referred to, the writer suggested the 1

of the contemporaneous formation of the different members of

our planetary system. Some a^ ions bearing

on this subject may not be destitute of interest.
The radius of gyration of the . snogeneous

sphere, is 0-002936 ; the unit being the mean distance of the sun

from the earth. If we designate by K th<

gyration when the rotation period was the same as Neptune's
orbital revolution, we shall have
25^-325: 60126^7:: (0-002936) * : K 2

; whence K = 0443.

.ration of a homogeneous sphere filling Nep-
tune's orbit is 18-974. Hence we infer that before the
of the planets the condensation of the solar sphere

nuch more rapidly about the center than toward the sur-

face.
1 The consequent tendency to unequal velocities of rota-

tion would produce a divellent force, thus •

from the outer parts, and also breaking up these exterior por-

tions into distinct zones or annuli. As subsequent condensation
would, to some extent, increase the rotary velocity of the nu-

cleus, the primitive circle of division between the latter and the

surrounding nebulous mass must have been somewhat exterior to

the present circle of equilibrium between the centrij

at wh :h tin pi m t were deter-

mined by certain coi state of our

knowledge we are unable to define. It is not, however, an in^

probable assumption that the intervals between the orbits of

such nuclei would be arranged in regular order. This, in fact,

is found to be the case, at least approximately, in regard to Jo-

1 This fact, togei
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piter's satellites. The differences between the radii of the orbits,

commencing with the greatest, are,

11-64811, 5-72677, and 3-57494.

But while the first is almost exactly double the second, the sec-
ond is less than double the third. In other words, as in the case
of Mercury, the theoretical distance of the innermost satellite is

t greater than the actual distance. Now, if the original

interval? eon-Ma*'. 1 an exact ecom trical progression, can a
probable reason be given for the present deviation? We reply

(1) that in the case of the primary system considerable masses
of meteoric matter are believed to be still revolving within the
earth's orbit; portions of which are exterior to Mercury, and
some even beyond the orbit of Venus

; (2) that if the Nebular
Hypothesis be true, the primitive constitution of the secondary*

-' probal Iysimiku : (8) that in au\ system an increase
I in lss in tin c< nt a! bod\ woi Id diminish the* orbits of the sat-

ellites; and (4) that the contraction of meteoric rings until por-
tions originallv txh-riur to a given orbit had become interior,

would obviously have the same effect. In the manner thus

of the innermost satellite may ha\ e been

. and thus the original interval between the first

and second orbits increased. The same explanation applies to

Mercury.2

With an interval = 11-64811 between the third and fourth

: i a ratio = fc we find 3-70213 as the limit at which
the central body separated from the exterior mass. This is a

i id the present circle of equilibrium between the cen-

2-299.
^

In the primary system
3 and also in that of Jupiter, we have

the original circle of s< the nucleus
and the surrounding mass was a little exterior to the present
circle of eqi lie two central forces. This is

what ought to be expected, as the contraction of the nucleus

would accelerate the rotation. For Saturn, however, we found
[

]

u it ve in It » ( equilibrium s th m the present;' but m
was made for the contraction of

This ex.-: with tlio on-

reached without long c
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the orbits of the innermost satellites. If the radius of gyration

for Mimas and Enceladus was diminished in a ratio equal to the

mean of those obtained for Mercury and the innermi
of Jupiter, it was originally 3-8720. Adopting this value and

interpolating the two missing terms, we have the following ele-

ments conforming to our hypothesise

SATELLITES or SATUEX.

Na™. **"~ *$£&" Inters.

L
|

JaPetU3'

. 549764
320070

12-4154
II.|gP

n

erion
>

£?2 22-9694

m.|^£—
8-932

IV
-JTethv'S

,
4-9926 5-7390

1-8670

y \ Enceladus,

3-1408 38720
Ac.

Ac'

Limit=2-6862

The ratio of the ascending series of intervals is 2578+.
These ratios in the systems of Jupiter and Saturn are to each

other inversely as the
: the two planets. The

distance from the center of Saturn at which a satellite would

complete its orbital revolution in the present period of the

rotation is 2-0075. The distance at which the nucleus

." separated from the surro u i n<j n ass has been found

(theoretically) somewhat greater, as it ought to be, viz., 26862.
If, then, the arrangements o.

not be admitted as confirmatory of the empirical order «!'J s-

tances, we may at least conclude I

it. 1 he exact coincidences are of course produced bv the inter-

polation of the two terms. With these, our formula gives three

a with three unknown quantities, and, consequently,

ces of the known satellites, the roots of these

3, whether real or imaginary, must,
le conditions. At the same time it is easy to perceive

that these algebraic results might be decidedly unfavorable to

the proposed hypothesis.

^
The tendency in a rotating nebula to unequal angular veloci-

ties, resulting from the increased rapidity of condensation from

the equator toward the center, may, perhaps, also account for

the phenomena of spiral nebula3. If, in a contracting mass of

free motion of the part; ves be estab-

lished before the centrifugal force becomes equal to the centrip-

alogue, would naturally i
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Finally, if the original constitution of the Solar and Saturnian

be given why the satellites of J und an ex-
ception V It may be worthy of remark that if these bodies, or
the ri-ngs from which they were derived, were originally double,
the proximity of the members was such that they might be
brought into collision by perturbation, while in the gaseous
state. The ratio, moreover, of the ascending series of intervals

rably less than in the case of Saturn, and much less

than in the primary system.

Art. X.

—

Carkography ; by Prof. C. DeWEY.

No. 281. Carex conjuncia, Boott, Illust. No. 282.

vulpina, Sullivant, Carey, Dewey.

.Spica composita .oblonga; spic us superne"

:h : laxis saepe sub-ramosis et sub-
remotis, bracteatis.; fructibus distigmatkis ovatis acutis brevi-

bidentatis stipitatis et interdum sub-cordatis margine
subscabris divergentibus, sq itam paulo super-

antibus; epica plantaque pallido-viridi ; culmo 1-3 pedali late-

trique

i'liis form was discovered i

•lo-vincii; cuir

tibua et longis.

by Mr. Sullivant, after the European plant, C. vulpina of Lin-
naeus. So it was held to be by Mr. Carey and others, and under

d i this J '. irnal, vol. viii, p. 348, 1849. Dr.
Boott, however, thought it differed from C, vulpina, and gave it

the name above. The figures in the Illustrations, No. 282, were
taken from plants collected near Columbus, Ohio, and fully

resemble those from Menard Co., 111., now before me.
In the Illustrations, Dr. Boott gave the following particulars

in which thi "', viz: a

very rt
acute-angled and flaccid culm," sheaths of the leaves trans-

rrugated, spike more lax and pale, inflorescence of a
pallid color, and its general appearance and habit. These or

baracters show the great difference between C. cephalo-

pbora and C. Leaven vvorthii, and doubtless should be considered

important and distinguishing, even when, as in this case, the

characters taken from the inflorescence are so nearly the same.

This species resembles C. spareranioides, but its nerved fruit

separates it; as does the form of the fruit from C. stipata. The
specimens of C. vulpina, L., from England, Germany, and Swe-

* For some suggestions in regard to Mercury, see this Jour, for July, 1864. p. 13.
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den, have an inflorescence more compact and reddish brown; and

the plant generally has a deeper green, and is also stouter.

282. C. glabra, Boott, Illust. No. 229.

Spicis distinctis cylindraceis pedunculatis; terminali stamin-

ifera, interdum ad apicen vel basin pistillifera, vel in medio;

spicis pistilliferis, 3-4, sub-laxifloris, bracteatis, inferne longo-

pedunculatis et nutanl ovalibussub-

inflatis et inferne teretibus, superne conicis brevi-rostratis, biden-

tatis glabris nervosis, squamam oblongam sub-acutarn vel lance-

olatam multo superantibus
;
planta pallida et glabra.

Culm 1£ foot high, slender, er< root ; stam-

ike slender, sometimes with a few fruit at the apex, in

the middle or at the base; pistillate spikes 3-4, cylin

der, rather loose flowered, on slender peduncles with
bracts which equal the culm nearly; stigmas 3; fruit oval,

tapering below and conic above, smooth and glabrous, nearly

twice longer than the oblong acutish scale which is

margin and green on the back : whole plant light green.

This plant is the well-known glabrous form of C. flexuosa,

Schk., the C. debilis, Jfx., and blended with it till Dr. Boott sep-

arated them in 1860. More than 40 years ago it was in our

country commonly labelled from fig. 124, Schk.

283. C. Magellanica, Lam. 1789, and Schk., 1802. Boott, No. 199.

C. Umosa, var. irrigua. WV.h'.. 1
m >;;

: I Vwoy, 1826.

C.paupercw
| rrey, L843, and Boott.

C. irrigua, Smith, English Botany, 1845.

Spicis pedunculatis cylindraceis vel brevi-oblongia
eis; terminali vulgo staminifera brevi, raro apicen p•

- .: ... • '.
: ., .

'
•

longo-rotundis oboval ore integns

. squama ovato-oblonga acuta vel lanceolata brevioribus;

culmis, foliis, bracteisque glaucis.

The stamens at the base of the fertile spikes have not been

noticed by Torrey, Carey, and others generally who have col-

lected the plant. They seem to me to be less commoi
appeared to Dr. Boott, though I find them, and they were found

by Schk. The American plant seems to be a larger and stronger

l the European, even to the European botanists.

Though the resemblance of the figure of C, M
Schk. to C. limosa may have been noticed, it was reserved for

Dr. Boott to prove, by examination of the specimens o
their identity with common C. irrigua of Europe a

America, Lamarck's name, '

accepted name of this species. It was briefly described in tbi3
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Journal, volume x, page 42, 1826, under the above name of
Wahlenberg.

In cold marshes in the Northern and Western States, and

Spica terminali staminifera bn la 1-3, saspe

2, linearibus brevibus laxifloris peduneulatis et nutantibus, brac-
teatis vix romoiis: ,'-. ovatis oblongis vol

ellipticis triquetris subcompressis obtusis apiculatis ore integris,

squamam ovatam obtusam vel acutam sub-fuscam subrequanti-
bus

;
planta glauca brevi et gracili.

White Mountains, N. H., on borders of Blue Pond—Dr. Bar-
rat t

: northern parts of Europe and America. As a variety of

& Kmosa, this was very briefly described in this Journal with
the preceding species.

In the Summa (p. 233, 1846) of the acute Fries, he has spoken
of this C. rariflora, "

q
." as if a reduced form,

"scarcely a span high," of his preceding species, C. Stygia;
but C. Stygia seems more nearly related to C. limosa, L., than is

C. rariflora. Hence, we find that Lang, in his Sea
Carices, admits both as proper species ; and he will doubtless be
approved by others.

A'ote. The following rare variety of C. limosa £., was discov-
ered the last summer by Kev. John A. Paine, of Utica, who has
been actively and successfully engaged in looking up the rare as
well as the common plants

C. limosa, L., var. Painei, Dew.
Culm with the terminal spike staminate, and one pistillate

spike of the common size and form on a slender or hair-like

peduncle, from five to nine inches long, rising from near the
root. In one instance there was a single pistillate spike on the
culm and near the staminate spike, and the long radical pedun-
culate spike as before. The common form and the variety here

described were found growing on different culms from the same
root.

This is a very curious variety, and seems not to have been
discovered before. Dr. Boott says of the lowest pistillate spike
of C. Magellanica, "rarius subradicalis;" but this is on C. limosa
and is truly radical, while he has figured that as subradical and
snort pedunculate instead of very long.

285. C. mirata, Dew.

Spicis 3-5, longo-cylindraceis incluse peduneulatis longe-foli-

oso-bracteatis
; spicis staminiferis 1-3, saspe 2, approximate, in-
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terdum ad basin vel erga apicerc pauco fructiferis, cum glumis

longis arctis attenuatis scabro-subulatis;

laxifloris suberectis sub-remotis ad apicen vulgo sta

fructibus parvi-ovatis longo-conicis vel lanceolatis vix inflatis

nervosis ve tatis divergentibus rostratis, rostra

profundi-fisso bicuspidato interdam bifurcato vel bidentato;

_-.
: . ;

.

perno spicse brevioribus, fructum inferiorum sequantibus, atque

fructus infimos plus duplo superantibus : culmo superne scabro,

nferne obtusi triquetri et laevi; foliis bracteisque nodosis et

margine seabns.

Culm 15-20 inches high, stout and stiff, triquetrous, obtuse-

angled and smooth below the lowest bract, but rough above it;

with long and broad leaves from the base and long leaf-like

bracts, longer than the culm, and the lower the longer,
veined and very scabrous on the edges ; staminate spikes 1-3,

commonly 2, long-cylindric, near but" the lower more remote,

covered with long narrow bristle-form glumes attenuate and

rough-subulate, with a few fruit at their base or toward the sum-

-

pedunculate, at their summit stamimferous ; stigmas three;

fruit round and small ovate, long-conic, diverging, scarcely infla-

ted, long-stipitate, with a beak deeply bifid, sometimes bicuspid-

ate or bifurcate or bidentate with scales ovate lanceolate, rough-

subulate, shorter than the fruit at the upper part of the spikes,

equalling the fruit along the lower, and sometimes se
to ten, of the lowest scales even twice as long as the fruit.

Plant pale green.

In Greece, eleven miles west of Rochester and six south of

Lake Ontario, in 1829, by Dr. S. B. Bradley. It was not named
for a long time, as its anomalous characters made more specimens

desirable. But no others have been discovered in the vicinity

of this locality, which the clearing of the forest destroyed. In

Belleville, Canada West, in 1863-4 by John Macoun, Esq. One

form, sent by him, accords with the above description, especially

in the varieties of the fruit, of the rostrum, and the very long

scale of the fruit at the base of the lower pistillate spike.
Dr. Boott in Illust. No. 58, refers this species to C

H. Brown, by a mistaken 1

reference to my description of C. aris-

» His reference, " C. mirata, Dewey, Sill. Jour., xxvii, 240, v. 49. 4S ; Wood's BoC
should have been C. aristata, Dewey, Sill. l8 p. ; 0. mir*
Dewey, Wood's Bot. Not only was the -

, was uninten-

tionally substituted for arhtata by Dr. Boott, which changed the v.

:
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'
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^^mjS^sJt"*7'' * °f n0 °ther

' * ^ Pr°Perly * ^
, xlix, 43, 1845, is noticed with care, it is obvious a
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tata, which has no connection with any other specimens, and by
that self-destructive " Note," vol. xlviii, p. 49.
When No. 58 was published, Dr. Boott had not seen any

specimen of C. mirata ; but since that time he has seen two
specimens of it, which I forwarded to him, and one of which
was a present to him from Dr. Bradley. Circumstances led me
to suppose he had changed his opinion in consequence; but his
death, so unfortunate for this science, has prevented the publi-
cation of the 4th Part, which was to contain it and was known
to be nearly ready for publication. What measures can be taken
to secure its being printed and circulated ?

Another form, judged by Mr. Macoun to belong to this species,
has been provisionally named

C. mirata, var. minor, Dew.

Staminate spikes 2-3, often 3, long and short, and scales
slightly larger; pistillate spikes 1-2, some shorter with stamens
at the apex, or below it, or both, as in C. mirata, with fruit
slightly more inflated, and its scales generally shorter than the

nt older, with brown spikes and scales.

In Belleville, C. W. ; Mr. Macoun.
Note. C. unity obtained from ponds near

the base of the White Mts. N. H., was found most abundant by
Rev. Mr. Paine of TJtica, in August last, at a pond or small lake
near the well known Bald Bock or Mt. in the N. E. part of Her-
kimer Co., at the west foot of the Adirondack Mountains. Muh-
lenberg had not seen it, as he referred this name, rosirata, to his
C. tentaculata. It was not recognized from the time of Michaux
to 1840, when it was described in this Journal, vol. xxxix, p. 52.
C lenticularis, Mx., was found also by Mr. Paine along the

chain of the " Eight Lakes," in Herkimer Co.
C. Houghtonii, Torr., has been found, the last season, 60 miles

north of Belleville, by John Macoun, Esq., an active and dis-

criminating botanist. The same species has been found, the last
two seasons, by Eev. Mr. Blake, of Gilmanton, N. H., and in
Milford, north of Bangor, Me. With great pertinence was it

named by Dr. Torrey.

be rectified by the insertion of C. aristata, so as to read, " For description and fijr-

[IX, No. 115.-JA*.



Art. XL— On the Action of Ozone upon Insensitive lodid oral

Bromid of Silver; by M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

A statement has recently appeared in the French scientific

Journal Les Mondes, from which it has been copied,
1

to the effect

that ozone is capable of giving sensitiveness to insensitive iodia

of silver. Mr. J. P. Kaiser states that he has found that certain

vapors, such as the vapor of benzine, exercise a powerful effect

of this kind, converting one insensitive variety into one that

was highly sensitive : that he attributed this effect to the ozone

produced 'by the contact of this vapor with atmospheric air
:-

that he therefore experimented with air ozonized by a galvanic

induction apparatus, and found the same results produced, but

in a much more marked degree.

This statement was not altogether the first suggestion of the

matter which I had seen. A French Photographic Journal nar-

rated, a few months back, a case in which a photographer, whose

plates had refused to afford any image at all, restored their sen-

sitiveness and got them into satisfactory working order by sim-

ply generating ozone in the room. To this latter statement,!

was disposed to attach little importance. But the explicit and

circumstantial one just above referred to, was a different matter,

Those who put forth these statements do not seem to ha«

been aware of their true importance. Not only would such*

fact be of great theoretical interest, but its practical applications

would be immense, especially in reference to outdoor photog-

raphy, the easy execution of which on wet collodion would
Jonce have become practical. For plates could be coated *i

insensitive iodid of silver in ordinary light, (say, for example,

after Mr. Savce's formula). This plate could be placed m*B

ordinary dark slide; and a vessel containing the means of gen-

erating ozone conM b- pU- >d in the camera. On withdrawing

the dark shutter from the si le, tin \ lab- would be uncoverj

and exposed to the ozoni

z

... In due timet
Je

lens would be uncovered, and the image allowed to fall on *

now sensitive surface. The development would then be eftec^

in one of Weiske's developing cases, and thus the whole p
roces

would be reduced to the utmost simplicity.

In view, therefore, of the interest which attaches to tbisq*J

tion, I was led to make the following trials. In place of us"j

ozone generated by electricity, as done by M. Kaiser, I VTeffZ
to generate it by chem'n d in-an-*, viz: by phosphorus, and »

by the action of sulphuric acid on chameleon mineral. As

•

jraphy, 1864. p. 392. Also Ph
it ia suggested that ozoue acts by destroying a trace of ai**""
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source of the ozone was not the same as that used by M. Kaiser,
my results cannot be considered as strictly controlling his, but
the action of ozone from the two sources is so similar that we
should naturally expect similar results in the two cases.

A. Ozone by phosphorus.

The ozone was generated in a large bell glass, and the experi-

ments were not commenced till paper impregnated with starch.

Hue iodid exhibited an immediate and strong ozone re-

I. Action on Iodid of Silver.

Paper was plunged into an ordinary negative bath, and dried.

Suins were immersed in solution of iodid of potassium, and
without 1 >aving them in too long, were next thrown into clean

water and washed.

(1.) A pi as imbued with washed insensi-

tive iodid of silver, LUS for two
minutes. It was then exposed to diffuse daylight for six sec-

onds. The application of an iron developer "produced no dark-
ening whatever. A longer exposure to light was also without
effect. The paper was i before being exposed
to the ozone.

(2.) The effects of a longer exposure to the ozone were next

taiecL The paper, prepared as before, was exposed for half an
hour to the action of the ozone, and exposed to a moderate dif-

ight for twenty seconds. The iron developer produced
no effect whatever.

(3.) Same as (2), but exposed to light for thirty seconds.

Result as before.

(4.) The paper was prepared as before, but, after immersion in

the solution of iodid of potassium, the washing in water was
8 (lit* i. , { in the ozone apparatus just as

it left the solution of iodid. The paper immediately changed
to a deep chocolate brown, while still in the ozone apparatus.

'This 'fleet was at once attributed to the action of the ozone on

the free alkaline iodid, but to place the matter beyond doubt,

the paper was thrown into a solution of hyposulphite of soda,

^'hicti instantlv bleached it.

It seems hardly likely that this reaction, so well known, could
nave been mistake!) tor an iiul cation of s -us tiv icss to light.

Perhaps, jope had been conducted in dif-

m a dark room, a careless experimenter

e been misled, bv the similarity of the chocolate-brown

ography, into a

t have supposed
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tire to the diffuse light of the room. Such an error seeing I

however, unlikely.

(5.) Paper was prepared as before, was exposed fifteen mis I

utes to the action of ozone, then one minute to the light of i I

strong argand gas burner, one half being protected from the light

An iron developer was then applied. No effect was produced, I

nor could the side exposed to the light be distinguished inanj I

way, after the application of the developer, from that which hi I

not been exposed.

[It was previously ascertained that a sensitized collodion plate

placed in the same position as respects the same light, was power-

fully impressed in 20 seconds, or one-third the time just men-

tioned.]

(6.) Paper was prepared in the same manner, but after placing

in the solution of iodid, and washing, it was dried, and in this

condition exposed to the ozone for fifteen minutes. Then to

the same gas light for one minute, partly covered. Result same

as number 5.

(7.) After treatment with silver and iodid, and washing, the

paper was exposed to ozone for fifteen minutes, then to the same

gas light as in (5) and (6) for one minute, partly covered. Jj

was then developed with pyrogallic acid to which nitrate of

silver and citric acid had been added, and this was kept on Ml

the paper was blackened by the deposition of silver. Not the

slightest distinction could be traced between the parts that baa

been exposed to light, and those that had been produced by

thick yellow paper.

II—Action on Bromid of Silver.

variety to the experiments, the

a collodio

somewhat similar in character to that proposed bv Mr.
which the bromid of silver is suspended in the collodion with 1"

sensibility destroyed by the presence of a small excess of alka-

line bromid. The proportions used were as follows

:

Ether, -1 ounce.

Alcohol, 1 "

Pyroxyline, - - - 10 grs.

Bromid of ammonium, - - - 9 "

Nitrate of silver, - - 13£

"

These proportions leave a slight excess of bromid of amm "

nium present, which ensures that the bromid of silver is in tbe

insensitive form.

(9.) A portion of this collodion was poured on glass and &
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posed to a highly ozonized atmosphere for three minutes. It

was then exposed to a large gas light for fifty seconds. On the
application of an iron developer no darkening was observable.

(10.) In order to afford a term of comparison, a film of ordi-

nary collodion was sensitized in the negative bath in the usual
manner, and was exposed to the same light for twenty seconds.

On the application of the same developer it was strongly dark-

(11.) The same collodion as in (9) was exposed to the same
ozonized atmosphere for 45 minutes. It was next exposed to

the same gas light as (8) and (9) for thirty seconds. The appli-

cation of the developer produced no darkening.

(12.) Same as (10), but exposed to light for one and a half

minutes. Result as before.

(13.) Same, but exposed to light for three minutes. Result as

before. In no case was the slightest reducing effect produced.

B. OZONE BY CHAMELEON" MINERAL.

Action on Bromid of Silver.

The bromid of silver was used in the same form as before,

viz
: in collodion containing a small excess of bromid of am-

monium. I should have mentioned before that the insensibility

to light of this argento-ozonized collodion was first carefully

tested and proved. Ozone was generated in a closed box by
the action of undiluted sulphuric acid on chameleon mineral;

the vessel containing which was set aside for a short time to let

the purple vapors pass off. It was then set in the box, and the

condition of the atmosphere was examined from time to time

by appropriate test paper.

(14.) Before commencing with the ozone trials, a piece of glass

"was collodionized with ordinary collodion and sensitized in the

negative bath. It was then exposed to a weak diffnse

for thirty seconds, after which it immediately darken-

the developer. This was to determine the action and power of

the light in question.

(15.) The collodion containing is exposed

to a weakly ozonized atmosphere for ten minutes. It was then

exposed to the same daylight as the ordinary sens::

mentioned in (14), and for the same time. An iron developer

was then applied, but not the slightest indication of sensitive-

ness was observable.
, ,

(16.) The last experiment was repeated under the same con-

ditions, but with a treble exposure to the action of the same ozon-

!zed atmosi minutes instead of ten. lhe ex-

posure to light was the same, and the insensitiveness the same.

(17.) Instead of a weakly ozonized atmosphere, as in the last
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two cases, a strong one was prepared, and a plate similarly

pared with insensitive argento-bromid collodion was placed in

treated in the same manner as in the experiment immec

preceding and with the same results:—not the slightest i

tion of sensibility.

In this last experiment, the atmosphere was ozonized sufficient-

ly to render iodid of potassium and starch paper instantly blue.

In the two previous, this reaction showed itself more gradually.

In remarking upon the experiments just detailed, I may ob-

serve in the first place that the ozone was unquestionably always

present in such strength as to bring out its marked chemical

effects. This was demonstrated not only by its action c~
*

characteristic test paper, but also by its chemical actiuu exl:

in experiment (4).

Again, the experiments were tried in the most varied way*

"The ozone was produced in two different manners, and of varied

strength. The surfaces to be tested were also exposed for widely

varied times, from two minutes to forty-five.

The nature of the light was also varied, ex peri:

been made both with daylight and artificial light I

exposure to light was very various, and in several

the first results had been noted, the paper or film still wet w'it&

developer, was carried into the light and exposed foi

to see if any faint sensibility existed and would n,.

by the prolonged action of light. No such n

experiments i of silver, and both

paper (of which two u ferent sorr-

collodion were used as the vehicles for the silver compound.
The result appears to show pretty clearly that

power of giving sensibility to insensitive iodid or
'

ver formed in the presence of excess of alk

the excess be left present, as in the bromid experim
removed, as in those made with iodid. Or at least

true in respect to ozone produced in the two manners which*

ing plates in the ma
might possibly be ascribable to some direct effect of tl

/ which he employs, and not to the ozone prodac^

But the description of his experiments which has r

that the above can only be considered as a mere sup
an explanation of the opposite results obtained by him. *

.

whole subject is an interesting one, and the effect of all

Jforms of physical force, especiallv electricity and heat, on

silver haloids might no doubt be advantageously studied.
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ART. XIL—Prize for applications of the Electric Piie.—Heteroge-
ny.— Influence of Light on Proto organisms.— Assa
theAdvo actum of the

Solar disk.—Acclimation of Salmon in Australia.— Production

of the Sexes.— Cutting of the Isthmus of Suez.—First idea of Elec-

tric Telegraphy. Correspondence of Prof J. Nickles, dated
Nancy, France, Oct. 20, 1864.

Prize for applications of the electric pile.—The prize of 50,000
francs, which was founded in 1852 by the Emperor Napoleon,
has just been decreed to Ruhmkorffj for the induction appro
atus known as "Ruhmkorffs coil," the mechanism of which
we were among the first to make known. 1 The committee,
consisting of Messrs. Pelouze, Bayer, Serres, Becquerel, H. St.

Claire Deville, and others, was presided over by Dumas. We
make the following extracts from his report

:

" Mr. Ruhmkorff was at first a workman for some of our best
constructors of physical apparatus, afterward had his own work-
shop, and finally became head of a house of constantly increas-
ing celebrity.

"His education was gained, little by little, through reflection,

.in professors heard as it were by
stealth in hi ,>j leisure. Modest, of unyield-
ing perseverance, and of a self-devotion which has earned for him

at encomiums, Mr. Ruhmkorff will ever remain the
type of hia class—a model for the numerous intelligent work-
men who fill the higher order of workshops (ateliers de precision)
of Paris. To those, who, like him, know how to control their
desires, who faithfully strive for perfection in work and clearness

lions, who bend their attention to one object, and labor

. until a high superiority is gained and also for them-
selves the - age, the compensation for the
sacrifices and privations of youth will not be lacking in a coun-
try where, more than ever, merit finds recompense.

"Since 18;.!. Mr. J> . irit' has devoted himself to the con-
struction and perfection of his apparatus, and he has ended by
securing for it his own name, by giving it a scientific value
which no one contests, and by rendering it of so great power as
to become a means of numerous practical applications.

" The Ruhmkorff apparatus unites the two forms of electricity,

which had been separated as by an abyss—the old machine elec-

ility oif producing sparks and by
strong tensi tv of the pile, characterized by
very feeble tension and by its inability to produce true sparks.
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"If Franklin's discoveries placed beyond doubt the identity

of mechanical electricity and lightning, there remained, never-

theless, among the phenomena which accompany storms, many

circumstances the explanation of which v.

science. We must therefore regard as a valuble ac .

meteorology the observation that the spark of the JRuhmkorff

apparatus consists of two parts—an instant

and an areola of measurable duration. The magnet divides the

latter ; a breath, or any body in motion, draws it out, and the
'

electric spark thus divided continues its route in these two direc-

tions at once, as long as the passage of the current continues

uninterrupted.
" In a vacuum, the electric spark develops light, and that

developed by the Kuhmkorff spark takes different colors indif-

ferent gases; it brilliantly illuminates fluorescent bodies, and

divides itself into par c spaces per-

pendicular to the axis of the recipients. These colored lumin-

la obey the action of the magnet which attracts or repels

td which impresses upon them, at the pleasure of the

operator, those movements of translation or of rotation by means

of which De la Eive1
has reproduced the appearances observed

in the Aurora Boreal is, justifying, thus, the analogy recognized

between the electric light produced in a vacuum and that of the

" Glass tubes illuminated by the same means give out a ligtt

sufficiently bright to be used in mines that are liable to explo-

sion : they also serve under water as a lamp for divers—and in

surgery, to carry into the back part of the mouth, and other

cavities of the body, a light which gives no sensation of heat.
' I he spark of the Euhmkor:: iea combusti-

bles, and explodes gaseous mixtures; and it has thus supplied
to Lenoir a gas-engine the means necessary for producing the

successive inflammations to which it owes its mechanical power.

'The working of quarries, the boring of tunnels, the explosion
of heavy charges in mines, give to-day regular employment to

the Ruhmkorff apparatus. 3
Mines had been exploded previously

by the aid of the pile ; but the Kuhmkorff apparatus has left all

other modifications far behind, by reason of the small number
of elements which it requires—three instead of one hundred-
th^ power of its spark, and finally the possibilitv of exploding
eight or ten mines at once. In the expedition to China, in i860,
the -Ruhmkorff apparatus was used to blow up, by means of eight

mines simultaneously exploded, the principal fort of the Peiho,
as well as the iron stockade at the bottom of the river."

JJumas then reviews the principal applications of electricity
to Mechanics, such as the automatic break of Achard, the weaving-

3 This Journal, 1853, Tol. xrl » tw, I—~i -,**, ™i ~ffi*
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looms, the pentagraph of Caselli, the writing telegraph of Prof.

Hughes, etc. He then spoke of illumination by electricity, ami
mentioned the electric regulators of Staite, Serrin, and Dubosc,
the illumination of light-houses by induction currents, observing
that successful experiments have been made with it by the
Light-house Board : at Havre, upon Cape de la Heve it erected,

several years ago, an electric lighthouse equivalent to 3000 Car-
eel burners, by the side of one lighted with oil ; the electric

light was readily distinguished, by its brilliancy and intensity,

from its neighbor which appeared red.

Under J/ re was a reference to the observa-

tions of Dr. Duchenne of Boulogne and those of Middledorf, of

which we have given an account when treating of Galvano-
caustic, and according to which, by means of platinum wires

brought to incandescence, the tissues may be divided, and the

removal effected of polypi and tumors from organs that are

deeply seated or otherwise difficultly accessible.

A new competition will take place, five years hence, to which
all applications of electricity will be admitted, whether to medi-
cine, the mechanic arts, or industry, without distinction of origin

or of nationality.

Heterogeny.—The discussion which has existed for several

years between the partisans of spontaneous generation and their

opponents, is entering upon a new phase. The two parties de-

sire to unite and experiment together, for it is in that direction

that a beginning must be made. Thus it has happened, as in

politics, at first fighting, then, conferences or conventions.

Whatever be the opinion on this great subject of generation,

it is impossible that new and instructive facts should not be

brought out by this convention, in which chemists of known
assisted by such physiologists as Pouchet and Joley.

There is every reason to believe that each party holds some
truth, and that"th ar differences have arisen from their different

methods of experimenting. At any rate, there is no opportu-

nity for temper in the debate.
1

Influence of light upon the production of proto-organisms.—Out
element of the solution of this question of heterogeny resides

in the sun's light, which produces some effects that are not known
to result from artificial light or heat, as has been already made
known by Messrs. Pouchet and Ch. Morren. Some new facts in

4
Since the above was written several meetings have been held at the Garden of

Nothing h

-t as in tliel

Am. Joub. Sci.—Sbcoxd Sebms, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.-Jan.,1865.
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their support have been observed by Professor Montegazza t

the University of Pavia.

Two female frogs were quickly killed, by the destruction of

the spinal marrow, and placed in two glass vases each of which

contained 1L5 cubic centigrams of well-water perfectly transpar-

ent and free from all foreign bodies. One of these vases was
[

left in diffused light, the other was placed in a box which did
|

not permit a single ray of light to reach it.

The experiment was continued seventeen months. Itisneces-
j

sary, before giving the results of this long trial, to state t

time rhat the two vases were compared, they remained exposed

to the air for an hour or more, and that the air was renewed at

each observation. Germs could, then, easily fall in; and yet the

results were very different in the two cases.

The following are the observed results:

—

1. Two identical bodies exposed to free air may present very

different phenomena ot p itn t\u tion, >. wording as they are ex-

posed to the influence of the light, or shut off from it.

2. The chemical and biological phenomena of the two form3

of putrefaction are very different, that is, we have in each case

some special chemical products, and some peculiar animal and

vegetable productions.

3. In darkness, there was a marked tendency to the production

of vegetable organisms and very simple infusoria; the frog that

underwent putrefaction while shut off from the light produced

only some Mucedines, Monads and Vibrios ; while the other

afforded a very complicated fauna—Bacteriums, Vibrios, Spire''

las, Monads of different species, Amcebas, Kerones, Alysum,

Enchelides, Trachelius,—and finally Infusorians still uudescribed,

much resembling the Zoosperms of the Tritons.
4. The abundance and superior organization of the Infusoria

depend much more upon the progress of the putrefaction than

upon the amount of putrescible matter. The more simple spe-

cies always appear first.

_
5. The production of species of Bacterium takes place many

times during the course of a long putrefaction.
6. When the liquid presents a new fauna, the new species are

from the outset represented by a number of individuals at once;

from one day to the next, they are simultaneously produced.

7. In the course of a long putrefaction, there are some genera-

tions which endure for some days ; others exist for a much longer

8. Rapid changes in the chemical composition of a putrescible

liquid are always, or nearly always, followed by new sets of «*
|

mal and vegetable microscopic life.

9. When circumstances are little favorable to heterogeny in a

very long putrefaction, there may be intervals of time of grea**

or less length, in which the liquid presents no organism. "^
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ever should content himself with observing at such a moment,
might say that there had been no generation ; while some days
before, or some days after, there had been, or there would be, a
very abundant production of vegetables, or of animals, or of
both at once.

From all the comparative tables, 3

on November 20th, after more than s

Temperature at the time 10° C.
In the light—The liquid had a slight odor of boiled meat.

—

On the surface many very lively Kolpodes, a great quantity of
Vibrios, some Alysca.—Some Infusoria which striking resem-
ble the Zoosperms of Tritons.—At the bottom, some dead Kol-
podes, and some in the act of multiplying by division into two
or four individuals. Many Vibrios ; some Monads.

In the dark.—The liquid had a very strong odor of mushrooms.
—No organisms; the whole mass liquid.

Associate : of Meteorology.—This associa-
tion, founded at the commencement of the year 1864, under the

•y of Le Verrier, is a great success. It meets peri-
odically at the Observatory of Paris. It i n-

,
i-* founded prizes

for the encouragement of meteorological studies, and especially
the study of the general movements of the atmosphere. All
meteorologists are admitted to competition, without distinction
of nationality.

The following are some of the details of the programme

:

"According to the generally received opinion, the storms of
the coasts of France come, already formed, from the Atlantic.
An extended series of meteorological observations made over

4 the work proposed
for the principal prize. This prize will be of 4000 francs. The
memoirs must be delivered to the Secretary of the Society be-
fore December 31st, 1865.

" A sum of 3000 francs will be divided between the authors
of the best at sea, or in places little known
m a meteorological point of view.

"Finally, two prizes, of 500 francs each, are offered for the
best memoirs upon the application of Meteorology to agricultural

questions. The prizes of 300 and 500 francs may consist of in-

to for observation."
Upon the intensity of action of different parts of the solar disk.—

With regard to the late researches by Secchi—according to

which the c the center of the solar disk is

u that of the borders, nearly in the ratio of 2 : 1, Mr.

as very exactly observed in 1614
l

J

v Luc Valeric, a mathematician of Naples, author of a work,

ind of another Be quadrature/. para-

. He was a professor in the Roman Uni-
versity, and has been called the Archimedes of his age.
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In one of his letters to Galileo, Luc Yalerio considers the rays

proceding from the central part of the solar disk as the more

Analogous facts have been observed by Mr. Roscoe, according

to whom the center of the disk exerts a more intense chemical

action than the borders. He has also observed that the south

polar zone is more active than the north.

Acclimation of Salmon in Australia.—Recent experiments car-

ried forward by the Acclimation Society have shown that it is

possible to transport to distant countries the eggs of fertile fishes.

One of its members, Mr. Millet, having observed that melting

shed the pulsations of the young fish of the Salmon-

idae and delayed the hatching of the eggs, took the M
method would serve for the transportation of eggs of the Sal-

monidaa to Australia and Tasmania. The plan has succeeded,

in spite of damaged eggs; a very large number have arrived

there in a healthy state, and have been deposited in the rivers.

from London on January 15th, 1864, the eg

at Melbourne on April 5th, and at Hobart Town, (

r
J

on the 23d. Everything indicates success.

Similar attempts have been made in the French poss

Algeria, the rivers of which are very barren of fish. Eggs of

salmon and trout have been carried there from Huning
Rhin), where, as we have previously seen, are found the prin-

cipal basins for pisciculture. In spite of the differences of climate,

these eggs have arrived safely, and have hatched in tin basins

prepared for them; they already begin to people the rivers, ft

is a result of no moderate interest to see the salmon of the

Rhine and the trout of the Vosges transported to Africa, Aus-

tralia, and T ismai a. an 1 living and becoming acclinu

Production of the sexes.—What are the causes of the production

of the sexes? This question, which has occupied the earnest

attention of physiologists, has been thoro ..

Thury, according to whom the product is always of the male

sex when the fertilization of the ova occurs at complete matur-

ity, and is always female when it takes place at a less advanced

There is a very simple way of solving this problem. It is to

select for experiment species that come to ma
and, that during a single impregr. ... hole series*

ova which detach themselves from the ovary during
eight, ten, twelve, fifteen, or even eighteen (lavs. We kno^

Indeed, that, in the case of the h g suffices for

i nation of five, six, or seven egss which she is

lay and which are arranged in her ovary in the ordi
maturation. Now, in such a case, if the th
egg laid ought always to produce males and the others female

without any possibility of the inversion of this order.
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This is very near what has been observed by Messrs. Coste
and Gerbe

:

A hen, separated from the cock at the time of her first laying
this year, gave five fertile eggs in the space of eight davs.
The egg laid m .Mai h Ifnli pr< lucodamalc; that on March

17th a male ; that on the 18th a female
;
thai

" t on the 22d a female.

the produ
a male after a female, which ought not to bave I

according to the theory. But is it only a sirnj le - \, eptinn .'
t >r

.

learn by and by on this point, fro . which Mr.
Gerbe is now engaged.
On the occasion of the preceding note, Flourens recalled an

experiment which he made, thirty years ago.
"Aristotle had observed that the pigeon ordinarily lays two

eggs, and that of these two eggs one commonly produces a male
and the other a female. He wished to know which was the esjg

the male, and which the one that produced the female.
He found that the first egg always gave the male, and the second
the female. I have repeated this experiment as many as eleven

1 eleven times in succession the first egg
a

r;
gave the male and the second egg the female. I have s
that which Aristotle saw."

Cutting of (he Isthmus of Suez.—The almost certain success of
the canal across the Isthmus of Su. z fix s att< ntion, more than
ever, upon other projects of the kind. The cutting of the isth-
mus of Malacca and of that of Darien await only the completion
of the Suez ship canal. In France, they are talking of uniting

now part of its route from the old Southern Canal. In
a society is incorporated, under the title of a "Com-

pany for the cutting of the isthmus of Holland," to establish a
iing Amsterdam and the North Sea by a direct route,

while, at the same time, the Dutch government has undertaken
to establish another navigable route from Rotterdam to the sea.

A new project is presented, which, if realized, will complete
the series of maritime communications in the north of Europe.
It is propos .jle for ships of war

moerce, between the North Sea and the Baltic, to avoid

ie passage of the Danish islands. This project, often
thought of, is now very seriously considered.

,

Fin illy, tin \ are speaking of cutting one other isthmus, and
5 the honor. It is proposed to

P»erce the S tar will be
an island.

.
• from Trafalgar and end at An-

w francs, has for its object to prevent more than 4000 vessels
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every year from lying to before the strait of Gibraltar without

power to get out.

This project is just now submitted to the examination of the

Spanish government, as well as to some others, such as the

English and French governments.
^'"V :

hn of <in m, n< >- -jraph.—This first idea was brought

forward in the 16th century in an anonymous work published at

Rouen at that time. The question has already been discussed

here. A discovery has just been made of a fetter of a clerk,

the abbe of Bartbelemy, well known as a literary man. He

writes to Madame du Dessaud, April 8th, 1772:

—

* I think often of an experiment which would give us happi-

ness. They say that with two clocks whose hands are magnet-

lEed it is sufficient to move the hands of one for those of the other

to take the same direction, so that causing one to strike twelve the

•tfeer will strike the same hour. Suppose that we could perfect

artificial magnets so that their power would conimuu;
from here to Paris : you would have one of these clocks, we

would have another ; upon the dial we should have the letters

of the alphabet. . . . You perceive that we could
tate the operation ; the first movement of the hand might sound

a bell which would announce that the oracle was about to speak."

Bibliography.—Among recent publications by Hacbette, at Paris, are

Les Assolements et les Systemes de Culture, par M. Heuzey ; 1 voI-<

'

- lectures delivered b; !

at the Imperial School of Agriculture at Gii<nion, of which he is one of

the most distinguished professors.
:

. are here set

Le Medeau dt-s HalU - d'Asile. ,, u I .,•.
(

', , ., ;
-><\ , «,.. Svo. 200 pp.-

,
... .

which

.v....... of children.

industnelle, avec un tableau***

pays, par M. Gardon ; 4th ea\

'- all. untries, the author deals especial?

"''• '''
- •

A " ' i «r-i i\ m, iraauring and coio-

xportation, navigation, etc.

Drti >p,
]

,r Louis Fisjuier; 4th ed., 8vo.—This »
J

;ned to initiate the people of the world in the grand

>mena ok geology. It is i colored geologic*
aaps, and more than 300 rigtn landscapes of tb«

ncient world.
'

De VElectricite consideree comme cause principal <?l action des t<x&
jitneralessurVora.,

. s v . 420 pp. The m at8"
|

lal which mineral waters hold in solution being often in insufficient pi*

j.. •."•-.'
j

;
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portions to account for their health-giving effects, the author has recoups

simple ideal cvnl.,M,im„ \„. .,„ ,1 .,. a .-._i .* _

made by the author upon the prin

LAslronvmie au XlXe Steele, par A. Boillot, 12mo, 340 pp. This
• a v,.,v faithful picture of the pro-

-

favorite study. His work has been received in France with much fere**
1

Nancy, Oct. 20th, 1864.

Art. XIII.

—

Discovery of Emery in Chester, Massachusetts ; by
Charles T. Jackson, M.D., Geologist and State Assayer.

It has been said, in England, that "a good mine of emery is
worth more to a manufacturing people than many mines of gold."
Such being the case, it affords me great pleasure to be able to
announce the discovery of an inexhaustible bed of the best
emery in the world in the middle of the State of Massachusetts,
in Chester, Hampden county, quite near to the Western Rail-
road, which ;n3 leads to the largest armories
and manufactories of metallic articles in this and the adjacent
States.

J

For more than two years, the existence of important beds of
-covered by Dr. H. S. Lucas, has

been known, and endeavors were made by that gentleman to or-
ganize a company for the purpose of smelting these ores. In
consequence of this agitation, I was employed by John B. Taft,

M-, on the 19th of August, 1863, to examine the locality, and
to make report of my results to him.
On examination of my specimens of minerals, after returning

to Boston, and my notes for sectional profiles of the rocky strata
containing the iron ore, I found that the minerals, margarite and
chlontoid, in talcose, hornblende, and mica slate rocks, indicated
the occurrence of emery, the association of the rocks and min-
erals being identical with conditions known to exist in the local-
ities of emery in Asia Mil

Nic£e

:

followi^ titlesoflite^--ks

fftoire de la Litteraturefrantaue, par
Mernenttde Rhetoric \ , r M F.I n.

dr la nature par 3'

. ,

t the unhappy Poles, for whom I
"« °nly barren sympathy.
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I therefore called the attention of the owners of the property

a these facts, and directed search to be made for emery, and

that every 1 t should be sent to me for €

..... Little attention was paid to this prediction at the time,

and not until I had invited Dr. Lucas, who resides in Chester,

by personal representations and solicitations, to make the required

search, the characters of emery being fully described to him.

On his return to Chester he soon learned that the miners were

complaining of the great hardness of the supposed iron ore, and

ss than forty drills were dulled in boring a single hole

jting. He then sent me pieces of this hard rock, in the

belief that it was the emery I had predicted. On ex

it was found to scratch quartz and topaz readily, and to have all

the properties of emery ; a chemical analysis proved it to be

identical with the emery of Naxos.
.

The owners, resident in Boston, being notified of this dis-

covery, went with me to the locality on the 11th of October

last, when a full exploration of the premises was made. There

are several large beds of rich magnetic iron ore at th

and the emery being magnetic (as it always is) had caused it to

be mistaken for magnetic iron ore, and many tons of it had beea

smelted with the carbonate of iron and hematite in the Berkshire

county iron furnaces, without a suspicion, notwith-

refractory nature, that the ore was emery, with only a small ad-

mixture of iron ore. ,

The principal bed of emery is seen at the immediate baseoi

the South Mountain, where it is four feet wide, and cuts through

the mountain near its summit, at an angle of 70° inc

dip to the eastward. Its course is N. 20° E., S. 20° W., and I

known extent four miles. Near the summit of the mountai

the bed expands to more than 10 feet in width, and in some places

is even 17 feet wide.

The alternations of rock in two sections are as follows, begin-

ning to the eastward

:

1. a, Mica slate ; 6, 15 ft. soapstone or talcose rock ;
c, _

crystallized talc; d, talcose slate; e, 1ft. granular quartz;/;

chlorite slate
; g, 4 ft. Emery ; A, chloritoid and margarite

;

h

magnetic iron ore; ;', hornblende rock highly crystalline.

2. a, Mica slate; b, 6 ft. magnetic iron ore; c, talcose slate.

d, 6£ ft. magnetic iron ore; e, chlorite slate
; /, hornblende rocs,

crystallized
; g, 1 ft. Emery, chloritoid and margarite ; K TTia"

netic iron ore ; i, hornblende rock. .

The elevation of the upper outcrop of this bed above the
im-

mediate base of the mountain is 750 feet. There are curiou*

rounded masses of remarkably pure emery three feet in diaro

ter in this bed entirely invested with a coat of delicate row

colored margarite, and a thick layer of bright green chlorito "»
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the investing coat being from half an inch to two inches in

thickness. It is found extremely difficult to break up these

masses of solid emery, drilling holes in them for blasting being
very slow and laborious, and no grip can be had on their rounded
sides by the sledge. A heavy drop hammer will be required to

break them to pieces—or they may be cracked by fire if heat
does not injure the emery..

A branch of Westfield river separates the South from the

North mountain, a hill nearly 750 feet high, through the sum-
mit of which the great emery bed also cuts. On this hill the

emery is more largely crystalline and less mixed with magnetic
iron ore. It is more like corundum, but still contains the com-
bined protoxyd of iron, characteristic of true emery. Its spe-

cific gravity "is from 3'75 to 3-80, while that from the South
mountain is from 4*02 to 437 ; Naxos emery being from 371 to

3-72, according to my trials of it, in comparison.
On the North mountain,, three large beds of rich magnetic iron

ore, distinct from -the ore accompanying the emery, occur, the

ore yielding 54J per cent of metallic iron. This ore is mined,
and is smelted into bar iron by forge fires, and is also sold to

mix with the hematites and carbonates of iron worked at the

Lenox and Stockbridge furnaces.

Digesting the South mountain emery in fine powder with

iatic acid and sulphuric acid for a long time,, it was
found that 73 per cent of it was wholly insoluble in acids; and
on microscopic examination the grains were seen to be translu-

cent, and exactly like the Naxos emery prepared in the same
way; but these translucent grains are readily taken up by the

magnet. I therefore infer that protoxyd of iron is a chemical

constituent of true emery.
Chemical analysis of the coarsely crystalline emery of the

North Mountain,"Chester. Sp. gr. 3'75. H.= 9.

Protoxyd of iron, 44'°0

Titanic acid, 6°°

"looiJo

Emery of the South hill.' Sp. gr. 4-02. H.=9.

Protoxyd of iron,
------ 4300

Sirica & titanic acid,
----- 11*0

Regarding the oxyd of iron which can be dissolved out from
emery by acids as accidental, and that which cannot be so re-

moved as an essential constituent, we shall have for the compo-

* The highest specific gravity of any sample from the South mountain wai 43734.

A». Jock. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXIX. No. 113.—Jas., 18C5.
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sition of three samples of emery analysed, after digestion in

acids. n,,.™. h,st

If this view is adopted, emery must be ranked as a distinct

species, and not as a mere granular form of corundum or sapphire.

In conclusion, I would state that practical trials of the Chester

emery, in several of the large armories and machine shops of this

and the adjoining States, have proved it to be fully equal in

value to the well known emery of Nsxos, which I have no

doubt it will wholly supplant in this country, and that it will

ere long become an article of export to Europe, either in its na-

tive form, or in a manufactured state.

It may be proper to add, that John B. Taft, Esq., of Boston,
1

' al'f of his ; of the i

sole management of the business connected with the mine.

I would express my obligations to Mr. J. L. Smith for the

valuable information contained in his articles on the emery of

Asia Minor and on the associated minerals of the emery locali-

ties, published in vols. x. and xi. of this Journal. Also to Dr.

H. S. Lucas, of Chester, for kind assistance in the field.
7

82 Somerset St., Boston, Dec 12tb, 1864.

Art. XIV.— On the Solubility of the Sulphate of Baryta in

Sulphuric Acid ; by Prof. J. Nickles.

The sulphates of baryta, strontia, and lime, are slightly solu-

ble, as is known, in boiling sulphuric acid. I have found that

they are soluble in cold acid when in a nascent state.

To obtain this result, it is only necessary to throw a little

chlond of barium, or of strontium, into a sufficient quantity ol

monohyd rated acid : the chlorid is by degrees decomposed, chlor-

hydric acid escapes, and the sulphate produced dissolves in the

surrounding acid.

This is especially true for the chlorid of barium ; but to suc-

ceed, the acid should be concentrated, and it is best to have the

chlorid well dried and in powder. On adding water- to the solu-

tion thus obtained, the sulphate of baryta falls as a white pw

The chlorid of strontium gives the same results, and the acid

solution affords a similar precipitate with water, though less *
amount, since less is dissolved.

7 On page 87, the date 19th of August should be 19th of October.
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The sulphate of lime is still less soluble in sulphuric acid, and
the solution takes several days to become limpid. Moreover,
water does not then becloud it ; a light precipitate is obtained

The solubility of these sulphates in sulphuric acid, is then the
reverse of their solubility in water, except for the sulphate of
strontium, which, in both cases, is a mean between those of the
other two.

Nancy, Oct. 20, 1864.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTEY.

1. On a new saccharimeter.—Wild has described a new saccharimeter

which appears to possess great advantages over the well-known instru-

ment of Soleil. In Wild's apparatus the incident light is polarized by
means of a Foucau, le of being turned

round its axis, the amount of rotation being measured by means of a
vernier applied to a small circle graduated to single degrees. The analy-

zer consists of a u s a polariscope, that is to say, of

two crossed plates of quartz, each 20mm. in thickness, cut at an angle of
45° with the optical axis. The fringes produced are viewed with a small

astronomical telescope of low power "(objective 33mm. focal length, ocular

24mm. focal length). The telescope is adjusted f

analyzer. The author instituted comparative experiments to test the de-

gree of accui iment and with his own,
employing for the purpose a solution containing 298 grams of cane sugar
to the litre. The mean error of a single compensation in Sole

ment amounted to 1°, when the eye was properly protected, while it

of side light.
* From this < favorable case there

is with Soleil's instrument an uncertain litre of the

solution, or rather more than one per cent. With Wild's instrument the

error of obsc amounted to 12', which corresponds

to an error of ±2'Y8 gr. of sugar in a litre of solution, and consequently

to a degree of accuracy fi ;
i aiatus.

When this ;: -
| toward an Argand gas burner in a

dark chamber, and a dark red glass was placed between the eye and the

ocular, the error of observation amounted to on!} 3'. I ina k, wln-i a

homogeneous soda flame was employed, the error amounted to only 1'.

In the first ea would amount to .^0-7

g«.; in the second, to only ±0-2 gr.in a litre.
1—Pogg. ^nn.,cxxii, 626.

[Note.—Wild's Saccharimeter, independently of its purely technical

1
Wild'a Saccharimeter can be procured of Hoffman, optician, 8 Eue deBuci, Paris.
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acceptable addition to

;ing powers of liquids at present known,

t be employed, since the characteristic i

j afford perfectly definite degrees of Tefrangibility. In Brocli's mess-

nents of the rotatory polarization in quartz
'

5 in the spectrum, the mean error of a single m
>rding to the refrangibi

dertaken to determine
with which the change of tint could be detei mined in plates 01 qnaw

.placed between two Nichols' pri-ms ai , exan ned with white light,

I

found, as might be expected, that the error of observation increased a

the intensity of th , nimum error of esti

mation being about 15'. Hence it appears probable that the degree*

accuracy attainable in Wild's instrument might be still farther increase!

Ly osing a condenser so constructed as to give an intensely brilliant be*B

2. On the mecl kal action.—Schroder vak t*

Kolk has communicated an interesting and suggestive memoir upon ft

application of the theory of mechanical energy to chemical proce*

especially in connection with the relations of chemical affinity to had

We shall endeavor to give some idea of the train of reasoning in thispi

per, referring however to the original for more ample illustration. I
author in the first place cites the opinion expressed by H. Sainte-Chu

Beville, in his paper on dissoi .; compounds may *•

resolved into their elements bv a sufficiently high temperature. In a* *

cases the separated atoms reunite at a lower temperature ; in other cas*

they remain separate. This gives us from this point of view two claaei

of bodies, and the author connects the phenomenon with the facts ob-

served by Favre and Silbermann that certain combinations are effectw

-with evolution, others with absorption of heat. The relation between th

two classes of phenomena appears from the following considerations. *

we conceive of a body at the temperature of 0°, and then apply heat, m
body at a definite temperature will have absorbed a definite quantity"

heat. This heat is applied partly :

molecular changes, and partly in «
heat continually increases with the „_
up both in raising the temperature and^n changing the state of agg*

gation from the solid to the liquid, and from this to the gaseous con*-

tion. To find the quantity of heat in the body after the process, we mu»

subtract the quantity which is consumed in external work. The q»*
tity remaining is termed by Thomson the mechanical energy of theboj
Starting as we have done from 0°, we obtain in this manner only**

accumulation of energy in the body from 0° to the particular temper*

ture under consideration, and not its absolute quantity. Every body h*

therefore in any definite condition a definite quantity of energy. K
Jjwe consider two substances, as, for example, oxygen and hydrogen,*™1*

combine with each other under the influence of the electric spark,,'

aave in each, before combination, a definite quantity of energy. Durfl

the combination, beat is evolved, and if we now cool the vapor of **
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which is formed to the temperature of the components before combina-
tion, the steal; iy of energy less than t lint of its

components by the quanl nation. We
here suppose the combination of H and to take place without exter-

nal work. When the vapor of water is decomposed at the. same temper-

ature, just as much energy must be added as be<

-cur: either the body has more

class to the point of decomposition, and the components will not unite on

•Mice the quantity of enei<i:\ in tl si - nt tor tin i-

mation of the compound at the same temperature. This could only take

ter the body must take up heat from the »ui

medium, which, however, has at most an equal temperature, or else the

compound must become suddenly colder. So far as known, no such cool-

ing occurs. From the above we obtain the following law : Bodies which

evolve heat in being decomposed by heat are not again formed in the

subsequent cooling. This law may be tested by the results of the exper-

iments of Favre and Silbermann. These physicists found thai

of nitrogen, NO, peroxyd of hvdrogen, H0 2
," chlorous and chloric acids,

CI0
3 and C10

5 , evolve heat during decomposition, while the elements

separated do not recombine on cooling. The same is true for the chlorid,

iodid and su h are suddenly decomposed on heat-

ing, with evolution of heat, and the components of which do not recom-

bine. The above law is also true when dimorphous or polymorphous

bodies change their physical condition. Thus, aragonite on heating

passes into ca of heat; the converse change does

not take place on cooling. Fused sulphur crystals (System V) on cool-

ing become crystallized in System IV with evolution of heat; the con-

verse change does not take place. Various other illustrations are giveD,

and the author generalizes the law already stated as follows : When bodies

on heating pass into a different physical state, with evolution i

previous state is not resumed on cooling. It is of course possible that in

sea the purely chemical affinity between the molecules may be so

powerful that combination will ensue, heat being abstracted from the sur-

rounding medium. The converse proposition is as follows

:

If heat be absorbed in decomposing a body by means of heat, the con-

trary action will take place on subsequent cooling.

This prop - » therefore

not to be regarded as proved. It is frequently found by experiment to

be true: thus, carbonate of lime, according to Favre and Silbermann, ab-

w>rbs heat when decomposed by heating, and has therefore less energy

than its components together. C02
and CaO recombine on cooling.

On the other hand, much heat is evolved in slaking lime, and CaO, HO
has therefore much less energy than its components. On heating, the

hydrate is de-composed, and is again formed on cooling. In the formation

of C0
2 and HO heat is evolved, and the compounds have therefore less

energy than the components. Tbe elements only unite at r-.

Perature, and the decomposition takes place at a still higher temperature.



pound. First, a degree of chemical forca

or affinity suffici- .' «« necessary

€rgy. A single cause is insufficient. Tbe auihor'btre dislinguii™

between reversible and unreversible processes. When a body chang» I

under the action of heat, and with evolution of heat, it passes into a net
|

wlf pass

v body has more eDeigfc
j

and may therefore on cool 1 nix pa- ; t-c.f I k i. to its previous cod* I

tion. This is illustrated by the latent heat of fusion and evaporation.

Other consequences of this theory are these; the heat of combination
j

remains the same whether the compound be formed suddenly or by<M

grees ; the heat of combination of a compound body is in general 1«
j

than that of its components taken singly. The following examples sem

to illustrate still further the apj ! energy to the e* I

planation of chemical changes. An electric Mark causes combination*

two ways. Certain bodies, H and 0, H and CI, CO and O, Ac, comWJ

suddenly in unlimited quantities by means of a single spark, and wi

evolution of heat. Others, like N and O, combine only gradually; <j*

heat is evolved, and the combination ceases with the cessation of the spa*

The formation of ozone is also a case in point. In the first cas

energy of the components is greater than that of the compound,

cient energy is present, but not sufficient affinity. The electric

here increases the affinity ; some atoms of H and combine, at

heat produced causes a further combination, since heat within <

limits increases affinity. In the case of the combination of N anc

form nitric acid, the components have less energy than the cotnj

Then the spark furnishes the . tch spark yields otfj

a definite amount of work. The case of NH 3
forms an exception w^

for the present must remain unexplained. The author also appl'r

theory to the . lied—exercised by platinum u|

and O, but not upon N and 0. In conclusion, the author takes g

against the assumption often made that the heat of combination is

taken as the measure of chemical affinity. He considers that this

regarded as difference in energy, is the measure of the stability

compound. Thus, water with the heat of combination expressed/?

ility than chlorhydif than chlorhydric acid with a beat ot cous-

in each case, besides the requisite energy
e present. Thus, in a simple mixture or v

tion of 2378:

requisite affini
__H no combination takes place until the affinities are sufficiently i

although the necessary energy is always present. A further argu*

against considering the heat of combination as the measure of »"""

to be found in the fact that i heat is absorbs

that in these the chemical affinity would be negative.—Pog9-

A

exxii, 439. w -
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3. On the replacement of hydrogen in ether by chlorine, ethyl and ox-

ithyL—Lieben aud Bauer h;ive studied the action of moti

the i ; in of cblortat

ated ether with the formula, q* h *q| | 2 . The action of zinc ethyl upon

this compound gives rise to two products which have respectively the

formulas, ^{j*;^ 6

\
°2' and C*H

4
*C*H

8

>
°»' and ia wllich

>
as

will be seen^o.fe or two atoms of hydrogenVthe radical ethyl are re-

placed by one or two atoms of ethyl itself. U"

•

.•'

sodium, an oily liquid is formed, whii-li boils at 157' C, is heavier than
water, and has a ;n«-f refreshing and agreeable odor. The formula of

this body is,

c*h*
C
C

4H 5 2 \
°* 80 that il must be re£arded as ether

in which one atom of hydrogen in the ethyl is replaced by chlorine and
one atom by the radical, C

4
ll.f>

2 . which the authors 'term o.xethyl.

By the con ti. rpoa the last mentioned
I ether, the authors obtained an oil lighter than water, boiling

t 168° 0., and having the formula
C4H4 .CiH JS 2

I of hydrogen are replaced by two of oxethyl. Finally, the i

boiling at 148° C. and presenting the formula,

0*^*0*
FT

5 2
[• 2 . The new substances described are evidently the

types of a large class of similar substituted bodies, and deserve in them-
selves an attentive study, especially with reference to physical properties
and to products of decomposition.— Comptes Rendus, lix, 445. w. o.

4. On, a new mode of preparing oxygen.—Bobbins has given a method
uiarly interesting from a theoretical

i may hereafter be of much practical value. The
process is based upon an experiment due to Schonbein, and consists in

pouring dilute sulphuric acid upon a dry and powdered mixture of three

1. On buried stems anabranches in Illinois ; by J. S. Bliss. (From a

tion to the Editors, dated Columbus, Wisconsin, Nov. 7.)—
While passing through the county of Adams, in the State of I

years since, I learned of the existence of a well, which had been dug the
year before, hes of trees and twigs had been ob-
tained. I repaired to the spot, and found the well to be twenty -five feet in
dePth ; and was informed that, at a depth of twenty-three feet, the owner
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came upon a layer of fine black soil, full two feet in thickness, in wbici

tained seven ' -
\e of an inch through, in a t<

state of prefer - bed of soil the material was

In another well, three miles from this, the same kind of a

met with, afrer passing through clay for twenty-seven feet from I

face. In the soil twigs were found ; but on bei'ng brought to the i

crumbled to pieces, though the bark and heart were plainly to be i

Four miles from the first mentioned well, there was another, sti

remarkable, which was 30 feet deep. At a depth of 27 feet, the digged

sides of the well, and on taking it out pronounced it to be Black u

but I think that it was probably some other kind of timber, that ha

dyed in consequence of having been submerged, and that this eausedtb*

mistake. In the same soil was aTso found a Buckthorn in a tc'-
u*

state of preservation. The top of the tree was lying southeast.

Another fact, I have notice
I it stones prol

through the surface, such as those known as hard-heads, present their

perpendicular sides to the north, northeast, and northwest. This
'" "

confined to any small portion of the State, but to quite an eJ

2. On the Geology of Eastern New York ; by Professor James Hau

and Sir William E. Logan. (Read before the Natural History Society

of Montreal, Oct. 24, 1864, by T. Sterry Hunt.)—Professor James Hill

and Sir William Logan spent a few days together last summer in exam-

ining some points of the geology of Eastern New York, and propose to

continue their examinations next season, when we may expect from them

a detailed account of their results. Their principal object was to com-

pare the rocks of that region with some of those of Eastern Canada
and I have now permission, in the absence of these gentlemen, to lay be-

Society some of the results of this exploration.
The shales of the Hudson River group, which are seen for a consider-

able distance north and south of Albany, disappear a few miles east of

the Hudson, and are succeeded by harder and coarser shales, sometime*

red or green in color, and passing into green argillaceous sandstone*

These various strata, which are associated with concretionary andM
limestones, are now recognized as belonging to the Quebec group.
line of contact between this and the much more recent Hudson I

group has nowhere been clearly seen in this region, but the two
j

are readily distinguished by their differences in color, texture, aud hard-

ness,—differences which were formerly supposed to depend upon $
tial raetamorphism of the eastern portion, when this was looked v.

a part of the Hudson River group. The green sandstones and conglof5
'

erates of Grafton Mountain, formerly looked upon as a portion of th»

Shawangunk conglomerate, are recognized as belonging to an ontlyinj

portion -of the Sillery formation. This mountain Professor Hal! h*
found in a previous exploration (1844-45) to have, at a point

"

south, a synclinal structure, and it probably lies in three low sj
axes. The Sillery formation scarcely extends south of Rei



lates, the

fragments of these are found in the adjacent valleys. To the east ol this,

i. '.: ..;.:. -. •
- •-;

dale, the sparry limestones of the Quebec group appear in the valleys,

while the hills are of slate. Proceeding thence westward toward the

river, only the lower portions of the Quebec group are met with, until

we come upon the rocks of the Hudson River group.

Washington Mountain is also of >e. all of the

Quebec group, and is pro Lure. The valley to the

south of the mountain i parently alternating with

slates. Columbia and Duchess counties appear to be maini

by the shales of the Quebec group, with broad exposures of its lime-

h the river to the westward, when the shales of
•

; !" !:;-;.'::
_ ,

:

_ .
.-:

below the city of"Hudson. The gneiss of the Highlands occupies the

it of Duchess County.
From Fishkill the explorers proceeded to Coldspring, crossing what

Mather called the Mattewan granite, but which they found to be an

altered sand - ,.?y came upon the great gneiss forma-

tion of the Highlands of the Hudson, <md Peeks-

kill. They failed to find the sandstone described by Mather as coming
out at this place ; nor was ? the Potsdam sandstone

along their northern limits ,f tQ e creek,

was found a low ridge of black slate, supposed to belong to the Quebec
group, and a similar slate was observed along the north side of the

Highland range, not far from the gneiss. The gneiss of the Highlands

presents all the aspects and characteristics of that of the Laurentian sys-

tem, as seen in northern New York and in Canada.

northeast of the Laurentian roeks of the Highlands, and also the suc-

cession of strata to the southeast of them. The recognition of the Sil-

lery and of the Quebec group in this region are great and important

facts of its geology, and not less so the identification with the Lauren-

tian system". K to whic.l the inror-

>f Orange county and the adjacent parts of hevr

Jersey doubtless belongs. This con »d t0 the

views of Mather and Rogers, who looked upon tl

the latter region as altered Lower Si

the older observations of Vanuxem and Keating, and with the more re-

cent ones of Professor Cook, according to all of whom the _-

itity and of New Jersey underlie un-

comformably
I

—Can. J\
r
at. and Geol.

1

See Am. Jour. Sci, [2], xxxii, 208, and also Kitchell's 2nd Annual report on the

Geology of New "1 onward.

Am. Joca. Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 115.—Jan., 1865.
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3. Action qf Glaciers ; by J. Ruskin.—What a river carries fast si

the bottom of it, a glacier carries slowly at the top of it.

main distinction between their agencies. A
;

-

minutes, delivering blows on the rocks at the bottom audi'.

will be rounded pebbles (having done rough damage to ev<

of three yai |Y at a j] t That

is the primal difference between the work of water and ice
differences, however, follow from this first one.

1 hough a glacier never rolls its moraine into pebbles, as a torrent doa

• :.
v

it, and one stone is always toppling, or tilting or sli lii

and one company of stones crashing over anotl

°£ °"ginal
,e l from two or three

« h I nl Icrs of in siz. he <

whole—say half a quarter of a mi
mere skin-deep mock-moraine on m

::.

™»»dtL ?eof each,) and wi

-"
'

'

' - -
.:.......

;
-

flwr

,

for

<

humTn'li

i

r>VeriDg '^ "*"" awa?' iato f,uitful fields
'

and^
>

Now all this is utterly independent of any action whatsoever by the

--
'•'

:

- - i
•

'•" .-; .-,::; •..-
.

limited nature, as compared with that of water. A stone at the bottom

;
; ;

-

;

' ' ~
:

-.;•
. ^ , ; ,:.,.. ....

.

lS?ac
f

e

!i

not t0Uchi,,g bottom at alK Whe« droPH
'

- .

-' •
/

" •
.

.

.

•• : ..,1 -'.
. :

' ••
'

"

' -
:

:.-......
_.

- •

,
... ..'

' ~ "

:

•' •' - " '" '-. .-.-
tliird of an mch in a quarter of a hour ! Try to saw a piece of marble

1 Even m lower Apenniae. " Dat sonitum saxis , et torto vertice torrens."
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through (with edge ()f iron, not of soppy ice, for saw, and with sharp

• slime,) and move your saw al . iucli

in three-quarters of ;in hour, and see what lively and progressive

I say " piece of ra arhle ;" but your permanent glacier-bottom is rarely

so soft—for a glacier, r„„,ly

by dead weight on a soft rock, and (with fall previously provided for it)

can clear masses of t

in the rock of peaks,

under the Glacier des Bois.

[Mr. Kuskin contiimies with further explanatior n the

xpresses the opinion that " tin Glacier des Bo

than tl > <li t'ts of desert san

er diu;s a hole" like tlie bed <

lontaitiing the following state

>f a lake. He
early

studies.]

I find it difficult to stop, for your <:: little as he thii iks it,

tvn ground. I was forced to write upon Art by an

accident (the public abuse of Turner) when I was ; hut

I bad writtei nary" as far as C, and

shorthand s} 1 was fourteen : and

have been at stony work ever since, as I could find time, -

Nov. 26, 1864, the communication dated Denmark Hill, Nov. 21.

B. Meek; Triassic and Cretaceous Fossils, by W. M. Gabb. 244 pp.

Small 4to, 1864. Published by order of the Legis

j I survey o( < lUforaia, up to the

:

;

-em border of the continent,—of the

of the age and structure of its mountains, of the

' - " -

• :.,-. ,
-,:•

:

.-. j\, }„.,. •
' _• •

.; <- -
.--•--.-.

•

volume.

The Carboniferous fossils make but a m< agre st, th« • ka of the age

*«* and Spfrifer lineatus.
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The Triassic species, described by Mr. Gabb, are 28 in number
;
the Ja-

nearly 300. the larger pa

Mr. Gabb, to the Upper or White Chalk. Some of the g

above referred to.
_

A volume of plates will soon be ready for delivery. It \

figures of all the new species. The plates are

two in number ; and, as we know from an examination of many of them,

are excellent in drawing and engraving.

The work is brought out in the first style of the art, both as to paper

and printing. We know nothing superior, in these respects, from any

5. Oil region of 'Pennsylvania.—[Extracts from a communication bj

.vford Co., Pa., Nov. 13, 1864.HJ
shown in the Geological Map of Pennsylvania by Professor H - ^ u

e

Burfaee-i

vaniaare mostly Carboni

Devonian of the Chemung and Portage groups. Iu the borings

a, called the first sand-rock is met with at a depth

oil. 100 to 200 feet below this, lies the second sand-rock, oi

pect to the first; and from beneath this there is usually ai

of oil," a heavy oil, though less so than the former. From
*

irlv all the wells of the Alleghany river, while the wells of Frencfi

nth few exceptions, descend only to the first sand-rock. Belo*
Creek, with few exceptions, descend only to the first s

i 'descend most of tM

of them,) deluged the region around with

oil per day. The welis of Oil Creek are mostly in this rock.

The valleys have been selected in nearly all cases for the borings under

the impression that breaks in the hills indicate chasms in the rocks

y
neath. But there appears to be no reason why oil should not be reacfl

also by borings through the higher land. There are evidently two kid

of sources; open cavities affording the free flowing wells, sometimes^

termittent ; and the oil-bearing shales giving a slower yield, as if J

gradual percolation from rocks that partially retain it; and the latte

least should be encountered as well through the hills as the valleys, it vm

boring is carried down to the same level. Moreover, there is no certa*?

that fissures or chasms in the rocks may not underlie the hills.

It is a little remarkable that the oil from beneath the upper san^*

should be the heavier, while that from beneath the lowest is the ligw

Although there is no evidence of any connection between the oil rep»

ries at these three different levels, the sources of the same le^ 1 «

This has been abundantly proved, by a sudden dim^

the supply of an older well in consequence of sinking a ne
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has been increased in (hat time; but about as many old ones have been
abandoned as new ones opened. Fewer of the new wells are gZtyoutW wells than formerly. Pumping wells are very constant in their

6 Petroleum in California.-k petroleum region on the coast of Santa
Barbara, near Buenaventura, in ha8 reCently been
visited by Prof. Siiliman, Jr., from whose Report we extract a few^ facts
len miles North of Buenaventura there is a mountain ridge, 2000 feet in
height, extending for 13 miles from east to west, which consists in part of

i comes out in m
abundantly.

_

One of the welis is 30 feet in diameter, and is full of
like oil, boili peof marsh-*;

i three-fourths of a mile long by half

>rous points, besides several other oil springs" tl

places of discbarge in all exceeding twenty. The
shales ^t^rU +~ *u .t ...»k„) \ 7 5 n

' CAU««u'"g iwemy. ine ran^e or Dituminous
shales extends to the south, occurring at intervals for a hundred and fifty

S and also to the north as far as Glenroy, in Santa Clara County, or
from San Francisco.—Extract from Prof. Sillimuh's

III. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Bioko-dimorphism in the Primrose Family.—Mr. John Scott, late
ot the Edinburgh Botanic Garden, has communicated to the Linnajan
Society an elaborate paper, entitled, Observations on the Functions and
Structure of the Reproductive Organs in the Primulacece, which has re-
cently been published in the 8th volume of that Society's Journal of Pro-
ceedings. Mr. Scott has followed up Mr. Darwin's well-known researches
oy many additional experiments, has confirmed his results, and brought
out others of no small interest. The paper is long, and, on the whole,
Clear and satisfactory, but with occasional vagueness or obscurity of lan-
guage, from the attempt of an acute, but perhaps rather untrained mind
to indicate the bearings of the subject further than they have been clearly

aary appended to the paper sets forth the prin-
.

<"'t 54 species or forms of Primula which he has examined (many of

,

" 3d ^e truly dimorphic, presenting both long- and short-styled forms;
*«* in which the long- or short-styled forms, respectively, have alone been
observed by me; and 5 species and one variety with non-dimorphic

la of an equal length.

.

' I he allied genera Hoitonia and .

c'es: whereas other allied genera, Dodecatheon, Soldanella, and Cortusa,
are very gen . itructnraj

creased fertility
. junctions.

•ummed UP :~
• forma have pistils equalling in length
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the tube of the corolla; stigmas usually larger and rougher- stamens at-

a:» t-r is t u* expan it-d u;

rent Secondly, in the -

roila-tui.e. causing an abrupt *x
and more opaque. Accord g\

lity by its dioecious than its

stance from a genus whose

present ind ncapable of Am t , n \>\ own
j

'"•

(

our ignorance of the conditions i

grades, depends. Those, on the other
eof these genetic relations will look wi

:

hap, as the primary indications of a t

T
,

he usua ' amorphic and
morpnic unions will be best appreciated by giving the mean result
tne unions of several species. Thus, taking the five
homomorphic unions given above, namely, P. A

[ farinosa, we see, from the mean results »

"uv" ^y»'«»'eu proaucts, mat for every 100 seeds yielded by the heW
morphic unions, only twenty-four are yielded by the homomorphic unio*

—the heteromon homomorphic unions in abort

the proportion of five to three! I have also shown the remark**
fact that the pollen of a du

|uce a m uch high*

grade of fertility than an ordinary homomorphic union i. e., a flo***
jown pollen!

l

i
It is well known that A will fertilize B, and B will not fertilize A.

l

Jjave given instances of this law with Primulas. I have also shown £new and remarkable fact, that of the two forms of the same species tbj

pollen of the one, but not of the other, will fertilize a distinct specie
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For example, the long-styled P. Palinurii can be fertilized readily by
pollen of the long-styled P. Auricula ; yet, after numerous trials, I have
failed to effect a single union be! vm of the P. Pa-
linurii and the short-styled P. Auricula. How utterly inconsistent,

degrees of sterility to prevent them crossing and blending

hat

wand blend

pecially e

nous and somewhat analogous degrees of

gether in order to prevent them ur forests.'

'

" Probab -ions is that

in the: case of the Cowslip, for ex-

ample, we have seen that an ordinal \ yields about
!

mens and pistils of an equal length

yields, when ft

•

ic form by own pollen

the hetero-

ni \>\ - in the pro] rtion of t to 2 ! Aj. ii U • tl four different

Unions of tin- notj-dimorpl u form,
"

• - -
,

.
• ... .... ;<: '...,;.: .-.

:
' %-

n-dimorphic
with long- an seeds per capsule, whereas the pure

iiic unions of the latter give an average of thirteen seeds per

sted with these are the remarkable changes in the fertility of the

e Primrose, the red vari-

'

m or white varieties: the

pollen of the red variety applied to
"

are also absolutely sterile ! On the

ids may be effected by the reciprocal a
the yellow ai tgh in every case we have '

as is considerably under that of the

pure unions of these forms.
" ^ bether or not the ultimate tendencv of dimorphism is a complete

separation of the sexes, I think we have the clearest testimony that di-

.

• per saltum assume these structural

I here allude to the evidence afforded

*>y the non-.j perfect her-

interroediate stages be-

tween this and the normally dimorphic. These, taking us back in the

1 Origin of Species, 3d ed., p 299.
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genealogical line, show us an original non-dimorphic progenitor, and tie

graduated plan by which it gave rise to a dimorphically characterized

The most noteworthy points are :— 1. That, in a genus which has many

species with dimoi some which present, so far M

known, only one of the two forms (say the long-styled, which is perfectly

2. That the Red Cow-' p. i n wi . t , . i nnon one, has become

non-dimorphic, an .
- become much more

fertile of seed than the heteromorphic unions of the Common Cowslip.

And the Auricula offers a similar ease. But, on the other hand, anon-

dimorphic variety of Primula farinosa is less fertile. These changes in

the genetic system of a species st em \>-i\ i- m irk ihle. 3. Still more re-

markable is the m Red Cowslip with its ancestor the

iiow form ; this unio

the Red, being very

which has been called for as a test, a physiological species produced

through variation." 4. That the two forms of a dimorphous species hy-

bridize with very different degrees of facility with distinct species. And

that such a cross sometimes yields more seed than either bomomor-

phic unions with own pollen. 5. Mr. Scott confirms (though it is not

stated in his summary) Mr. Darwin's statement, that the long-styled

forms artificially fertilized with their own pollen are about twice as fertile

as the short-style.; its own pollen ;
while, as »

well known, when hort-styled is most fertile, owing

to the relative position of the anthers acd stigmas. So that the advan-

tage of position in the latter is counterbalanced by an increased differ-

entiation of pollen and stigma with respect to their mutual action,

Nature thus rendering the short-styled equally dependent with the long-

styled on external agencies,—

:

nee, and more com-

pletely effecting the great object of dimorphism,—the intercrossing of

individuals.

We may here append the remark that the Thymelaeaceous genus U*
cosmia is dimorphous, and some species of Dnjmispermum exhibit onei

not both of the two forms. A -
G
\

2. Observations upon Dimorphous Flowers ; by H. von Mohl ;

»»

Bot. Zeitung, Oct. 1 863, trans
:

a . Dot, April, 1864--

These observations are princin morphism in whicft,

besides the ordinary hermaphrodite (but often infertile) flowers, there s*

other and surely fertile ones, of simplified structure, apetalous, or ratnff
f simplified structure, apetalo

ivbich, " their development being as it were a

we had long ago 1

rtiofj a3 she does in the

case of dimorphism (represented by Primula, Houstonia, <feo.,) to seen

D. This is the conclusion which Mohl also reaches after

careful investigation of the common instances, viz : in Specularia, MP
hens, Viola, Oxalis, &c, clearly showing that such flowers, with a FT
sible exception in violets, must needs be self-fertilized. The record ot »
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own observations is preceded by a good history of what was ]known upon

. Soc. Bot. de |. That the

liriaperfulmta until after feitiliza i, however,
was shown by Dr. Tonvy, in a p» per read befoi e the Lyceun:i of Natural
History, New York, in 1830, but

- 'and acurioi

unusual paucity and the greater ;

the smail and closed flowers. In lis Jcetosella, as M„hl in-

form* us, the larger anthers cont
scarcely a dozen pollen-grains,—

(,

the ovules they are to fertilize, wl
countless excess,—the economy ing in prnpo
soreness that they will do their w ork. Moreove

- n i out their

isiderable refc

tance, these tubes directing their course with the same precision

.n by the pollen of another flower in

tnd instances Fumar*

'.
off to either side by a bee visiting the blossom
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ilies, stand as veritable

Dftn

the stigma, and indeed at a considerable distance from it.

mystery. Mold remarks here an analogy w th the > ase i t

that iii Viola, Specularia, Arc, as Brown has stated for Ascl

is no liquid poured out by the stigma which might somehow place tin

pollen in relation with the stigma.

Finally, Mold calls attention to an early remark of Linna

the year 1753, a considerable number of plants raised in the Upsa! gar-

den.* for which the Sweedish climate was too cool, flowered cl:

yet produced fruit. We may note that in the Cambridge 1

den, Oxybap s jr Jrnits from the bud in cool and

.•'
ii.-r : so do one or two PaVonias t'or a considerable part of the

season. And, several years ago. Xyclupinia capitata of Texas seeded

l a single flower, or even

producing a full-grown flower bud. The next year it blossomed freely.

'
' -

produced earlier in the season, as in Specularia, Impatiens, <fec, but some-

tin: >s liter than the norma! blossom,, as in O.rulii and Viola. And M
• the former conform (he looking upon such flowers as prepon-

derantly female) to Knig
melons,) thai favors the development of male flow-

ers, while a lower temperature is m .re pn—a view wh;

gation upon the production of sexes in the animal kingdom. I

has appended to the Frem 1, ti n - . on of Mold's paper.

;

the past ten years are far from conti

family male and female blossoms appear independent of conditions of

temperature, but intimately connected with peculi

which vary from species to species, from race to race, or even among w
the same race. And he notes especi

applies generally) that the races of melons, squashes, and gou
have long been cultivated in northern Europe .

1
'

-.:.: -.] :- ':
:
— ;.. . .• "

, . •
: -

V.
•'

- • ' - !: .: :- 1
.-!, ,'

_::-'•"-"
Also that the same Cacurbitacece arrive a't a 1 lit age, i. e., :

flowering and fruiting, far sooner and »s sun ot the

south of France than under the cooler and obscurer skies of I
they yegetal irks, also, tl«

many monoicous Cucurbilacece tend to become die

.

isfy at Paris and at Hyeres, in a great number *

iced only male blossoms at Paris, but an abundant

of both sexes (monoicous) at Hyeres. *• e

y
:3. JYtijas major, Ruppia maritima, &c, discovered at S'.-—r - **?]

f 'mber number of Dr. Seemann's Journal of Botany c°nlal
Jw of the Genus JSfajas, by Professor Bi

section Eunojas three s] \il, X ?;
;rr
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rata, Del., of Egypt, and R m the lake of Valencia,
Venezuela. The section Caulinia has N. fiexilis, which is found here
and there in the North of Europe, and several varieties in the West In-

K i X. \ Oi mada, .V. mi'»w, M!.,

in Europe, Rgypt, and India. X.fasciculal^ Braun, in India, and iV.

a. Egypt, &c. X. major, to which our attention

out the Old World, in ,",,tcr. but it was also

detected by Chamisso , What is equally re-

Prof. Braun has seen specimens collected in Florida by

Shortly before Prof. Braun's article came to hand, Najas major was dis-

covered in Onondaga Lake, first |by Ji I the north-
ern border of soon after by
fa John A. v and abun-

i. The marshy borders of the lake, as is well

known, are brackish, at least in the vicinity of the salt-works, and

.line plants! To the species formeily

ive added Chenopodium glavcum, Lep-

d we believe some others. But a more ii

discovery, of a water-plant not before met with away from the sea coast,

was recently made by Mr. ..aritima in

Onondaga Lake, along with Najas major, equally in a fruiting state.

4. Spontaneous return of hybrid plants to their parental forms.—We
have been prevented from preparing, as we wished to do, abstracts of the

•'-'

The latter was pub-

H.sh es,v< lumexis,
and also a part of the former, the whole memoir oi

°f the experiments and fig ation in the

Memoires of the French Academy. TJ >says com-

peared a year ago in the N As rcspeets one, the

'

Mr. Nau-

ithera contain well organ-

itpon, three-fourths were
wjjd to produce seeds cap .

Upon another point of equal iotei

ling that hybrid plants however constant at first, ton« m M>-
-

[ney would at length resolve themselves into the two parental types, or,

* one side, return to the one on the other. Naudin returns to

^'ssubjectina- «h for July,

^ultofhis*xperiments upon our

,

stramonium and D. Tatula. These have mor

t
°[ Vaneties °*' one species; but their specific dis
aed

'
espeeiaily of late, by various arguments.
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1 truly distinct species, which do not scnsib

.nil violet-tinged flowers. These two tlio

in 1855, and obtained a hundred or more
nium and Str<tmonio-Tatula, both just alii

They had, however, the peculiarity of a g

jrfectly fertile, the pods U-ino- ; ,s large and as full of good

sof either parent. I Stramonio-Tatuk)

more of it, both in colo. and in the tallness and latenes

ires that they wei
L>. Tatula and one-tei.tli pait I). Stramonium. "Her
®*J

* w !lil
; «te between the t

".l;iJh -

j*J
r vn proper pol lei

dissevered at the secon I ireneration, dividing its offsp

' share, totally or nearly rec
i of the twenty-two. This unequal"''-

hybrids, and snmnH

the other spec

As to crossing species and their hybrids, in view of obtaining diverse

and particular varieties. Xandin ,Wv, .J ,.™„];„,,1,. *w tn nl.tain tba

desired results, the hy
which tend toward <

thus opposing the tendency to return to the specific types, which would
'""

,.
SU,el

-
V t,ik« Place- % doing this for a few generations, *•

,.thoroughly "confused. a»J»

11 directions, from which tlie

mateur may select what he likes for preservation and further experiment-

ms is according to a principle first expounded by that excellent invesU-

:ator, the late Louis Vilmorin. a. o.

5 Flora of the British West Indian Islands; by A. H. R. GbtsebacS,

1 D.
;
Professor of Botany in th en. London, If*'

ll*Tl* 2°L ?*?' pa,ts VI and V11
' 1864,-These parts, extending

Vascular Cryptogamia. A full index of th»

,
Natidin shows, accordingly, th?

r should take pains

intended, closes
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species is appended, and a lis t of colonial names. The preface gives an
undertaken, and

of themateiiars which then,, v am
>. r"»'t>t'.V elab-

orated. West fttdiau botany

to the last century, *nd conse<

eral synopsis of WesUudian

allied forms." More<
Indies offer only the separa te fragments of a la

:

: '

;

'-'

« St \*Xa. The norther'n Ba
very like that of Em 'ivt.

tiny are separated l.'v the Gn
case. " Jamaica, aonin. from
j" Mt: m, most of the leeward islands, from being
the majority of the windward

as many peculiarities. Thus the whole of the I iriiidi West Indies, as

,earea of Wales. But
;f.e is nearly twice, and Cuba nearly lluiee, as hir^v as all

- 'her, and not only far richer in vegetation, but

: Jacqoha, Swarts, ev.\, having Wen
a «s; so titat it was with oldspeciea

."

And these "have- so ofu-n been ,„i* -vnonyms are

being out of the present question, v »at Dr. Grise-

years—has
j -est sets, of about 1800

^
- - - : - .

. ^ ,.,.... ............ • .! - .-:•

- ,-
wniinedby

I uty in Weal Indian
wiany. An

,
- |„ Bayti, to tempt an

j, also, bare as they seem to be,
M have

' .. '
,

" ..' .._.: - - -•

•

:.
-

,' --, ,.-;
. .^

:

.

. .: •
.;:..;

dearl K
I

* among u -where many of them.
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new Genera Plantarum of Bentham and Hooker, which will he the nat-

ural companion of these colonial floras. These volumes are all written

in English ; and it is interesting to see how nearly at home the Gottin-

gen Professor m« to him. a. o.

0. Florula Australiensls : a Description of the Plants of the Austra-

lian Territory, t>v Gec ue I'iESiHAM. F.R.S., P.L.S., assisted by Fes-

dinand Muller, M.D., F.R.S. & L.S., etc., vol. K, Leguminosce to G'omfc*

work has been brought out so soon after the first, may be attributed, not

merely to the indomitable industry and force of the author, but also to

the fact that four-fifths of its pages are devoted to the great order Legum-

inosce, to which M much attention. In

fact, to him the rel ,• in whicb S«fH
dolle left it, is almost wholly due. He first indicated, we believe, the

floral characters «
a frona the Papiliona-

ceous suborder, settled the tribes of the latter upon their present basis,

and, besides va
i i .,.,) t |, e Mimosece several years

ago in a complete monograph. The huge genus Acacia is most largely

Australian, wh»
_ unous genera it is most numer-

ous in species ; and the Phyllodineous^Aeacias are almost exclusively

Australian. The present flora f Acacia, of which

271 are of the Phyllodineous section. These are so neatly analyzed by a

tabular key, of the sort which Mr. Bentham makes so much of,— that

the crowd of specimens in the herbarium may be most readily deter-

mined and arranged. Chrysolalancea are here recombined with Bo*
teat Saxifrages (we know not why the form Saxifragacece is refused,

and Saxifrages therefore used as the name both of an order and of a

tribe) are well made to follow

predecessor, closing with Combretacea>, not i

, ww- -Inthelastnumbe
of the Zeitschru

. tw0 arti c ies of vm
est, upon a form of multiplication by budding occurring in some l»r«

of dipterous insects, and alsu n f a new genus an

species of Cecidomyians founded on one of the insects in which it*8

observed. It seems that Nicolaus Wagner published, in the memoirs'

the Kazan Institute for 1862
, ,1 multiplication I

a sort of internal budding, and that C. E. v. Baer confirmed the disco'

ery last year in the 6th vol. of the St. Petersburg Bulletin, supplement
it with the full bit , development into a perfect w*e

gf^edeposit thus fructified. In July of 18

©r. Meinert pub;
, rhutori*k Tidsskrift an accou»

Xlamscfaen mit Beme.kun^n ,1 ers tzt v„n « ThI
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s observed by him, and t

ter is a well illustrated and detailed account by Dr. Pagenstechcr of a

It will be sufficient here, after calling attention to these articles, to
give the principle fa , I t

1

. .,. I , is is, that an insect hirve
has been seen to have egg like initial cavity ; that
these have been seen to develop into larves, uhieh finally bursting out
became free and re? t I i very way the stoek irve ; that then, or
perhaps after a sec • res developed into a

There are some points not altogether agreed upon by the observers

which these larves are formed in the" larve-stock. Dr. Meinert describes
them as formed from the granular fatty mass of the abdominal cavity,
which he regards as a sort of nie yolk division,

of these fkl

se latter wholly differ-

,
which, without being

specially fruc , acter of eggs. These develop into
embryos that exist in a sort of pupa state within the mother-body, and
develop at the expense of the parent structures. Finally they break
forth, the larve-stock dying, and become independent themselves."—pp.

IV. ASTRONOMY.

1. Discovery of a new Planet, Terpsichore, ©.—Mr. Tempel, at Mar-

overed on the 30th of September a planet equal in brightness

Jo a star of the 10th magnitude. The following elements are given by
Mr. Twtjen

:

Elements of Terpsichore ©.
T = 1864, Oct. 23-0, B.m.t. « = 8° 45' 43"-0.

M = 35p 31 , 52 „.
0) ^ _. 7 32 35 -4.

* = 23 40 12 -1, /* = 76fl"-494.

8 = 2 48 29 -3, log. a = 0-444043.

2 New Comet—Another Comet was discovered on the 9th of Sep-
wnber by Mr. Donati, at Florence. It was very faint, and seen with dif-

Milan, gives the following elements, computed
woai observations of Sept. 9th, llth, and 13th :

T = 1864, July, 27-8829 m.t. of Milan.

Q = 175° 11' 57"-4,

71 — 190 10 34 '7,

» = 44 56 53 -6,

logy — 9-787184, motion retrograde.

. -

5 way of developing into eggs, and thought I

t from any cells approaching their size, and si

ne unknown part of the body, cells are set fr<

<-'»Uj tVuct tied, assume the character of eg;
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The comet, according to the ce el ements, passed

et 11, \8IS64, and Con
3. Numbers of star* in the r • -In the

his Wander des H'namvh. 1
"

ers of stars that are in Argela alei
'

From N. deelinatioi to 20°, 110, 87 stars.

20 * to 40°, 105,082 "

40 to 90°, 108, 31 *

Classified according to magn :,,-;. there are,

Mas- No. of Stars. Mag.
1-1-9 10 6-6-9
2-2-9 37 7-7-9 13 Si)

3

3-39 128 8-8 9 57,960
4-4-9 310 9-9- 237,544
5-5-9 1,016

There are, besides these, 60 nebula and 64 variable stars.—Hoi
Wochenschri/t, Sept. 28th.

4. On the ape of the moon's surface ; by J. Nasmyth.—The views I

entertain on the subject in question are these, namely, that, as a direct coo-

sequence of the bi „(] ^ comparatively largesor-

greater rapidity than in the cm nsequently the moon

ea.th had cease. And as the mooa

m all reasonable probability never possessed an atmosphere or water

envelope (it certainly has none such now), while the earth has both, tb«

of its ocean when it

existed in the first instance as a vast vap., .
,,e , ere the eaith bad

cooled down so as to permit the ocean taking up its final position ««
ocean, this might]

fed ti,e escape >"»»

space of the cosmical heat of the earth millions of ages after the mooa

•
•

, 'tnperature. °
Therefore it is fi .

, , the conclusion that

the surface f«atn. l011 pre8ent to ,IS a s ig|,t of ob-

jects the antiquity of whirl, is so s tst as to be utterly beyond the po*«
of language to ex

, nd to conceive.

...stlv the deep inter-

est which ever :.

plation of the moon*

wonderful surface, that I n on . wn0 agree will;it*

soun.ln^s or these views to bear them in mind the next time ther hare

an oppon iwity to heboid the marvellous details of the lunar surf***
1 am fain to think that in doing so the interest of what is there reveal

to them will be rendered vast! . Proceeding* JUana**
ter Lit. and Phil. Soc, Nov. 15, 1 864.

5. On the probable error of a Meridional Transit-observation, hy *
eye-and-ear, and C

, v Edwin Dunkix, Esq.—At v»

close of an elaborate discussion of the observations made at the R°P
Observatory at Greenwich, in 1853 and 1857, presented to the MP
Astronomical Society in May, 1864, Mr. Dunkin says :



In laying before the Society the preceding abstracts, which are the
results of a great mass of computations, I consider that I can with some
confidence offer the following conclusions, which are derived from this
discussion :

—

(1.) In "eye-and-ear" observations, the probable error of a Greenwich
served in 1853 over one wire is ± Os'078, while that of a com-

plete transit over the seven wires is ±0 S>029. In chronographk observa-

probable ei

s ±0«-051,

(2.) There does not appear to be any certain difference in the probable
error of transits of stars between the first and sixth magnitudes.

(3.) In " eye-and-ear" transits, for stars whose N.P.D. is greater than

as the N.P.D. decreases ; while in the chronographk transits the corres-

ponding changes

(4.) In "eye-a:

considerable van?

w differences between the observers are comparatively small.
The general steadiness of observing by the latter method is very remark-
able, and shows the great advantage obtained by its adoption.

(5.) The probable error of a Greenwich result for Right Ascension in

the year 1853, as determined from "eye-and-ear" transits, is ±0S-048
;

while the corresponding probable error resulting from chronographk tran-

sits, in the year 1857, is ±0-034. By arranging the separate results

into groups, according to the stars' magnitude, it is found that no certain

difference can be distinguished in the accuracy of the observed transits,

excepting only that there is a tendency in both methods towards an in-

crease in the probable error when transits of stars of the first magnitude
are observed. The amount of increase in this instance, however, is in

reality small, and is probably to some extent accidental. h. a. x.

5. Shooting Stars in November, 1864.—Arrangements were made at

various places in the United States to watch for the shooting stars on the

mornings of Nov. 13th and Nov. 14th. The sky was entirely overcast

the clouds,

, but whether

npossible to determine. There was
certainly nothing like the great display of 1833.

In San Francisco the sky was overcast. It is possible that some part*

.. were favored with clear skies, and that we may yet obtain

observations from them. Mr. O.uetelet writes that a similar clouded sky

-—

.

u ...g» ui ^ov. i3tn ana J>ov. i*tn. me s&y was cum
m most places, and nearly so in all. Through openings in

which would last a few minutes, occasional stars were seen, 1

there were more : -iole to determine.

6- Supplementary note to the article on the Nebular Hypothesis.—Tl
wm of Mars, as del i not seem to agree with what v

m,ght expect from •- The attention

astronomers having been recenl :t >' of Mars -
ll seer

*ow to be improbable that it !

:is has been here
,

t

°<-e received. (7 mi, 436.) We thus see that th

unconformable case is likely to yield to the requirements of the nebular h

Pothesis. We m H extremely improbable th

Iars has »n elii] m that of the earth. D. T.

** Joes, Sci.-Skcond Seeii- Vol. XXKl^ No. 115.-JAN.,1865,
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VI. MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. National Academy of Sciences—The Report of the National Acad-

emy of Science^, m;i<l - by the Academy to the General Government, for

pages, with several maps. It contains only such Reports as had ken

made by committees of the Academy on the call of the General Govern-

the year 18G3. The more important contents are a Report on the pro-

tection of bottoms of iron vessels tVuin corrosion, etc.;—Report of the

chairman of the Compass committee appointed to make experiments for

—Report of thee
i imine the h Wind and Cur-

don of Dr. J. C. Dal i . V « \ , <. I ,1 ~, i. reiix, of Columbus,

Ohio, and S. F. Bairrl, Assistant Secretary "f the Smithsonian Institution.

2. American Philosophical Society—The Mac/elk

by the Philosophical Sochty to Mr. Pliny

of numerical relat'Earle Chase, for the discovery of numerical relatiuiis between gravi

magnetism.

8 Melals of the Royal Society.—At the Anniversary meeting of the

Royal Society, on Wednesday, the last day of November, the Copley

medal was awarded to Charles Dm win. Iwj., F.U.S., " for his important

researches in Geology, Zoology, and Botanical Physiology ;" and the

Rurafo.d medal to J fynda F.U.S.. f„- his researches on the Absorption

and Radiation of Heat by Gases and Vapors.
4. H. R. Schoolcraft.—This distinguished traveller, and investigator

of the manners, history, and language of the American Indian tribes,

died at Washington on the 19th of December, in the seventy-second year

5. F. W. Struve, the celebrated astronomer of Pulkowa, Russia, died

on the 23d of November last. His son, Otto Struve, was appointed M

6. Thoughts on the Influence of Ether in the Solar System, its relate

to the Zodiacal Light, Comets, the Seasons, and periodical Shooting*^1'

By Alexander Wilcocks, M.D. Extracted from the Transactions of tw

A ' n
' l » ''I' s ilS v -D. Wdcocka advances the hypoU»»»

that there is a constant circulation of ether induced by the heat ot »
sun; that the cold ether descends near the poles of the sun, and ij»

heated ether ascends from the sun's equator, or rather from a par*1*

of solar latitude just north of the equator; that this heated current aj

rises is compressed by the col
1

1

j ,-al sheet ; that tn

ether bears with it matter capable of reflecting light, and thus causes jw

zou.acal light ; that the tails of the comets are lighter than the ether,

and arise for that reason from the sun, except when near the poIesof,^
sun, when they are made to descend in the vortices of descending etl*

so as to present double and m price in the ye»V
August and November, the earth t>lun<res through the sheet of **»
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ether, causing a warm period in e

return of the August and No
Dr. Wilcocks has brought togei

pothesis many facts, some of the

theory. But we do not believe th;

likely to accept his

2n
0I

a
should not, according to his fa

\

it from the 5th of
T

and 5th of December, the" two days when the earth is in ('

>r, he does not explain. For the middle day of one period h

5th ot December. I wen could possibly

be produced by sucb an ether we find it difficult to imagine. h. a. n.

7. Report of the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, showing the

progress of the Survey during the year 1 862. xx and 434 pp., 4to, with

49 diagrams and charts. Washii
port on t"

'

Reports i

include—Tide tab the Gulf c

Longitude of Amei ; Lunar tables by
the same

; Longitudes in Maine, Alabama and Florida, by B. A. Gould
;

various series of Ma^m-Lic ol^enatiuu* ; Solar spots; Bessel's periodic

functions
; calculation of the depth of the Pacific from the earthquake

wave of Simoda ; I Ueef. by E. B. Hunt, etc.

8. Eulogy on Joseph S. Hubbard ; by B. A. Gould. 44 pp., 12roo.

—This eulogy was written in compliance with the call of the National

Academy of Sciem . i mion provides for such a tribute

"J commemoration of each member that may be removed by death.

Prof. Gould had it i»g theme. High

ngton, iet>4.—oesioes uie vjenerai imj-

i Survey a> usual Appendix of Speoiai

•eports relating to \\. ** The subjects

mathematical powei »k*» an energetic,

investigating mind, and a frank mpered by a true

Christian spirit, had accomplished much for science. The tribute zs ad-

mirable as a biogra :
-
but not beJoad

justice, and of special value as a chapter in the history of American
astronomy.

9- Chambers's Encyclopedia.—A new volume— the Sixth— of this

Popular Encyclopedia, a work well filled out and illustrated id the de-

partments of scienc - " :
' W™W

has just been issued by the American publishers, J. B. Lippincott & Co.,

of Philadelphia. The volume (826 pp.) carries the alphabet nearly

through N.
10. Abstract* of Meteorological Observations made at the Magnetical

W^-vatory, Toronto, Canada West, during the years 1854 to 1859 in-

«**«* l36pP.4to. Toronto, 1864. Results of Meteorological Obser-

UIT made at the Magnetical Observatory, Toronto, during the years
I860, 1861 and 1862. 84 pp. 4to. Toronto, 1864.

.
!
I. Review of American Birds ; by S. F. Baird.—The publication and

,ssue of this work has already reached the 148th page.
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12. Monograph of the Bats ofNorth America ; by H. Allen, M.D.-

Smithsouian' Miscellaneous Coll.-ctioiis, No. 165. Washington. 86 pp.,

8vo, with numerous wood-cuts.—The species included in this important

monograph are those of North America north of Mexico.

i Journal of Conchology.—A prospectus has just been

The Plurality of the Human Race ; by G. Pouchet. Translated from the French

by H. J. C. Beavan. London, 1864
The Phenomena of Hybridity in the genus Homo, by Dr. Paul Broca. Pub-

-

Reptiles of British India; by Albeet C. L. Gunther. Published by the Ray

Society. 1864.

A History of the Spiders of Great Britain and Ireland; by John BlackwaU,

ibtiahed by the Ray Society. 1864.
Metamorphoses of Man aud the lower animals (in French) ; by A. de Quatm-

Beschreibuug una Eintbeilung der Meteoriten ; von Gustav Rose. 162 pp,^
with 4 plates. Berlin, 1864.

Meteorologische Waarnemingen, of the Netherland Meteorological Institute, for

1863. 326 pp., 4to. Utrecht, 1864.

Proceedings or the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. VL-
Page97, On the Aluminates of Baryta; W. P. Dexter.-p. 106, Embryology °f

noticed at p. 130, ™L

«rm<,.-p. 143, On the observed motions of the I

—p. 166, Analysis ol q\ Jackson.—p. 169, On the new

form of the Achrom at ,vitll a plnte ; Boni'

p. 177, List of new Nebulae seen at the Observatory of Harvard College; Bond.''

LI 82, On Streptanthus and the plants referred to that Genus; A. Gray.-?- I88

;vision and arrangement (mainlv bv the fruit's «f th» AT,wtK Anwican species ot

Astragalus and j)xytropis ; A. Or ;. s f Insanity among

bSiT'a^
-P

L
263, Observationes LicheSologic*

;" ^Twk^aT-p. 28s! Investigation »

Limits and relations of the Raniformes ; E. D. Cope.—p. 183, De*

pike_ supposed to be new; A. Winchell.—p. 186, New genera and

--.•; - -V •

'

- , .
: .

• fi ,

d
^ an

,

don9l >">
I hthyology; T.

Synopsis of the jdo; L m ^nd
«
214> Synopsis o"»

Pleuronectoids of CM Vmer
F
ica id

_* 199 , on the affinj"

of several doubtful fishes ; id.—p. 208, Note on the family of Stichseoids ; i^-P-*^
Notes on shells, with nera . T. A. Cm**",
p. 224, On the characters of the higher groups of Reptilia squamata, and especiaWJ

1

! Pennsylvania;**
tope.—p. 234, Fasti \U:r- J. Cassin.

lSL
a
r?«£

GS
2? ™« E«wx Institute, Salem, Mass.- Vol

I860 to 1868 Vol. IV commences with the year 1864. No. 8 of Vol. IV, (MJ

m$?J m
S*Pt«mber

') cont™* the conclusion of J. A. Allen?* Catalogue of

J}

Set by tfTjWm aDd a Papef °n the habitS °f S0me SpeCle9

Journal or the Portland Society ok Natural History, Vol. I, No. 1.j£
]SS«^Km

n^l
0?CUpicd ^ E

'
SMor?e> ***** °U the

3

Terre
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In a note to a former communication, I expressed mv belief
that the British Astronomer Royal would find in the m.
action of the sun's rays, the precise "occasional currents" for

ig, as the probable cause of magnetic storms.
Mr. Airy has recently sent me a copy of his very interesting
paper (Trans. Roy. &<?., 1863, Art. xxix), and its perusal has

All of my meteorological views rest upon the hypothesis, that
jne atmospi;

r of Immidit t • tnre,
pressure, ele

. .ical; and

,

at
>
oeing controlled by the laws of motions, their proper ex-

assumption of any peculiar mag-
-.:<.]

aii-pervading aether ma ee and the receptacle

£
all the v, a, this

•

de
;7

or^ partially to develop.
« will be readily seen, by a reference to my communication

ot Apr.] 15 (Proc.A. P. S., ix, 367, etseq), that the mechan.

of the currents to whose electric action Ampere
i, produces two oppo-

8n* spi rals in the air and aether -the lower moving from the

"From the Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society. Oct. 21, 1864.

J°UR
- Sci.—Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.—March, 1865.
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poles to the equator, and against the earth's rotation ; the upper

from the equator to the poles, and in the same direction as the

earth's rotation ; the two being connected by innumerable cur-

rents of convection, or threads of ascending and descending

particles. It will also be evident that at every place there are

two principal sets of such double spirals, one with an axis per-

pendicular to the earth's radius vector, producing a maximum

disturbance in the early afternoon, and the other more stable and

uniform, with an axis passing through the nearest poles of great-

est cold. In addition to the mutual perturbations of these two

principal polarizing currents, the rolling of the luni-tidal attrac-

tion-wave produces at every instant a greater or less derange-

ment,
8 and I find that the ratio of the lunar-barometric to the

lunar-magnetic disturbance, (4-384), is nearly identical wither.

Welsh's deter nv t of magnetic inertia (446%;

Phil. Trans., cliii, 297). From a variety of considerations, it

appears that the mechanical polarity or magnetic force thus en-

gendered is a third proportional to two other forces, which may

be called, respec tangential . .

The communication which v. as presented at the meeting o

Oct. 7, in its exhibition of the first numerical relationship

has even been pointed out between* the barometric and magncw

fluctuations, showed that A : B : : B : M, a proportion mgf
flA represents a central, B a tangential, and M a magnetic force^

I find a sin m each of Mr. AityMS
mary tables (Op. cit., p. 627. -

Y ,. Thus, in his "Table 1,

Algebraic Sums o! M _ ;in terms of ti°r

zontal force) for each Year, from 1841 to 1857, including 811

Days of Record of Great Dance," the Mea

Disturbance is

Westerly force. Northerly force. Na.lir fore-

- -00028=11. _ -0014B=T. - '00057=0.

Here the proportion T : C : : C : M gives for M a

Observed' "
' "

: - -000228

Probable error, . . . -OOO0SO

"Table III. Algebraic Sums of Magnetic Fluctuations^

terms of Horizontal Force) for each Year, from 1841 to ie->.>

including only those Days of Great Magnetic Disturbance,

which Records were made by the three Instruments."
Theoretical value of M, . . . .

- -000287

Observed '< » _ -000251

Probable error, . " . " . '000068

* Beside; -
.„ w i10Se effects may

i .
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Tables V and VI exhibit an approximation to the proportion,

C : T : : T : M, but the approximation does not come within the
limits of probable error. As no attention is paid in these two
Tables to the positivt an 1 i o-ativc sitrns, „ could not reason-
ably expect so satisfactory results as in Tables H and III.

"Table VIII. Sums, v ith .1 t re.2 rd of sign, of Coefficients

of Magnetic Irregularity (in terms of Horizontal Force) for each
Year, from 1841 to 1857, including all Days of Record of Great
Mngnetical Disturbance." The proportion" C : T : : T : M, gives
for Ma

"Table IX. Sums, without regard of sign, of Coefficients of

fin terms of Horizontal Force) for each

ling only those Days of Great

Disturbance, in which records were made by the three

In addition to these numerical coincidences, the following
points in Mr. Airy's paper appear to me to be specially note-

worthy.

1. " The Aggregate for the Westerly Force .... (taken in

comparison with that for the Northerly Force), appears to show
that, on the whole, the direction for the Disturbing Force is 10°

to the east of south;" p. 628. This indicates a line of mean
disturbance about midw;iv between the magnetic meridian (which
at London, is about X. 24

:

VY.), and the solar meridian, or mid-
way between the jsation in the two sets of

i.

2. "Sometimes two waves in one direction correspond nearly
with one in the other direction A more frequent relation

appears to be, tl of one wave corresponds

•

'

P-
685 '

J*: "The most a
*Bne (of Tables

VIHand IX) are the following:

T
First, the aim. n Coefficients of

"regularity in the three elements! . • •
With reference

JJfceir physici
'

fcelj that the equality of Co-
e»ic;eiit,s of Irreg ter prove to be one of the
m°st important of the facts of observation.

3

Second, the near agreement in the number of Irregularities

*°r Westerly and for Northerly Force.

^O^^r^OTJ9 be stm m°re imp°rtaDt '
in vi" °f tLe
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"Third, the near ngreement in the number of Irregularities

for Nadir Force with half the number of Irregularities for West-

erly or for Northerly Force ;" pp. 641-2.

4. Tables X a show that the disturbances are

greatest in the winter months and in the night hours. TableX

also appears to indicate minima of Animations and inequalities

in months when there is the greatest uniformity of temperature,

and maxima when the changes of temperature are greatest and

is for the following

fc*
f Time of max.

•0038-0674 -0441
J--00319

j
-00003

oil:

So*'

- r
"

: .'

"The Soli-tidal character of the principal characteristics 01

the occasional Magnetic Storms, as to frequency, magnitude, in-

equalities of wave disturbance, and Irregularities, is seen c ear J

in this Table." (Table . are subordina»

maxima and mi n of which will become*-

teresting, when the laws ot th •

i rincipals have been well ascer

defined,

i regard to the Wave-disturbance: for W
aggregate is + from 17^ to Q\ - from 7 1- to 16h

;
for isort

eriy Fore--, the aggregate is 4- from 3h to 5h
,
- from 6 to*,

and for Nadir Force, the aggregate is + from 23^ to lOh
,

- jro

llhto22h
;

"
p. 644.

(J
, r

7. Mr. Airy presents some conclusive considerations,
s.i^

ing that the observed disturbances cannot be produced try

forces of any suddei !v created galvanic current or polar
£

net," and remarks as follows, respecting his theory : / ^
damental idea is, that there mav be in proximity tc> l

V,

e
*i| »

something which (m ; lV0 1 „ necessary words) I shall^
Magnetic Ether; that under circumstances generally, hu

always, having reference to the solar hour, and therefore, p
(

ably, depending on the sun's radiation or on its suppress10
I
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current from N.N.W. to S.S.E., approximately or from S.S.E

to N.N.W. (accord, no- to the boreal or austYal nature of the

ether), is formed in ilils Ether; that this current is liable to in

terruptions or perversions of the same kind as those which we

are able to observe in currents of air and water; and that theii

effect is generally sir

derived;'' p. 646.

I„ rehat

that of the general current from

lid \V. disturbances and

a strong eurr< current to the W.
(or Wee versa), and between these there would be a very strong

i which we .t for the m
nees, and f < Article 18.

that the rule at which we have arrived, that 1

eal force are few, but that their power, when tl.

;
> from Maj. Gen. Sabine's dis

double

!
• • The conical form and 6J

izes the eatb fcew, belong also to the easterly

deflections i
•

i
America, where the laws of

been investigated. But . . . at Nert-

.

•

double maximum. . . . At the two Asiatic stations, the ag-

Predominant- and at Kew . . the amount of deflection in

tbeuvodm Bed?" P-282.

. 10. The differences of the week' -
"lenna of

declination, indicate • with a vcr\ l^b degree ot

™ annual, ret points

ttore toward toward the

*est when the sun is south, of the equator;" p. 291.



11. The residual

Horizontal For

of a

near-/so, V, ith the

12. There oj.pern
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rrors in the monthly determination! of the

1 of the Dip "are thoroughly confirmatory

equality, having its epochs coincident, or

in's passage of the equator ;" p. 303.

to be "an increase of the Dip

Total. Force, and a deflection of the north end of the Declination

magnet toward the West, in both hemispheres, in the months of

October to March, as compared with those from April to Sep-

tember. . . . The greater proximity of the earth to the sun

in the December compared with the June Solstice most naturally

presents itself as a nut improbable cause ; but we are as yet too

little acquainted with the mode of the sun's action on the mag-

netism of the earth, to enter more deeply into the question at

present

;

;
' p. 307.

I have neither the leisure nor the ability to undertake an ex-

haustive analysis of the results thus brought together; but 1

present them as well worth v of a profound mathematical investi-

gation, as confirmatory in very striking and minute particulars

of my mechanic! hypoth. - -/and as fnmi^ing new and strong

presumptive evidence of that marvellous simplicity of force to

which many independent branches of modem physical research

so strongly point. This evidence is strengthened by the exist-

ence, as I have shown els< i law of sines »

the solar-diurnal variation of tin- ma ov tie needle, by the mag-

netic effect of the daily barometric rotation tide, as exhibited

in the convergence of" lines of equal barometric disturbance

toward the hours of high barometer and their divergence from

the hours of low barometer, by many points of resemblance be-

tween the daily and yearly vai ition carves, both of tempera-

ture and of magi .rations confirm!-

tory of the reas m that there maybe lu na

J
monthly magnetic tides, somewhat analogous to those winch l

have .pointed out in the barometer. < P, / \ >livrjs of the Boy. a*.

June 16, and of the Am. Pl.il . >V„ j une 17, 1864.) .

Besides the differential or tidal action of the moon, there «»

slight tendency to diminish the w< i<_!:t of the air that is
nearest

the moon, and to increase the weight of that which is most re-

mote. In proportion as this tendency is exerted in conjr

with, or in opposition to. that of the sun, the mean solar-y

magnetic currents should he it creased or diminished. Shg" 1

the disturbing influence
i it must be by v>

©as causes, bot the earth's i*m
the cyclical revolution and consequent varying latitude ot

moon at the commencement of each new month, the «ep§
in the aerial rotation-spheroid produced by lunar attraction,

changes in the average temperature of day and night at an

ent seasons and different years, &c.), it may yet, perhaps, be
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cernible in comparing the results of a long series of careful and
delicate observations. The accompanying tables are deduced
from such a comparison of the St, Helena records.

Solar and Lunar Bail..; Magnetic TW.es, in parts of Force*

3

-0394

-on

Hi
1 1 1

8

10 -osJu toS $ml -017 -45 +025

ii

-04SI
+031

io
+005

~-43
+022

-0376 -009 -289 +048 -36
loo*

>

7

° :

ii
looS :i :|

:** -003
-006

!

-2o

+0470 +006 :jj
-053
-050 +34

-005

.:: + 1019 +009 -214 -067 +85 1
-uui

X nar-Montldy Magnetic Tide of HorizoMa I Am:

2:
i H n,oMI.,:i-

v''.
.']'/.

.
"

!_«.
ii

1! '::l
1844 -

:?:-

5'i-:;:.

60 :-:.r

53-61

;:,::

?i:S

225

255

yjZ - ;.'i ?S
00 oi S •:';" 4 1

.--
! :

ji '

::x : 51-94

L__|^J 60-54

:j'.»-.'7

H9 72

51 16

i
>:\ r 62-08

52-66

52-32

4

The
:

The- ':;.;

'-

."I.; ai'v .
iw : ;;:,; *—
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Table x ia ui

50, 51, 52, 53 {St. lid
tercsting as showing thi

ipiled from Maj. Gen. Sabine's Tables 36,31,

s of the opposil

solar tides at 10 or 11 P.M.,

the prompt and direct influence of the sun upon the {ethereal

currents in the production of a high tide at noon, the double

maxima and minima in each of the lunar tides, the additional

confirmation of the analogies that I have heretofore pointed out

between the spheroids of attn ctii rl and rotation, the opposition

of the solar and the resemblance of the lunar zenith and nadir

effects, and the evidence in the partial "establishment" of the

rectly on the aether, through tl

of her magnetic infli . .„ verted L

of atmospheric at-

Lid III W formed by taking the m<
n the twenty-four days in each hi

Each of the tabular nu nbera
e average of two hundred and
s; each of the numbers for 1846, the aver-

'1 and sixty-four observations, v.

lavs and other omitted days, fi.j

ere interpolated Table Il'imi

between 90° and 105°, and be-

motion with the sun, or directly upon con-

nbso "

I8t) 47-06 47"77 4654 47

\Q i

J
.

1 485/) 4:i
'Ml 4U-80 195 4796l480-.» 46-29 47

Wh "

It also shows the i

. for by s

3 of disturb-

--e already referred Table
tendencies to d.m.uution of force near the svzv^ies, and to in-

crease of force a day or two after the quadratures! '

' The value of oue scale division varies from -00051 to -00091 of the vertical for*
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Table IV is a compendium of the tidal differences in the

two preceding tables. It shows the effect of temperature in

producing maxima and minima when the coolest and warm-
est portions of the earth are submitted to the direct action

of the moon (at or near 240° and 45°), low temperature

producing a minimum of horizontal force, with a maximum
of vertical force, and vice versa. From the variations of hori-

zontal force (~) and vertical force (^-) given in this table,

table V is formed, the mean variations of total force (— \ being

Lunar-Monthly M gneticTide. D{fftrenwfrom Monthly Mean

viZun rcc. Vertical Force. |
M<< » a

~Th +•54 ~TaV" "+~5'i

+ 38 i + -55

-SO + '25 -48

+ i a
+ lt,3 -86

00 + 89 -•41 + 64 -IS - -57 _ -35
;

+37
-37

is
- -46

+1o - -44

-30
:'l

+ -53 I -39 -18

IS -1-S4
+ ™ - -04

;;;J ;-S +11? -53 +•43

-1-S8 -48

1 :'l 2» :S :i :i
- -48 -!!

t:!i

+•26

+ 34 +-56

u
:' + 1-2:1 -04 + 95 4-35 j

- '56 -113 +64 —45

I by the formula

= ~22°; one scale

5 tables of hourly

ion of horizontal force ='000194;

w _ -Q00792; which are almost iden*

iployed by Gen.' Sabine in the computa-

in solar and lunar total

yea

mer I have computed Table VI, showing the

,„, -a inch have i irnished the data for most

The first neci al figures arc placed in an

ia Sewbs Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.-Mauch, 1866.
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Perhaps the principal utility of this

le future extension of these investiga-

tions, but even now it is interesting, inasmuch as it exhibits the

probable influence of period;.: causes in shifting the hours of the

daily maxima and minima, and as it lends added weight to the

preceding tables, by showing that the monthly tide is more reg-

ular than the daily tide.

1 unar-Monthly Magnetic Tide of Total Fcrce.

Mea
"
D
t„V«^n

1844.
j 1845.

"~
1S4T"" M r,::r_

15 +•00007
30

+•00009
+•00023 -00003 -00002

75 -(0015 -00003

1 "II
-00003

+ 00017

+•00009 -•00007

195 -00024 + 00007
+•00005 I-onoos

2-25

1
-00015

+ 00001

-•ooou

-00010

-00002
+•00014 -•00004 +•00006
+ 00018 + 00005 +•00009
+•00027 +00,, .is

345 _KI0024
! -00010 + 00003 _+j00006__

_
It seems not improbable that the mutual planetary perturba-

tions which are sufficiently powerful to affect their orbital revo-

lution, may also exert an appreciable influence on their m*™
spheroids, and that mimei ic variations m
be thus produced. The disturbance of Jupiter is by h\ mori

important than that of any other planet, its mean attractive
en

ergy being nearly a third proportional to those of the sun an

moon.' The a are verj great, the intensity

being about T } 7 when Jupiter is nearest the earth, and less tea

half as great, or only about ,*„ when most remote. The
*Jbmed operation of the tropical revolutions of Jupiter, the moon

apsides, and the moon's nodes, should produce a series of &
turbances corresponding very nearly in duration with W^

«LL
f£&M* "* the moon'

9 »««««<» *» the earth " the^^
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' decennial period," and Schwabe's period ofSabine's ma
solar spots.

The law of varying attraction suggests a plausible explanation
for the approximate mean proportionality of the barometric to
the tidal and magnetic variations. For the ratios of attraction
of any planet when in solar co

j

met - n, at quadrature, and in
opposition, vary as (n + I) 2

, n 2
. and (a — l)

2
, respectively, the

attraction at the mean distance being nearly a mean proportional
between the maximum and minimum attractions. The barome-
trical fluctuations are occasioned by variations in the gravitation

Solar and Lunar-Daily Tides of Total Force.

P46.

1

2

+49
+28

-SIS

-37
-88

-032

+029

+ 97

+20

-39

-48
-43

-014

+054

+003

-047

-004

15 jg; +006 :jjj -III
-30 -043

+006 -027

-22 -87
-24 -36 -041

20

21 l008

+«i ::;?• K '-HI
+™

-To

of the air toward the earth's center,—the tidal motions, by the

influence of dista -and the magnetic, accord-
ing to my hjpoth is of the air and agther in

their efforts to restore the unsettled equilibrium. The three dis-

turbances, therefore, must evidently have nearly the same mutual
delations as if they were produced" by three forces, one centripe-
taI

, and the other two centrifugal, the two latter being nearly
equal in amount but diametrically opposed in direction. This
ie'ids us at once, theoretically, to the general formula with which
we started empirically,

«d strengthens thee that there are none of the phe-
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nomena of terrestrial magnetism which cannot be explained,

either by the instantaneously received and instantaneously trans-

mitted impressions which are made directly upon the aether by

attraction, heat, or rotation,—by the more sluggish oscillations

of the air. which originate from the same sources,—or by the

combination of the two.

-

'Laos., elm,

were entirely

ns, therefore, good reason to hope, that by the ap-

plication of mechanical laws to the several phases of the aethereal

undulations which produce the phenomena of light, h en t,
elec-

tricity, polarity, aggregation, and diffusion, we may obtain a

clearer understanding, not only of all the meteorological changes,

but also of seismic tremors. c'rvsiallizati' .-.' stratification, chem-

ical action, and general morphology.
If density is a functional product of superficial magnetism

and central attraction, the resemblance of the formula B=%/AM,

to the expression of Mr. 1

1

lal law of molecu-

lar diffusion, Tinie^Fv/D^Tuv (/W. M,y. Soc, No. 56, p. 616-7),

and to the general theoretic b Mr. Graham's is

a corollary,

Velocity= F I^S
may be something more than accidental.

If we assume the atmospheric density as our unit, D'=l, and

represent the aerial and * by E', E", respect-

ively, the proportion

| : 192,000
::J|

:

J|:
gives an approximate value for the density of the kinetic aether,

D"= -00000000000108 ~. The magnetic and barometric fluc-

tuations may perhaps furnish the necessary data for

the unknown ratio -V.

• '•
'

- -.
. .

•
•..

.:
' "

'-:
" '
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I know of no good substitute for bisulphid of carbon as the
clispersue agent in the spectroscope. Flint glass, besides being

when in large masses and of good quality, possesses
but half the dispersive power, and til:- specimens of' the denser
glass which I have se v. and have so high an
index or it i t< i.>^Wp >< . m -. II ivmg devoted

anion piisi,,^, it ., ,, ,,t ..
j ,,^,1,1 • that i!.e ksuUs of my experi-

ence may be usefnl to tin se wl o in; \ \ ish to tit uj a s] ctro-

such prisms, and peri the object
by describing my own instrument.
The two

|

jectives of
enure d 1" inches focal length. The slit or col-

• >n about a vertical axis at the

platform and just in front of the objective, enabling
it to command all parts of the platform. The observing tele-

• two motions, one about the central axis of the instru-
ment, and the other about a second i by means

ii, can he placed under the last

surface of any prism on the platform; thus commanding by
one motion the whole spectrum.

Before the slit is a prism for the c >mpnrison of different spec-
-•' and the ^\-^r, ". with eyepieces of
various powers. The - of six prisms which
'

'' -•
; .... - . --. '

^

.:•
.

,:
-

"'^lasses. These are each of about the angle of 60° and present

< f 21> x I 8 inches. The faces to receive t

illy ground to a flat surface and the glass quite thick

- has been selected with reference to the flat-

ne
l
s

' !
'I eli.srn of the sides.

omce however it is scarcely possible to find glass with paral-

so to place the glass that the

-.-.-...,. • — ; •'
:

;

" -::.

bases were so adjusted by filing

wat the r nerpendicular to the
P'ane of the platform. This once done removes all necessity

JJ
1

foot sere to the ex-

*>hUion to remove all grease, and then in dilute nitric acid, final-

allowed to dry spontaneously.

the surface

« be glazed was uppermost and in a horizontal position : the
S'ass, having been cleaned, after the manner of a plate for photo-
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graphic purposes, also warmed and both surfaces to be in con-

tact dusted with a fine camel's hair brush, was placed in position

upon the prism, a hot and fluid mixture of glue and molasses

was then applied with a fine brush around the edges of the

glass, whereupon a uniform and very thin film of the cement

was introduced between the glass and the prism by capilnrity,

The prism was left untouched, until the cement had hardened

so as to admit of its being removed and placed glass downward,

for at least a day, when the next surface was treated in lite

manner. After the expiration of another day, I generally put

on another coat of cement, much thicker in consistency than the

first. In five days more the prism was ready to be tilled through

an orifice in the top, to v.
I I

stopper which 1

rendered perfectly tight bv a little molasses. It may bethought

that my deseri
|

ut I have mentioned

nothing which experience has not shewn to be necessary to the

permanence or perfoni

I soon discovered that, after I U
formance would be uncertain, and I fmallv traced the difficulty

to a want of equal densitv in the bisniphid of carbon, and this

peculiarity. I have observed not onlv in tlm fluid of cotnir

but quite as much so in thi d for the purpose.

The fact of this unevenness of densitv is found in two ways. 1

a good prism which, with a high power, refuses to define «»

kenandVen
11

,.;
]"„''.!

few mYmtfeslM
beautifully, bm its former condition. *v

covering the ai

upper part, an:

i

spider's wafclJB
eye-piece, all parts of th.

i nnped, then cover-

ing all but the lower portion of the prism, it will be found tha

the soda line has been carried to a notable extent toward t»

violet end of the spectrum. .

,

This want of homogeneity in the bisulnhid of carbon is entirely

different from the disturb, srmal vari^i
It is a permanent feature of some specimens of the fluid, ana

Jmost observable when the prism has been longest at rest

«quable temperature. I have one such prism, filled nearly"

years since, v. ; , t time after W«J
well shaken, but soon returns to a poor condition. The oW
ence between the indices of refraction of the upper and W
strata ,a quite a measurable quantity. My mode of overcoffl'J

this obstacle is to filter several pound bottles of the bisalpM.

carbon into a long glass jar il the bottom am

ground stopper at the top. After remaining undisturbed *

j
days the liquid arranges itself according to its density, a"

fill the prisms from the faucet, being careful not to shake the j»
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Careful nnd repeate<

of the soda line with the prism first

1-62376, and with the ninth prism, tilled

upper portion of the jar, 1-62187.

In order to obtain fine definition, it is r

should be placed at the angle of least de 1

observation. To make the adjustment «i

change

Ml.d.l 1
• the

y that the prisma

for the ray under

eral prisms, or to

>us and troublesome a task as

„ prohibition of the use of a powerful lot-

tery for practical and extended investigations. To remedy this

evil I have devised and executed a mode by which I effect the

adjustment of all the prisms by one motion of a milled head.

Al* inspection of the accompanying Fig. 1, which represents the
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system of prisms without the button, as seen from above, will I

shew the manner in which tii is adjustment is accomplished. Upon I

the glass plate w ::' .rm of the instrument, and I

in the center of the system, is cemented a brass plate, in a cavity I

without shake a pinion provi

prisms are all hinged t

-v the T
murdr

nd from the back of
each projects at right

angles a brass bar pro-

vided with a slur, which,

embracing the revolving

in such a position that, whether nearer or more distant irom m
center, its back is always perpendicular to the radius connecting

it with the center of the standard. The slot of the third prism

is provided with teeth which -car into the pinion, so that by

turning the milled head this prism is forced to approach or de-

part from the center: but, from the construction, this amnottafl

place without imparting a si nilar motion to each of the other

prisms, and thus, at will, their backs are made tangents to a lar-

ger or smaller circle, which is the adjustment sought.

This mechanism is capable of adj istinu six, or any smaller

number, of eqni-angled prisms. The outer spiral, when m<>rt

than six are used, must be adjusted by band.
New York, Dec. 10, 1864.

Art. XVIL— Contributions from the Sheffield Laboratory of
Yak

Cdlege. No. VIII.—On k as a furnace
pro-

duct; by George J. Brush.

Some months since, Mr. Joseph C. Kent, Director of the Coop*

Iron Works at r ..,,-. scut to me an excew-

ingly beautiful which he haft

£
served in one of his furnaces. It consisted of a group of col*

less to gray ish-v ..; withft.^H
vitreous mass of the snm mingled ^3
ments of anthracite and traces of graphite and metallic in*

Many of the is nt and colony

while others v. ,. n t; some oi

larger ones were over' half an inch in icnuth by one sixjej'

of an inch in diameter. Mr. John M. Blake has determined

to have the form of rhombic prisms with brilliant
rerJect s

surfaces. He obtained for . . .ir measured
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with the reflecting goniometer, 86° 50', 86° 52', 87°, and 87° 12'.

The prism was truncated at each of its obtuse angles by a plane

of nearly the same width as the planes of the rhombic prism.

The terminal planes were observed on only a few of the smaller

prystals, and as they were microscopic were not measured.

There is a tendency to cleave apparently in the direction of the

rhombic prism, but no reflected image could be obtained from

the more or less conchoidal surfaces thus produced.

The hardness of the crystals was about 55, and the specific

gravity was found to be 316 (determined on 138 milligrams of

•). Lustre, vitreous and brilliant. Before the blowpipe

in the forceps the substance fuses easily with intumescence to a

colorless gla 3a flame.

It is partially attacked by chlorhydric acid, emitting the odor
" Iphuretted hvdrogen; and entirely decomposed by fusion

carbonate of soda. Analyses made by Mr. Peter Collier,

~" '

this Laboratory, gave the following results

:

I. II. III. Mean. -Oxygen.

It is p:

of sulpln

Maogauoos oxyd, tr. tr. tr.

Analysis I and II were made by fusion with carbonate of

^ •:. ^'
: - ..-..

,
..-. :-.. -

• i

The small amount of a * of c:iI -

c'um. The oxygen ratio of the mean shows the relation of the

.

latter to repl e si to be 14-57 to 231»5 oi 1 1

•
' r »in! i it*(X' s, : Tins is the v <m\ os i

side, and corresponds verv nearly wi'Ji that described by Hunt
from Baihui '' form, ns determined

further its ~ v/itii tiic cheiw'cnl

- io doubt as to the identity of the crystals

wit » the diopside variety of that mineral. Diopside has been

previously observed as a furnace product by v. Kobell, and

Bailsman n.' from iron furnaces at Jenbach, near Schwatz, in

the Tyrol, and at Gammelbo in Sweden.

I
^Pt- of Geol. Canada. 1863, p. 467. " Miinchener gelebrte Anztigen, xix, 97

LiebigAKopp, Jahresbericht. 1851, 767.

« Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.—March, 1865.
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In regard to the occurrence and formation of this interesting

product, Mr. Kent has kindly communicated to me the follow-

ing facts :
" I had one of our large furnaces (21 feet diameter

and bo feet high) in blast for over three years. At the end of

the third year the fire brick under the flues commenced burning

away, but, unwilling to put the furnace out when it was working

well below, I kept on for some weeks, and then took off the

blast without ' blowing out,'—as by ' blowing out ' the top of

the furnace would have been damaged. I then drew the stock

out from below, and when the greater part of it had been with-

drawn, threw water in to cool the interior and quench the fire.

This, of course, left a solid mass in the hearth and exactly in

the centre of the furnace, just above the tuyeres, say three and

a half feet from the bottom, I found a mass of these crystals

clustered within a space of about four cubic feet. I did notfind

them in any other part of the furnace, and had never before seen

or found anything like them."
New Haven, Dec. 9, 1864.

Art. XVIII.—Introduction to the Mathematical Principles cfj*

Nebular Theory, or Planetology ; by Gustavus Hinrichs, Pro-

fessor of Physics and Chemistry, Iowa State University.

(Continued from p. 58.)

§ 8. The condition of the primitive Nebula.

Whatever may be the distribution of matter in the nebula,

and however the particles may move, the beautiful theorem-;

the magna charta of the nebular theory—obtains, i. e. the nebw

poosesse, the invariable plane of maximum areas, or if » represent"

the angular velocity, r the projection on the invariable plane

the radius vector drawn out from the center of gravity, » °

mass, and A the projection of the area swept over by r in

unit of time, we have, C being a constant,

ZmA=C; ...- (*)

or, as the centrifugalforce y of the particle m with respect to

principal axis is

r=<»*r ..... (
6
)

while, at least for a very small unit of time,

A=z±»r3, . . . • <
7)

we have also 2mr§ -ft= 2C. . . • ^ .

On account of the resistance of the ether, C will not be qj»

constant, but decrease in time ; still it is apparent that, as an

approximation, we may neglect this resistance by considers

strictly constant.
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Now, by the mutual attraction of the particles, the nebula is

continually becoming more dense, or r is continually decreasing

;

hence, by (8), the centrifugal force of any particle in the nebula is

increasing.

But the force of gravity at the surface is likewise constantly

increasing ; for we may without materially erring conceive the

mass below the particle to remain constant, but then gravity is

inversely as the square of the radius, or rapidly increasing with

the progress of condensation.
But these two forces determine the figure of the Nebula. However

irregular the figure may be at first, we see that the moulding
forces, by constantly increasing, will at length shape the nebula

accordingly. From Plateau's Experiments (see above, § 6, re-

sult 1, 2) we know this shape to be a flat ellipsoid. Laplace'

has demonstrated that but one single oblate ellipsoid of revolution

will be produced by these forces, i e.

z*+m(X*+y*)=:a t
', ... (9)

the plane x, y, coinciding with the invariable plane, being the

equator, z the axis of rotation = 2a, and

-=?B5. »-•< *•«<
•

(,0)
.

« being the eccentricity of the meridian ; hence the equatorial

a=«ynj3«: . . . (")

Assuming, for a moment, the nebula to be homogeneous, we
can determine the t «< eutricin b\ the density 8, and the angular

velocity m (i. e . by (6) proportional to the square root of the

centrifugal force g at a unit of distance). Laplace found, if the

mass of the whole nebula be M, and its moment of inertia E,

that

</!+>>

3r»'*

^ch last equation he shows to have but one single positive real

root, so that I or e has but one value, if g, the centrifugal force,

anda, the density, are given. . . .*
But the density is certainly not constant throughout the whole

1 Mecanique Celeste, Liv. iii, chap. Ill, § 21.
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nebula; but as this nebula is a gaseous body, 3 will be deter-

mined by y and gravity and, just as in the case of our earth, be-

come uniform in the successive nomothetic ellipsoidal shells in-

cluded between any two successive surfaces. Hence we may

consider S as a function of the equatorial axis of such surface,

and, as the density is increasing toward the center, we may, in-

stead of the general law

»=/(•) w
take the law assumed by Laplace for the interior of our earth,

3 = A-ca. . . . (If)

Plana has shown* that this law is the most probable in the

case of the earth. Prof. Forchhammer of Copenhagen lias lately

shown3 how this law accounts for one of the principal circum-

stances relating to the succession of geological strata.

It must finally be borne in mind that the nebula may have the

various elements he laws of diffusion

-

\
gases will apply to the gaseous nebula. ""

cal analyses of meteorites and the spectn.
moon and planets have corroborated this conclusion; still we

must not hastily conclude that some differences may not obtain,

(-.•UL-riihis ti,<. ci

1 ly rain) :'„'.
1 i

'
r
''-'-.

-
' -

:

-

'

ganic life ciin nr.v> r! ck :M1''
:1

- \,
beautiful idea is i ,,,, ;h at vulcam-s, after ft l^

is succeeded by *•

masse?, being lig]
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as the diffusion certainly is limited by the sinking of the denser

particles. In a nebula from which a whole cluster of solnr sys-

tems has been formed, we m : to find consider-

ably different, elements. Wo thus decline the imputation of

a logical necessity ohlie nebular hypothecs,*' and cannot see

any real objection - liesays, " we have now
the strongest evidence thai thev (the stars) aLo differ in constit-

uent materials" (this Jourmd, lSii.'i. vol. xxxv, p. 77).

In regard to the signification of 5 we must remark that, in the

following, we use tm 1 ttei <5 to repres< nt la mean tkn.vtij of the

nebula from the centre to the distance r, while in (17) 3 indicates

the density of the shell at the vei v distance r. As (17) w only

this law (17) if tr I also be true for

the mean density of all shells inside of it, 'For, the actual den-

sity varying according to (17), the mean density of the interior

body from r~0 to r is found to bo

d= J-c'.r, (18)

where c'=|c. This law
4
is evidently the same as (17).

§ 9. Attraction in the Nebula.

As the nebula now may be considered made up of nomothetic.

oblate ellipsoidal - '- density, and as

we know (from Mec. Cei, liv. iii, chap. I, $2,) that such a shell

tm at any poim attraction of the

cllr/mid whose si* tt point.

This force, at tho ooint x, >;. z\ is given by the following for-

mulre (from J/eV Ov'liv iii. ch.'r. H) independent of the law

of the density (17 ling on the proved uniform.

ttjof the dei ate shell.

If we put

then the components X, Y, Z, of the
the origin) are

tor 7l " Density " in Trowbridge's nrticle (this Journal
"•"nt, because referring to the density at different perio
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All of these three components act to condense the nebula; bnt

X and Y also determine the revolution of the particles, while

Z

has no such influence, all motions in the direction of the axis of

z mutually destroying each other, because x, y is the invariable

plane. Composing X and Y we get

B=Q.-
g, (22)

and directed toward the axis of rotation ; r 2 =x 2 +y 2
.

Substituting the first (13) (m = M) in (22) we obtain

p=ir[(l+ i2)»~(^=1)- i
3-J

As now u only depends on 1, i. e. on the eccentricity (10) which

3 constant, the shells being homothetic, we see that n is at acj

;iven moment for all parts of the nebula the same, hence: fa

adialforce R in the >,>h,da is proportional to the density $ and *
istance r from the axis of rotation.
This simple result is of very great importance, as we shall see

i the sequel.

The orbit of the Planets.

irticles of the i

rections;

The particles of the nebula had originally motions in all &
ections; but as we assumed the existence of a momentum «

rotation (§ 6), the principle of the invariable plane will k
-

this momentum (§8), while all motions at variance therevvi

in time mutually destroy themselves. Therefore, all prUt»

describe arc-
rotation.

Such as the orbit of the single particles that formed a pfo*

will also be the orbit of the latter: hence the eccentricity
»"J

inclination of all planetary orbits ought to be zero. This ir

also be seen from Plateau's Experiment, and agrees well i

the smallness of both the eccentricity and the inclination^

§1, 9 .and 11°, §3, 4° and 5°). Still, neither of these two <g*
titles is actually zero. Are, then, these small deviations m
this value accounted for by some accessory conditions ot

problem ?

We think so, for there are tiuo modifying circumstances,
J*

rupture of the ring-which it is beyond our power as yet to *»

into consideration—and the perturbating influence of aire*

J

separated masses. The latter we may estimate.
Represent

the eccentricity by e, the inclination of the orbit to the^,m

rlr
h f^e invariable plane by I, we have from obeei

[Humboldt's Cosmos] *
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Mercury, •2056 . 1° 0' 6° 19
- "0068 3° 23'

Earth, - : •0168 0° 0'

Mars, - - -0932 1° 51' 10
Asteroids,

6
- •160 7° 55' 6° 14

. -0482 1° 19' 13
Saturn, •0561 2° 30'

. -0466 0° 46' 55
Neptune, -

Invar, plane. -

•0087 1° 47'

1°41' 0°

We see how clearly the principal members of the system
move in one plane, and that this plane is the invariable plane of
the system

; the great planets deviate less than one degree, the
principal of the interior planets, Earth and Venus, only If de-

grees—and even the inclination of the smallest planet, Mercury,
amounts to but 5-J degrees! So also in relation to the eccen-'

is being less than one-twentieth for the principal bodies.

As to the deviations, we see that Neptune, which if not the
most distant planet, certainly is (or was) separated from the next
by a very large distaii; could not at all, or but
slightly, be disturbed, has indeed the smallest inclination (only
6 minutes!) and about the smallest eccentricity (less than one-
hundredth !). Jupiter, which, on account of its enormous mass,
could not be much disturbed by other bodies, has an inclination
pf only 13 minutes, while Saturn and Uranus have—correspond-
ing to their smaller mass—about four times as considerable an
inclination (48 and 55 minutes). The eccentricities of these
three orbits are about equal

;
perhaps that of Jupiter is near its

maximum, or the eccentricity of Saturn and Uranus near their

minimum.
The inclination of the Earth and Venus is greater than that of

the exterior planets, for the mass of the former is small as com-
pared to that of the latter ; but as Venus and the Earth are the

great planets among the interior, we see that the inclination and

are much more considerable than
either, and that Mars has less inclination and eccentricity than
Mercury. Is it because Jupiter, the only planet that would exert

considerable perturbat
i

" > t, was so far distant ?

A he orbit of the asteroids is explained in § 5, V." We gave

to these views in an address delivered before the phys-
ical section, at the meeting of the Scandinavian philosophers,
Jul

J, I860.

i8*6i

MeaD
2

°f l

i
efirst 12 Aiteroid*> eIement3 &rea m Table of Smithsonian ReP°rt-

'''
:

'

of hi> ar- >t this problem, 1 abstain for
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The same principles \\\.

too few data to mal

vation profitable.

§11. The 'periodic time of the Planets; Kepler's third law.
.

Since every particle in the same shell revolves around them
under the influence of a force II proportional to the distancer

from the axis (§ 9), we know from mechanics that the periodic

time T of such a particle is

where, it will be remembered (23), <« is the same for the whole

nebula, and 8 constant for the same shell, so that the time, ofra-

olation is the same for all particles of the name homolhetlc shellM

Jor the different > orlional to the square root of w

density. Thus every shell rotates as if it were solid ;
and it" the

whole nebula had the same density throughout it would rotate

like one solid. But if the density be different in different parts,

some shells will rotate faster than others (§ 12).

Eliminating 8 by means of (13) we get

T2 =n'
al

3 Vi+1» (i+H)tan-»l-lJ
We know that the ellipticity of the nebula is determined or

the centrifugal force, and the latter by the state of conden*

tion (§8); and even in case an ellipsoid becomes impossible,*
|

can not but conclude that the figure continues to be determine

inthe same manner. But the condensation continues-ttie

crease of the centrifugal force depending thereon will also oo

tinue and produce a series tin succession

L

as one ring was formed in the experiments of Plateau (§7).
*

see now how the continued increase of the condensation w»

sions a periodic! jure of the nebula, Gra u
the variation of the figure bevoncf the possible ellipsoid to

determined by the same circumstances as the ellipsoid itself,

may compare the corresponding stages of the nebula by rete«

^
to the same ellipticity e o \) ;

at ™y™\&
know that this can be done if we only compare the nebuls, *

^
within the limits of the possible ellipsoid. But then .«' *»

i same for all rings, and as the mass of the planets is ban -

A +~ +
\iat of the sun, M remains almost cou

T2
. .

(25)
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or the squares of the times of rotation of the different rings are as the

'i.eir radii.

If we remember that the possible ellipsoids reach to a propor-
tion of 1 to about 3 between polar and equatorial diameters of
the nebula, we can be sure that this -overs the principal part of
the metamorphosis ; hence, (26) is rigorously proved for the
greatest part of the condensation intervening between the forma-
tion of two successive rings; the nebula acquires its principal

dimensions while changing in accordance with the ellipsoidic

%ure, and when abandoning this it quickly passes to the form
oi a slightly oblate spheroid and a ring. The interruption in
our strictly mathematical demonstration cannot, therefore, seri-

[•fere with (26). But then this or Kepler's third Into is

Again, inductively, we may con 'a third law
tluit the interruption

i i our a t tsioned by
our ignorance of the exact mechanical laws of the metamorpho-
sis of the el: ..,// (we might in reference to

Saturn find the expression Kronionform convenient) is not of
serious consequences.
Thus we may at least conclude from the third of Kepler's

great laws that the development of the planets was periodical

;

for, this law being a fact, and (25) being rigorously true, we must

~= constant; (27)

but, as remarked before, M remains essentially constant, hence
P or what is the same I, i e. the ellipticity e of the nebula cor-

responding to the different planets, must have been the same at

correspon dii e assumed above.
But if the metamorphosis of the nebula has been periodic, and

r the successive inter.

were equal or not. We shall find that they were equal,

just as it would be the most natural or the simplest to assume.

§ 12. Spiral Nebula.

Jn the preceding paragraph we considered the density of the
nebula sensibly equal throughout, so that the nebula always ro-

baving sensibly the same period
°t revolution. This mitrht be done, because the dimensions of
such nebula—however immense in reality—are not sufficiently

produce a very large change in S (17) in the space al-

3 each planet.
lotted

But there mav be bodies of dimensions so vast as to render
utterly impossible to consider the density approximatively un
**• J°»R. Sci.-Secoxd Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116,-Makch, 1865.
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will be «=y, (
28

)

or, by (24), u,=V^ (29)

As f* (23) is constant for the whole nebula, we see that h»
yular velocity is proportional to the square root of the density, or,

according to (17), greatest near the center of the nebula.

If 6 be the angle of position of those particles which are

originally (i. e. when t= 0) in one and the same straight line, ff«

have at the time t,

« = «!, (30)

or by (29)J
d* = u.3.r-, (31)

Remembering that the density is a function of the distance

(16) and also of the time on account of the progressing conden-

sation, we see that (31) may be written,

2 = !H*f{a,t) (32 )

At any given moment of time (t constant), all the particj

that originally were situated in the same straight line given"

6=0 (33)

will now form the curve

i. e. a spiral This contains the fundamental principles of a»

cbanical theory of the spiral nebulce. J
Substituting Laplace's law of the density (17) in (31)or^

we obtain as the equation of the spiral

a = a—Jl (
34

)

wherein « = fi.A.r- depends upon the ellipticity (,«),
thef

A at the center, and the I

• ? depends upo

same ft and t and the rate of variation of the density. We se

' these spires are limited, for O<0<«; and that the sweep*

the spire increases with the age of the nebula, the density a

center, and the ellipticity.

In order that such spiral structure may become appare
n

>

regular ellipsoidal nebula, the brightness must originally ^
been different in different meridians, though the aensUW
constant in the same shell, i. e. the same in all meridians,

a
.

if the brightness in the nebula was originally greatest in
{,

p site meridians AC and BC, (Fig. 1.) and it rotates in * '

rection of the arrow around the axis C, the spiral nebm\

2,) would result. As the age increases, the sweep, or trie
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BCE = «, would increase, whilst A and B remain nearly at the

same distance from C : so that an annular nebula with a central

core might in time result from a spiral nebula; even several

formed.

We cannot suppose any nebula to have different brightness in

parts of the same' is it reasonable to assume

such vast masses to be already shaped to a regular ellipsoid by
the influence of the central forces (see 7).

It is much more reasonable to think that the nebulous masses

at first were of any shapes from a P''
ed^m "

mating attraction of those portions where the heaviest elements

were formed or collected in greater abundance. Then the for-

mulae deduced in the preceding paragraphs, though no longer

representing the exact conditions of the nebula, stdl would con-

tinue to be appro !ar velocity would still be

greatest near the ce if: il parts, as c . i also easily be shown di-

rectly, by considering the motion of each particle as subject to

the attractions of all the others. Then the particles originally in

a straight lin« u a spiral.

. nebula originally in the shape of

. a condensate ' ™e P*1 *r cloud with a condensation t

i fig. 1, would after s
xi.iU: like the c

P^t in f^. 9. The neblll ,p> Herschel 1061, and II 13:],, as

by Lord Rosse,
7

have eSactlv such a form. If, instead of hai

the nucleus in iginatl nebula had been de

near one extremity, like fig. 3, a simple spire like fig. 4 wc
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etc. A nucleus with four branches of different density and I

magnitude would give a spiral nebula like the beautiful object, I

Messier 99. If each of the two arms in figure 1 had been sub- I

divided into two branches, II. 2084 would result, I

These few remarks must be sufficient at this place. We have I

already deduced forms as fanciful as H. 1196, H. 131, H. 1744, I

and others, from simple rectilinear forms, and we hope before I

long to discuss this theory more at length. We here merely in- I

tended to show that the forms revealed to us by the great tele-

scope of Lord Eosse appear to be simple mechanical consequen- I

oes of the nebular theory, if applied to very large nebulae. I

§ 13. The Law of (he Planetary Distances.

The law of the planetary distances has not as yet been discov-

ered, though it has been mos ;ht for as the prin-

cipal element of the "Ear:, 3." The endeavors

of Plato were in vain, and Kepler at last ascended to the truth

that the present distances are not exactly the original ones.

Titius, and after him Bode, came near it [§ 2, (1)] ; hut the*

viations from this law remained unaccounted for, thus not giving

the conformation most essential to any law.

_
To find the true law of the planetary distances has been our

aim for nearly ten years; we hope the sequel will prove that *«

at length have found the solution of this problem in the fold-

ing law : ,

The mutual distances of the planets correspond to equal inter™

of time.

That this is a fact we will demonstrate; but why these inter-

vals were equal we are not yet able fully to see—still we *uo

that this is the sii
|

st way in « Inch the periodicity intt^
velopment of the : i>ula as !'<« n d in § 10 can obtain.

I) • f< r r i 1 1 g a t h o j-o n i i i : i
.

• r attempts, (80

of which are almost contemporaneous with our own solution,}**

some future opj nv give the inductive read-

ing which leads to our law above stated. , x.

There are a few well known laws in the evolution of ther>e«

ula which embody the solution of the problem. We knovf u*

the planetary masses are insignificant as compared with ta?H
s that the orbits of the planets simply

it

3 more plain, we may say that the original neJJ

g, left at certain intervals a few particles beh»*
t

mark the limit of the nebula at those

-tide of the

1 the relatioi

ttermost particle of the nebula des
rve

; and if we can find the relation between the distant
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this particle and the time t, we need only to substitute the different

intervals corresponding to the formation of the different planets

in order to obtain their distances. But as the evolution is regu-

larly periodical (§ 10), it is most probable that these intervals are
equal; comparison with observation shows this to be the case.

But the motion of such a particle in so rare a nebula is regu-

lated by the attraction of the whole nebula and the resistance of
the ether. The first of these forces is inversely proportional to

the square of the distance o, since the mass remains sensibly

the same, and the particle is considered as on the equatorial sur-

face of the nebula. In other words, the force of attraction on the

particle is the same as the force of gravitation acting upon a
planet. Kesistance of the ether will necessarily follow the same
law, whether a sr iect to it. But
then our analysis' of the motion of a planet toward the sun is

directly applicable to the m< ial particle in its

fall toward the center of the i :bula. !• »ri mla (10) of that ar-

ticle shows the distance a (radius of the nebula) to be

a=A.e- 2vt
(35)

where A is the original distance (or radius of the nebula) and /

the time of falling from A to a. Or, if a, represent the distance
of the planet that separated from the principal nebula at a time t

earlier than the now nearest planet—i. e. the age of the planet as

counted from Mercury,—the above (35) becomes

at= p.y* (36)

where p and r are constants. But in the analysis leading to (35)
the coefficient * of resistance

-Ik <">

! heen considered constant ; here we cannot do so, for though
i density 5 Qf the ether and the radius ? of the particle may

be considered constant, the density 4 of the particle varies very
ttuch, about inversely as the cube of the radius of the (homo-
geneous) nebula. If, therefore, *' be the value of y correspond-
mg to the particle at the distance 30*0 of Neptune, p» the same
at, the distance 04 of Mercury, we have for a homogeneous
nebula

„/
: v ,i — (.4)3 : (30-0)

3 s= 1 : 422000

-^ly. If <5 increases toward the center this proportion would
3 diminished; but still we see that » decreases toward the mte-

nor
- The formula (36) can therefore only express the principal

part of the law ; how (36) has to be amended in order to take

,
* On the Density, Rotation and relative Age of tbe Planets. Tbis Journal. 1864,
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the variation of » into account lias to be separately investigated,

Before we attempt this we will compare (36) with 'observation,

Erecting at equal distances ($j lUi oniinatcs proportional to the

actual planetary distances, and interpolating by connecting these

points by a curve, we see that this curve has the appearance of

a logarithmic curve (like those given on the plate appended to

our former article, this Journal, 186±, vol. xxxvii); and if drawn

with sufficient care, we find that the constancy of the subnormal,

characteristic of the logarithmic curve, holds good in the present

instance—tli us proving that (36) reallv is applicable to the plan-

etary distances. But it is not the exact law, for the axis in tlie

diagram is evidently too far below the curve, or the distances

are too great by a constant «, so that the diagram of the planet-

ary distances will be expressed not by (36) but by

«i=«+i».y (
38

)

and it remains to be seen whether this additional constant" can

be accounted for by the variation of * (37). Before we investi-

gate this, we will see how • observation.

We see that it is almost the same as the law of Titms, bo

while in the latter t is a mere index, it is in (38) a variable, t»

great independent variable of mechanics, time or age! Bes*

(38) deviates from Titms m the case of Mercury. Adapting «»

constants of Bode to (38), it becomes

1+ 0-5). (30)

Representing by a the actual distance, we have, for (

on with observation,

_, Distance
Plane*- aee.t calc. «,. obs. a. D>

g* ™. --. 6 1000 953-9 -M
8U™u3, --.. 7 1960 1918-2 +

Neptune, 8 3880 3003-6 +87 °

We see that the present distances a agree with the original
the principal planet of both groups, for the Earth and J op

Mars, Saturn, and Uranus are about ?\lh of th
near the sun, having apprc much more

count of their mass being smaller. Mercury and Neptun
even approached stiM i

8

Calculated f

Her. Mercury and N

>proached stiM more, the former because of the sm*
^

table in Smithsonian Report for 18&1, P \

'Of the ground i covered.
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of its mass, the latter on account of its high age (see this Jour-
nal, vol. xxxvii, p. 41). Before the precise influence of resist-

ance was known, these deviations were considered sufficient cause
to reject the law of Titius-Bode ; but now these very deviations
have become essential supports of the truth of that law.

Another and better test of our law (38). and of the constants
of Bode (39), is obtained by directly solving (39) for the age t

^ogfr-ygu
_ (4o)

and seeing how far t is given by the series 0, 1, 2 . . . We thus find

Venus, 1-1066 — -1066

Earth, .... 20000 -0000

Mars, 2 9056 -f--094
Asteroids ©-(§), - - - 3"890 -j-'11

Uranus, - 6-9683 -f-03l

Neptune, .... 76230 -J--377

From this table we see that the age of the planets above that

of Mercury is as the series of natural numbers, the deviations not
only being but small, but just such as influence of the mass would
make them. This may be easily proved by the formula con-
tained in the article on the age of the planets before referred to.

If the present age of Mercury be m, then the age of the inte-

rior planets will be to that of the exterior ones as m + - is to

m + j, or as 2m + 3 to 2ra + 13. We found this ratio as 1 to

3 (this Journal, vol. xxxvii, p. 43) ; if true it would follow that
TO = 1, or the total age of any planet would be t + 1, the unit being

'
• i of Mercury.
After having seen that (38), the modified form of (36), is ap-

plicable to the planetary distances, we will demonstrate that this

modificatiori is consistent w i

I

'" % the time.

If the resistance R be proportional to the velocity v
t
or

B= J («)
we have the tangential force (this Journal, vol xxxvn, p. 40)

-B».,=—
-

Tl
, . • (42)

,
and 6 the anomaly ; but Keple]
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so that (43) becomes

SU+-]-* • •
•

giving for y constant,

c=C.rW
,

or, since by Kepler's third law, c
2 =au,

all of which formula are demonstrated in our article referred to

Instead of solving the problem directlv, we may indirectly try

to find how y must vary that (36) may become (38), i. e. to add

a constant term to (46). In other words, C instead of being con-

stant must be considered a function oH, i. e. (44) must be

Ka +"]=*«• (4!)

so that the resistance now becomes, see (42),

X~, rv iM—r- ** li(l . . (48)

cos// d6' r
'

instead of (41), where cos r, = ^, and ds is the element of the

orbit. The function q>(t) can now, by the method of the ?

tion of the arbitrary constants, be so determined that (46) or [i

!

coincides with (38). Since r is a function of *, we may mala

f(t) = rq>(t), (
4

hence (47) becomes

£+-=/«) (5

e

~ Vt ™-
f(t)

(3D

_., ' dt
-J{1) '

This gives, by making K an arbitrary constant,

C=K+fe vt
.f(t).dt, (

52)

which, substituted in (46), gives,

This should be identical with (38), i. e. (remembering
*»

here is counted from the most distant, in (38) from the ne^

planet and that r in (36) is e~
2 " in (35)

)

a=za + p.e-
2vt

• &
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Equating (53) and (54), and solving for/(<), we find,

W =V.j7^ ' • ' ' •
(55)

or, by (54), M= 9m^ (56)

But Kepler's third law gives ?i = a.v' (this Journal, vol
xxxvii, p. 38, note) ; hence

/W='«». (57)

consequently, by (49), r and a being now the same again,

<F(t) = v«
V
-, (58)

or (48), cos v being almost equal to one, the orbit being nearly

circular, ~R = w(i--\ (59)

•Thus we see that (36) becomes (38) if the resistance E, instead
of being simply proportional to the velocity (41), is varying ac-

cording to (59), which may be comprehended in (41) by taking,

the factor v to decrease from v (a = oo ) to (a = «) according to

(60)

This variation of the coefficient of

(37), since J, according to (16) (then

!
The law a

t
= «+?.e-

2v
'= c

is, therefore, but an amplification of

JB the latter the coefficient of resistance is constant, in the former
it varies according to (60). As now (60) is real, (54) or what is

the same (38) is the real law of the planetary distances, t contin-

uing to represent the age, and not, as in Bode's law, a mere in-

dex. And as now finally (38), applied to the actual distances, gives

valuesfor t that are very nearly as the natural numbers, our law,

announced above, holds true, th - inces correspond

<° equal intervals of time ; or the consecutive planets were abandoned
M equal intervals of time.
There remain yet two remarkable consequences to be drawn

from this exponential law of the planetary distances. If in (38)
** m sufficiently great (i. e the corresponding planet far from the

center) to make the first term insignificant as compared to the
second, we have approximatively
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nsequently

orfor the most distances approach to a $,

geometrical series whose quotient is the basey. But this law

again in part be interfered with on account of the action (

sistance on the completed system, which, on account o

higher age, has drawn the most distant planets comparat

nearer to the sun than the less distant ones, so as to diminu

above quotient y.

Again, if t is sufficiently small—or the planet sufficiently

the center—the exponential series contained in (38) is n

convergent, so that perhaps the approximation may be suft

' —1-r the term of the first order is taken, so tfiat (38) bec<

a,+ 1
= A+B(<+l),

«H.,=5 A4-B.(f-f.2),

its have a tendency to become equiaista

Both of these consequences are very plainly marked

solar system, especially in the lunar, but also in the pi

/
orbs. For, as regards (61), we have for the distances ot

Saturn to Jupiter as T85 to 1.

Uranus " Saturn " 2-01 " 1.

Neptune " Uranus " 1*57 " 1.

For Saturn-Jupiter this proportion is still less than y == "-7

because Jupiter both on account of its age and mass has iaue

less toward the sun than Saturn ; but for Uranus-Saturn

ratio is almost equal to y = 2, while for Neptune-Uranus

less again, on account of the higher age of the first.

The second circumstance, expressed in (63), seems to be

J*
plified in the orbits of Mercury, Venus, Earth, the t£ree P»

that are nearest to the sun, or for which t is the smallest. H
distances are

We see how Mars, Earth and Venus follow Bodes law

for one-half of 524 is 26-2, or very nearly 26-7—but the^^
between Venus and Mercury is 336 instead of £of 2b '%5):
This difference might be considered as a consequence j

but we know that it is principally due to the small »

Mercury.



Aet. XIX.—Periodic action of Water ; by Louis Nickeeson.

In reading, some weeks ago, the article by Prof. Loomis, on

the vibrations of water flowing over a dam, I was somewhat
surprised at the idea of deriving the peculiar motion from a for-

eign source, as a column of air; surprised, because, however

much the air might effect, by reaction, after the action had com-

menced, the perturbations of a liquid, in whatever state of mo-

tion it may exist, have always been so connected with periodic

action as to have given use to the name of its most common at-

tribute "the wave," as the characteristic title 'of nearly all

periodic action. AVithout an attempt to discuss the question

with the distingu u aged, I shall endeavor to

point out the manner in which the vibrations may be considered

simply as the result of a wave peculiarly circumstanced.

I was sitting one day upon the bank of a large river in the

ATest. Before me was a strong ripple, supposed by the people

around to have been caused by the lodgment of snags upon the

bottom. The sound from it was much louder than the roar of

the stream—then in a state of freshet, and itself uproarious.

But there was a cadence in it, an easily distinguished division

into regular periods, which tion to pause and

watch. My position was just upon the middle of an arc, which

a late "caving in" of the bank had indented, each point of the

arc running past the average bank of the river toward the

center. The one down the river being in the greatest projec-

tion gave to the arc the appearance of a crescent, quartering

into the bank and with its back down-stream-ward. Now a

portion of the main current of the river, striking this lower

horn, rounded inw i-l a.s t ou-jh to i ake a whirl within the

orescent, but, thrown off, shot over toward the center and up

stream. Above, another' partial current, cut off from the main

stream by a shoal or otherwise, came down along shore ami

Passing the upper horn bore directly down upon the face oi the

hrst eddy. Now they attempt to bear each other back, as tnougti

striving for the mastery of the crescent. For an instant there >s

an equilibrium. Both currents at the place oi m« etmg i is. i in-

sight be supposed to be equally matched, but the upper current

receives the most water. For another instant they stand poised

and opposed, and then the upper rushes, broken, but conquering,

<Wn over the surface of the other. Carrying off however, not

011 ly its superabundance, but dragging along a little more wafer,

?°that the lower current
tendency, dnv-

,n£ the upper ba ;n overpowered,
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3 easy to era-

the mind the exact period when, equilibrium having

been attained, the lower water would start suddenly back and

the accumulated waves from above rush over it, always dragging

a sufficient extra quantity of water from the upper current to

give for a time the ascendency to the lower. The space thus

fought over was three or four feet.

But mill-dams are certainly not in just this situation. The

permanent weir opposes no such active resistance as the elastic

and moving weir just described. Its characteristic is passive

resistance. Must we therefore look to it for continuous action.

I take it to be thus

:

1st. That a certain quantity of water arrives at the pool, and

is all passed over the weir in the end, but in periods.
2d. That the quantity passed between these points, is, at the

lesser points of velocity, of greater transverse section. This a

3d. That the decrement of velocity, and corresponding incre-

ment of section, is greater at a point nearly under the point ot

greatest depression of the curve of amplitude.
4th. That outside of this stream the pool is made up of water

action, whirling or flowing backward. ,

_
Now we may examine the curve of hydraulio amplitude and

its changes. For this we take the formulas of permanent motion;

which though not exact, is sufficiently characteristic, as derived

from Weisbach,
J

l = distance between a and ar
sin « - slope of original streamU s depth of dam or known p<>"*

P = whetted perimeter, ) a 1= required depth.
al — transverse section, z — coefficient of resistance,

v = velocity,
g _ 32-2, or a gravitation.

The form of this curve is represented in the works of a^
ail hydraulic authors, and its equation shows it to be asW
totic to the original surface. It is easily seen above that *Wtt

sin** of the original surface beeomes equal to z^.~ »nd tber6
'

fore equal to sin a' of a transverse section of the pool ;
a-a^ '
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or the pool is simply a continuation of the stream, and if —

becomes equal to -, or the height due to velocity becomes equal

to one-half the depth, both of the original stream, then a -a ,
~»,

a case which we shall examine more hereafter. We know that

when the pool is first filled and the water is just on the point of

flowing over the dam, the surface is horizontal, and we call it

the hydrostatic amplitude. It is moreover true, that when the

flowage commences and the hydraulic amplitude obtains, there

is a stream of water passing through the pool, various in its

velocities, and with a sheath of water, differently circumstanced,

around it, which it in some way affects. We have also the ad-

mitted law, (We- 307; D'Aubinson, art. 54),

that when any stream of liquid is in motion in any direction, its

pressure in all oth ual to its hydrostatic press-

ure, less the pressure in the direction of its motion, and generally,.

that when a liquid in motion is made to pass through a liquid of

Jess velocity, a part of the latter is dragged along, by its greater

lateral pressure, and passes off with the stream. In 1797 the

engineer Venturi applied this principle successfully to the drain-

age of public lands. (Eu i auk's Ik dra flics, p. 478.)

In a pool fed at one point and yielding up the water at an-

other, such as a mill-pond, this tically obtains:

that there is first a stream of water running some distance into

the remou, and another passing out ; in long dams only near
the ends, perhaps, but in those of ordinary size throughout the

whole length. This stream comes in contact with and passes

through walls of partly quiescent water, not only that of the

dead angles, but also of superimposition. For, says the engineer
-D Aubinson, " moreover, the water of flowage seem only to be

superimposed above the 'current, and not to participate wholly

» its motion. The engineers who took the levels upon the

Heser have observed at a distance of 3884 feet from the dam,
that the velocity of the surface was nearly insensible, whilst that

at the bottom was quite strong."
We have now the feci

much more nearly at rest, and that o .. _
s«e, some of the slower water must be dragged along i„ .»«

course of the fast* force varying as the differ-

ence of lateral pressure. We must remember that as in the end
tte weir can only pass over the same amount of water as it has

Reived from the upper end, i. e., the water of the current, there

JJ^st, then, be a • deficiency caused by this

lagging action has been replaced.
" might readily appear that, as the velocity may become less

^Ae interior tside this might occur
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and jet a continuous action be kept up. But a little thought

will show that as normally the stream passes out exactly the

quantity received through its own continuation outside the pool,

and as the water which I have shown to be dragged out is an

extra quantity, there must be a pause after its exit until the

surface, which has been lowered a very small increment by its

•e, attains its own proper regimen.

vill notice that this reasoning requires that there should

j and fall of the surface of the curve of amplitude. I

nave seen no such rise myself, nor been able to obtain a con-

firmation of its occurrence from others. But the

existence appear to me too plain to be disputed. It must by

necessity be extremely snu .
|
>s for observation.

For the formula h —V— when applied to a 4 foot velocity gives

us h = 0-25, and a veiocitv of 4-3 yields for h only h = 0263.

By which we see that a rise which would only add a quantity

= 0-013 to the depth would increase the velocity full ft.
Then

for the ordinate of the parabola of theoretic fall, we should have

for the vis viva of the horizontal component a quantity varying

as the square of velocity, or, for velocities varying from 4 ft. to

4-3 ft., a mechanical effect varving as 16 to 18*5 against the re-

sistance of the atmosphere. That the atmosphere both outside

of the falling water and the column inclosed between it and the

dam, would'assist by its elastic reaction in the vibrated distance,

there can be no manner of doubt. But a cursory thought strikes

me as I write, that were the action of the air truly isochronous

with these vibrations, then the vibrations would have a constant

tendency to increase. Partly it assists, partly deadens. .

Again let us recur to our formula. Although made by \v eis
'

bach only to measure the curve of amplitude, and for the ordi-

nary case of remou, it still contains the very elements whichje

need, and its chi mark corresponding changes

in the law which we discuss. In

..=(--:,p>

pool, whilst the denominate
the condition of the stream
we must find the value of a
the stream, and then plac

of the slope of the origins

of the whetted perimeter <

arks the changes which oc(



t is also by the law of the formula =sin«'

on of which the second member shows the

resistance ; therefore

therefore the velocity of the pool = the velocity of the stream,

and the surface line of the pool is a parallel line with the bed

;

for a—a
g ~0, therefore it is circumstanced as in the original

stream. There is inference of pressure and no
vibration.

When sin«=0
the surface becomes level, for there is no velocity, no fiowage,

therefore no resistance, z -v.— =0; again a, — a =0; and there

is no action, periodic or otherwise.
So we see that there are two points at which the vibrations

cease: namely, when the wa igh i0 A°w over
the dam without much remou, as with a Weam undammed,
and with its surface a line nearly corresponding with the surface

of the original stream ; and again when the water is so low as

to make the difference between the hydrostatic and hydraulic

pressures very small. Of course these limits are much circum-

scribed by the inertia of a large body of water which has con-

stantly a tendency to absorb and soften these vibrations. The
most violent palpitation should then occur when

m being a new quantity to be found by a knowledge of the

stream.
H J

Again, if we put-.— = 1, or ~ = | or when the height

due the velocity of the original stream becomes equal to one-half

the depth of the same, we have

Certainly nature admits no such difl'erences as this. Yet, the

fact beautifully follows from this, that when the height due the

velocity of the original stream is equal to one half the depth of

the same, the back water no longer retains the concave form,

K tending to rise infinitely, is checked by the action of gravity,

tails backward upon the original stream, and tends to form a

javes
: wave, with a nearly horizontal surface at a height above

^ bed of about one and on-
drostatic height

^er this height becomes greater than half the depth, the wave
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law, and Belanger has applied to it a formula.

The general formula which relates to this action we may

gather from what proceeds. If /* be the height of the remou,

just before greatest action, h-h 2
= height at the beginning of

the lull that succeeds. The velocities are then

=J
JL 2̂

, *i and s 2
being spaces due to the

two velocities combined with the time, t, of the vibration. Or

the time of one vibration is equal to the time in which waterfalls

through the height upon the dam. minus a space due to the ve-

locity of different heights of remou, combined with the time

observed. In other words, it is the time required for the quick

water to draw a certain portion of nearly quiescent water into its

own mean velocity—the quantity of quiescent water so drawn,

and consequently the time, depending upon the regime of the

remou. To this must be a «uperation.

The action when a-a,= » would be the formation of a re-

mou, similar to the one described as seen by the writer of this in

the first part of this paper, just at the point where the stream run3

into the pool, which would cause one set of vibrations there, ana

perhaps another set similar to those on ordinary dams at the weir.

For a practical solution of this question, to prevent the vibra-

tions, I am only prepared to recapitulate the foregoing examin-

ation into the nature of the action. . «

1st, We may consider that the vibrations become practically

small when the inertia of the pool becomes sufficient to absor

them; therefore they are small when the quantity of water ratj

ning over the dam is small in relation to the pool, and sin tm

2d, The same would be true if there were no backwater,

the stream retained its mean velocity un retarded, obtaining «'M

the sin « = sin a', as before, or when the surface becomes parai'«

with the bed; and again, should the pool be so filled as to ma*

the bed become parallel with the surface.
1

1 After the horizontal line (or line of hydrostatic amplitude) which bounds
J•..,!„..... :....: .

.
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F. B. Meek on the Carbonifer

Art. XX.

—

Remarks on the I daceous Rocks of
Eastern Kansas and Nebraska, and their relations to those of the

adjacent States, and other localities farther eastward; in connec-

tion with a review of a pa} thii suhfrt by

M. Jules Marco of the Geological Society of

France: by F. B. Meek.

It is doubtless known to most of the readers of this Journal,

that other explorers have long differed from Mr. Marcou, in re-

gard to several important points in the geology of the Western
States and Territories. Daring the autumn of 1863, it seems that

he made an excursion to the West for the purpose of examining

some of the local ieb he and others

could not agree. While making these examinations, he was ac-

companied by Professor Capellini, an able Italian geologist from

Bologna; but, as Mr. Marcou distinctly states that the views set

forth in his paper are entirely his own, and that Prof. Capellini

may have arrived at very different conclusions, it is clue to the

latter gentleman, that the geologists and amateur collectors fami-

liar with western geology, who'may read this review, should be

informed that he is in no way responsible for any of the opin-

ions expressed by Mr. Marcou.
Geological observations made by rail-road or steamboat travel

being necessarily disconnected, Mr. Marcou's remarks, in the paper

under review, so far as based upon personal examinations, relate to

few isolated points along the shores of that part of the Missouri riv-

erascended by him, and lying between St. Joseph, Missouri, and

Sioux City, Iowa. Bv a glance at a map of the West, it will be

seen that the distance "between these two points, by an air line, is

about two hundred miles; and that this part of the river forms

the eastern boundary line of the new Territory of Nebraska, con-

sisting of a portion of the southeast corner of a vast area for-

merly known by the general name of Nebraska Territory.

The first points at whi :

, Mr. Marcou seems to have touched

^tcr taking steamboat at St. Joseph, were near Savannah, and

» the vicinity ol he saw outcrops of rock

some sixty feet i;
,rav e avs, wuh

mtercalated layers of crrav limestone, all showing a slight inclina-

tion of 3° or 4° u m. He says that he made
»• collections hen and 7S«6rote&,

lowing it to be Carboniferous. (To this formation it had been

referred by all others.)
1

O^^connoissance ?eolo ffique du Nebraska ;
par M. Jules Marcou. Bulletin
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At another locality farther up the river, in the region of Ne-

braska City, he saw various exposures of rock, from which he

constructed a section embracing some seventy feet of strata, con-

sisting of reddish, gray, greenish and black clays, with a six

inch seam of cannel-coal, and intercalated layers of light-colored

dolomitic limestone, and toward the top a thin bed of sandstone

containing numerous fragments of plants, some of which he

thought like Zamdes and \Yah hia :' the whole, according to him,

showing a general inclination of only 5° to 7° to the N.N.W.

These beds, he says, agree in color and other lithological charac-

ters with the Lower Trias of France, (Dyas of him,) to which hori-

zon he refers them, and differ from the subjacent Carboniferous

strata upon which they repose, according to him, unconformably,

(sur lequel elles reposent en discordance de stratification). He

does not, however, state that he any where saw the junction of these

supposed two systems of strata, nor does he explain exactly the

nature of the discordance of stratification. But we infer that

he alludes to the fact of the Carboniferous beds showing atone

place a slight inclination of 8° to 4° to the W.N.W. ; and simi-

larly slight inclination of the so-called " Dyassic" rocks, of 5° to

7° to the N.K.W., at another.
Geologists familiar with the numerous local undulations of

strata in the west, where they often lie so nearly horizontal that

their general inclination c uished from these

local undulations by careful observations over considerable areas,

will know how to appreciate such evidence as this. The im-

probability too (though within the range of possibilities) ot a

newer rock dipping at a higher angle than that upon which it

reposes, and in a different direction, when the inferior rock is so

nearly in its original horizontal position, will be apparent.
But from these rocks Mr. Marcou collected a number of {of

Js
>

which should clear up all doubts in regard to their age. These

consist of the following forms, as identified by him, viz:-*
tilus, Pleurotoma ^ophon, Panopcea, EdrnonW,

Avicula, Mono': Peden, Lima, &'

this, Productus Prattenianus, Productus, (undt.) ; Chonetes w««*
nata, Spirifer (Martinia) Clannyanus, Spirifer (undt.), TerebraW

Tby Mr Marcou, is most
p^jjfj

n' which

| like Carbonif.-i

s published a work at Bolo
fe_, „.

3 locality, and thinks t
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near T. sublilita, some small Corals, or Bryozoa, an Apiocrinus,
and a Crinoid near Enerinus moniliformis.

That Mr. Marcou may have collected or seen, at Nebraska City,

specimens he honestly believes to belong to all the genera and spe-

cies mentioned by him, and that he did find some of these forms'
there, the writer is fully prepared to understand from a care-

ful personal study of the same beds and their characteristic

fossils at numerous localities in Kansas and Nebraska, as well
as from familiarity with collections from that and other localities

in the immediate vlcinitv. Yov in-t.imv. he knows that Cho-

netes mueronata Meek and Hayden, Productus Prattenianus Nor-
wood, iSpirigera a) planoconvexus
Siuunard, Sfriry rattennata, Pleu-

rophorus occidentalis and Sedg I k H.,* together
with species of Aviculopecten, and one of those forms belonging to

the same group as the so-cal carta of authors,

(genus Eumicrotis Meek,) occur there. Dr. Owen also found at this

locality (called Fort Kearney in his Eeport, there being no town
there at the time of his visit), in the highest bed of limestone,

Productus costatv.ft, l\ /" ..' ,". ai i groat numbers of Fusulina
cylindrica. The shell referred by Mr. Marc u to Spiriftr Clan-
nyanus is beyond any reasonable doubt the same called & plano-

convexus by Dr. M 1 net known to occur there and
at numerous other localities in the same beds and far below

;

while it is scarcely distinguishable from & Clannyanus. It is, how-
ever, quite as nearly allied to, if not really identical with, the

well-known Carb ed, specimens of
this shell sent to Mr. Davidson from the Coal-measures of Illi-

nois (where it has received from Mr. MeChesney the name Am-
oocoeha gemmula) >v him undistinguis'aable
from British specimens oY S. 11 u. Gndd v.o d-cuts of the same
sllell, from Kansas, sent to Mr. Salter of London for comparison,
within the past year, were also referred to S. Urii
^ow these spc fi ndrica, Chonetes mucro-

nata, Productus Pru , *, P us, P. Fleming*,
Wngera subtilit;. • »-* (<>r Urii), and Spirijer
c^eratus are the most common and characteristic forms of
lt»e;Coal-measu-.\.. rthero Missouri

^ Western Iowa, in the very beds which, it will be seen Mr.

Jlarcou refer, to the Subcarboniferous. Tbey are also there

Plenrototnaria \]nr.l,i->.iti,t, P,< ^.dia, Ancnfnptc-

, (so-call. tosa& Nebraska,
[ northwestern Mi,,. ,uri, with a - '< ni so nearly like Panopa*

.".-....
.

. , .

-,...,.
measure forms, they were satisfied that it does not belong to the Permian.

T:
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as to readily deceive more skillful paleontologists than Mr.

Marcou professes to be.
6

t

The name Ancella, in Mr. Marcou's list of Nebraska City fos-

sils, is doubtless a mis-print of Aucella, there being no such name

as Ancella known to the writer in Paleontology or recent Zoology.

As some authors refer such forms as the so-called Monotis spelun-

carta to Aucella, it is probably one of these, which are common

in the Coal-measures and Permian rocks of Kansas and Ne-

braska, to which he alludes. That he found here associated with

all the Carboniferous fossils known to occur at this locality, the

Jurassic genera Ancella (as illustrated and defined by Count

Keyserling) and Apiocrinites, paleontologists may be pardoned

for hesitating to admit
In regard to Encrinus, the writer would remark that he has

bow before him from the C il-m isui outcrop at Bellcvue,

Nebraska, (referred to the Subcarboniferous by Mr. Marcou, as

will be seen farther on,) the cup of a Crinoid, which in forin

and the arrangement of its plates, up to the summit of the first

radials, as well as in the articulating surfaces for the reception

of the succeeding range of pieces, seems to agree exactly with

the corresponding parts of the genus Encriiius. None of the

other parts, excepting as detached pieces, have ever been seen

by the writer. The cup of the same or a closely allied species,

beyond all doubt the same genus, -occurs in the Coal-measures ot

Illinois; and > :V not uncommon

through nearly all the Coal-measures of Kansas and Nebraska.

That a Crinoid with such a cup may be expected to be found

nearly related to \ | e to suppose; but

even if it should be found in all respects indistinguishable fro"1

that genus, would it therefore be philosophical to refer these

beds at Nebraska City, and the Coal-measures of Illinois
(placed

by Mr Marcou in the Sab b their great num-

bers of Carboniferous fossil i or the Dyas as »«

prefers to call it? If not, tfa nte based upon f
presence of this Crinoid, it to the ground.

Mr Marcou lays great stress upon the fact that the CnnoJ
found by him at Nebraska City differ entirely from the numer-

ous American Carboniferous forms hitherto made known.
£

perhaps forgets that nearly all our Carboniferous species, yet op

scribed or illustrated, have come from the Subcarboniferous dep»

its tar below the Coal-measures. Some species, however, »

known from our Coal-measures, and the fragments of a number"

catevTtllff^nd^henwell ^"St7 **** eden,u1°U9
'^T In***

,- ..:......,,.
;

:
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others have been seen, all of which differ widely from those

known from the great Subcarboniferous limestones below the

horizon of the Millstone grit.

The next locality examined by Mr. Marcou is at the village of
Plattesmouth, some fifty miles farther up the Missouri by an air-

line. Here he saw another exposure of rock?, some forty-five

to fifty feet in thickness, composed of grayish and dark eolored

clays, in places streaked with red, together with a six-foot stra-

tum of yellowish dolomitic limestone; all of which he says

agree lithologically with the Lower Trias of France and Ger-

many—Permian of authors, (= Dyas of him), to which horizon

he rekrs them. As the.se beds, however, differ somewhat in

color and composition from those seen at Nebraska City, he
thinks they belong to another and lower division of the so-called

Dyas, which, as its name implies, consists of two divisions in

Europe, and consequently must be expeetde to present the same
feature in this country.
Here too he collected a number of fossils, which, according to

him, eminently represent a Lower New Bed, or Dyassic, Fauna,

though he at the s - »!» are very like

with (frc

We may also add that Dr. Owen collected here from these beds

specimens he referred to Fm radudm semiretic-

uhhis, P. carbonarius, P. lm tbraculum, Spir-

«-> faso'rjer (?). Chone^s semiomlis, Allorisma sulcata, some Corals,

and a small undetermined Spirifer. (Eeport Geol, Iowa, Wise,
and Minn., 133.)
Now Chonttes mucronata of Meek and Hayden was found in

Kansas, ranging through a great thickness of Coal-measures,
and the type specimens upon which this species was founded
were collected at Fort Kiley nearly, two hundred feet below the

lowest well marked Permian beds. This was the highest posi-

tion at which they met with this fossil, after careful examina-
i , ,

J ~ j -j. a:„ ~i„„~ ;* «m S foundturns of hundreds of exposures; and at this pli

directly associated with a shark tooth which Prof. Leidy at

once recognized as the same he had described from the Coal-

measures of the Alleghany Mountains, Pennsylvania, under

^e name Petalodus Alleqhamensis. (See Meek & Hayden s paper,

Proceed. Acad. 1869, p. 17.) ^
^ As already explained the species referred by Mr Marcou to

*P»!7er Clannyanus is the & plano-convezus Shumard, which was

O'gmally described from this very locality. Spmgera subtihta

U[ know to be a common characteristic Coal-measure species*
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from Western Pennsylvania to the Rocky Mountains, and from

Nebraska and New" Mexico. Mr. Marcou figures it himself

under the name Terebratula subtilita, in his Geology of North

America, even as a Mountain Limestone species, from Utah and

New Mexico. His so-called Terebratula Mormonii, is a Beim,

dedicated by him to the Latter Day Saints, from the fact that

he first found it at their Capital City. It is worthy of note,

however, that he figures and describes it as a Mountain Lime-

stone species in the work just mentioned. So it would seem

this little shell, in migrating eastward, obtained a long lease

of life, since it here turns up, according to the same authority,

in the so-called Dyas. The identity of the fossil is not questioned;

indeed the writer and Dr. Hayden long since identified it,

ranging through a great thickness of Coal-measures in Kansas,

and northwestern Missouri. The notable point is, that it should

be in Utah a Mountain Limestone species, and here at Platte*

mouth, part of an eminently characteristic Lower Triassic Fauna!

The Products Swallow, mentioned by Mr.

Marcou, is the same referred by Dr. Owen to P. semireticulaW,

from which, if separable at all, it is certainly with difficulty dis-

tinguished. Whether distinct or not, however, it is known, as

stated by Prof. Swallow in describing it, to range far down

through all those very Coal-measures in Kansas and Missouri

which Mr. Marcou refers to the Mountain Limestone. The geo-

logical position ol ... in this country has already

been explained. Productus bj,r,iy>iu » >. /
'. rarbonaria and Otw*

Umbraculum, or at any rate species so referred by Dr. Owen, art

sometimes by others, are common to the Coal-measures and tw

Subcarboniferous beds in the West. The species always called

Spiriferfasciger? by Dr. Owen, as explained in another place,

»

S. cameratus Morton ;—the very specimen of it figured by Owe

was from the Plattesmouth locality It is known to be every

where characteristic of the Coal-measures, from New Mexico w

Nebraska, and from Western Pennsylvania7
to the Rocky Moun-

The group of shells to which the name Monotis is often ap-

plied in this country and England, and by some continent*

writers, (though generically distinct from the Triassic Mof\
sahnarius, the type of Monotis Bronn,) is usually regarded

Europe as a Permian type. It is well known, however, m

range through a great thickness of upper Coal-measures

Kansas and Northwestern Missouri, referred by Mr. M**?Pj
the Subcarboniferous. The names Avicula and Ptcien are us

so loosely by paleontologists, that they may be said, as genera;

understood, to range from the Silurian to our existing seas.
f

Now, how any geologist, having even a limited knowing
American Carboniferous rocks and fossils, could regard agr° *

t

7 See Prof. Rogers' Report Pa., ii, 833, fig. 694.
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of forms such as those mentioned above from Plattesmouth, as
eminently a Lower Triassic (or Dyassic) fauna, seems inconceiv-
able, excepting upon the supposition that he labors under some
kind of a hard mental twist or bias on the subject of determin-
ing the age of rocks by their lithological characters.

After disposing of the so-called Lower Dyassic rocks at Plattes-
mouth, Mr. Marcou takes boat again, and ascends the Missouri
some fifteen or more miles to Bellevue, north of the broad allu-
vial valley of Platte river. Here he saw a small exposure of
rocks, some fifteen feet in height above the river, composed of
whitish and yellowish limestone, and pale blue clays, altogether
presenting different lithological characters from the outcrops

i below the Platte, and according to this favorite test of his,

. other words to the

Here he collected from the limestones, according to his identifi-

cations, the following fossils, x\z:—Productus Fkmingii, P. semi-
Miculatus, P. Cora. p. punctata*, P. k,vthriruhm

y
P. pustulosis, P.

pyxidiforrnis, Spm/'.r -'//<.'<
«, v;ir. '/-;>'/.„///* [fall, & L>oda/-Jfon-

tonus, S.lineatus, Terebratub- ulcata, T.Boyssii,
T. Jjtah, Mijo.i. ines of Archcwcidaris.

It may be as well to add just here, that Dr. Owen gives the
following list of fossils collected by him at this locality, viz

:

rnvilina cyh'adrira. Pmaarta^ punrtntus, P. Cora, P.costatusf, P.
Flemingii, P. Eu 'Ah Umbraculum,
Terebraiuh plano-sulcata, and a Bellerophon near B. hiidcus. (Kept.
Iowa, Wise, and Minn., p. 133).
From the same outcrop, the writer has now before him (col-

lected by Dr. Hayden) Pmductus costatus, or a common form of
we western Coal-measures generally referred to that species, Pro-
ductus Rogersii, to. measure form usually called

Produclus punctaj \ Wtah ( = Ttre-

wtula Marcou). Morton, (= T. millqmnc-
[jto Hall), A},/ vmerutm, an AUorisma, and
we peculiar // already mentioned.
As has been explained in another place, the shells from these

rocks, referred by Owen and Mr. Marcou to Productus semireticu-

Wus and P. Cora, are the P v
-
and P- ^u{-

Watus Shurnard; and, whether distinct or not from the species
nfst named, they are very common in our Western Coal-meas-
U
l
e

-

S
'i

**' P uncft " huhspinm of McChesney

;

*nich is scarcely distinguishable from the punctatus. At any

J™
6

. ^ is, as remarked by McChesney, very common in the Coal-
measures "throughout the Western States." The same shell
£so occurs in the same position twenty-eight miles below Wheel-

avf' !?
Ohio

- p-
!1

'

s list "» bey°nd reason '

le doubt, the widely distributed Coal-measure species, P. Bog-
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ersii of Norwood and Pratten, as it is known to occur there, and

is figured by Mr. Marcou under the name P. scabriculus, in h«

N. Am. Geology. P. puslulosus of his list, judging from the fig-

ure formerly given by him under that name, may be a variety

of the Rogersii. Spirifer striates, var. triplicate Hall, (= S. fat-

ciger of Owen's list), is S. cameratus Morton, everywhere common

in the Coal-measures, and unknown from any lower position.

S. Rocky-Montanus Marcou, is unknown to the writer from any

locality east of the Black Hills. S. lineatus of Marcou's list is

undoubtedly the same shell called S. perplexa by McChesney.

(Trans. Chicago Acad., 1). It is common in the upper Coal-

measures of the West, being, as McChesney correctly states,

found " in the Upper Coal-measures, in almost every part of the

country where rocks of that age exist," It seems to differ from

the Subcarboniferous species generally referred tolineatus maiiily

in being uniformly smaller. Terebratula plano-sulcata of Owen's

and Marcou's lists is almost beyond doubt the Athyris orbicula-

ris of McChesney ; at any rate, that is the species figured by Mr.

Marcou in his North American Geology under the name Terebrat-

ula plano-sulcata Phillips. It may or may not be identical with

Phillips' species ; but, as McChesney correctly states, it occurs in

" the Coal-measures, particularly the upper portion, extensively

distributed in the West." Terebratula Royssii is doubtless the

Spirigera generally referred to that species in the West, bat de-

scribed by McChesney as Athjris <Uf{> renth. Whether identical

or not with the S. Royssii it is a common Upper Coal-measure

form, as remarked by McChesney. Terebratula Utah of Marcou is

aRhynchonella, and, as long since shown by the writer and Ifc

Hayden, is a common companion of the Relzia Mormonii, through

all the Upper Coal-measures of Kansas and Northwestern Mis-

souri. Orthis Umbraculum, more properly Streptorhynchus Umbr

culum, or at least the shell figured under that r— 1

very common in the Coal-measures of Kansa
to, if not into, the Permian.

Terebratula bovidens Morton (= T. millepunctata Hall) first de-

scribed from the Coal-measures of Ohio, is a very common spe-

cies in rocks of that age in the West, and unknown in any oj«

Sh
S

u

tl°n

'd

The Same maj alS° be Said °f SP iriferina KenlU

So we have here a group of fossils which any geologi^ °^

mere amateur collector, acquainted will
our Carboniferous and Sab 3 of the MississipF

valley, would at once, and without a moment's hesitation*

doubt, refer to the Coal-measures. Some few of them are suet
Jjappear to be common to the Coal-measures and Subcarbonj e>

rocks, or are supposed to be, but all the others are whoiij

Known below the horizon of the Millstone grit.
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Again, it should be remembered that, of the foregoing lists,

F' kidtna cyJindrica, the K '<

;
»'Hgera subtilila,

P "ductus a air V n <i0 -\ (or <\.i < <„ liiam/s), Productus costa'vs,

RFlemingii, (= h fjispimt*), Spirip, athieralus, and Orthis Urn-
braculum, all likewise occur at the very localities, and in the
very beds, referred by Mr. Marcou to the so-called Upper and
Lower Dyas. It may also be added that, in the interior of Kan-
sas, as well as at some places in X -brask i an I io\va, all the other
Bellevue species occur m the very beds called Lower Dyas at

Plattesmouth, and some of them, particularly in Kansas, in

much higher positions.

In short, all the rocks seen by Mr. Marcou on the Missouri,
from St. Joseph to the Cretaceous above Bellevue, belong to one
unbroken series of Upper Coal-measures, as was first aWn by
Prof. Swallow; with possibly the exception of some of the high-
est out -crops near Nebraska City, where there is a downward un-
dulation, that may have left portions of the Permian on the
higher parts of the country. The hw little isolated sections
seen by him constitute but a mere fractional portion of this
series; while his reference of these several outcrops fo sm-h
widely different epi - imlhissnp >sition t the beds he calls
Mountain Limestone, form ishud-iike masses, between those he
jefers to the Permian or s„ iM Dyas, were deposited uncon-
formably, howevei liim, may be all set down
as purely imaginary. If he had gone out into the interior, where
ll"s series is much more < b and followed
carefully Qp the b seen exactly the
8<irae beds he at one place c; - 6 ,' rarl iferous, and at oth-
ers Upper and Lower Dyas, with intermediate strata, all follow-
ln
g each other in regular succession without the slightest phy-

sical or paleontoloiiical break. He miuht there also, bv the
sfme method of I sections, and applying

m of fossil evi-
?ence, have found mat rial * iou. . to dh de the so-called Dyas
luto twenty, or bo pleased.

J»\m, the wi ,, ho were directly inter-
ested mthe Perm I (rally desired, and confi-
aently expected, to find somewhere a break between the Permian

ffj^bonifero is . spent more than a month

,

Versing hundre Is of mih-sol th d strict* in Kansas. where
»ese_ro c:ks are best developed. They did not hurry from point

F PO'nt, but followed up the vallevs of the streams on horse-
°ac

*, with a camping party, provided with a wagon and team

f!!],

le lransporta1 limens, &c. Yet, after care-

;• t examining by inch, collect-
"S all the fossils • «ping separate

^
Se from thedifferent strata and seams, they completely satisfied

*• Joes. Sci.-Secon-d Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.-Mabch, 1865.
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themselves tbat there is no where in the whole series any break

indicating a marked change of physical conditions. They found,

it is true, alternations of cl ;s, sandstones, k,

but all resting conformably one upon another, and inseparably

linked together by their organic ren ains. Starting from Leaven-

worth City on the Missouri, where the same Coal-measure rocks

which Mr. Marcou will insist belong, in Iowa. Missouri and I

nois, to the Mountain Limestone, occur characterized by such

fossils as Fusulina cyliudn : > .< t:,»rutus, & piano-con-

vexus, {= Clannyi,.»*. of Mr Maivou's lists), Productuscostalm,

P. semirericulatm, P. punctata*, P. .vquicostatus, (or at any rate

the forms usually so-called in the West), P. Rw/erm, Spiry

subtilita, Ttrebratula bovitlens, R>. . a M rmoniijl ' l

&c, (but even here also containing a species belonging to the

same genus, and near the so-called MunuLis sp'luncaria\—htsj

continued their researches through the succeeding strata to the

Permian in the interior. Through a great thickness of these

rocks, they found the Coal-measure fossils persistent and abiwd-

ant, but occasionally associated with a Permian type.
8 The

higher they ascended in the series, the greater was the propor-

tion of Permian types observed, while the Carboniferous types

gradually disappeared, until at last, above a certain horizon, ana

near the upper part of the series, only Permian forms were met

with, with the exception of the ubiquitous Spin
a shell that could not be distinguished from it. (See this Jour-

nal, [2], xxvii, 424, 1859; Proceed. Acad. Nat. Sci, PhUad-M
1859, p. 8 ; Dr. Newberry's Bept. Geol, Ives' Colorado Expel, p-

One of the most remarkable opinions, however, set forth
£

the paper under review, respecting these rocks is, that all tw

Coal-measures of Northern Missouri, and of Iowa and 111"^
belong, not as supposed by all others, to the horizon of the true

Coal-measures of Europe, but to the Mountain Limestone sen»

He also thinks that possibly the Coal-measures of [ndiacrtj
•

and Michigan, and a part of those of Pennsylvania, Virginia an

Kentucky, may belong to this lower horizon.
That beds of coal occur in the lower part of the J

-* in Penr- 1
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to be barren of coal—are well known facts. But to maintain
that the Coal-measures of Northern Missouri, Iowa and Illinois

belong to this or any lower horizon, to say nothing of those of
the other States mentioned, beneath which the Millstone grit ia

so well developed, is to state a proposition the fallacy of which
is manifest to all who have studied these rocks with even a mod-
erate degree of care. In the first place, the whole physical

structure of our Carboniferous system, and its relations to the

Devonian below, and the Permian above, show at once that the

Coal-measures of the Mississippi valley occupy precisely the

same horizon as those of Europe. Here, as there, we have first,

above the Devonian, the Subcarboniferous or Mountain Lime-
stone group ; then the Millstone grit, and above the latter the

regular Coal-measures, which in Kansas, shade gradually upward
into the Permian. The existence of the extensively developed
regular Coal-measures above the Millstone grit in Pennsylva-
nia, Western Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, and
Southern Illinois, are facts so well known as scarcely to need
mentioning here. It is true that the Millstone grit, which is found
from four to five hundred feet in thickness beneath the Coal-

measures of Southern Illinois,
8 thins out in a north-westerly di-

rection, so that, farther north in Illinois, in Iowa and Missouri,

the Coal-measures are found reposing directly upon the Sub-

carboniferous rocks. If we take this as an evidence, however,
'

< the Coal-measures there belong to the Mountain Limestone
series, we might upon the same principles argue th*
places in these states the coal-bearing strata belong to iuc ***

yonian, or even to the lower part of the Lower Silurian ;
for

^ is well known that, at some localities there, all the intermediate

rocks are wanting, and the Coal-measures are found in direct

contact with these older rocks.
tf we had no stratigraphical evidence, however, in regard to

the parallelism of our Coal-measures with those of Europe, their

flora alone would be sufficient to settle this question. Lesquer-
e«x, who was especially commissioned to study the fossil plants

°t the Coal-measures in connection with the State surveys of

most of the Western States, containing Upper Carboniferous

^including Illinois, says, "if we admit the generic distribu-

g°* of the fossil plants of the coal, as it has been established by

{frongmart in his Tableau des Genres (certainly the best that has

*» attempted, either before or after him), all the European

g^era, even the undefined genus Aphlebia Sternb., have repre-

it,\

,

Mr
;
H " Engelmann> ao assistant in the Illinois State Geographical Survey, gives

* thickness in the sou
: ieet> and ^ *

•wtion showing it to r
°e*» Limestone group, everywhere

y*ed as the up ,

niferous or Mountain Limestone
ienes

- {Tram. Acad. SeL, St. Louit, Nor. 1862, p. 188.)
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sentative species in the Coal-fields of America." 10 He alsoeliowa

by tables in the same article, that out of a list of about 350 known

species of our Coal-measure plants, 150, or approaching one-half,

are identical with European Coal-measure species. Dr. J.S.New-

berry, an equally good authority in this department of paleon-

tology, had previous! v arrived at verv nearly the same conclu-

sion, from a careful study of the Carboniferous flora of Ohio and

some of the neighboring states.
11

In regard to the identity of the Coal-measures of Illinois,

with the regular Coal-measures (overlying the Millstone grit)

of Ohio, Pennsylvania. Kentucky, and other neighboring states,

it is only necessary to again quote Lesquereux, who has given

especial attention to tracing out the parallelism of the subordi-

nate beds at die) the coal fields of the

Middle and Western States. On this point he says, (this Jour.,

[2], xxx, 367,) "Such is, nevertheless, the uniformity of tr,e

distribution of the strata of our coal-basins, that a section made

in Western Illinois or Western Kentucky, or in any part of the

coal-fields in these States, will prove comparatively similar (that

is with some*! :ness of the strata,) to any

section made in the coal-fields of Pennsylvania or Ohio." lw
w This Journal, [2], xxx, 65.

f:*-
:i

-
> '-

•. :: . _.
'



should be remembered, is not bnsed upon
s alone, or oth< also upon a

u.l comparison of

itut it is not alone upon the evidence of structure, and their

fossil flora, that the Illinois Coal-m :.- ires are known to belong
to the same horizon as the res of Indiana,
Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, &e., for we have also the unmis-
takable evidence of its group of animal remains. It is irue, as
in all other formatii soceor in these rocks in

one State that do not in another, but a miscellaneous collection

of shells, Corals, Crinoids, Bryozoa, &c, from the Coal-measures
of any part of Illinois, would be at once referred to that horizon
by any person familiar with the forms characterizing rocks of
the same age in any of the States above mentioned. Long lists

of species might be cited to illustrate this point, but it is wholly
unnecessary

; we may remark, however, that Pleurotomarm
spharulata, P. tabulala, Euom . Macroch&ht9
primigeniu*, of Com 1, , . i are ;

. ,,>:i- > „ i,u.<t characteris-
tic

:

fossils of the ('
«*, but in Jowa

r

Missouri, and in part in Kansas, were first described by Mr.
Conrad from the n -.. - of Western Pennsylvania. *
In relation to the Coal-measures of Illinois belonuing to the

same horizon as th ; va, it is scarcely neces-
sary to say anytl, in otry who have given any
attention to the subject know this to be the case, and even Mr.
Marco u admits it. Indeed, we have the clearest evidence that
we Illinois Coal-field was once continuous with that of Missouri
and Iowa, from wh ated by the broad valley of

"* :~ scooped out bv the Mis '

-

id I

uninterruptedly

—the valley
<

nation of the strata, not wing deep enough to cut it into two
distinct fields.

S

Throughout all this area, these rocks are characterized by essen-

tially the same fauna. As in all other formations, some species

. but the majority are not,M as elsewhere stated most of them range into the Coal-meas-

aresof Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, and some even into Pennsyl-
vania, while comparatively very few of them have even been

^spected of being identical with forms occurring in any lower
Position.

As much of the evidence relied upon in this review in dis-

cussing the relations of the Western Carboniferous and Permian
***s, is derived from the presence or absence of certain types
1 ^achiopoda, it is but fair that we should not dismiss this part
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of the subject without letting it be known that Mr. Mareou does

not admit the validity of the testimony of this class oi

His remarks on this point, however, are so extraordinary, that,

for fear of being suspected of having done him an

the translation, thev are here given in his own words, and in his I

own language. They are as follow? :— " Je suis arrive a la con-

viction qu' apres les foraminiferes, les brachiopodes sont les pins

mauvaises fossiles dont on puisse se servir comme fossiles caracter-

istiques des formations, et qu'en realite" ils ne sont meme pas (In

tout les Leitmuschel. J' ignore ou les zoologistes placent les

brachiopodes, ou meme s'ils sont d' accord entre eux sur la place

a leur assigner ; mais ces sont certainement des etn

rieurs et plus bas meme dans la serie que les coraux, si j'enjuge

du moins d'apres leur utilite pour la geologie pratique."

This is certainly very hard on the Brachiopoda; it was bad

•enough to place them in any sense of the word below the Corals

but to deny them the right, next to the Foraminifera, to tes-

tify in regard to the age of the very rocks to which their shells

have so largely contributed is still worse. Whatever zoologists

may think of this view respecting the rank of the Brachiopoda,

they will certainly accord to it the merit of originality. Geolo-

* gists and paleontologists, however, are not likely to agree with him

in regard to the value of this class of Mollusks as a means oi

distinguishing strata, as their almost united testimony goes *

rectly to the contrary. Various quotations might be made to sboff

this ; but one from Mr. Thos. Davidson of London, the hignesj

authority on the Brachiopoda, particularly the fossil

be sufficient. After speaking of their almost universal dtftnw-

tion in marine strata, he says, " their value to the geolo^
sV

consequently very great; and, as they so commonly fall "nQ .-

his hammer, where other classes are often but sparingly repre

sented, they must, therefore, be looked upon as excellent data w

the age of deposits ; for, although some few individual ton»

pass from one stage to another, the generality are limited toae

mte horizons." 1*

That in the hands of one who first makes up his mind in
'

gard to the age of a formation from its color and other MM 6

ical characters, and then sets to work to interpret its iossiis

cordingly, without the ability or inclination to discriminate

tween the genera Terebralula, Spiriqera, Betzia, and ^Fc
f.^J

the Brachiopoda will be found of little use, and their

discordant, is quite natural to suppose. Under other
^u

stances, however, the result is always very different
all, the Brachiopoda have less reason to complain of Mr. *

for
<*>us practical, than of his theoretical dealings with them,

u
British Foss. Brack GenL
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it will be remembered that, so far as he relied at all upon pa-

leontological evidence, he i t Bellevue, with

a particular formation in New Mexico, and both with the Moun-
tain Limestone of Europe, almost solely upon the testimony of
certain Brachiopoda.

After completing his researches in the region of Bellevue,

Mr. Marcou con! ouri to examine
a sandstone formation extt earn for some dis-

tance below Sioux City, located at the mouth of Sioux River.

3 the age of this formation, the readers of this J

ists in thiscoun-

and Dr Hayden ex-

pedition to the Bud Lands for

s differed widely. In 1853, the \

Prof. Hall. They found hut a few badly preserved fossils in it, but

left the locality under the impression that it was probably Cre-

taceous, as it was id by rock undoubtedly of

that age; which opinion was adopted in a paper published by
Prof. Hall and the writer in Mem. Am, Acad. Arts andSci, 1856.

In his Geological Map, however, of N. America, published in

1855, (Ann. des Mine*, [2], vii), Mr. Marcou had colored this

rock here on the east side of the Missouri, Mountain Lime-

still maintained that it was of Cretaceous age.

Again, in 1858, in reissuing his Geological map, along with
his Geology of No arcou left this rock colored
as before on'both sides of the Missouri, and on page 143 of the

Geology, says, " the red formation of the vicinity of Sioux City,

lying upon the Carboniferous rocks, is of the age of the New
Bed Sandstone."

About the same time, Dr. Hayden and the writer maintained
that the numerous modern types of dicotyledonous leaves found

g this rock could not belong to an older epoch than Cretaceous.

But in a paper published in the Archives des Sci. Bibliotheque Uni-

verselk, June, 1858, Mr. Marcou unhesitatingly referred it, from
our later descriptio- . to the Jurassic. Being perfectly satisfied

that even this could not be the case, and in order to convince
Mr. Marcou and others of the fact, the writer made* sketches of

some of the leaves found in this rock, and sent them to Prof.

Oswald Heer, of Zurich, Switzerland, one of the most eminent

botanical paleontologists of Europe, Dr. Newberry, one of our
.^st authorities in this department of paleontology, being then
in New Mexico. Before Prof. Heer's reply was received, Dr.

dewberry returned, and the specimens of fossil leaves

submitted t^ >-'- ~-j ' - f..n/«<m»prl with us that the

*<wt be (

showed it c
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tionable Cretaceous strata, in a district where tbe undisturbed

condition of all the rocks precluded the supposition that there

might have been an overthrow, settled the question that it could

not be newer.

Soon after Dr. Newberry's return, a letter was received from

Professor Heer, who was evidently deceived by the unusually

modern affinities of the leaves (and doubtless, though un-

consciously to himself, in some degree by the theoretical views

of Mr. Marcou, who was then in Zurich), stating that he could

not regard these leaves of Cretaceous age
T
but that they appeared

most nearly allied to Miocene types. Almost simultaneously^

printed pamphlet was issued by 'Mr. Marcou at Zurich, addressed

to Meek and Hay den, in which he took the ground that they

had included in this leaf-bearing formation all sorts of rocks

excepting Cretaceous, and endorsing Prof. Ileer's suggestion that

the beds containing these leaves are of Miocene age.

Notwithstanding the fact that Dr. Hayden and the writer had

against them as iy as Prof. Heer, they con-

tinued to maintain that" the rock is. ii vertbeless, Cretaceous.

After having expressed so many and such widely different

opinions in regar . we may readily

understand that it must have been with no ordinary degree ot

interest that Mr. Marcou ca se of these sand-

"ally, ns he

:ilful botanical paleontologist, to ass

raveling the knotty question. After a thorough explofflg

however, of the various out-crops in the vicinity of Sioux City,

and along the Missouri below there, both of these gentlemen

completely satisfied themselves that this formation is Cretaceous.

and only Cretaceous, as had been from the first ma ti 1
d »J

all in this country. This they both stated in conversation n

Washington City, and U mite it in the pape

under review. And thus ends one long mooted question w U»

geology of the West.
There are a few points, however, in regard to this formation,

upon which the writer cannot n<oee with Mr. Marcou. ln.tn

first place, lie (M water forffl*i

because he found in ,t shells of a Cyrena ;
(for which he P*

poses the name C. Noua-M ailion thrf * 1

identical with a species found by him in New Mexico). I" 1 '

undoubtedly tfa f Meek & Hayden,". *»»'{*

was long since , and position.
,

presence there, however, by no means proves this to be ah*
water deposit, since the writer and Dr. Hayden found direo ;

referrTd iUo th?°euus 7
™ * Cyprina

>
frora imPerfriCt specimens, but after*
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associated with it casts of an Axiruxa (= Pectimculus). figured and
described by Hall ;md Meek in the Memoirs Am. Acad. Arts
and Sci. Dr. Hayden and the writer have also described from
there a Mactra, under the name M. Siouxensis, and a Pharella.

As Peciunculus and nd Pharella and
Ci/rena are brackish-water types, it is manifest that this rock
was deposited in a bay or est nave been alter-

nately brackish, and salt enough to sustain marine Mollusks. The
nature of the sediment composing it, as well as the numerous
leaves and even trunks of trees, at some places found in it, at-

test the fact of its being a shore deposit.

Again, while admitting this to be a Cretaceous rock, Mr.
Marcou seems to think he is differing from Meek & Hayden, in

not referring it to the oldest Cretaceous, and in placing it on a
parallel with the New Jersey Cretaceous. In this, however, ho
is mistaken. We placed it at the base of our section of the Cre-

taceous rocks of tht

doubtedly holds. But we have not, in our more recent papers,

especially referred it, even provisionally, to the horizon of
the oldest Cretaceous of Europe. Bv looking at our paper
published in the Proceed. Acad. Xnl/Sc<. PhiUtd., Dec, 1861,
page 418, it will be seen that we there refer this rock to the
position or the Gray Chalk of English geologists. It will also
he seen there, and in our other papers, that we have, almost
from the first, raai the exact equiv-
alent of the leaf-bearing beds on Raritan River, New Jersey,
forming the inferior member of the Cretaceous rocks of that
State.

Mr. Marcou also has some remarks on the question of the par-
allelism of this sandstone and the overlying Inoceramus beds,

• part of his Pyramid Mountain section in New
lave not the space to enter upon the discussion of

»w question here, nor is it necessary. The able review of this

wliolu subject in Dr. Newberrv's report as Geologist of Ives's

Colorado Ex pedir trd's several papers on the

geology of Texas, i in so clear a light that

Probably no one but Mr. Marcou has any doubts on the subject,

Koteoh a new Crinoid, referred to on page 164.—Since the re-

marks on page 164 were in type, Mr. Worthen has sent me speci-

yjfof the Crinoid there alluded to, from the Coal-measures

°[ Illinois, which show that, however much it may resemble
L ' !Cr"n>s, it still presents differences of structure believed to be
™ generic import. in flie presence

****** ofm -from the struc
** (at least the i

but two primary
raUi«h instead of three, in each ray. A European specimen
**• J<*e. Scr.-SEC0ND Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116.-Mabch, 1865.

"CLE
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of Encrinus in the private collection of Smithson, deposited it

the Smithsonian Institution, shows five very minute pieces with-

*in those generally considered the basal plates. If these minute

pieces were developed so as to assume the character of true

basal plates, then those generally regarded as such would become

subradials, as in our Crinoid. As this, however, seems never to

have been the case in true Encrinus, it is reasonable to infer that

our Carboniferous form presents other differences entitling it to

rank as the type of a distinct genus. The genus may be named

and characterized as follows

:

Erisocrinus, Meek k Worthen. Basal plates 5; subradials

5 ; radials 2x5; anal and interradial pieces none. Column

and arms unknown. We know the following species:—

1. E. typus M. & W.—Body, below the summit of the fire

radial pieces, basin-shaped, rounded below, and subpentagonal

in outline above; composed of thick, smooth, scarcely convex

plates ; breadth 0'60 inch, height 024 inch. Basal pieces small,

about half hidden by the column; subradials three tiroes as

large as the. basal pieces, equally hexagonal; first radial pieces

much larger, of equal size and form, being all wider than long,

pentagonal in outline, and broadly truncated above for the re-

ception of the succeeding radials, which are nearly as laj.

equally pentagonal, and support upon their superior siopi „

sides either the first brachial pieces, or a series of secondary ra-

dials.—From the Coal-measures, near Springfield, 111.
.

i
" ™ Nebrascensi< M, k \Y .

— Differs from the forego'"?™

having the cup below the summit of the first radials proportion-

in consequen
may be only ;

ally deeper, in consequence of the larger size of the &" u*"-

g
.

pieces, but may be onlv a variety of the same. Breadth, uw-

Art. XXl.-Analysis of a Carbonate of Lime andM«W%
(Spartaite of Breithaupt.) from Sterling, Sussex ®f l^ M
Jersey; by S. W. Tyler, A.B. Communicated, with remax

by C. U. Shepard.

More than a year since I supplied Mr. Tyler (a groJ
a

^
this College) with verv fresh specimens of this mineral,

&
analyzed during his residence at the Gottingen Laboratorj.

has just forwarded to me, under date of Nov. 10th, the w»

he has obtained -^sd*
"Sp.gr.gr. =2-815. Before the blowpipe, decrepitates*.

black without fusing. With soda and microcosm ^
gives the well-known reaction of manganese. Not aew

^

by acetic acid, but dissolves easily with effervescence

chlorhydric acid.
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Analysis gives,

MnO, .

CaO,

MnO,
4CaO,
5CQ2,

This is the same mineral as that referred to by Kammelsberg,

pnge 209 of his Handbuch der Miner-alchemic, as analyzed by
Jenzsch and Kichter with the following results

:

Water, .... 032

~^f5 1 00-30

Rammelsberg gives the following as an approximative formula,

based on the foregoing

:

Regarding the magnesia, iron and zinc as accidental, I have

only to add, respecting the species, that in color it is generally a

yery pale reddish white, and where associated with dysluite and

jeffersonite (hedenbergite) of a bluish gray tint, sometimes (from

partial decomposition) yellowish or reddish brown. It cleaves

with facility; and the rhombohedrons thus obtained- afford, both

ty the common and the reflective goniometer, angles rather

over than under 106°. The planes are striated parallel to their

longer diagonals. With borax before the blowpipe the character-

istic manganese reaction is speedily produced.
This mineral had fo rs been reC0gnized in my cabinet as a

double carbonate of lime and manganese, and called by me cat-

"mngite, a denoi have only recently knrned
Das been a

xyd of zinc), I would suggest

> of cal'cimangitefor it, as an appellation

> prevent confusion, the more especially as the two mm-
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ART. XXIL— Contributions to the f/V: ' < f Xatural Walm;

by T. Sterry Hunt, A.M., F.R.S.

It is proposed to divide this essay into three parts, in the first

of which will be considered some general principles which mar,

form the basis of a correct * bemi .
I history of natural waters.

The second part will embrace a series of chemical nnnlvses of

mineral waters from the Paleozoic rocks of the Cliamplain and

St. Lawrence basins, together with some river-waters; and the

third part will consist chiefly of deductions and generalizations

from these analvses.

§ 1. The solvent powers of water are such that this liquid is

never met with in nature in a perfectly pure state ;
even meteoric

waters hold in solution, bea gen, carbonic acid,

ammonia, and nitrous com ' ties of solid ma-

ters which were previously suspended in the form of dust in tM

atmosphere. After falling to the earth, these same waters be-

come still farth
. foreign elements of very

variable nature, according to the conditions of the surface on

which they fall.

§ 2. Atmospheric waters, coming in contact with decaying

vegetable matters at the earth's surface, take from them two

classes of soluble ingredients, organic and inorganic, w
waters of many streams an 1 brown with #

solved organic matter, and yield, when evaporated to dryness

•colored residues which carbonize by heat. This
stance, in some cases at least is i t /< 1. and similar it no* '

tical in compos
Berzelius. The decaying vegetation, at the same time thai

it yields a portion of its in a soluble fi*J

parts with the mineral or cinereal elements which it m
moved from the soil during life. The salts of potassium, cal Jand magnesium, the silica and phosphates which are so esse*

tome growing plant, are liberated during the process ot a»S
and henee we find these elements almolt wanting in peat an
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coal. See, on this point, the analyses by Vohl of peat, peat-moss,

and the soluble matters set free during its decay. Ann. der

Ohm. undPharm, cix, 185, cited in Mp. Chun. Appliquee, i, 289.

Also Lieliig, analysis of bog-water: Letters on M<,dtm Agnad-
lure, p. 44; and, in the second part of this paper, the analysis of
the waters of the Ottawa river.

§ 3. At the same time, an important change is effected in the

gaseous contents of the atmospheric waters. The oxygen
which they hold in solution is absorbed by the decaying organic

matter, and replaced by car! mie ; :icl, while any nitrates or

nitrites which may be present are by the same means reduced to

the state of ammonia (Kuhlmann). By thus losing oxygen, and
taking up a rend i

!

matter, these waters be-

come reducing instead of oxydizing media in their farther

progress.

§ 4. We have thus far considered the precipitated atmospheric
waters as remain

i

great portion of
them sooner or later in their course come upon permeable strata

by which they are absorbed, and in their subterranean circula-

tion undergo important changes. The effect of ordinary argil-

laceous strata destitute of neutral soluble salts may be first ex-

amined. Between such sedimentary strata and the waters

charged with organic and mineral matters from decaying vege-

tation, there are' i

• The composition of these

waters is peculiar.' Thev contain, relatively to the sodium,
a large amount of sides notable quantities of
silica and phosph the dissolved organic mat-
ters and the earl I

in some cases nmmoniacal
salts and nitrates or nitrites. The sulphuric acid and chlorine

are moreover not sufficient to neutralize the alkalies, which are

perhaps in part combined with silica or with an organic acid.

§ 5. The experiments of Way, Voelcker, and others have
flown that when such waters are brought into contact with ar-

gillaceous sedir-m »b, ammonia, sil-

Je»> and phosphoi c matter, which remain in

combination wil mder ordinary conditions i

lphuric acid nor chlom

appears from the experi- •

, L
l of Eichhor to the action of hydrated

d(>uble aluminous silicates ; and the process is one of double
exchange, an equivalent of Hme or soda being given up for the

Pot «ish and ammonia retained. The phosphates are probably

gained in comb .a or peroxyd of iron
;
and

J.

he S'l'ca and or tor into insoluble combma-
ll0as. It follows from these reactions that the surface-waters

barged with the products of vegetable decay, after having been
bro*gat in contact with argillaceous sediments, retain little else
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than sulphates, chlorids, or carbonates of soda, lime and mag-

nesia. In this way the mineral matters required for the growth

of plants, and by them removed from the soil, are again restored

to it; and from this reaction results the small proportion of

potash salts in the waters of ordinary springs and wells as com-

pared with river-waters. From the waters of rivers, lakes, and

seas, aquatic plants again take up the dissolved potash, phos-

phates, and silica; and the subsequent decay of these plants in

contact with the ooze of the bottom, or on the shores, again re-

stores these elements to the earth. See a remarkable essay by

Forchhammer, on the composition of fucoids, and their geologi-

cal relations, J<mr. r PrakL < kern., xxxvi, 388.

§ 6. The observations of Eichhorn upon the reaction between

solutions of chlorids and pulverized chabazite, which, as a by-

drated silicate of alumina and lime, may perhaps be taken as a

representative of the hydrous double silicates in the soil, show

that these substitutions of protoxyd bases are neither complete

nor absolute. It would appear, on the contrary, that there
:

takes

place a partial exchange or a partition of bases according to

their respective affinities. Thus the normal chabazite in pres-

ence of a solution of chlorid of sodium exchanges a large por-

tion of its lime for soda; but if the resulting soda compound
.

w

placed in a solution of chlorid of calcium, an inverse substitu-

tion takes place, and a portion of lirne enters again into the s

cate, replacing an equivalent of soda ;
while, by the action or

»

solution of chlorid of potassium, both lime and soda are, ^ a
.-i

extent, replaced by potash. In like manner, chabazite in «'«

by the action oJ . moniac, a part of the lime"*

i portion of theammonij

.nssium and sodium, but
been replaced by ammonia, will eive up a portion of theammonia,

i -'
-

'

iciian:/''

only to solutions of chlorids of potassiun
i to chlorid of calcium. It results from these n

tions, that there is a point where a chabazite c

i and soda, or lime and ammonia, would remain

*xed solutions of the corresponding chlorids, the i

of the rival bases being balanced.' Inasmuch, however,

proportions of ammonia and potash in natural waters are uo«-v

small, when compared with the amounts of lime ana
^

existing in the form of hydro-silicates in the soil, the re.

these affinities is an almost complete elimination of thearnmoiu

and potash from infiltrating waters. . , ^ ffay

. § 7. That the replacement of one base by another in u ^
b'g, Beherain and others, 'who bare o— .

gypsum removes from soils a certain amount of P°>T^

by the experiments o
{

5 observed thai
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s not certain that all the above reactions observed for

zite are applicable without modification to the double hy-

dro-aluminous silicates of sedimentary strata. Were such t

lit, in certain conditions, be effect

waters. Thus, in presence of a great

nportant chan d conditions, be effected

the composition of saline waters. Thus, in presence of a gr

ount of a hydrous silicate of lime and alumina, solution;

chlorid of sodium might acquire a considerable i

chlorid of calcium ; but it is probable that these reactions, how-
ever important they may be in relation to the soil, and to sur-

face-waters with their feeble saline impregnation, have at present

bat little influence on the composition of the stronger saline

waters. It is, however, not impossible that the action of the

ancient sea-waters, holding a large amount of chlorid of calcium,

upon the hydrated and half-decomposed feldspars which consti-

tuted the clays of the period, may have given rise to those double

silicates which formed the lime-soda feldspars so abundant in the

Labrador series.

§ 8. The reactions just described assume an importance in the

case of waters impregnated with soluble matters from vegetable

decay, and in this event another and not less important class of

phenomena intervenes, which are due to the deoxydizing power
of the dissolved organic matter. By the action of this upon the

insoluble peroxyd of iron set free from the decomposition of

ferruginous minerals and disseminated in the sediments, pro-

toxyd of iron is formed, which is soluble both in carbonic acid,

and in the excess of the organic (acid) matter. By this means,
not only are great qunntities of iron dissolved, but masses of

tirely deprived of iron-oxyd, and
*ers thus

hydrated peroxyd.
when the organic matter is in excess, carry down a greater

proportion of it in combination. Such organic matters are i«.w

absent from limonite, and in some specimens of ochre amount

Jo as much as fifteen per cent.
2 The conditions under which

hydrous peroxyd of manganese is often found are very similar

to those of hydrous peroxyd of iron, with which it is so fre-

quently associated
; and there is little doubt that oxyd of man-

ganese may be dissolved by a process like that just pointed out.

A portion of manganese has been observed in the soluble mat-

ters from deeavin° peat-moss; and it seems to be generally

P^sent in small q
aters-

_

§ 9- There is reason to believe that alumina is also, under

certain conditions, dissolved by '

Al»e existence of pigotite, a native
aa organic acid, and the occasional association of gibbsite with

are sometimes entirely ucjjuvcu wi uvu-v—j«
thus beds of white clay and sand are formed. The waters

charged with proto-salts of iron absorb oxygen when expo:

we air, and then deposit the metal as hydrated peroxyd, i
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limonite point to such a reaction. That it is not more abundant

in solution, is due to the fact that, unlike most other metallic

oxyds, alumina, instead of being separated in a free state by the

slow decompos I compounds, remains in com-

bination with silica. The formation of bauxite, a mixture of

hydrate of alumina with variable proportions of hydrous per-

oxyd of iron, which forms extensive beds in the Tertiary sedi-

ments of the great Mediterranean basin, indicates a solution of

alumina on a gra 3 owes its origin to the de-

composition of solutions of native alum by alkaline or earthy

carbonates. Emery, a crystalline anhydrous form of alumina,

has doubtless been formed' in a similar manner. See this Journal,

[2] xxxii, 287. The existence in many localities of an insoluble

sub-sulphate of alumina, websterite, in layers and concretionary

masses in Tertiary clays, evidently points to such a process.

Compounds con - -
: ,, na are frequently

found in fissures of the chalk in'iv-i;m>l. On the absence of

free hyd rated al 11 mi na fro j ted i n this Jour-

nal, [2] xxxv, 292.

§ 10. The organic matter dissolved by the surface-waters

serves to reduce to the condition of sulphurets the various sol-

uble sulphates which it takes up at the same time or meets with

in its course. These sulphurets, decomposed by carbonic acid,

which is in part derived from the atmosphere, and in part from

the oxydation of the carbon of the organic matter, give rise to

alkaline and earthy carbonates on the one hand, and to sul-

phuretted hydrogen on the other. In this way, under the influ-

ence of a somewhat elevated temperature, are generated sulphur-

01.1s waters, whether of > : „• f tropical sea-

marshes and lagoons. The reaction between the sulphurets thus

formed and the salts or oxyds of iron, c >ppor and similar metals

which maybe present, giv sulphurets. i' e

decomposition of sulphuretted hydrogen by the oxygen of the

air, produces native sulphn with wli h ire generally »
associated sulphates of lime and strontia. Bv virtue of these

reactions, soluble sulphates of lime and magnesia may be com-

pletely eliminated from Insoluble carbon-

ates, and the su;
| hydrogen, free sulphnr, °ra

metallic sulphuret. More •

1 r has pointed o«

in the paper already cited, sulphuret of potassium in the pres-

ence of ferruginous clays is also completely separated fronjsj-

t.on, the sulphur as sulphuret of iron, and the alkali as a doaW"

§ U° We have" thus far considered the composition of *jgwater** modified bythe or by the reaction*

between the mati | the perm*-;

sediments. Not less imports . the elements
0>u»
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removed by substitution from sedimentary strata are those
which are liberated by the slow decomposition of the minerals
composing these sediments.

It has long been known that in the transformation of a feld-

spar into kaolin the double silicate of alumina and alkali takes
up a portion of water, and is resolved into a hydrous silicate of
alumina ; while the alkali, together with a definite portion of
silica, is separated in a soluble state. The feldspar, an anhydrous
double salt formed at an elevated temperature, has a tendency

a portion of water, and break up into two simpler silicates.

Daubree has moreover shown that when kaolin is exposed to a
heat of 400° C. in presence of a soluble silicate of potash the
two silicates unite and regenerate feldspar. These reactions are
completely analogous to those presented by very many other
double salts, ethers, amids, and similar compounds. The pre-

liminary conditions of this conversion of feldspar into kaolin
and a soluble alkaline silicate, however, still require investiga-
tion. It is known that while some feldspathic rocks appear
almost unalterable, others containing the same species of feld-

spar are found converted into kaolin to a depth of many feet

from the surface. This chemical alteration, according to Four-
net, is always preceded by a mechanical change of the feldspar,

which first becomes opaque and friable, and is thus rendered per-

meable to water. He oonc lo be molecular
and to be connected with the passage of the silicate into a dimor-
phous or allotropic condition.

3

§ 12. The researches of Ebelman in the alterations of various
rocks and minerals have thrown considerable light on the rela-

jions of sediments and natural waters.
1 From the analyses of

basaltic and similar rocks, which include silicates of lime, mag-
nesia, iron and manganese in the forms of pyroxene, hornblende
and olivine, and ow and superficial decom-
position under atmospheric influences, it appears that during the

process of decay the greater part of the lime and magnesia is

removed, together with a large proportion of silica. It was
found moreover tnat in the case of a rock apparently composed
°t labradorite and pyroxene, the removal of the lime and mag-
nesia from the decomposed portion was much more complete

what of the alkalies; showing thus the comparatively greater

^ability of the feldspathic element. The decomposition of the

th «
par in these mixed rocl£S is

'
hovv9ver

'

at lenSth effected
'

and
he final result approximate ' ' of alumina, or

^y- This slow decomposition of silicates of protoxyd-bases
PPears to be due to the action of carbonic acid, which, remov*
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ing the lime and magnesia as carbonates, liberates the silica in a

soluble form ;
while the iron and manganese, passing to a state

of higher oxydi the action of organic

matters intervenes to give them solubility.

§ 13. It is to be remarked that, apart from the peculiar and

complete decomposition resulting in the production of kaolin, to

which, orthoclase, oligoclase, and some other feldspathi^gj

leucite, beryl, and perhaps also the scapolites and albite are oc-

casionally subject, orthoclase is less liable to change than ilie

soda-feldspars, albite, oligoclase and labradorite. Weathered sur-

faces of these become covered with a thin, soft, white and

opaque crust, from decomposition, while the surfaces of ortho-

clase under similar conditions still preserve their hardness and

translucency. The decomposition of feldspathides, and other

aluminous double silicates, w m th< r rapid and complete, or slow

and partial, apparently yields the same results. A gradual pro-

cess of this kind is constantly going on in the feldspatbic mat-

ters which form a larj • <>:-; i . mi of the mechanical sediments

of all formations; and in deeply buried strata is not improbably

accelerated by the elevation of temperature. The soluble alka-

line silicate resulting from this process is in most cases decom-

posed by carbonates of lime and magnesia in the sediments, giv-

ing rise to silicates of thea for the greater pa«

separated in an insoluble state,) and to carbonate of soda, unij

in rare cases does potash appear in large proportion among tw

soluble salts thus liberated from sediments, partly because sow-

feldspars are more subject to change, and partly from the a

that potash salts would be separated from the p
m virtue of the reactions mentioned in § 5. Hence it happen3

that apart from the neutral soda salts of extraneous origj

.

waters permeating Bedim* ;aliferous silK»«»

generally bring to the surface little more than soda com
J"

*

with carbonic and sometimes with boric acid, and carbotfi

lime andmagnes a,

§14. This explanation of the decomposition of alkali^

silicates and of the origin of carbonate of soda is opposed
toi

view of Bischof, who conceives that carbonic acid is ti«e

agent in decomposing fcldspathic minerals.
6 Tl

of waters charg id is undoubted as sho*^

various experimenters. esj < t
*• hv the Messrs. Rogers, ^

this acid is no: iesfeqo'f^J
proportion of it

.adequate tw

gas, which is bv no mean'. anient of n»

J
springs. A copious evolution of carbonic acid is obsen

* Bischof, Chcm. Gcol., ii, 181. This Journal, [2],
v. 401,
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the vicinity of the lake of Laacli, where the alkaline waters

studied by Bischof occur.' The same thing is met with in many
other localities of nay be mentioned
the region around i containing car*

bonate of soda, and highly charged with carbonic acid, rise in

abundance from the Lo\ ci Silurian strata; but farther north-

ward, along the v I he St. Lawrence,

similar alkaline saline waters, which abound in the continuation

of the same geolc i « not at all acidulous. From
this the conclusion seems justifiable that the production of car-

bonate of soda is a process, in some cases at least, independent
of the presence of free carbonic acid. In this connection, it is

well to recall the solvent power of pure water on alkaliferous

silicates, as shown more especially by Bunsen, and also by
Damour, who found t i; t li.Aill d water at temperatures much
below 212° takes up from si ite and calcined

mesotvpe, comparatively large amounts both of silica and alka-

lies. '(Damour, Ann. Chem^ct Pfojs., [3], xix, 481.)

j
§ 15 Another and an important source of mineral impregna-

tion to waters ex
i salts enclosed in sedimentary

strata, both in the solid st: te an 1 in aqueous solution, and for

the most part of marine origin. In order to form some concep-

tion of the amount of saline matters which may be contained in

a dissolved state in the roekv strata of the earth, we have made
numerous experin the porosity of various

rocks; some few of the rest here be noticed.

Fragments of the rocks were dried at a heat of 150° to 200° F.,

m a current of dry air until they ceased to lose weight.
r

l hey

were then soaked 'in disti 1, d wai r. a id k
|

t under it for many
hours beneath an exhausted receiver. When thus saturated

•hey were wiped :

'-''
to determine the a

absorption, and
secondly, in water to give, by the loss in weight, the volume of

tje specimens. These data - <>f determining

toe volume of water absorbed, which is given below for 100.00

pto of different rocks from the Paleozoic strata of the bt.

Lawrence basin.

Bischof, Lehrbuch, i, 857-363.
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The above data might be much more extended, but sufficient

have been given to show the porosity of the principal Paleozoic

rocks of the basin.
8

§ 16. If we take from the Potsdam sandstone the mean of the

first three trials, giving 26 per cent for the volume of water

which it is capable of holding in its pores, we find that a thickness

of 100 feet of it would contain in everv square mile, in round num-

bers, 70,000,000 cubic feet of water'; an amount which would

supply a cubic foot (over seven gallons) a minute for more than

thirteen years. The observed thickness of the Potsdam sand-

stone in the district of Montreal, varies from 200 to 700 feet,

and the mean of 500 feet may be taken. To this are to be added

300 feet for the Calciferous formation, whose capacity for water

may be taken, like the Potsdam sandstone, at 2"5 percent. We

have thus in each square mile of these formations, wherever

they lie below the water-level, a volume of 490,000,000 cubic

feet of water, equal to a supply of a cubic foot per minute for

106 years. The capacity of the 800 feet of Chazy and Trenton

limestones which succeed these lower formations, may be fairly

taken at one half that of those just named. But it is unneces-

sary to multiply such calculations—enough has been said to

show that these sedimentary strata include in their pores grea

quantities of water, which was originally that of the ocean ot

the Paleozoic age. These strata throughout the great Silurian

basin of the St. Lawrence, are now "for the greater part beneath

the sea-level ; nor is there any good reason for supposing them

to have ever been elevated much above their present horizon.

Wells and borings sunk in various places in these rocks snow

them to be still filled with bitter saline waters; but in region*

where these rocks are inclined and dislocated, surface-waters

gradually replace these saline waters, which in a mixed and dilu-

ted state appear as mineral springs. These saline solution*

other things being equal, will be better preserved m limestone

or argillaceous rocks than in the more porous and pernieao

sandstones.

§ 17. But besides the saline matters thus disseminated in

dissolved state in ordinary sedimentary rocks, there are g»

volumes of sali I .
charged witftj"

results of the e eins. These stra»

enclose not only gypsum and rock-salt, but in some regw

large quantities of the double chlorid of potassium and rnac
rf

Ren*, camallite; and in others sulphate of soda, su IPn*
ite

magnesia, and complex sulphates like blodite and polyhaj
g

Besides these crystalline salts, the mother-liquors containing

ISSN'S
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more soluble and uncrystallizable compounds, may also be sup-
posed to impregnate, in some cases, the sediments of these salif-

erous formations. The conditions under which these various
salts are deposited from sea-

| knifl to the com-
position of the ocean in earlier geological periods, are reserved
for consideration in § 22. ! more from these
saliferous strata their soluble ingredients; which, together with
the ancient sea-waters of other sedimentary rocks, give rise to
the various neutral saline waters; while the mingling of these
in various proportions with the alkaline waters whose origin has
been described in § 13, produces intermediate classes uf\vatera
of much interest.

§ 18. I have elsewhere described the results of a series of ex-
periments on the mutual action of the waters of these two
classes.

9 When a dilute solution of bicarbonate of soda is grad-
ually added to a solution which, like sea-wafer, contains besides
chlorid of sodium, the chlorids and sulphates of calcium and
magnesium, the greater part of the lime separates as carbonate,,
carrying down with it only from one to three hundredths of car-
Donate of magnesia; a portion of lime however remaining in
solution as bicarbonate. When the chlorid of calcium is wholly
decomposed, the m I ed in its turn, and there
anally results a solution in which the whole of the earthly
chlorids are replaced by chlorid of sodium. A farther addition
of the solution of carbonate of soda gives them the character of
alkaline-saline waters; which moreover contain abundance of
earthy carbonates.

.

The substitution of neutral carbonate for bicarbonate of soda
to the above experiment does not affect the result, except in
causing a somewhat larger proportion of magnesia to be thrown
down with the carbonate of lime. The resulting liquid still re-

rbonates in solution.
10

§ 19. In the sa -rids generally
Predominate, the sulphates being small in amount, and often
altogether wanting. Some exceptions to this are however met
Wl

.

th
; for apart from waters impregnated with gypsum, whose

JJ'gto is readily understood, there are others in which sulphate
ot seda or sulphate of magnesia enter largely. The soda-salt
m*y sometimes be formed by the reaction between solution of
gypsum and natr n d to in § 7; or by the

decomposition of gypsum by a solution of carbonate of soda;
w^e in other cases its origin will probably be found in the

J
atural deposits of sulphates, such as glauberite, thenardite, and

hTkl
r*Salt

' which occur in saliferous rocks ;
a similar origin is

Probable for many of those springs in which sulphate of mag-

' Thia Journal, T21, xxviii, 1.0.
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process; and is, according to Mitsehcilich, due to a reaction be-

I
\ jisum.

§ 20. In support of this view, it was found by the chemist

just named that when a solution of sulphate of lime was made

to filter for some time through pulverized magnesian limestone,

it was decomposed with the formation of carbonate of lime and

sulphate of magnesia. This reaction I have been unable to ver-

ify. A solution of gvi sum in distilled water was made toper-

colate slowly through a column of several inches of finely-

powered dolomite : and alter ten nitrations, occupying as man/

days, no perceptible amount of sulphate of magnesia had been

formed. Solutions of gypsum were then digested for many

months with pul - v. tb crysta I

bor.ate of magnesia, but with similar negative results; nor did

the substitution of a solution of chlorid of calcium lead to the

formation of any soluble magnesian salt. Solutions of gypsum

were then impregnated with carbonic acid, and allowed to remain

in contact with
I and with magnesite as be-

fore, during six months of the warm season, when onty'f
a

£
preciable traces of magnesia were taken into solution. 1K«

experiments show that no decomposition of dissolved gypsum"

effected by native carbonate of magnesia or by the double car-

bonate of lime and magnesia at ordinary temperatures.

§21. I find however that hvdrated carbonate of magnesj.

readily completely decomposes a solution of gypsum when .

tated with it, with formation of carbonate of lime and suipw

of magnesia, and the same result is produced with the nai

hydnte of rriag I with a solution of gyPs"

m presence of carbonic acid. Now there may be dolomi«*

which contain an admixture of hydro-carbonate of magnesia,

therecertainly are others which like predazzite, are penem"

"nth hydrate of magnesia. The reaction between solutions

•gypsum and such magnesian limestones, (with the wterv

e

in the case of predazzite, of atmospheric carbonic acid), *

suffice to explai ined by Mitscherlich, ana

appearance in certain cases of sulphate of m: .

rescence on dolomites. In the experiments above descry
nearly pUre crystalline dolomites from the Guelph and iMV

formations were made use of. nt j c

§ 22. When sea-water is exposed to spontaneous evaPor
'

the lime which it contains separates in the form of sojpw.^ \sum being feut sparingly soluble in a concentrated
brine,
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the greater portion of the chlorid of sodium crystallizes out in

a nearly pure state. The mother-liquor of specific gravity 1*24,

having lost about four-fifths of its chlorid of sodium, still con-

tains dissolved a large proportion of sulphate of magnesia. If

the evaporation is continued at the ordinary temperature, till a
density of 1-32 is attained, about one-half of the magnusian .sul-

phate separates, mixed with common salt; and by reducing the

temperature to 6° C, a large portion of pure sulphate of mag-
nesia now crystallizes out. The further evaporation of the re-

maining liquor by the heat of summer causes the potassium salts

to separate in the form of a hydrous double chlorid of potassium
and magnesium, an artificial carnallite."

By varying somewhat the conditions of temperature, the sul-

phate of magnesia and chlorid of sodium of the mother-liquor

undergo mutual decomposition, with the production of sulphate

of soda and chlorid of magnesium. Hydrated sulphate#of soda

crystallized out fi -non at 0° C, and by re-

ducing the temperature to -18° C. the greater part of the sul-

phates may be separated in this form from the mother-liquor of

124, previously diluted with one-tenth of water ; without which
addition a mixture of hydrated chlorid of sodium would sepa-

rate at the same time. If, on the other hand, the temperature of

the mixed solution be raised above 50° C, the sulphate of soda

crystallizes out in the anhydrous form, as tlienardite. By the

spontaneous evap le heats of summer of the

niother-liquors of density 135, a double sulphate of potassium
and magnesium separates. These reactions are taken advantage
of on a great scale in Balard's process, as modified by Merle,

1 '

for extracting salts from sea- water.

§ 23. The results of the <: ater would how-
ever be widely different if an excess of lime-salts were present.

g this case the whole of the sulphates present would be depos-

ited in the form of irvpsum at an early stage of the evaporation,

a»d the mother- 1; -ion of the greater part of

»i»e common salt, would contain little else than the chlorids of

sodium, potassiun •esium.

§ 24. A conside ions of the ocean in earlier

- -

n, the nekl pa-inir <
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geological periods will show that it must have contained a much

larger quantity of lime-salts than at present. The alkaline car-

bonates, whose origin has been described in § 13, and which

from the earliest times have been flowing into the sea, have

gradually modified the composition of ite waters, separating the

lime as carbonate, and thus replacing the chlorid of calcium hy

chlorid of sodium, as I have long since pointed out." This re-

action has doubtless been the source of all the carbonate of lime

in the earth's crust, if we except that derived from the decom-

position of calcareous silicates. (§ 12). In this decomposition

by carbonate of soda, as already described in § 18, it results

from the incompatibility of chlorid of calcium with hydrous

carbonate of magnesia, that the lime is first precipitated with a

little adhering carbonate of magnesia, and it is only when the

chlorid of calcium is all decomposed that the magnesian chlorid

is transformed into carbonate of magnesia. This latter reaction

can consequently take place only in limited basins, or in portions

cut off from the oceanic circulation.

§ 25. It follows from what has been said that the lime-salt

may be eliminated from sea-water either as sulphate or as car-

bonate. In the latter case no concentration is required; while

in the former the conditions are two,—a sufficient proportion of

sulphates to convert the whole of the lime into gypsum, and

such a degree of concentration of the water as to render this in-

soluble. These conditions meet in the evaporation of modern

sea-water; but the evaporated sea water of earlier periods with

its great predom ., WOuld still contain large

amounts of chlorid of calcium, the insolubility of gypsum m

this case serving to eliminate all the sulphates from the mother-

liquor. Evaporation alone would not suffice to remove tne

whole of the lime-salts from le calcium present

was more than equivalent to the sulphuric acid ;
but the inter-

vention of carbonate of soda would be required.

§ 26. In concentrated and evaporating waters freed tro-

Jime-salts by either of the reactions just mentioned, but stu

holding sulphate of magn sss, which 1 W*
elsewhere described, may intervene." The addition ofasoiu

tion of bicarbonate of lime to such a solution gives rise, dj

double decomposition, to sulphate of lime and bicarbonate «

magnesia. The former being much the less soluble salt, especial

in a strongly saline liquid, is deposited as gypsum ;
and so_

quently the mag is precipitated in a nyaru

form. The effect of this reaction is to eliminate from the**

water both the sulphuric acid and the magn
permanent addition to it of any foreign elemen

13
Canadian Journal for 1858 p •<)«•• this Journal ftl xxv, 102, andjW"
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• § 27. Gypsum may thus be separated from sea-water by two
distinct processes,—the one a reaction between sulphate of mag-

nesia and chlorid of calcium, and the other between the same
sulphate and carbonate of lime. The latter, involving a separa-

tion of bicarbonate of magnesia, can as we have seen, only take

place when the whole of the chlorid of calcium has been elim-

inated ; and if we suppose the ancient ocean, unlike the present,

to have contained more than an equivalent of lime for each

equivalent of sulphuric acid, it is evident that a lake or basin of

sea-water free from lime salts could only have been produced by

the intervention of carbonate of soda. The action of this must

have eliminated the whole of the lime as carbonate, or at lea^t

have so far reduced the amount of this base that the sulphates

present would be sufficient to separate the remainder by evapo-

ration, in the form of gypsum, and still leave in the mother-

liquor a quantity of sulphate of magnesia for reaction with bi-

carbonate of lime.

The source of the magnesian carbonate, whose union, under

certain conditions, with the carbonate of lime gives rise to the

dolomite,
1 ' may thus be due either to the reaction just described

between bicarbonate of lime and solutions holding sulphate of

magnesia, or to the direct action of carbonate of soda upon

waters containing magnesian salts : lmi in either case the pre-

vious eliminate • chlorid of calcium must

be considered an indispensable preliminary to the production of

the magnesian carbonate.
§28. To the three principal sources of mineral matters in

mineral waters already enumerated, viz.. d '< i.v. vi <
i^.mic mat-

ters, decomposing silicates and the soluble saline matters m
rocks, a few other minor ones must be added. One of these is

theoxydation of metallic sulphurets, chiefly iron-pyrites, giving

nse to sulphate of iron, and more rarely to sulphates of copper,

zinc, cobalt and nickel : and by secondary reactions to sulphates

Alumina, lime. ,

lies. This process of oxyd-

at'on is necessai local, but the soluble sul-

Phates thus formed have probably played a not unimportant

*'d wits, there is another'class of waters characterized by the

pence of free sulphuric or chlorhydric acid or both together

These acid waters as products of volcanic

action, during v.
[

>
P IXoka evolved°in large quantities. This latter element generally

co*es to the surface as sulphuretted hydrogen, which by the
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oxydation of the hydrogen may deposit its sulphur in craters

and fissures. In other cases, as shown by Dumas, the sulphur

and hydrogen may be slowly and simultaneously oxydized at a

low temperature, giving rise directly to sulphuric acid. Not lea

frequent, however, is probably the direct conversion, by com-

bustion of the sulphuretted hydrogen into water and sulphur-

ous acid, which afterward absorbing oxygen from the air is con-

verted into sulphuric acid.

§ 30. The source of the hydrochloric acid and the sulphur of

volcanos is probably the decomposition of chlorids and sul-

phates at high temperatures. It is known that for the decom-

position of earthy chlorids, water and an elevated temperature

are sufficient, and at a higher temperature, chloric! of sodium is

readily decomposed in presence of siliceous and aluminous min-

erals, with the intervention of water. Another agency which

probably comes into play in volcanic phe
organic matters, which, reducing the sulphates to sulphurets,

enable the sulphur to be subsequently disengaged as sulphuret-
P

r with or without

3 and argillaceous

emiiue ine suipnur to be subsequently disenga«
ted hydrogen by the operation of water, eithei

)f carbonic a

tauers. hven in cases where this reducir.& „~.
the ignition of sulphates in contact with earthy matters must

liberate the sulphuric acid as a mixture of sulphurous acid and

oxygen
; and these uniting a upward through

the strata, may give rise to springs of sulphuric acid.
1 ' There-

actions similar to those just noticed, involving borates like stass-

furthite and hayesine, or V, .urmaline, etc, are

to be ascribed the large amounts of boric acid which are sub-

imed in some volcanos, or volatilized with the watery vapor ot

the Tuscan suffioni.

§ 31. The action of subterranean heat upon buried strata con-

taining sulphates and chlorids is then sufficient to explain the

appearance of hydrochloric and sulphurous acids and sulphur,

even without the intervention of organic matters, which ap
however, seldom or never wanting ; whether as coal, lignite-

J'

tumen, and pyroschists, or in a more divided condition. lje

presence of hydrogen and of marsh-gas, as observed by Devilie

among volcanic products, is an evidence of this. The genera-

tion of marsh-gas, is, however, in most cases clearly unconnected

with volcanic action or subterranean heat. .,. ,„lo the decomposition of carbonates in buried strata by siliceoos

nutters, with the aid of heat, is to be ascribed the great amounts

°1 J*** Mid gas which are in many places evolved from the

earth, and impregnating the infiltrating waters, give rise to acw

ulous springs. The principal sources of this gas in Europe e

m reg.ons adjoining volcanos, either active or recently
extinct,

" See the note to § 22, on kieserite.
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but their occurrence in the Paleozoic strata of the United States,

far remote from any evidence of volcanic phenomena other than
slightly thermal springs, shows that an action too gentle or too

deeplv -seated to manifest itself in igneous eruptions, may evolve
carbonic acid abundantly. The sulphuric-acid springs of Western
New York and Canada", to be described further on, are not less

remarkable illustrations of the same fact.

§ 32. The frequent presence of ammoniacal salts in volcanic

exhalations is here worthy of notice, especially when considered

in connection with* the rarity of nitric and ammoniacal com-
pounds in natural waters, except in some local conditions, as in

the wells of cities, etc., where they are sometimes observed in

comparatively large amounts. The explanation of this is evi-

'; directly removed

by the reducing action of organic mat-
ters con verted into ammonia, which is renins! by the soil. In

consequence of this ; Unity, the »i fill toeo is strata, whether of
the present period or of older formations, hold in a very fixed

form a considerable quantity of nitrogen. This, from the slow-

ness with which the form of ammonia under
the influence of i probably exists as an am-
moniacal silicate, (§ 6). Ti however, as well
as alkalies may be supposed to liberate it from its combination,
and thus generate the ammoniacal salts which are such frequent

accompaniments of volcanic phenomena. The numerous exper-

iments of Delesse show that ammonia, or at least nitrogen capa-
ble of being evolved by heat and alkalies in the form of am-
monia, is present in the Hi Uites, and sand-

stones of former geological i
- scarcely inferior

to those in similar deposits of modern times, amounting for

most of the ancient sedimentary strata to from one to five

thousands of nitrogen ;" from which it will be seen that the

amount of this element thus retained in the rocky strata of the

earth's crust is very great.
19

. § 33. If we air f natural waters
m accordance wit nid down in the preceding

sections they may be considered under the following heads :

;'" Atw *pneric waters. ,, ,* Waters impregnated with the soluble products of vegetable decay.

« Waters impregn «in8 fei<»P*th»
rocks, and h"

the Canadian Journal f(
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E. Waters holding chiefly sulphates from decomposing pyrites; copperas

F. Waters holding free sulphuric or chlorhydric acid.

§ 34. The name of mineral waters is popularly applied only

to such as contain sufficient foreign matters to give them ade-

cided taste ; and hence the waters of the divisions A and B, and

many of the feebler ones of C and D, are excluded. Those of

E and F have peculiar local sources ; but those of C and D are

often associated in adjacent geological formations, and their com-

mingling in various proportions gives rise to' mineral waters in-

termediate in composition. In accordance of these considera-

tions, a classification of mineral waters for technical purposes

was adopted by me in The Geology of CamuJa, p. 531, including

only those of C, D, and F, which were arranged in six classes.

I. Saline waters containing chlorid of sodium, often with large portions

~ e
' '.iinii and i . •

Tho c

P."-'I" ! ''""; "t • ii thy chlorids tha

iv. w ;

na
ime and i

11 diti'-i' ti'om the hw in , nt dnimj; Lut a small
1

i''->|

'J
' f sodium, ami in whh h the >;,:'

found, like the last, to be strongly alkaline.

Of these four classes, I corresponds to the division D, and Hr

to C, v/hile II and III are regarded as resulting from the admix-

ture of these in varying proportions. Sulphates are sometimes

present ,n these waters, but never predominate; in their absence,

salts of barium and strontium are often met with. The cbtoP*
are generally, if not always, < raids and iodids.

,S
'

'

f

I

' lI"' - f

I
otassi mi sa ts are aUo present, while borate*,

phosphates, silicates, and small portions of iron, manganese aua

alumina are generally present. The.- various waters are occa-

sionally sulphurous, and those of the last three classes may be

impregnated with carbonic acid.

V. The fifth class includes arid waters remarkable for containing a hf
lotion of ta-esuh, .

• lime, ni«gnH';

portion* of i,
.

,

h are chartf*

SdKfcr" and st? ptic taste
'

^

eneraliy coiitaia some p
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VI. Tho sixth class includes some neutral saline waters, in which the

being- present only in sniail quantities. Tl.e^e waters, like the last,

are often inipregt, ^ <1 with sulphuretted hydrogen.

The above class adopted originally for the
convenient description of the mineral waters of Canada, will, it

is thought, be found to embrace all known classes of natural

waters, with the exception of those included under E, and some
waters from volcanic sources holding muriatic acid. These may-

constitute two additional classes. In the first three of the classes

above described, chlorids predominate; in the fourth, carbon-

ates; and in the fifth and sixth, sulphates. The waters of the

first, second, and sixth classes are neutral ; those of the third

and fourth, alkaline; and those of the fifth acid.

The results of tl s of various waters of these

classes it is proposed to give in the second part of this paper.

1. The periodical shooting stars, particularly those of August
and November, have hitherto very naturally attracted more at-

tention than the sporadic ones, those seen on every clear night

throughout the year. Y- t tl ese hitter are objects of no small

interest. There are methods of observing, and of computation,

°y which much can be learned about them, and observations
already made are of use in determining something of their num.
Jjers, and of their place in the Solar System. I propose to com-
bine these existing materials, and see to what they lead us. If it

s«all appear that I use rude processes and inexact data, and re-

ject terms of con- •. I must plead that it is a
s
fep forward to d< I ex press the hope
that better data w e use of more refined pro-

ves. It win be necessary I I

ositions which
^e not probably strictly true, and others which may not be urn-

jersally conceded. Such assumptions are however very dis-

"Qctlyset forth, r tions may correct them it

erroneous, and verifv them if true. The details of many of the

rh is abstract.

3 table of altitudes of the paths o^ :
.

!°
*he last volume of this Jo f 3 ot" the

1

C0
I

m*

Potations. Singly, these altitudes are liable to large probable

1
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errors- yet, taken together and used with caution, it is believed

that they may be safely employed in a first approximation.

_

2. DistribiO ' '

,j, e luminous po-
tions of the meteor-paths.—-From the table named, by rejecting

the manifestly m eight to the others,

the following numbers are obtained to express the relative num-
bers of the shooting stars at different altitudes above the earth's

surface. By altitude is meant the altitude of the middle point

of the visible part of the path expressed in kilometers.

Between and 80 kil. 39 sh. stars, i Between 1M> nn.MftO kil Jtt ih.itin.

There is evidently a definite upper limit to the region of

teor-pnths. Again, the best observations erive few if any i

low altitudes. The altitudes less than 30 kilometers, and tl

greater than 180, are therefore disregarded.
I assume that these observed paths are fair examples a3 tc

t.tudeof all visible paths, and hence that the frequence of

middle points of all visible paths at different altitudes a

Representing these numbers by q. anc
i paths by rf, we have approximately,

...... indicated by 2 th<

be taken, and x is to be successively ,(*+
60), £(60+90), #90+120), &c. The value of d, that is, the

mean altitude f meteor paths above the earth's surface, is thus

found to be 95-55 kilometers, or not quite 60 miles.
o. Distribution of the paths of Shooting Stars over the apparent

heavens ln azu„ a seem to requi e

that the meteors should be nearly uniformly distributed in W
muth. Observations confirm this. Collating the observations

oi

Mr. Herrick and others, as - Journal, and pre-

serving those only in which the heavens were divided intolow

parts, we have of 6,598 observed paths, 800 in K, 733 in »g
96o in E., 852 in S E 847 in S 833 in SW 889 in ^i

a

£!J3i?-
W

"

u
Thes^ numbe™"

1

imply a 'small
predominance

to a ard the southeast. Since the average zenith distance of t*
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middle points of paths is about 48°'3, the above numbers give as

a center of gravity, or center of distribution, a point about 2°

from the zenith in the direction of S. 28° E. We therefore con-

clude that the relative frequency of occurrence of meteor-paths
in different parts of the visible heavens is in the main a func-
tion of zenith distance only.

4. Distribution of meteor-paths over the sky in altitude.—The law
distribution of the paths in apparent altitude may be obtained
directly by observations properly devised for that object. But
such observations would have to be continued for a considerable

time, and would involve great labor. I have therefore sought
for a method of obtaining the approximate law of distribution

from observations already made for other purposes.
If the zenith distances of a large number of paths seen by

one observer were measured or computed, we should find them
affected by his habits of watching. Thus, one who looked
habitually to the zenith would see only those near that point,

while one looking low down would see few near the zenith.
But, combining the observations of a large number of persons,

we might hope that many of these individual habitudes would
counteract each other, and that the aggregate results would be
affected only by common errors. I have therefore taken for this

purpose various sets of observations made by about forty differ-

ent persons. For a part the distances of the middle poiuts of
several paths from the zenith for the instant of appearance were
computed. For the remainder the place of the zenith was in
each case computed, and the zenith distance carefully measured
on a very good sixteen-inch globe. The number of paths thus
computed or measured was 1,393. Of these, 30 were within 10°
ot the zenith, 60 were between 10° and 20° from the zenith, 142
between 20° and 30°, &c, as in the second column of the follow-
ing table :—

Table illuttrat ngthedittribuUon of metcorpatht over the sky.

fisLI ~.. oftky. s= ***n. toZZeSi.

lOoo
' 3° •01519 1975 1-012 1951

20-30 ]Jo TUm
1330

jjjj
14*6
1083

2-828

.14279 5299

RJJ 245
653

80-H0 31 •17365 178 1510

If thear

Je third
i

ll* numb* paths divided by the areas gives quotients pro-
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portional to the numbers of stars at different altitudes to any

unit of surface. These form the fourth column. They increase

slowly to about 45°, and then rapidly diminish to the horizon.

The number of paths along an oblique line is greater than

that along a perpendicular line. They should be very nearly as

the cubes of the lengths of the lines, or, disregarding the curva-

ture of the earth, as sec 3
: 1. The cubes of the secants of 5°,

15°, 25°, &c., are given in the fifth column, these angles being

taken as the mean zenith distances of the zones. In the sixth

column are the quotients of the numbers in the fourth column

divided by those in the fifth.

Under any reasonable law the numbers in the last column

should diminish from the zenith. The deviations from this uni-

form diminution that appear in the table are due in part to the

small number of paths measured. The first number represents

a small area, and should perhaps be combined with the second.

Upon the whole, there seems to be a deficiency near the zenith,

which may be due to the tendency of observers to look habitu-

ally towards points from 30° to 60° high.

From inspection of this column, and from considerations de-

tailed in the memoir, 1,800 is thought to be a reasonable number

to assume as thai s approaches. The product

1,800 X sec 3 5° X -01519 = 27"67, would then give the number

of shooting stars out of 1,393 that should be seen within 10 oi

the zenith. This is equivalent to one in 50-35. That is, about

one in fifty of all shooting stars seen at a place should have the mid-

dle points of their in 10 of the zenith.

5. Number oj the atmosphere eacli

day.—Shooting stars are seen in all countries, and any differences

of number for d us far detected, may be easily

explained by the personal equations of observers, or by difler-

ences in the clearness of the atmosphere. It will be assurow

that for a given considerable period of time the meteors are equauj

abundant over all parts of the earth's surface.
f

,

Their frequency at different altitudes from the surface ot

earth varies. If we suppose ? t
to be the number of tniau

points of visible paths that fall in a given period of time i

any cubic unit of the space of the region of ra

should have ?] a function of the altitude above the earth s sur
•

Let x represent the altitude, and R the earth's radius. ©«PP"

now an inverted cone, whose vertex is at the eye of the observe,

whose axis is a vertical line, and whose semi-vertical ang
f

10°. In general, shooting stars which have the m,d
V;,

e £°
t )ie

luminous parts of their trajectories in this cone will w
middle of their apparent paths within 10° of the zenith. *

number in this cone in the given time will be expressea

nearly by the formula,



fh
where a and b are the values of x for the lower and upper sur-

faces of the region of meteors.

On the other hand, the total number of shooting stars within

the given period over the whole earth will be equal to

n :

9l {K+z)»dz.

The whole number visible at one place is 50-35 times the

number seen within 10° of the zenith, and therefore 50'35 times

the number within the above described cone. Hence if m is the

number in a given period visible at one place, and N the num-
ber that would be visible (except for daylight, clouds, moon,
&c.,) through the whole earth in the same period, we should

have,

m JJn^iR + x^dx

o0 '3° /^
?i tan

2 10°22 tf.r

Now ?, is a function of x, and, assuming as heretofore that

the observed altitudes are fair examples of the real altitudes, we
shall have ?, =Jcq

}
where k is a constant depending on the period

of time assumed, the unit of space assumed, and the abundance
of meteors. As we have assumed an equable distribution over
the earth's surface, this constant may be removed from the in-

tegral sign. Again, without great error finite summation may
take the place of integration, in which case the equation easily

reduces to the form,

Taking x successively 45, 75, 105, 135, and 165 kilometers,
and

? also 114, 243, 277, 106, and 57, and E equal to 6370,

[tat is, the number over the whole 'earth is to be considered as 10,460
u** the number visible at one place.

, .

*o obtain this result, it was assumed that the shooting stars

^uniformly distributed over the earth's surface, and that the

Editions of visibility are uniform. If, however, we regard

J*
;
actual instead of the theoretical case, we find that the nam-

*» aeen vary through the hours of the night. The rapid dim-
NUion toward the horizon, already shown, indicates the great

ynce of mists, &c, in the air, in absorbing the light of these
^CUes

- But for this cause mauv more could be seen within ten
** J°or. 8CI.-S, X HO. 116.-MABCH, 1865.
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degrees of the horizon than in the whole of the rest of the

heavens; whereas of 1393 only 31 were actually seen in this

part of the sky. These mists must of course vary in different

climates. Hence the numbers visible in different places may

reasonably be expected to differ. Let, however, a locality have

an atmosphere of mean purity, let it in other respects be' one of

medium character with respect to the number of visible meteor-

paths, and let m be the mean hourly number of shooting stars

seen in a clear sky at that place : then we may consider thatthe

whole number that under clear skies could be seen over the

earth in one hour would be 10,460 m.
The value of m is of course to be determined by observation.

The hourly number varies through the night. The value of

»

may be found from observations extending through the night, or

from those made near midnight.
Mr. E. Bouvard, in the year between Oct., 1840, and Oct., 1841,

observed at Paris on every clear moonless night. (Compto

Bendus, xiii, 1029). He a! vavs v itc led between 11 and 1

o'clock. During 74 hours and 22 minutes he saw 572 shooting

stars. Allowing one-fourth of a minute for recording each meteor

(which is the time estimated by him), and we have an average

of 8 meteors per hour.
By what factor we must multiply the number seen by one ob-

server to obtain the whole the place, we have

no observations that I know of to determine. It is probable that

this multiplier is as large as four, and that thirty is therefore not

too large for the mean value of m.
This would give the average number of meteors that traverse

the atmosphere daily, and that are large enough to be visible W
the naked eye, if the sun, moon and clouds would permit, equal

to 30 X 24 X 10,460, or more than stven and a half millions.
]

6. It will now be assumed that the phenomenon called a shooting

or falling star is caused by a small body (probably a solid) whicn

originally was moving in its own orbit in the solar system, orm

space; that this body coming into the atmosphere of the ean

elicits light by the loss of v lly itself dissip^

before reaching the earth's surface. The term metmmd *£
used to designate such a body before it enters the earth's atmos-

phere.

h 7. Number of meteoroids in the space which the earth '^^TjJJ
Suppose many small bodies to be distributed through an maeu

nite space, so that there shall be n bodies in a cubic unit, aj
pose that these bodies have all an uniform velocity of • <jT
per second in the same direction. Suppose a larger spn«\

whose radius is
, hout attraction, to be at*

m tnis space. The sphere intercepts in each second as m

.

ah b(

1

Kiles as are contained iu a risrht cylinder, whose iei =

IS v
>
auU - rudiu ii L>. that is dV a bodies.
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If the sphere attracts the small bodies, it may be shown that

instead of ^E 2nu we should have nR2nv (l+^-), when v is

the velocity of a particle falling by the attraction of the sphere
irom rest at infinity, to the surface of the sphere. If the sphere
lias an uniform motion the same formula applies by making v
the velocity relative to the sphere.

j

This result may be extended to several systems of small bod-
ies. Let there be distributed through the indefinite space, in
each unit of it, n' bodies of one system, n" bodies of a second
system, n bodies of a third system, and so forth, and let the
bodies of the first system move in one direction with a velocity
V relative to the sphere, let the bodies of the second system
move in another direction with a velocity v" relative to the
sphere, and so forth, then will the number of bodies which the
sphere intercepts in each second be equal to

Call this N' and we may write,

i of fractions whose denomina-

*here 8 is a number and is evidently positive. If the values of
v
^\ v"\ &c do not vary widely, 6 will be small. Making these

substitutions, we have

fe^ (*.+,..+*.•>

This formula expresses the number of meteoroids which the
earth intercepts by considering the earth with its atmosphere as

f

e
f^Pposed sphere, E its radius measured from the upper part
he region of meteor-paths, V the average velocity of the

meteoroids when they come into the region of the earth's sensi-
'« attraction, r the velocity of a body falling by the earth's

ea it T from infin% to a distance B from the centre of the
th

j
-N' the average number of meteoroids coming into the
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earth's atmosphere in a second, and n the average number in a

cubic unit of the space the earth is traversing in a given period.

If m be the average number visible at one place in a unit of

time we have found above that N= 10,460 m. The volume of a

sphere whose radius is R is frrR 3
. Let M be the number of

meteoroids in a space equal to such a sphere, then M=f*raK 3,and

. lMW«S:|i(y*+ri
»+fct),

6 T»+»o»-W
where m denotes the average number (or fraction of a number)

seen in one place per second. If the hourly number is, as before

assumed, equal to 30, then m= T\ lh and M=116'2 2 .

ĵj
j

8. The mean length of appare?it paths.—I have computed or

measured the lengths of 1016 paths, observed by a large number

of persons. The mean length is found to be 12
0>

6.

9. Numbers of Telescopic shooting stars.—Shooting stars are of

all degrees of brilliancy, and there are many very faint ones.

Almost every hour that a person watches, he sees, or thinks he

sees, flights that are yet so faint as to leave him in doubt whether

they are shooting stars, or only illusions. We may therefore

reasonably conclude that large numbers of shooting-stars are en-

tirely invisible to the naked eye, which yet might be seen by the

telescope.

This conclusion is verified by observation. In 1854, Messrs.

Pape and Winnecke observed 2 together at Gdttingen for U
hours, on nights between the 24th of July and the 3d of August.

Pape saw with the naked eye 812 shooting stars, and Winnede

saw 45 in the same time with a comet seeker. The diameter ot

the field of view is not given, but in observations at the same

time diameters of 53' and 36', with powers of 30 and 60, wereu
f>

If the apparent length of a meteor-path is I and the breadth ot

the field of view of a telescope is b, and if the axis of them
escope is directed towards any part of the area whose length »

I, and whose breadth is b, the meteor-path would cross the new

of view. If all paths were of the same length, b, and were

equally distributed over the heavens, a telescope would tnea

.command a portion of the whole heavens expressed by «»

fraction lb ~ su

may perha
when seen'by the naked eve. ' Hence'for the approximate m
value of I may be taken 12°-6, the mean value of the length £
the apparent meteor-™ t.hs ™iM* t« tfc* ™WI Pve. Let b be<*>

lb ~ surface of sky. Meteor-paths diminish some^
;h with apparent brightness. On the other hand a p

rhaps be longer when viewed by aid of the telescope>tn

?P.n hv tlio rvob-n^ ™~ XT f~~ *t,« i.Tvr.m-ril

•-paths visible to the naked eye. Let b
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and the ratio of those actually seen through one telescope to
those which are bright enough to be visible in it is 53 X 12°*6

:

360 X 60 X 180 -r », or, 1 : 1853. I have selected the larger

diameter of the telescope that the ratio may not be too large.

For the same reason I prefer to reject in the divisor that part of
the surface of the heavens within 15° of the horizon. This
makes the ratio 1 -r- 1371.
We have seen that according to Bouvard's observations one

person should see an average of eight shooting stars per hour.
Hence if t*f? is taken as the ratio of the number seen in a comet
seeker to those seen by one person with the naked eye, there

should be in each hour
8 x 45 x mi

?
or 1582 shooting stars

hourly that might be visible through a comet seeker if the whole
heavens could be watched. The ratio between those visible at

one place and those visible somewhere over the whole earth is

1-r 10,460 for common meteors. If the same ratio applies to

telescopic shooting stars (doubtless not a very reasonable suppo-
sition), we have for the whole number of meteoroids coming
daily into the air, at least, 1582 X 24 X 10460, or more than
400,000,000. There is, moreover, no reason to doubt that a
farther increase of optical power would reveal still larger num-
bers of these small bodies. ,

.

10. Mean distance of the meteor-pathsfrom an observer.—Although
the data in our possession are inadequate to furnish the mean
distance of the meteor-paths from an observer, yet limits to this
ffiean distance can be obtained. Not so large a portion of the

altitude, and their distribution over the apparent heavens, c

computed the mean distance on either of two suppositions

:

.
1st, That those paths along the oblique line that become in-

^d, That the paths which become invisible are distributed
ajong the oblique line in proportion to the numbers along the

great. These two limits are found to be about 232 and 140 kilo-

meters. It mus t, however, be admitted that in this computation
«e unavoidable errors arising from using finite summation for

Ntegration, and from other sources, are considerable.
U. Mean foresh / •erspeeiive.—To

determine the effect of perspective in shortening the apparent
Paths we have need to use the following geometrical proposition

:

11 a sphere whose radius is a be supposed to have an indefinite
number of diam Lues of these diameters are
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distributed uniformly over the surface of the sphere, and if

be a point without the sphere whose distance from the center of

the sphere is 6, then will the mean value of the angles atO,

subtended by all these diameters, be equal to - r-

The mean effect of the foreshortening by perspective may

therefore be thus expressed. Let a diameter of the sphere be

bent into the arc of a circle whose radius is b; then the angle it

thus measures, is to the mean value of the angles at 0, as any

square, is to its inscribed circle.

This effect is independent of the ratio a : 6, except that it

must be less than unity. Hence the proposition may be applied

to any number of short lines viewed by an observer, if the

directions of the lines be properly distributed.

If shooting stars came directly downward we should see all

that were coming toward us, since they would be near the

zenith. We should see few, if any, whose paths are at right

angles to the line of vision, for those would be down near the

horizon, and would be copcealed by mists and smoke. It seems

probable that in this case the mean effect of foreshortening would

be a little greater than that of the diameters of a sphere.

Again, if the paths were all parallel to the horizon we should

see an undue- number moving nearly at right angles to the line

of vision. For those which are diminished most by the fore-

shortening would be near the horizon, and hence mostly hidden.

But the directions of the meteor-paths are from all parts ot

the heavens from horizon to zenith. It seems reasonable to con-

clude that the mean effect of foreshortening is intermediate also

between that for paths coming from points in the horizon, ana

that for paths coming from the zenith. Hence it ought to be

nearly represented by the diameters of the sphere. .

The conclusion may be thus expressed. The mean length o

the observed paths of shoo id to be 12 'o.
1[

every path was supposed to be turned about its middle point, an

bent into an arc of a circle of which the observer's eye was t

center, the mean apparent length would be increased, in the ™|
of a square to its inscribed circle ; that is, it would be equal

12°-6x *, or about 16°*04.

12. Mean length of the visible part of meteor-paths.—-From
t«

mean distance and mean angular length of the meteor-paths w

be computed approximately their mean lengths. For if /
°e

mean length, and b the mean distance, we have

rcX16_-04

6 180° '
,w

i above ii
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These results should, however, be diminished a little, since the

mean distance and mean angular length give too large a mean
length. The smaller of the two limits given is doubtless much
nearer the truth.

13. Mean duration of flight, and the mean velocity of the shooting

stars—Mr. Wartmann of Geneva gives the duration of the flights

of 368 shooting stars observed at Geneva during one night by
six observers. The aggregate is 180s,33, which gives a mean of

8,49 for each flight. The mean of 499 estimates made in August
and November last is 0418. The mean duration of the 867
flights is s-45.

If the estimates of those observers who were accustomed to

very nearly the same. Almost all observers agree that the mean
duration of flight is not greater than half a second.
A mean duration of half a second, and a mean length of path

between 39 and 65 kilometers seem to imply a mean velocity

between 78 and 130 kilometers per second. The smallest of
these (more than . a half the veloc-
ity of the earth in its orbit about the sun. This cannot con-
sist with the supposition that most of the meteoroids move in
closed orbits about the sun. Hence, we must accept as highly
probable one or more of these three conclusions, viz :—

1st, That the length of track is too long ;
which seems to in-

volve that the altitudes on w on is based are,
on the whole, too 1 u • e AH the ; ititudes greater than 150 kil-

ometers, might, I think, have been safely rejected.

.

2d, That the estimates of time are, in general, too small. This
w quite probable. The mind may not make proper allowance
or the time that elapses after the shooting star is seen, before
^e eye is directed to the place of the path.
od

, That very many of the meteors move in hyperbolic orbits
about the sun. Whatever may be said of the sporadic meteors,
«ua cannot be true of the members of the August and Novem-
ber groups.

.

14. The sporadic shooting stars cannot all belong to one narrow
^ng which has a d\ to that of the earth's orbit.—
^ch a ring would have to be but little inclined to the ecliptic in
omer to furnish meteors throughout the year. The bodies could
joj have a retrograde motion, else shootirig stars would be seen

f lJ m the morning hours, and would, moreover, have a very
distinctly marked radiant.

'

,

lQey cannot have a direct motion. For their velocity must
l°en be nearly equal to, and yet a little less than, that of the
^rth, m order that more be seen in the morning than in the
venirig. Their relative velocity on entering the atmosphere
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would be not much greater than that of a body falling to the

earth from an infinite distance—that is, not much greater than

11 kilometers per second. So small a mean velocity is entirely

inconsistent with direct observations, as well as the conclusions

given above.

We might, it is true, suppose the ring to have a considerable

breadth, in which case the meteors would have a larger mean

relative velocity. But if the breadth be such as to furnish a

velocity at all consistent w have no longer a

ring lying between the orbits of Mars and Venus, but a disk ex-

tending much beyond these planets.

15. A large portion of the meteoroids mast, when they meet the earth,

have absolute velocities greater than the earttis velocity in its orbit;

or else, the sporadic meteors have a series of radiants at some dis-

tancefrom the ea leries of rings consid-

erably inclined to the earth's orbit.—For shooting stars cannot have

relative motions upward from the earth's surface when they enter'

the atmosphere. If then the absolute velocities of the meteor-

oids were all less than those of the earth, their relative motions

(neglecting the earth's attractions,) would all be from points of

the heavens less than 90° from that point toward which the

earth is moving. To an observer early in the evening but a

small part of this hemisphere is above the horizon, while in the

morning almost all of the hemisphere is visible. Hence, either

the number of those seen in the morning should be very mwh

greater than that of those seen in the evening, or else there should

be a radiant in that part of the sky which is above the horizon

in the earlier hours of the night. If the earth's attraction be

considered the disproportion between the morning and evening

hours would be slightly diminished. But even with this allow-

ance the increase through the night would be greater than the

observed increase, unless one of the two suppositions above

given is true.

16. Distribution of the orbits of the meteoroids in the solar system.

—There are at least three suppositions respecting the distribution

of the orbits of the meteoroids in the solar system which are

naturally suggested. Either of them may be considered as plaus-

ible, and one does not exclude another. nn
1st. They may form a number of rings, like the August grong

cutting or passing near the earth's orbit at many points along

'

circuit. The sporadic shooting stars may be outliers of such rings-

2d, They may form a disk in or near the plane of the orbio

of the planets. .

3d. They may be distributed at random, like the orbits ot w
comets.

According to the first of these suppositions there should b« a

succession of radiants corresponding to the several ring*
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Heis and Mr. E. P. Greg believe that they have detected such a
series. Continued observation directed to this end will probably
decide whether the meteoroids belong entirely, or mostly, to rings.

According to the second supposition the apparent paths of the
sporadic meteors should, if produced in the direction of the
motion, all cut the ecliptic below the horizon. For the absolute
motion of a meteoroid and the earth's motion being both in, or
near, the ecliptic, the resultant relative motion should be from
some point in the ecliptic. That point should be above the
horizon, since the body must move downward to enter the at-

mosphere. And as the apparent path produced backward cuts

this point, it will, if produced forward, cut the ecliptic below
the horizon.

We have thus a simple means of determining whether the
sporadic meteors come exclusively, or even largely, from a disk
or a lenticular shaped group about the sun, like that which the

it is often supposed to indicate.

If the third supposition is true, the mean velocity of the
meteors is a function of the numbers of shooting stars in the
different hours of the night. For, if the velocity is very small,
few would be seen in the evening, while if it is very large, there
should be nearly as many in the evening as in the morning.
Consider a small spherical space in the upper region of the

earth's atmosphere as receiving the meteors.

% supposition the absolute motions of the meteoroids are di-

rected in equal numbers from all parts of the celestial sphere.
If their velocities are all equal and represented by v', the earth's

velocity being v, if N represents the numbers of those whose
absolute motions in a given period are from the visible celestial

h n
1
h the whole number that should come from all parts

of the celestial sphere, and 6 the distance from the zenith to that

point of the heavens to which the earth is moving, then we find

between these quantities the equation,'

Let I be the latitude of an observer, and h the hour-angle

counting from the time when the point toward which the earth

» moving is on the meridian, then when that porat is on the
eqiator we have cos « = cos I cos h. This will correspond to

the mean of the year. Computing now the values of N.-r-n, on
*« several suppositions v'= w% *= «. and *=&> forthe

If
-

tadw of New Haven, and of Paris we have the following table.

*.*?
V ~ v we have orbits whose major axes equal those of the

eartn. When v l=v y/2 we have parabolic orbits.

s^e

A
f

ft« reading this memoir, I found that Mr. A. S. Herschel had obtained the

** Jouk. Sci.-Second Series, Vol. XXXIS ,
No. 116.-March, 1665.



H. A. Newton on Shooting I

.; '
:

V
Hour of the New Haven. Paris.

night

5 •?58 s 'HI
:.*: ^'~

1! •569

•7^

•623 •560 I 606

1

431
:-*?*

•378

265 is; •i!ii •234

I ?u m •046 -75 •IS* :!S
6 235 •125 •030 26S •171 OS 9

The velocities have been considered as uniform. But it is

evident that if the shooting stars have various velocities, the

hourly distribution should correspond approximately to that for

the mean velocity.

The number entering a spherical space has been considered.

In fact we have to consider the number entering the region of

the atmosphere commanded by observers at one place. The two

are not identical. For if so, we ought, on the nights of 9-12th

of August to have the conformable meteors equally distributed

through those hours of the night in which the radiant is above

the horizon. But there is in fact an increase of numbers till

dawn. Hence the difference between the numbers seen in morn-

ing hours, and those seen in the evening hours, should be greater

given by the preceding table.
On the other hand, the effect of the earth's attraction is to ren-

der the numbers a little more uniform through the night. Again,

there should be less difference between the morning and evening

during the half year from July to December, \han in the other

half year, for the point to which the earth is then moving B

north of the equator.
Mr. Herrick estimated that there were about three times as

many shooting stars in the morning as in the evening. **•

Coulvier-Gravier gives the following 4
as the mean hourly num-

bers of shooting stars at Paris :—
5b—

6

h 7-2 10*—11«» 8-0 3h—

4

h
1*J

.7-0 12-
. 10-7

How much reliance is to be placed on these numbers of t

Paris observer we know not.
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This estimate, and these numbers, taken strictly imply a mean
veloeity greater than that of a parabolic orbit. The character
of the data does not allow the argument to be pressed. Yet we
must regard as almost certain (on the hypothesis of an equable
distribution of the directions of absolute motions), that the mean
velocity of the meteoroids exceeds considerably that of the
earth; that the orbits are not approximately circular, but
resemble more the orbits of the comets.

! 17. Number of meteoroids in earth is travers-

ing.—We have found that, of the space through which the earth
is moving, a volume equal to that of the earth (atmosphere
included), contains a mean number of meteoroids expressed by
the equation

M=116-2 *i

I In this equation v is the mean relative velocity of the meteor-
oids.. If their absolute velocities were equal, and the points
from which they come uniformly distributed over the heavens,
we should evidently have

vy s<w)"2 sin adw=.v-\-~-

.

*or »' we mav use as an approximation the mean absolute
velocity. If v = ^ tken v _ 4 Vm If v < - v ^2, then V = f v.

As the velocity seems to be greater than that of the earth, and
more nearly equal to that of bodies moving in parabolic orbits,
the latter value is preferred for V. On this supposition, and by
neglecting we find M greater than 14,000. If allowance be
made for the space occupied by the earth's atmosphere we find
toat, in the mean, ,„ <t

'
> '.i,„cof the size of the earth, of the

«Pace which the earth is tnim-*iuy in its orbit about the sun, there
Qreas many as 18, body such as wouldfurnish
a shooting star visit to the naked eye.

.

telescopic meteors be counted, this number should be increased

« feast forty-fold.

There seems to be little reason for supposing that the space
near the earth's orbit is very much more thickly strewn with
"*se bodies than other parts of the solar system. That they
are grouped accoi is altogether probable. But

tW +t
City different from that of the earth implies, of necessity,

4 \are not grouped closely about the earth's orbit.

vLu r°
dies cannot be r ^nte of former

»orids. They are rather the materials from which the worlds

J!
torming. If astronomy furnishes any measure of their total

a*a we may therefrom obtain some idea, rude though it be, of

^ean mass of the individuals.



Art. XXIV.

—

Action of Binoxyd of ',

Hippuric Acid ; bv Dr. Julius Maier, Chemical Assistant,

School of Mines, Columbia College.

Hipparaffin, € 8H 7
NO.

Hippuric acid, at a moderate temperature, is treated with

binoxyd of lead and sulphuric acid, care being taken to avoid an

excess of either. A strong evolution of carbonic acid ensues,

and the mass congeals to a thick paste. This is placed on a

filter, and washed with a dilute soda solution till the wash-water

shows no further reaction of sulphuric acid. This mass is treated

with alcohol, which dissolves the hipparafun, and evaporated in

a water-bath to one-half its volume. On cooling, the entire

liquid congeals to a crystalline mas*. The - ; arai d hi para! .

is collected on a filter, and washed with boiling water, until all

acid reaction has disappeared, and is then redissolved in hot al-

cohol, and allowed to crystallize, ifipparaffm forms a network

of white silk-like needles, which melt at2L0° C, subliming pre-

viously at 100° C. They are entirely insoluble in water, that

reagent not even causing them to become moist; they are readily

soluble in alcohol and ether. Hipparaffin owes its name to

the fact of its not being perceptibly decomposed by acids or al-

kalies. It is not soluble in solutions of potassa, and develops

ammonia only after continued fusing with caustic potassa; itw

easily dissolved by a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acids, ana

is not separate; o by water. Fuming nitric

acid dissolves it with liberation of gas. This solution, alter

neutralization with carbonate of soda and evaporation, \iew-

benzoic acid on addition of chlorhydric acid. Upon being

heated in a stream of chlorhydric acid gas, a colorless oilpasses

over, which eongeals to a crystalline mass. Schwarz,
1 who nn>

described hipparaffin gave it the incorrect formula C, e^^ffY
I found its composition to be € 8H 7

NO, the formation ot wm^

is explained as follows

;

^ 9H 9NO3+Pb2e2-rS2H2>e4
=€

8H 7
Ne+€H2e 3

+S2Pb2 4
+H2

Hipparin, € 8H 9
N0 2 . .

Q

When an excess of sulphuric acid is used in the PreP<?
rat

s

'

u

°

r
.

of hipparaffin, a ch rises to tbe

•face of the alcoholic solution, and on cooling congeals to a „

talline mass, on the addition of water. This mass dissolve*

hot water, and i

1!eedle¥wlme
in the shape of fans. These needles melt at 49° C, and btco



solid at 20° C. They are soluble in hot water, alcohol and ether.

Their formation may be explained as follows :

Hippuric and Benzoic acids are entirely decomposed by heat-

ing them with an excess of superoxyd of lead and sulphuric
acid, all carbon being driven off in the form of carbonic acid.

The following are the products of the decomposition of hip-

puric acid by binoxyd of lead and sulphuric acid

:

i.€,H
8
Ne

3
+Pbae2+s 2

H2e 4
=€

8
H

B
Ne2 +€JH ae 3+s aPb2e4

2.€sH 9
N0

3
+Pb2e2+S2H2e4=€8H7Ne+€H2e 3

+S2Pb2 4+H2

I

<
9 ij.m J+i'bo06+s6H6e 12=€7H7Ne+€2H406+S6Pb6e 12+H4e 2

Action of Bromine and Iodine on Hippuric Acid.

Bromohippurk acid, € 9H 8
BrN0

3
.

An alcoholic solution of hippuric acid, at a boiling heat, is

treated with bromine ; the solution is allowed to boil a few min-
utes and water added, and then evaporated on a water-bath to

one-half its volume. The yellowish brown color of the solution
gradually disappears, and, on cooling, a white crystalline deposit
is formed, which consists of fine needles plainly visible under
the microscope. These needles are difficultly soluble in water,
alcohol or ether, when cold, but readily soluble in all of these
Media upon boiling. They are colorless; when moistened and
allowed to stand for a short time at an ordinary temperature,
they undergo dee brown, owing to the sepa-
ration of bromine. The aqueous solution has a strongly acid re-

action, and is not precipitated by lime, baryta, or the salts of
copper. Upon i;x \_ •

: ic lime, the crystals emit a
distinct odor of benzonitril, and a violet colored oily liquid was
termed, previous r i ed color passed
0ver. The crystals dried in vacuo and burned with oxyd of cop-
per, and finally in a stream of oxygen, gave the following results

:

4160 ^rms. carbonic acid and 0-083 i

vi.'n c/uinie limp, srave 0-lOilo £?rms. br
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The salts of potash and soda could not be obtained in crystals.

The salt of lime, € 9H 7
CaBrN0

3 , crystallizes in fine white nee-

dles, is difficultly soluble in cold water, readily so in hot water;

dried between 90° and 100° C. it was not decomposed. The

analysis gave the following result : 0-3835 grms. of the dried

crystals gave 0-0665 grms. carbonate of lime, the formula as cal-

culated requiring 0'0692 grams.

Iodohippuric acid, € H
8
INO 3 .

This acid was obtained in the same manner as the bromine

compound, employing iodine instead of bromine. To the alco-

holic solution water was added, and it was filtered from the sepa-

rated iodine ; the filtrate was allowed to stand over night. The

solution which was at first brown became colorless, and fine

needles were deposited. These are white, odorless, difficultly

soluble in water, alcohol and ether, in the cold, but readily so in

all of them upon boiling. They are decomposed at 90° C, turn-

ing yellow, owing to the separation of iodine. All the salts with

•the exception of that of silver are soluble in water.

The crystals, when burned with oxyd of copper, and finally in

a stream of oxygen, gave the following results

:

O-2430 grms. gave 0-3080 grms. carbonic acid and 0-0605 grms. water.

0-2080 grms. gave 0-1590 grms. iodid of silver, when burned with caus-

O-4760 grms. burned with soda-lime gave 0-0240 grms. ammonia.

9. Carbon,

8. Hydrogen,
1. Iodine,

1. Nitrogen,

3. Oxygen,

New York, Dec. Is

Art. XXV.—On the Preparation of Oxalate of Ethyl; by

M. Carey Lea, Philadelphia.

The processes described in the text books for the preparation

of oxalate of ethyl are liable to objection. If we heat binoxa-

late of .potash, with sulphuric acid and alcohol, we introduce in

our distillate the decomposition-products of sulphuric acid in a

dition to those of oxalic acid and alcohol. It has also ow

recommended 1

to heat oxalic acid in a retort until it begins

1 Graelin Handbook, Cav. ed., ix, 179.
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emit white fume3, and then allow alcohol to drop in through the
tnbulure. As the temperature at which the acid begins to sub-
lime is considerably below that at which it melts, this process is

apt to result in breaking the retort.

I was therefore led to seek for a better process, and have used
the following repeatedly, with very satisfactory results.

A tube of an inch or more in diameter, and of a proper length,
is drawn out at one extremity, and at the same time bent to an
angle, somewhat as in the ordinary form of a combustion tube,
except that the bent part is made less slender, and shorter (J inch
diameter at extremity). The tube is then completely filled
with dehydrated oxalic acid, except for the last two inches at the
open end. This is closed with a cork penetrated by a tube. For
this purpose the cork is not bored parallel with its axis, but in
an inclined direction, so that the smaller tube when inserted two
or three inches may touch the side of the larger. This last

J : - i horizontal "

lurnace, so that the bent end may be directed upwards, and the
cork turned so that the small tube may touch the upper side ~p
the interior of the large one. The tube should be support

;

i es above the wire gauze of the furnace. The be
end of the tube is now connected with a Liebig's condenser, and
* MO Jl tube with a flask containing alcohol of 42 B. The fur-
nace is then lighted, and as soon as the acid melts, a stream of
alcohol vapor is sent over it by heating the flask. The gas-fur-

Tn? mamtamed at a heat such that a very gentle ebullition
sball be kept up in the tube. At the end of an hour to an hour

t\

a
£uarter tne operation is terminated, and the oxalic acid in

we tube is converted into oxalic ether. The distillate also con-
^ias a httle oxalic ether which cannot be separated by water,
oat which may be used for preparing oxamid. Or the distillate
ay be gently evaporated to one-tenth its bulk, and then may

be mixed with a little water.
ibis process gives an abundant product, and requires no at-

jfition after the proper temperature is once adjusted. In filling
etube with the oxalic acid, it is not necessary to leave an air

passage
;
the material settles in fusing sufficiently without. The

relate of ethyl, which is a little brownish, and contains the
ual impurities of the crude product, may then be purified in

^ordinary manner.

F



R B. Tolles on the Binocular Mic

Art. XXVI.—Method c

eye-piec

To apply the binocular principle to the eye-piece of a micro-

scope or telescope, it is only necessary to make use of the erect-

ing form of eye-piece, and to place" the dividing prism at the

point where the pencils composing the whole bundle of rays

proceeding from the object cross in the eye-piece, which is the

point where, in any erecting eye-piece, the diaphragm proper is

correctly placed. •

If the theory of the erecting eye-piece of common form were

generally understood, no demonstration that binocularity can be

given to such an eye-piece would be necessary.

Suffice it to say that, since any one pencil of light proceed-

ing from any point of the object through the whole area of the

object-glass does at this point equallv fill the whole area of the

diaphragm (that being of proper aperture) substantially M M
same manner, therefore the division for binocular vision, if made

here by the appropriate prism, must be a very nearly equal

division of every particular pencil, and give a similar and satis-

factory image of the entire field in each eye-tube. This is a sui-

ficient expression of the whole theory of the binocular eye-

P1
Tt

e

is, however, important in order to avoid pseudosKopw

effects, to adopt the proper form of dividing prism
;

and w»

form is precisely that best suited to that kind of binocular mi-

croscope in which the dividing prism is placed ir

^
meA^.

above the objective. The natural presumption has been

trary to this—that prisms of rectangular form would give

proper effects in the eye-piece, because of the Pse^
d0SC^L

effects produced by their use in the microscope of blD0C
,

u
.

body. But this is an error, inasmuch as the pencils proceed
i

j
to form the second image in the erecting eye-piece react)

i

small dividing prism under conditions suitable for correct vis

of the object^' re, and, accordingly, tnew

false appearances obtain with the eye-piece of rectangular pr

having oculars above, as if such division were made ^mmea ;

above the objective; the effect being, that the order m ^
the rays proceeding from the sides of the object or image

.

^

reach the eyes, as to right and left, is reversed from that
.

exists in natural vision ; the left eye receiving a P[eP°
a
ffL e f

portion from the right side, and the right from the leK

the object. ^
It is to be noted, however, that the eye-piece with rectaPf^

prisms, arranged after the first method of Prof. Bidden, ao *

uniformly produce conversion of relief, or that inversion r-
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spective which obtained in that first experimental arrangement
for a binocular microscope. Such a binocular eye-piece used in
the microscope upon transparent objects only occasionally gives
the view in depth thus inverted. With low powers, and consid-
erable thickness of the transparent object, the view is usually
pseudoscopic. With medium and higher powers, it is otherwise

;

and the effect is much controlled in this respect by the direction
of the light upon the object.

When the binocular eye-piece formed with rectangular prisms
is used in the telescope to view a landscape, the perspective is

not throughout inverted, but portions of the field appear in-
terposed between the eye and nearer objects in a singular and
somewhat startling manner.
By arranging the compound rectangular dividing prism so

that the optical pencil is divided in the plane of vision, instead of
vertically, the pseudoscopic effect is almost entirely obviated.
In constructing the binocular eye-piece, the prisms and arrange-

ment of Nachet have been found to answer every condition and
requisite of binocular vision. The dividing prism being placed,
as before stated, at the point of crossing of pencils in the erect-
mg eye-piece, each pencil of light will enter the small dividing
pnsm and impinge upon its reflecting surfaces in a manner simi-

lar to that illustrated in the Cachet binocular microscope. The
binocular eye-piece has greatly the advantage over the other
arrangement. For when the prisms are placed in the binocular
««y immediately above the oh; in order to se-

^Q a proper division of each transmitted pencil, should change

vid /f
ei7 change of objective used—which can be easily pro-

fled tor in the case of low powers but is rather impracticable
lth the higher numbers, it being very difficult to bring the

Pnsms sufficiently near to the posterior combination of the

is\u% °U tiU3
'

'

r
' '^ ^ en the binocular arrangement

embodied in the eye-piece, the prism being once fixed in
Poper position, as before described, is correctly placed for

ery power of objective, and the eye-piece, thus binocular in

it

rm
' ls as applicable through the whole range of powers as if

*^e
,

mon°cular. Applied to high powers, only one condition

that > ,

lstin "

"

;

' be case of the eJe-Piece
~

";
ot the centricity of the central prism. The form of erecting

J Plece found most advantageous in this binocular adaptation
,

a duplication of the ordinary Huvghenian negative eye-piece,
•oweia the sir- 11 J " "" ' iJ\.* a.- *»«»_k«i fl

«ubi microscope. At a proper c

of thP K
negative ^-piece, in which

' viewed.

J**
tuna of erecting eye-piece gives less extension above the

*** Sor—v-. Na 116.—Makch. 1885.



body of the

ispref '

The

R. B. Talks on the Bi

than the positive form, and for t

nnexed diagram illustrates

the division of one lateral pencil

proceeding from one point of the
first image formed in the eye-piece,

and its general course to emergence
at the two eye surfaces of the eye-

piece. When the eye-piece is con-
structed of the form outlined in the
annexed diagram, (which is about
half size in the superior portion),

the field is produced very satisfac-

torily, and of tolerable expansion
;

and does not necessitate more than
4*50 inches extension beyond the
microscope body. The draw-tube
can be as well withdrawn, and the
eye-piece occupy its place, thus di-

minishing somewhat the total ex-
tent of the instrument. With
proper modifications of the system
of lenses placed before the prisms
in the eye-piece, the whole binocu-
lar arrangement can be brought still nearer the obj<

retain also all the characteristics of the binocular
contradistinguished from the binocular microscope

The objection that loss of light must occur on account of

additional front system of lenses pertaining to an erecting e

piece, (the lower system in the diagram,) of course mihtJ

against this arrangement; but there are, on the other hand, n

deDtal advantages in the use of the erecting form. And moreoi

if desirable, the " eye-lens" of the lower system can be suco

fully united with the dividing prism, thu "

ki<-'.

nd it is practicable to make the field-lens of each upper

system solid with the opposite prism. The binocular erecting

microscope would thus have no more refracting surfaces than toe

instrument of negative form and binocular body. As theobjec

is, for the sake of efficiency with a high power objective, tog»T

as large area to the transmitted pencil as possible at the po«»

where it undergoes division in the small prism, therefore tw>

power of the front system should be kept down, and amp^
tion, as far as necessary in the eye-piece, be produced after t

division has taken place. The accompanving cut is in this
i

re-

spect not in strict proportion—the lower system of lenses Wo
represented not more than half the distance apart that toe
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most favorable arrangement for use with high powers (and
equally with low) would call for, and the standard length of
microscope body admit of. But the aperture of the lenses might
remain about the same.
Having obtained by this means a pencil (or beam rather)

transmitted through the eye- piece of the greatest possible di-

mension or area, at the point of binocular division, greater
amplification in the eye-piece, as to its total power, might be ad-
vantageously effected by means of lenticular immergent and
emergent surfaces of the upper prisms ; the lower face of each
prism to be conifer, the upper emergent surfaces concave, giving
achromatized refraction in each case. By this means, a larger
field, together with a minimum length of tubes above the prisms,
would be secured.
By thus appropriating every surface of all the prisms not a

reflecting surface, for the purpose of lenticular refraction, the

_r regate advantage appears to be secured.
Applied to the telescope, the binocular eye-piece should of

course have, and practically has, the same characteristics as
when used in the microscope. In this case, however, the front
lens of the eye-piece can be dispensed with. Its utility, as thus
applied to those telescopes too large to be conveniently in the
double form, is too obvious and striking to need remark. The
view thus obtained is truly stereoscopic.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.

I- On the wave lengths of FraunhotWs lines.— Angstrom has com-
municated to the I; v of Sciences a memoir on the

^-lengths of the principal fixed lines in the solar spectrum, which
possesses great value not merely as a revision of Fraunhofer'a determina-
tl0"s, but also as

i hitherto to be obtained. The
WHwaentB wl xecuted by menus
'

I .' U1 optical th«-od. ,t U IV i an 1 M-.iti >. >> rig by means of two
microscopes to 2"-l f arc. The eye-piece was also provided with a mi-
rcmeter, the head of the screw being divided into 100 equal parts, each
'vision f the BcaU •808 for parallel rays. The
PWfb* waa | | in a space of 9-0155 Paris

,1. The error of the division

55?5$ to Nobei - of a Pa,is line -

uld be seen in the third and

than TCt ' a
' the Iines beiHS themselves more numerous and distinct

_ ] m the spectrin rlass pram. The observations

^calculated according tn th* well known f rmula
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in which e is the distance between two successive lines =0-000166954
of a Paris inch ; I the wave length sought, 6 the observed angles of dif-

fraction, and m the number of the spectrum. The influence of varia-

tions of temperature and pressure of the atmosphere was found to be

insensible ; that of the temperature of the ruled glass, which varied from

13° C. to 18° C. was also found too small to require the application of

a correction. The same statement applies to a variation in the angle 0,

arising from the absolute motion of the instrument in the direction of

following results were obtained for the lines measured by Fraunhofer,

the unit of measure being^^^ of a Paris inch.

B 2539-73 b 1916-50 H 1467-18

C 2426-29 F 1797-27 E
1

1453'98

D 2178-59 G 1592-34 —
E 1948-24

The difference in wave lengths for the two D lines was 2-226 ; between

the two E lines only 0-395'. (The numbers given above doubtless refer

to the least refrangible lines in the cases of D and E.) The author gives

i in the spectrum,

1998-4 ) T n

a 2312-2, a strong atmosphei

2-39

I -10 ) Iron

3-49
J"
Iron.
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Iron, double.

04-3 Hydrogei
1598-8 Iron.

1592-34 Iron.

[iitiip

32-0 Iron, double.

15-9 No metallic line.

05-3 Iron, strong.

02-0 "

1495-2 "

80-4 Strong, no correspoi

ing metallic line.

of determining the motion of the solar sys

ence bands produced bv a ruled sinf:u-e ot

method was laid before the Swedish Ac;

••i tv.n ulu ago in the
simply upon the fact that if we assume tha

n ...1 •

:'

d,.,;

must ensue proportional to the ivI tion 1

'.iai to its axis and th- tel

eather.—P*,V . An.

pagated independently

city of the light in the

nesting this method apj

are not sufficiently nut

or' :l:

tZTT*
—l J

u<i<>. An,:..

-..
present to the re ider. it is .

nowl,,lg t. of the su
'it is here thenwoV, JJTIJ of a millim ter.

W ve-iength Wave-lengths.

18. «'Hg 5759 I
2. B
3. «L

GS97

Miiller.

11!. y co2
/SnGI 2

5599
5584

6610 ?Hg 5461
> 6559 Fraunhofer od 5451

6533 Plueker. 31 5337
.4. «pc|

3 5SnCl 2
5333

«Sn<X 6445 25. 00 5328
s

- «*iCI
2

"

6329 " 20. E 5265 F
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Pliicker. [46. yHg

39. ll 4629 Pliic

40. 7 PCI. 4591
41. *SnCl 2 4524
42. -SCO, 4501
43. ei 4446
44. riC02 4382
45. dO 4367

4296 Fraunhofer.

4215 Pliicker.

3963 Fraunhofer.

3791 Esselbach.

2. On the phenomenon of interference in the prismatic and diffraction

spectra.—Stefan has communicated to the Viennese Academy an inter-

esting paper on the interference bands discovered by Talbot and employed

by Esselbach, 1 and subsequently by Bernard,
2
for the measurement of the

wave-lengths of the u,; umI.-.i.^. Talbot's method of obtaining

such a way as to cover one-hal . the other half free.

On looking at a prism so placed that the spectrum is distinctly seen,

dark bands will be seen parallel to the edge of the prism, provided that

the plate of mica covers the half of the pupil which is upon the same

side with the edge of the prism producing the spectrum. Stefan remarks

in the first place, that the mica may be placed anywhere between the

eye and the prism, and may even be cemented to the prism, provided

that it cover the side next the edge. No bands are seen when the rays

pass either through the covered or uncovered part of the prism above,

bat only when the eye receives rays which have passed through both

these portions. The plate of mica may be cemented to the farther sur-

face of the prism, or placed at ie prism and the slit,

.provided that the part of the bundle of rays which traverses the plate

also passes near the edge of the prism. The same bands may be seen m

the diffraction spectra produced by a plate of ruled glass: when the mica

covers the left half of the pupil the bands are seen in the spectra lying

to the right, and rice versa. When two plates of mica are cemented to

the same ruled glass, one to r r to the left, with*

narrow space between them which occupies the center of the pupil, °»"»

are seen on both sides in aii the spectra. These bands are similar when

the plates are of equal thickness ; they disappear when the pb^es m
brought together, unless one platp i* tl.icb-r than the other, w

^
eD

j jtfl

of mica must not be too thick in these '•
i n nts, as otherwise tne

number and fineness of the lines become so great that they can no long

of fj^
uishe

.

d
.

b
*
v the eye. For a prism of 45° the a

to 0-15 ram. may be used, and a plate of this thickness gives ab< '- '\
Unes between B and H. The lines produce.! !>v th , < /' \
seen by looking at the spectrum with a telescope and placing the «n
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ference plate, as Brewster and Airy have done, between the eye and the
eye-piece of the telescope, only, when the astronomical or inverting eye-
piece is used, the plate of glass or mica must be placed upon the side

which is away from the edge of the prism. Glass plates of the kind
used as covering glasses for microscopic preparations are more even than
plates of mica and give much Bfa i-ference plate may
be placed anywhere between the eye and the slit of the collimator. By
attaching it to the objective on the side toward the refracting edge of the
prism the lines are seen at once over the whole spectrum. It is import-
ant, in the case of thick plates, that the surfaces should be parallel. A
glass plate about three millimeters in thickness with a flint glass prism of
60°, gave about 2500 very sharp and distinct bands between B and H.
The bands near B are produced by the interference of rays whose differ-

ence of path amounts to over 2700 wave-lengths, while the interval be-
tween those near H amounts to more than 5000 wave-lengths. By in-

clining the interference plate its optical thickness is of course changed

;

an increase of the in lines to run from the violet to
the red end of the spectrum, and rice verm. The lines have their maxi-
mum deviations when the plate is perpendicular to the direction of the
jay, and this affords an easy method of adjustment. As the plate may
be placed anywhere and the prism or between the
pnsm and the collimator, we have the means of determining the influ-

ence of physical changes produced in the plate by heat or pressure. The
same statements apply in general to the phenomena as seen by the dif-

fraction spectrum. Finally it is possible to produce the interference
bands by placing the plate in front of the slit so as to cover one-half of
tbe opening. In this case it is a matter of indifference upon which side

« the slit the plate is placed.- om Sitzungs Ber.
**r kais. Akad. der Wisl, xlix. w. g.

3. On thermo-electric batteries of remarkable power.—Bunsen has

mm th a kupl
I or place in the thermo-electric

series than bismuth, ior to the metal
though inferior to kupferkies. When kupferkies is combined with an
jj'oy of two parts of antimony and one of tin, or, in order to employ
a,gh temperatures, v n produced which, under equal

circumstances, gives far more powerful currents than any combination
nUherto known. In four experiments the ratio between the electro-motive

Jorces in a kupferkies-copper element and in ^Darnell's battery was found

ances to conduction were' 0-7*4, 0-79, 0-72,' and 0-72. During the experi-

ire of one end of the element, which was plunged

»ve that

•-. The battery

tbout 60° C, while that of the other end was

times more powerful

my elpmpn 1ft same resistance heated

: th
' the kupferkies-copper

sily fused at a high temperature and

"="* pair of fourteen square centimeters of active copper surface. Kup-

sily fused at a hijrh temperature and may be ca

end, which is easily worked,

-vith platinum gives a battel
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which may be easily brought to -fo of that of Darnell's battery without

decomposing the mineral. In one experiment Bunsen found the electro-

motive force of pyrolusite and platinum not less than F!g-of thatofDaniell's

battery, but the rati was 18-4 times as great as that

of the Darnell's cell used for comparison.

—

Pogg. Ann., cxxii, 505.

4. On the thallic alcohols.—Under this term Lamy has described the

3ompounds which are formed by replacing an equivalent of hydrogen in

svood-spirit, common alcohol, &c, by au equivalent of thallium, arid which

jspectively by the formulas 2
T
3

,

J- 2 ,

i ,& [ 2 ,

Cl °H
Tl } °2' &e ' Methyl-thallic alcohol is solid and crystalline. The

ethyl compound is a heavy colorless oily liquid : its density at u i>

3-550 ; its indices of refraction for B and H are respectively 1*661 and

1-759, the difference between these numbers whi-

sive power is 0-098, whil

carbon is 0-079. The amyl-thallic alcohol is also a colorit—

refractive and dispersive \ >v> is cu- much less than those of the corres-

compoun I. which is at once th

'
are decomposed by boiling- thev give by disii

All three compounds burn in the air with a green, more or '

flame, and all are soluh o in the espon ling alcohol or in ether. Chlo-

roform .. b • lution is soon decomposed

with deposition of protochlorid of thallium. Water decomposes these

compounds, producing a hydrate of the oxyd of

ing the alcohol pi >p t-r. A< <Is also decompose them, but c;u

;' ;•
'

ciates thallium with the alkaline metals and se]

Comptes Rendus, lix, 780. * G-

5. The Correlation and the Conservation of Forces.
1—V nd

has presented a collect:

trudi of the various w
works he has collected. The work is a very welcome additi

entific literature, and will be particularly acceptable to those

obtain a popular, but at the same time precise and clear v

Faraday justly calls the highest law in physical science—tht
the conservation of force. To scientific men the book will i

useful for convenience of reference. Sufficient attention h
paid to the publication of collected monographs or memoirs
subjects. Dr. You

| he value of such cc

.tion of Forces. A Series of Expositio

•r, Dr. Fa "

:i--r....'.:,

•. Faraday, Prof. Liebig, an<J " s of the Chief]
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7 striking manner, and we earnestly hope that his excellent example
ty be followed in other branches of science. Meantime we will permit
rselves to beg that li

, e cause of science and the
eral publisher to whom we owe this volume will still further add to the
igations under which they have laid men of science by giving a cora-

rs which have appeared upon

transactions of

6. A new developing solution.— S.-me <:

iiKvimpaiiy with Mi'. A. 13. Crockett for tue pu

tig solutions, have led us to the conclu».uu u
a mixture of double sulphate of potash and iron with double sulphate
of ammonia and iron, produces better results than any hitherto used.

ilie shadow*, and beautv of half tones, without an excess of intensity in

Jiehigh lights. The solution acts with remarkable regularity and uni-
formity, and has little or no tendency to produce fogginess, or a thicken-
ing of the fine lines, * % long time.

l!l I'i'.ictice the
- md most convenient. Although

not theoretically exact, it produces excellent results.

Neutral sulphate of potash, -* - - ~ i"
Proto-sulphate of iron, | "

Double sulphate of ammonia and iron, - - 1 "

Jo this solution add two drops of ammonia, two ounces of acetic acid,
«d alcohol sufficient to make it flow evenly over the plate. a. e. v.

1. Aote on the Geological ape of the New Jersey Highlands as held
'I/Prof. #. J). Rogers ; by J. P. Lesley.—The last sentence of an ar-

'
• of the American Journal of Science, (at p.

"''
'

:

' -:.

Proceedings of the Natural History Society

toonships of the rocks b ave long been published, and

J. >« this article both ignored lilt} sentence to

mi*te reads as follows:-
Ihw conclusion, although opposed to the views of Matier and Rogers,

:«> looked upon the crystalline rocks of the latter region [the High;
»«, to which the interesting mineral region of Orange county and the
'JMent parts f New Jersey doubtless belongs] as altered Lower Silurian

.ationsofVanuxemandKeat-
& and with the more recent ones of Professor Cook, according to all of
om the gneiss and crystalline limestone of Orange county and of New
^7 underlie uncor, Silurian strata."
«w Irof. Rogers, to ray certain knowledge, not only never expressed
u m opinion, at any time, bu t I

=
ust the reverse

5

•"^proved, thirty years ago, what he published on page 43, (Chap. 2,) of
JOtnt

- ^--Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 116,-Mabch, 1865.
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his New Jersey Report, in 1840, viz: tl

the Lower Silurian system] repose in imi

presenting from the attitude of their bed

is a rnet'imo

the Highlands for metara era of No. II, as at

Franklin (seepage 62, New Jersey Report) : hut this is an exceptional

the New Jersey Report; or by sections (made very

ham hills of Pennsylvania. *n horizontal EM

(see this Journal, [2], xxxi .
o exposures of sim-

rather' in favor of, than against, their subsiluriaii'age. But Prof. Kogers's

synthesis of Appalachian geology was on too grand a scale to permit him

to overlook as a whole and in the main the mutual relationship ol M
; Systems. The words v

lear and' large a:

hich the Canadian geologists are only W*

itrata [the Silurian],

throughout their «

by no other group ot strata

[ have deemed it expedient, for the sake of

— • *,™ »^.» them the title of the Older Secondary straw

of the United States with the synonyme of the Appalachian up

tern of Strata." (p. 44.) .

On page 12, Rogers designates the Highland rocks as the " W(>*

system," and, on them from the &»e

Island, Trenton. I i he subsequentlym
tinguishes thetn : mdson river S.Iunan

.on the North. On page 11. of Formations, W
places the » Prim irneath No. 6, ot to

"Lower Secondary Bocks;""* white quartzose sandstone, some*---

coarse and friable : occurs only in a few localities" ; and pages 12 to

are devoted to a Chapter on these rocks, under the heading *rnm y

Bocks of the State : Geology of the Highlands:1 - ,,.

In fine, nog„ M rtadj^**£
sey Highlands, the Durham Hills of Eastern Pennsylvania, and U>«r

continuations, in the South \| _: and even <*>"<*

the suspicion, much less pul i Lhat their strata w*

metamorphic representatives of the Silurians. We know very
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:o say that Rogers thought or said such a betisme is 1

MftliiMl, owing I the presence of a

great tank of unknown size •,' the obliteration of

the usual fossils from the ton-slates ("II rjson H ver") of the Lower Silu-

rian System, and thi ei Silurian moiip

belt, viz: its ex pa east, which made it

at first to be confounded with the true Highland gneiss-range running
behind if. But in S, uth.-.i, Vu Ymk. Vv> J, w\. lVn.Mlw.nia, and

by Kofi's. In faei

nomena of this very belt that he was just the last man in the world who

I think the above reclamation is due, in his absence, to Professor Rog-
ers, whose untiring ene.o\ and devotion to Appalachian geology did so

much to lay fundamental Views, which our Canadian friends will find it

beyond their power to do ii ire than illustrate. I wish they would try

their hand at bearing I our geology, the

? "' I i-elatiou-hips of the Ph lad< phia-Baltiruore belt. There is also

something to do about our Potsdam sandstone. For as to the patches of

to-called Potsdam on the North face of the Highlands at Reading—the
gr*Wgeof Pota n above Philadel-

phia—the cliffs of l k, on the Susque-
hanna, two miles above Colum otadam at the an-

t'ehnal of the Nittanv Vallej .

"' the foot of the
A <<<\umw.—I think it s vi Scnlithvs linearis

*hich they contain. to the New York
«)ttom layer of the S lurian. '1 he sti u. ture of the Chester county val-

P*Wd««rpenl /zie. If Sir Wil-
1

''" Looran and Prof. II ul wj t ike these in hand they will run small

••''Wng injustice to anybody. .
-

'• -'•• Mm- tune, :

,[ j. \ l:lX .
t r, sM ( %,i v to have a well trained Cana-

^nn eye, familiar v ng B good look at

j,
-"' lvM e mountains pronoun e them rertaiui; Laurentian and not

PBn ,

' 1UI we nave Deen iookihj; u»i i»c.. ^ r-— ••
_

•
•-

'" n »7lva.,iH,inv, s identifying hi*

•he Great Valley.

ran . 13,1865
2. Stall, of the Reindeer Periodfrom a Belgian bone-cave, indicating

\**Tor
> as W?U a i

Europe.— Prof.

"I kkEde .v, th,
|

recent explora-

:
>j cm,,,,,.

| .
I-] of Lh,SeU

.,
^nt, crania ..;es, of the Reindeer period,

"^Otte of them, tha k "est franchement brae-liy*
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cephale et prognathe, mais avec une belle boite cranienne." The cavern

is in the Carboniferous limestone, 30 or 40 meters above the level of the

Lesse. A large number of human remains were found.—Reader, Jan. 1.

3. Casts of fossils.— Vrof. II. A. Ward, of Rochester, New York, is

contributing greatly to the diffusion of ?i knowledge of geological science

through the country, by I er id* direction, of

fossils of various kinds, from those of the Megatherium, Dinotheriuin,

Tnlobites. e?z- 's etc. The casts are remark-

ably well made, fii .

institutions in which geology is t , ight. won I i find it greatly to their ad-

4. it , n > iml < i of ( -. >ii \V. E. Loaks, Director. Figvra

and Description* of Canadian Or «>nic Remains, Decade II: Graptolita

of the Quebec Group, bv James II all. 152 pan-es, 8vo, with 21 plates

and many wood-cuts. Montreal, 1865: Dawson Brothers ; London, New

York, and Paris: J and fourth Decades ut the

figures and descriptions of < as, published »M
part of the Reports of the I da, were mm !U

the years 1858,1859, as an; nal in vol. xxvi, at p.

299, and vol. xxviii, at p. 148. The second Decade, just now published,

contains an elaboi, on |„ < madi a Graj.to >

by James Hall. The v, ... 1 I .1 va. , tv of these fossils afforded by the

Quebec group baa throw great light on the growtn,

development and -. The numerous plate*m
tain full and ex, . .„,cies. The number of specie.

recognized in the Quebec group is over fifty, and none of these are*sow

higher in the series. In the Ti *er groups the wtioie

number known is about tHrtn, and in the Upper Silurian there are DM

two (and these occur in tU I - •'- s
l"

cl* ' 5
genus Dklyonemu, here Pe£ here are three spec

in the Quebec group. <>,<>•
; M the '1 iVntnn, three in the Niagara, one in

upper Helderber- an 1 Uvo in the Hamilton. , . ..

5. Alyer's Cabinet of Minerals.—T\& excellent Cabinet o^,B

JJ
made by the late Francis Alger, of Boston, has been purchased tor a

ghany College, Meadville, Pennsylvania.

HI. BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

1. Harvard University Herbarium.—This establishment is noticed in

the Annual Report of the President of the University to the tfoam

"Dr.AsaGrav »• invaluable Bert*

rium and his Bota h have been safely
t^nsferreu

the fire-proof buii twelve thousand
*J

Dr. Gray <

spondents ra v
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The collections were formally presented by the following letter :—

" Botanic Garden, Cambridge, November 30, 1864.

"To the Rev. Dr. Hill, President of Harvard University,

"My Dear Sir:—-I have the pleasure to int'oi in you that the Herbarium
H Botanical Lil i sent to the Univer-

eity, are now safely d< eir reception by
Mr. Thayer. I have regarded them as belonging to the University from

the beginning of the present yeai : but I wi>h more formally to make
them over to the President and Fellows, as the foundation of the Har-

"The Herbarium is estimated to contain at least 200,000 specimens,

and is constantly increasing. From the very large number of typical

"The Library, from the rough catalogue which has been made out,

contains about 2200 botanical works—perhaps 1C00 volumes, and nearly

as many separate memoirs, tracts, &c.
"The current expenses of the establishment for the first half of the

year now drawing to a close have been defrayed by Dr. Jacob Bigelow,

who placed in my hands a special donation of two hundred dollars for

wis purpose.

"I had stated that the income of a capital sum of $10,000 would be

purchase of certain collections Me 'by exchange,
for freights and charg fuel, <fcc. lam informed that

".'issum, which Mr. Georov 13. En . rson undertook to raise by subscrip-

Wyto substantially secured. bably « ot at lu '3

trme practicable, thai extended as to

provide for the services of a Curator, so that I could myself devote valu-

able time to the pi «
- ks for which I am

Prepared, and to which I am pledged.
"I have the honor to be, with great respect, very truly yours,

Asa Gray."

We understand that extensive collections of botanical specimens, to be
wded to the herbai d. Among them are

—

A full suite of \i bout 2500 speci-

WN made in Cuba years, and just now arranged

amono- botanists.
A very interesting set of plants recently collected, chiefly by IW^or

Crewer,in the Geo: fessor Whitney.
The numerous ar »Uier Cyperacea,)

Rotate Dr. Bool : "' herbanum,
*of Curkes having beeu bequeathed to the herbarium of the Royal

.

A large collection of plants of Mauritius and Madagascar, and a con-

jnustion of the distt
herbaria of Grif-

™, Heifer, &c„ presented by the directors of the Royal Botanical Gar-
aet

!
s and Herbaria at Kew.

continuation) of plants of the Dutch East

Bad I""
1 Jaf>an

' from the RovaI Netherlands Herbarium, Leyden, now
the cu»'ge of Professor Miquel.
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A f election from the Mexican collections of the late Professor Lieb-
mann (Oaks, Ferns, Cyperacea?, &c.) ; from the Royal Danish Bounir

enbagen.
An extensive set of authentically determined plants of Persia, Siberia,

and Northern Chin mere of Dorpat: and of Algerian
plants, &c, from Dr. Cosson.
A set of Maudon's plants of the Andes of Bolivia ; acquired bv

purchase.

A fine genera] collection of Algae, from Professor Agardh of Lund,

- new Species Ah/arum.
But the most notable accession is the munificent gift which lias just

been made by John A. Lowell, I d books of his own
library which the : , ^^ being rhii-flv

very large, choice, and «»; \
; I

i ;,nicn, SiUl.o.].'*

Flora Grseca, Bat- e Botanical ft*
ter, Botanical Cabinet, Botani enbacb's Icon*, il.e

large edition of Duhamel, the great works of Jacquin, and others of tie

character,— n, a >, ., ,:> \, imes, the p<
.•koned at several thousand dollars.

-

.

:

une character,—in all 335 volumes, the pecun
•

_ to which these ti

granite foundation, with freest ne fa. n^, is 32 feet in front and 56

t deep, a story and a half '

_ ,:id ventilated, for

greater security from dampness.
r (with win -

tory, 18 feet in le
. Kcept at the private entrance,

w, »"--l' is giuirdcd by a doub! set of wrought iron doois. The room for

the herbarium (foi greater se uritv against fire) is aiso separated from

roe anaall worki j ._ : entry ;D front, by a hollow

bv heavy iron doors.

In the half-story over the front rooms are two other commodious woiking

or store rooms. The prim-ipa! room, for the herbarium, is about 30^ by

35 feet, atul 19 feet high to ti; a lighted by a domed

skylight and by a large double western end. At the

Height of about 8 feet, an iron gallery, four feet deep, surrounds the apart-

ment, interrupted only by the large window. The space between tn«

floor and the gallery is completely rilled by the herbarium-cabinet ex-

cept upon one sni .,,. „ sort of mrnaoe r stove, d
soapstone, chiefly in the fronl

,
partition wall. anJ

^|»|>lH-'^vannairb
} registers fhe walls above the gallery are reserved

oi a second and -
.

t , ue constructed when need 1' •

IJe cabmets, caai r? ihe floors (whfcJM
^ :

1. The budding

^constructed „
: ; lteet , M r. EM

^ narm in a th •

j. hoped will to-m

a sate and perman* ^ which have been

2.Story about a Cedar of Lebanon.-ln the Edinburgh Beviev IP

October last, turning over the pages of an article on Conife *« g
fainm.en I"

01'

6
/! amueem euf tailed account of t>

«nous Uidar of Lebanon, in the Jardiii des Plautes, which, the MPj
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er informs us, is " well-known from an anecdote connected with its arrival

"It appears that about one hundred and thirty years ago. viz. in 1737,
M. Bernard de Jussieu, the (ravelling in the
Holy Land, bad bro^h- . ,> „, ,

|, f, „ moIlff the ^m of
Mount Lebanon, a little seedling. Being unprovided with belter means
of conveyance, he made a flower pot of his hat, in which he planted it.

1 for France; but

course and prolonged the \ j lte ,.
i,egan t0 fyj^

•'• AikI the na " v bow the passen-
»n were reduced of water a day,—

1-rtl.e hrijjhtVm
° the Meditmanean. sh.m-d ln> I, i!r -1 ,s,fn | „f water with his little
plant, —how "his own slivniril, ) t

.pm ,„ sink undei the prolonged pri-
Pjn, Uit be n. ver .., Marseilles with his own

,

!th " a ' n;l^" i -

I in red,"—how it is

;-'' that he came near losing . incredulity of the

livanee foi smuggling jewels

•ml eloquent appe;, .Mowed to cany
fardin des Pta.ites. where it was planted,

j»> became a great and famous tree;—how it ^rew and flourished until

J
"

,l " ,i on* I. ...;„.| lt; and, finally,
"™ m its hundre rut down to make room for a

Zrf'^
a

'|
rf now the kissing steam-engine passes over the place where it

- course, it is almost unnecessary to tell our readers that Bernard

iv, if he had, to

Wat least the ace 4 he brought the
•*">ng Cedar from -tory of the voy-

about |

eLev
,

a!
• to be an adaptation of one

a,

"

f

e t

)

lree C 'ii
. :n the year 1720,

•MltromitUJardin des Mantes t . the vessel o muianded by Capt. De-

En ' WHS cbarSed by the French Government with the duty of

WateT^'"^
t,lem t0 ™art'°'que- The voyage being unusually long, »he

is said to have ^iven out, two of the precious plants died, and the

Cant

ln,ng
,°
ne

'
S Said

"
to have beeu keP fc alive hy the

<
levotion of the

P«*in, who best.,

n

of water, and so

Si8 d

l!,e anCeSt0r of aI1 the coffee-plantations of the Antilles. For
aevotion, we presume, his name is commemorated in the genus De-

WK°;
oftLe Coffee Fami|y-

conieT
are the otl,er '"Salients of this pot-pourri we are unable to

what
'•
^Ut tlle naluralists of the Jardin des Mantes may be some-

tn<

a ?stoni8hed to
I ..c-rses their peaceful grounds,

flourisl i
8 hissin

= " ie steeP lit,le n' 11 UP°" w™
Cudar n?'r

a
?
d ** the

-
v fondly imagine still flourishes, Bernard deJussieu's

«, y Lebanon.

botJ
,

arn
*}'om this same article, farther on, that "poor Douglas," the

ai exP'orer of Oregon and California, " perished at last in a pit-
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fall set for bears or bvffalos in a North American forest; and that the

average height of full-grown trees of the Mountain Redwood, (Seguoia

gigautea, which they still call Wellinqtonia in Scotland) is full three

hundred feet!

3. Calluna vulgaris in Newfoundland.—Mr. Murray, late of the Geo-

logical Survey of Canada, and now engaged in a survey of Newfound-

K-'vlb. J« i_~ rfo midland, near Fer-

ryland (hit. 47°, long. 52° 50'), ami nhich are stated to be fromasniall

4. Preservation by A. E. Verrili-

Starfishes may be dried, s* as to ret tin thru natural colors almost nmm-

paired, by immersing them in alcohol of model ate strength for aWita

minute, or just loi_ fe arid produce eoiUMit r.

of the tissues, and itt. ward d \ < (hem rapid!) l>) artificial ln-at-

The drying is be>; pen cloth s-treti-lied

tiglulv upon a fran » stove. Care should

be taken not to raise the lie - i I* ehaog»1 1

1

I

Bpeeiwfouurf! < Solaster pappow,

, ., and various other

species, specimens of which are in the Mjmiihi of Vale College.

The same proces .,d Crustacea.

5. A new Am* i
mucous experiments, Mr.U

Trouvelot, of Me : J a awfully,.!

great numbers, ^teews Polyphemus Linn., and in
;

cocoon an excellent quality of silk, possessing great lustre and st
|*

etl

|j~|

and pronounced superior to Japanese and all other silks, except the vm

'. _ M
The silk is unwound by a simple process perfected by Mr. Trouitf*

each cocoon yieldii fc is very hardy, mi
found throughout the Northern and, as it feeds upo^

the leaves of oak, maple, willow, and other common forest trees, ma,

reared easily in any part of the country. u-

Mr, TrouveL.t ba • his stock from year to year, i

raising young from the eggs of the few individuals first captured, u

^
he has at present seven wagon-loads of cocoons, the entire progeny

which he proposes to raise during the coming season. .

The thanks of the country are due to the ingenious and VeT
*e' e

,$
author of this su, and inter7

in*
fit tt

for industry and e ot fail to be a source ot pr<"

those who intelligent! v < « i^v in it, an 1 < t mere ised wealth and p P^

ity to the people, should it be developed to the extent that now

possible.
. .

-

veT] bj

The first public notice of his experiments with this insect was f ^
Mr. Trouvelot at a meeting of the Institute of Technology,"j^
about a year ago, when he exhibited specimens of silk man

^ jfrom it, both natural-colored and dyed.
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IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Shooting Stars of Nov. 11-14, 1864.—Since the last No. of the
Journal of Science was issued i t.ors of the Con-
necticut Academy of

'

, letter from Prof.

B. Silliman, dated in California, the following observations obtained by
him, while in that part of the country:—
FirU

; Observations at Virginia, in Nevada, made by Mr. Richard H.
Stretch:—Nov. I2tk. One observer. Three hours watch, from l h 15m

Eighteen shooting stars were observed. Twelve
le well-known radiant in Leo, although four of the

number exhibit large deviations. But the deviations are about equal,
on either side of the radiant. Of the number that were not conformable,
n>e had their courses directed from an area, 3^° in diameter, in the same
general quarter of the heavens, but far to the north,—in fact, centered
»bout 1° iY.W. of £ in U. Major. Only one—and that of small magni-
tude-exhibited no tendency from the common radiant. All were yellow,
"ceptone that expl

t] <r,een light. Nearly all ap-
peared as brilliant points of light,—and six of the number were as con-
spicuous as stars of ; also four of the latter were

L t,
6 eithe1

'
f°r ! v,ni

'
or br0ad traitlS attendiuSmi& These four were of the twelve first above mentioned.

In V 3^"~The Same obse »'ver
-

I -' - :

' " - ,
run at lh 45m A

-
M '

Jf

0De "ou |' at]d eight minutes tw

1

n ere seen through
* moonlight. Afterward twenl served, during a
e
?
ot stated, but ending, not improbably, about ± h a. m.—as on the

wing preceding. .p^ared as points
« y«"ow light. Mr. Stretch has illustrated the phases of this No. 22,
nnree sketches. It exploded like a rocket, its tail dropped, and grew

JfW and broad, it turned from yellow to red, shaping itself, at first,

™ &e horn of an ox, and finallv like a corona; or, more nearly like a

Iran t
Crescent occupying thre.r' h the left hand

ncn exceeding the other one-half in length, but of much less curva-

Itk ^ati0n Wa" th,'ee-quarters of a minute.

Kdiant^Tu
e tbat tho entire gr0UP wa3 conformable to a common

toiaiil'

althou
Sh eight of the forty-six—and only eight—show a large

«er »
a part t0 the east

>
but mo""® to the west

-
This radiant

>
how'

«WwJ!?i
a A

* H- 156° ancl N - Dec - 24°,— or nearly seven degrees of arc

»«ae If u
nortnwar ' 1 of its ordinary situation. This position, and the

Ptty th
12tb

'
a '

v " eat charts which acCon>
^ the observations of Mr. Stretch, and which have every meteor's

Aw ed^ly and numbered upon them.

ntr J Nervations at Shasta, Nevada, made by Mr. G. K. God-

Pmbabl^ -

:

i

4^—Time, from midnight until 2 » a. m., certainly, and

tiuctec
V*!1

-
later

' A t midnight Mr. Godfrey had his attention at-

Of a '
,
whlle "ding into Shasta, bv the falling of innumerable stars."

<WSLn COmite(i " some £%/' but the time of counting is not stated.

Pliant t

'

y
. . ,

Star " shot off to the east with great velocity, leaving a

^ * trad behind. There were some which "cast a bright scinfcilla-

0C*. Scl^Seco^ See Vol_ XXxIX, No. 116.-Mabch, 1865.
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tion of a violet color," another group " were of a deep crimson, and

much larger, apparently, than the fixed stars, and described a small arc

in the sky, and were confined to a small space in the heavens." These

last expressions agree (color excepted) with the striking appearances, in

1833, of a limite adiant; but Mr. Godfrey has not

stated, even in g- : of the " -mall space'' which ta

has described. All that can 1 from his account is die

simple fact that -

Nov. 14th last, in such Bombers, and of such brilliancy, as to fix Mr.

Godfrey's attention upon them for, at least, two hours without any pre-

vious notice or expectation of such an occurrence. a. c. t,

New Haven, Jan. 5.

2. Meteor and Meteorites of Orgueil—On the evening of the 14th of

•whole region from i. Loud detonations were heard

in the neighborhood of Montauban, and a large number of stones came

down near the villages of Orgueil and Nohic. The passage of the meteor
,

early in the evening. Numeroi ppearance have been

puUUhi-d in the Comptes Rendus.

This fall of meteorites is of peculiar interest. Whilst we have overs

hundred large fireballs and detonating meteors whose paths through the

atmosphere have been computed, with more or less precision, there are

only four or five of them from which stones have been known to come.

Of these four or five only one, the Weston meteor, has been so well ob-

served that we can speak with confidence of its path.

The published accounts show that the Orgueil meteor was first seen a

an altitude greater than 55 i

' an altitude of a dob

20 miles, and that it was descei it the !••'-'_-

25° to the horizon. The veloci not less than II or

miles per second. This example affords the strongest proof that w

stone-producing meteors and the detonating meteors are phenomenon

3. Chemical and mineralogical characters of the meteorite of 0$®m
Datjbkee, Cloez, Pisani and DesCloizeacx have communicated I

French Academy r

tttteortte.

nite. The dark mass coi

stance Laving a metal

separation from the main portion of the meteorite

tables; they are strongly attracted by the magnet

and a portion of it is in such an extreme state of mecbani

that it remains a long dm water, and pa*

the closest fi I

zine gave Cloez 2-567. An analysis by this chen
a considerable amount of magnetic oxyd of iron.

*u)phid of iron, traces of nickel and chromium, 5'92 per cent
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graphitic form), 906 p. c. of water and 5-30 p. c. of

ati r. consisting of chlorids of ammonium, sodium and
phates of magnesia, soda, etc. It is decomposed by
ith evolution of su giving a green-

and leaving a black residue amounting to Hp.c;

) tbe peculiar comport-

r the facility with which the

;. bites, and for

ffiicli a dried specimen of it has for water. An experiment
a specimen diied at 110° C. absorbed 7 p. c. of water in a

en simply exposed to the air.. Pisani found 3*35 p. c. of

jle in water in operating on about 18 grams of the imdried

his contained hyposulphurous acid 0*48, sulphuric acid 1*40,

, magnesia 0-30^ lime 0-16, potash 0-60, soda, ammonia, etc.,

. Alcohol took up 0-37 p. c. which proved to consist chiefly

Pisani's tabulated results give for the composition of the

together with chromic iron 0-49, magnetic iron 12*03, nickeliferous sul-

.N of iron 16-97, v,

«»
;

gives for the oxygen ratio of I
-!'S : 13-90=3 : 4.

nsatn proved the presence of m Iving the mineral
,'"

]

i

nt
," ;tllc ari(1 whu-h decomp - -tlphhls, and leftm
j
magnetic residue. The nickel was proved to exist as sulphid by

*«ng the substance with snip.; inch dissolved out
PuKl of nickel. T] p. c of silicates, and taking
account the watei :. the oxygen ratio of the sili-

'•• tiKUot serpentine. If tl irthite it will give
* 1 1

'
•

" f t'm-

1

-reorite. Subsequent ohserra-

hut h
DeS Cloizeailx

. Pisani, Daubree and Cloez prove that this re
*

"«Me meteorite contains minute rhombohedral crystals of a double

Uf
n

f

ateot m»gnesia and iron, and Cloez obtained a little more than

0Dff<,?i°
neperce,it " f '" ll

:

""' ;

'' ^ ''•"»» a P°nion of t,,e meteorite
T^tW upon.— Comples Rendus, May 30, July 18, and Nov. 14, 1864.

ShootiiL °°tlng Stars °f J™- 2

?Wen .
of those who were not a>were

2d.—On the morning of Jan. 2d, 1865,

d numbers were looked

^l
""""'"!> of another Asteroid, Alcmene, ©.—Another small planet

l» ltT
ered b>' Lu,he1'. ^ Bilk, on the 27th of November, 1864. It

w, n ""Ned Alcmene. Oppolzer of Vienna gives the following ele-

iDdDeo ill
°rbit

' computed from observations of Nov. 27th, Dec. 3d,
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Epoch Dec. 00, Berlin m. t. i= 3° 3' 14"

M = 308°40' 1" (fz=U 25 41

ti= 136 47 50 fi=18\"-\52

£= 28 49 28 log a=0-43818l.

6. Comet IV, 1864.—On the 11th of December, 1864, Mr. Baker at

Nauen, near Berlin, discovered a telescopic comet.

7. Spectrum of a shooting star.—Herschel has recently observed the

spectrum of a shooting star. It appeared near Capella, and

as brilliant as that star. He followed it for more than a second in its

• rather slow motion, an spectrum was as continuous

a spectrum as that of Capella, and a little more extended, and, therefore,

that it consisted of a bo ce and not of a gas or incan-

descent vapor, as Mr. Huggins has suggested with regard to some nebula.

V. MISCELLANEOUS INTELLIGENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Patent regenerative Gas-furnaces, of C. W. & F. Siebhens.-PW-

fessor Faraday, in his lecture at the Royal Institution, on the 20th June,

1862, describes these tun s in the t ! wing terms :—
"The gaseous fuel is obtained bv the, mutual action of coal, air, and

water at a moderate red heat A brick chamber, perhaps 6 ft. by 12 ft,

and about 10 ft. hijjh, has one of its end walls converted into a fire-

grate, i. e., ah .in h i f n n ,! ,v, n it is A s„ id plate, and for the rest of the

of strong

side of a heap of
•

-

coals would naturally take. Coals are poured, through openings aw«

upon this combination of wall and grate, and being fired at the under

surface, they burn at the place where the air enters; but as the layer*

coal is from 2 to 3 feet thick, various operations go on in those parts *

the fuel which cannot burn for want of air. Thus the upper and oooW

part of the coal produces a large body of hydrocarbons; the cinders

coke which are nol
. in descending, toward the grate,

that part which U . v if! the entering an mw °->

•bonic acid, and tb- , the mass above it ;
the carbon*

acid, passing slowly through the ignited carbon, becomes converted

carbonic oxvd, and mingles in the upper part of the chamber log

producer) with the former hydro-carbons. The water, which is purpo*7

introduced at the bottom of tbe arrangement, is first vaporized w
heat, and then d. ted fuel, and re-arrange(1

^j

drogen and carbonic oxyd ; and only"the ashes of the coal are rem

These mixed gases form the gaseous fuel. The nitrogen wbich
*°Lr

with the air at tbe th them, constituting »"»«».

*

of the whole vole
, a large vertical tube to

15 feet, after wb tally for any required cn^
^

and then descends to the heat-regenerator, through which it p .^
fore it enters the furnaces. A regenerator is a chamber packed w ^
bricks, separated so as to allow of the free passage of air or ga ,

them. There are four placed under a furnace. The gas ascend m
.^

one of these chai -:ji U» ne,&
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on. Fassmg onward to the other end of

i'ined gases) find precisely similar outlets
pass; and travera g regenerators
ward, heat them intensely, especially the upper part, a

their cooled state to the shaft or chimney. Now the pas

chamber, and both are conducted through passage outlets at one end of
the furnace, where mingling, they burn, producing the heat due to their

Passing onward to the other end of the furnace, they

r outlets down which they

o travel on in

four regenerators and the gas and air are supplied with valves and deflect-

fgto} "*i h ar«Hkefou ,; so that by the
use of a lever these regenerators and air-ways, which were carrying off
the expended fuel, can in a moment be used for conducting air and gas
into the furnace

; and those which just before had served to cany air and

p into the furnace now take the burnt fuel away to the stack. It is to
be observed, that the intensely heated flame which leaves the furnace for
tfie stack always proceeds downward through the regenerators, so that
fie upper part of them is most intensely ignited, keeping back, as it- J

> effect.;

) be cast into the air are not usually above

other hand, the entering gas and air always
pass upward through the regenerators, so that they attain a temperature
jjjj'ial to a white heat before they meet in the furnace, and there add to

that™

1

"!!
fc tDat due to ^leH i. It is considered

*i

T

1 the furnace is in full order, the heat carried forward to be

L?J Jy ,

the chemical action of combustion is about 4000°, whilst that

powe h- k
7 Uie regenerator is about 3000°' making an intensity of

bL. i

IC
.

'
Un,ess "moderated on purpose, would fuse furnace and all

"fjwed to its action.

Join

U3

a
re»enerators a,,e alternately heated and cooled by the out-

tthou
ente,'

ing g^ and air, and the time for alternation is from half

tfieeas

P,t0
*? nour

>.
as ''•- M >" "U m-iy indicate. The motive power on

from
t
u

tW0 kmds

—

a slight excess of pressure within is kept up

iir ent

e
. gas-P''°dueer to the bottom of the regenerator to preveut

• enng and mingling with the fuel before it is burnt; but from

heatedTr
downward through the regenerators, the advance of the

Aimney
1S Soverned mainly by the draught in the tall stack, or

»hfc|
faCi''^ is afforded ^ the management of these furnaces. If,

*>abunrV
S m the COUrse of manufacture, an intense heat is required,

tad the

n

r
S"PP '-V °f gas and air is £iven '

when the glaSS is made
'

gty of f
°, tion nas to be reduced to working temperature, the quan-

4»red7 Td a ' r is reduced - If the combustion in the furnace is

• PlaiWi gradual from end to end, the inlets of air and yas are
{^UK>re orless apart theone fromthe othen The gas is^lighter

P^dlin* f'

r
'
Bnd lf a raPid evolution of heat is required, as in a short

*'r inlet- -f

r

\
aCe

' the mouth of the gas inlet is Placed below that of the

the
Cont

' the reve'se is required, as in the long tube-welding furnace,

foroace wV
7

,

a
r
rangement is used. Sometimes, as in the enameller's

tiiedoo'r a #
S lon* muffle» it is requisite that the heat be greater at

*& taken f

the rauffle and mrnace, because the goods, being put in
ut at the same end, thos I are withdrawn
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first, remain, of course, for a shorter time in the heat at that end; and

alternately, still the necessary difference of temperature is preserved by

! ( tin; aperture-, at those ends.

Not merely can the supply of gas and air to the furnace be governed

by valves in the passages, but the very manufacture of the gas-fuel itself

can be diminished or even stopped, by cutting off the supply of air to

the grate of the gas-producer ; and this is important, inasmuch as there

is no gasometer to receive and preserve the aeriform fuel, for it proceed!

Some of the furnaces have their contents open to the fuel and combus-

t'on, as in the pu< ments; other are en-

closed, as in the muffle furnaces and flint-glass furnaces.

The economy in the fuel is esteemed practically as one-half, 'even when

the same kind of coal is used eithei direeth tot the furnace or for the

gas-producer ; but, as in the latter case, the most worthless kind can be

employed—such as slack, &c, which can be converted into a clean gas-

eous fuel at a distance fmm the p ice <>t the (mi, .ue. so, many advantage*

seem to present themselves in this part of the arrangement."
Faraday concludes his lecture with the following conclusive figures

:—

"Carbon, burnt <• acid in a gas-producer, wou.u

only evolve 1200°. The cai form, carries on with

it the 2800° in chemical force, which it evolves when burning to the

real furnace with a sufficient supply of air. The remaining 1200" »*

-employed in the gas-producer in distilling hydro-carbons, decomposing

water, &c. The whole mixed gaseous fuel can evolve about 4000° mthe

furnace, to which the regenerator can return about 3000° more."
_

2. National Academy of St Bsioo of the Natl0°7

Academy of Scien i>hington on the 3d,

4th, 5th, and 6th of January of the present year. The three vacancy

in the Academy were filled by the election of Prof. O. N. Rood and to*

M. C. Meigs to the Class of
'

rsies, and Prot.J- r-

Kirtlaud to the Class of Natural History. The following papers were

1. On a chronograph for measuring the velocities of projectiles
;

J

2. Homologies and classifies

3. Geographical distributor

4. On the tables of the Moon ; Benj. Peirce.
5. Metamorphoses of i « ; L. Agassiz.

6. On chei V. Gibbs.
1. Progress of the Geological survey of California: J. D.

8. On a method of e -tics of hosp

Leconte.

9. Note on the changes which have taken place in the bai

in the main cbston harbor since the sinking of „_„
veloped by the U. S. Coast Survey ; J. E. H

10. Glacial phenomena and present configi
L. Agassiz.
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11. Dimensions and proportions of American soldiers; B. A. Gould.
12. On a regulator form motion, and an apparatus

for recording time-observations in tvpe; J. E. Hilgard.
13. Mineral lands of the United States, and the relation of the govern-

ment to their management ; J. D. Whitney.
H. Origin and :• rv rocks; J. S. Newberry.
15. Origin and distribution of petroleum "in the U. S. ; J. S. Newberry.
Alex. Braun, G. B. Airv, Astronomer Royal of England, R. Owen,

Prof.F. Wohler, Sir R. I. Murchison, and M. V. Regnault, were elected
Foreign associates. - The next session of the Academy will be held at

Mass., on Wednesday the 23d of August, 1865.
3. Lawrence Scientific School, ^The Lawrence

toentific School has received, as a New Year's gift, (Jan. 1, 1865) fifty-

» tUisai.d live hundred d .liars, twenty-five hundred to be expended
«once for the equipment of the laboratory, and the balance to endow
equally the Chemical and Engineering departments.

Obituary—4. Capt. James M. Gilliss, U.S.N.—Captain Gilliss, the
superintendent of the Washington Observatory, died suddenly, at Wash-
'"gton, ot apoplexy, on Thursday, the 9th of February. The Naval Ob-
latory, under his charge at the time of his death, was constructed

the™-
'

a 'Kl e ' tmtm UentS hy him
'
du, '

in£

•nutation of the country had

isliingtOB, fitted
v yliim, had been the seen, of his ibo'is from 1838 to 1842r
" "ohime containing the results—the first volume of American

Observations— Mi d '',-. hN pleas-

- should have resulted in

\ .v;d I U.servatory."

fears, 1849 to 1851, Capt. Gilliss was in Chili, in
e °t theU. 8. E g ,b, Solar Parallax, and

Lliat was expected <™8 *ailtof that r.f,n^..„f;^„ ;., .i .1 ' i.— u.
..nil... .,«..- ,,.„.,

the?
f° r b

'
V him

- Tlle N Washington) of

to,J
y e llis deatll

< (
Feb - 8 ! Bomiod commu-

Cap"7°r
re ' atinS t0 tlie P1«»et Mars—dated Feb. 7.

noble t> f
Was an ^server of great skill and accuracy, a man of

IhnwT- cllHract
«'"i and a patriot in the highest sense of the word.

«kl«tJ o
S°nS have been in t:

'

:
' -ountry, and the

"SonthTf
.Ptain"~r«acbed home from the Libby prison, after four

ceived a°
HGE P

' BoND-— It is seldom that astronomical science has re-

PhiliJ\> J*
severe blow than that occasioned by the death of George

Direct ! °f Harvard College Astronomy, and

WrinlSI
tHe observatory connected with that institution. After a

of tbg ? 1,lness of more than a j -
r lor in the study

avens led him oftentimes to exposures entirely incompatible
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ite of his health, he closed a useful and an unblemished life

i of February,—eight days after his compeer, Captain Gillk

curate and truthful observer of astronomical phenomena, be

ithout question, unequalled by any one in this country, and

ntributed many

aluable papers of original discoveries and calculations to various period-

ong the first in the world. In his short c

greatest work,

and that which gave hini honor the world over, is his account of the

Donati comet which constitutes the third volume of the Annals of the

Observatory. To this, the palm of unrivalled excellence has been freely

awarded by the best astronomical observers of Europe. 1 Well trained

by his lamented and distinguished father, and taking advantage of the

best telescope mounted in so high a southern latitude, he explored with

searching scrutiny the great nebula of Orion, a work which he pursued

with untiring zeal and anxiety i 1,1- ivvi ,a\ - ; and while we fear hi*

waning strength may have left it incomplete in form, we are

;ory to prepare it for publication

We might dwell much longer

ecessary brevity of this notice re

i his astronomical history, but the

ires that we should t

vate life." It is "rare indeed, that so many virtues are blended in any

man. His innocent unpretending manners, the perfect absence of every

air of vanity or pretension, crowned with an unwavering christian faith

and deep sense of religious obligation, secured for him, not the mere

respect, but the kindest regard of all that had the happiness of h»

6. Dr. IIcgh Falconer.—Dr. Falconer, Vice-President of the Royal

Society, died at London, on the 31st of January.

1. The Differential Calculus ; by John Spare, M.D. Boston, 1865.

Bradley, Dayton & Co. 8vo. pp. xx, and 244.—The plan of this treat.*

is different from that of most works upon the same subject. Tbe aim

seems to have been to treat the calculus as peculiarly the continuat.on ot

Algebra. Hence most of the applications are to problems which resera

as much as possible the ordinary problems of Algebra. The autnor

style is somewhat involved, and his logic not entirely free from cnucwo.

8. History of Delaware County, Pennsylvania, from the ^isc0veryl
the Territory inciu to the present time, wltha

pf>.
of the Geology of the County, and Catalogues of its Minerals, rw^
Quadrupeds and Birds ; written under the direction and appoints

the Delaware Co. Institute of Science, by George Smith, M.D. »f*
»J

8vo.—This history is the work of great care and research. The ci p

on the Geology of Delaware County is illustrated by a w'ofV^f
showing the distribution of its rocks, and it closes with a

^JEcrt,
mineral localities. The work is illustrated by several plates, woou

and maps.

' We are informed that, a month since, Mr. Bond received wordJ^^vi
De La Rue , of the Royal Astronomical Society, that the Society, at i» «•

meeting, m January, had voted him a gold medal for his work ou tins com
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Ast.XXVII. —On Molecular Physics ; by Prof. W. A. Norton.

[Continued from vol. xxxviii, page 223.]

m a former part of this paper a succinct exposition has been

tK l

a
1

consistent general theory of Molecular Forces, and

dift t

Constitution of bodies, and special theories of the
"went states of aggregation of matter, and the processes of
^formation from one state to another, as well as of the essen-

il n
and modes of ex '

'

l rion of the two

fc? ?
light and heat/ The conclusions arrived at were all

^<*4 from two fundamental principles, viz :

**
^azilfe^lla

heat 'vib !"at
.

ion3
> ?Y }

lr- James Cro11
.
punished in the Philosophi-

^C^aTsoTha'
1^ 1 ""''

;t inamotion of the ^dividual

•dwiftrt.?*!*
moiccii

' !Dt memoir (p. 62).

^ir^remarkM]"'
tl>erefrom (P . 64).

.

.••' ;-.i" : '; .'-. '

. . .

'

'
-

•*«*p£riS Eu UlG ^ epit°me
'

in !i the C0Dtracti°n8

^^uTthe
the^rigi"° nofonty of hLt-vibratbrn^but oTallMe moWar

**SS

f PhySiCal P^^mena!
7

aci—Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 117.-Mat, 1865.



(1.) That matter exists in the three different forms of ordinary

or gross matter, an tri* ' r, and a more subtile universal ether

;

and that each of these is made up of spherical atoms.

(2.) That there are two primary forces : attraction, and re-

The primary force of attraction is exerted between the atoms

of ordinary matter and the two ethers, and between the atoms

of the electric ether and those of the universal ether; while a

mutual repulsion subsists between the constituent atoms of the

two ethers.

From these two postulates the conclusion was derived that

each atom of ordinary matter must be surrounded by two atmos-

pheres, one consisting of electric ether, and another of the uni-

versal ether, pervading the former; and that the atoms of the

electric ether must also be surrounded by atmospheres of the

more subtile universal ether v. h eh pi i \ ad -s the space between

them. Such being the condition of things, it was assumed that

the attraction of the central atom of matter for the atoms of

electric ether exterior to it was propagated by the intervening

universal ether, and that the same was true of the mutual re-

pulsion exerted between the individual atoms of the electric

The primary force of heat, as one of the molecular forces, was

deduced from these principles, and found to have its origin in

the force of molecular attraction.
We propose now to show that the characteristic phenomena

of electricity, comprised under the several heads of frvtional

electricity, volta >':-
,

-,

i elism, electro-mag-

netism, magneto-: Ha-magnetism, may

be derived as me iS from the same fundamental

conceptions.

We have thus far had no occasion to introduce arbitrary hy-

potheses, but have in fact ithertoin vogue, as

that of the permanent polarity of atoms, and various hypotheses

as to the mode I istituted and main-

tained. It will be seen that in the wide field we are now enter-

ing, the same fundamental ideas will suffice, and that the same

two forces, attraction and repulsion, operating on the sametur

forms of matter, are alone c i g the phenomena

In every different province that we enter we but recognize n

^
results, achieved by the same agencies, working by_ the sa

essential processes. As transcendently wonderful as a tue

mte variety of Nature, no less so is the all-comprehensive m
of its origin, and the grand simplicity of its evolution. *'

the point of view now taken, this truth, which baa.long *

g

discerned with more or lea & forth in.'"

proportions. In the discussion of specific properties of dil^
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substances, we have admitted, and shall continue to admit, only
differences in degree, not in kind ; and differences too, that fall

within the scope of the general theory. No higher requirement
than this can reasonably be exacted of any fundamental con-

ception.'

Electricity.

Preparatory to the discussion of this topic it is important to
inquire more minutely than has hitherto been done into the
electric condition of molecules, both simple and compound.
Each simple atom, as we have seen, is s < d by an electric

atmosphere
;
but has this atmosphere a definite limit? and if so

what is the condition of the electric ether exterior to it, and in
the interstices between molecules ? The equilibrium of such an
atmosphere is determined by the operation of two antagonistic
forces, the attraction of the central atom for each atomette of the
atmosphere, and the repulsion experienced by such atomettes
from all the others of which the atmosphere is composed. If
*e regard these forces as in no degree intercepted in their prop-
agation, the atmosphere will extend with decreasing density to
,b»t height at which the attraction exerted by the central atom
Dpon an atomette is just neutralized by the repulsion exerted
u.pon the same by the entire atmosphere. The centers of repul-
8l°n and attraction will also be coincident, and the law of varia-
tion of the two forces will be the same ; hence beyond the lira-
lts oithe atmosphere there will be no effective action exerted

2
tlle molecule upon any electric ether that may be posited

"ere
- But the notion that there is no interception of force

oes not accord with the fundamental idea of the propagation
° lorce by the universal ether (p. 238). It is impossible that a
Propagated force of repulsion should take effect upon an atom-
"e °i electric ether, iin!,-ss th-* universal ether, which is the

.J
lum of propagation, be in some degree condensed upon the

" ace

u

P°n which the wave- i ills. Such condensation must
e

'

e rise to a reflex wave, and the dispersion of a certain amount
'^ce into the surrounding ether. Upon the principle of the
"Nervation of for. force thus dispersed must
* fstracted from the original wave-force. Now if the atomettes

"e electric atmosphere intercept a certain portion of the re-

cel r f
ropi*ated from other atomettes, it follows that the

int 1 °i
r^ulsiori of the wh< -^ be C01UC1-

** with the center of attraction, or center of the atom of mat-

oectioo.
me Hussion. There will s
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ter. It would seem also that the repulsive pulses propagated
from the atomettes should be more or less intercepted by the

central atom of the molecule, which should tend to displace the

center of repulsion still more. For each side of the molecule

this center must lie somewhere between the center of the atom

and the surface of the atmosphere, as at r, fig. 4. In this state

of things the atmosphere will have a definite limit,

as before; but beyoud its limits, since its repulsion 4 -

must decrease more rapidly than the £

effective force of attraction will be exerted by the f-M
entire molecule. As a consequence, the external W
electric ether will be retained in contact with the
atmosphere, and press upon its surface with a cer-

tain force. Its density will decrease outward and doubtless be-

,

come insensible at sensible distances. If then we confine our

attention to a single molecule, we perceive that it must consist

of an atom of ordinary matter surrounded with two envelopes

of electric ether
; of which the outer presses upon the inner, and

extends indefinitely, but becomes evanescent at a distance a cer-

tain number of times greater than the diameter of the inner en-

velope.' Hitherto in speaking of the electric atmosphere of a

molecule, we have alluded only to the inner and principal en-

velope, and have regarded the diameter of a molecule the same

as the diameter of this envelope ; and we shall use these terms

in the same sense hereafter, unless the exception is distinctly

specified.

The outer electric envelopes of molecules serve to establish

. electric communication between them, and play an important

part in all electric phenomena. By their pressure upon the inner

envelopes, or the atmospheres so-called, of the molecules, they de-

velop a force of electric repulsion exerted outward at the sur-

face of each atmosphere. This is the force already recognized

as one of the molecular forces (p. 64). It has its immediate

origin in the compression of the atmosphere at or near its sur-

face, by the outer envelope, which increases the repulsive action

of the upper portion of the atmosphere, and so brings into ope-

ration an effective repulsioi here otherwise W
effective force would be zero. It is to be borne in mind »»«

the attraction of the centra I in its effects, in*

that attendant upon its ex velopes will have

an inward and outward movement ; but such alternate move;

ments will, when propagated outward, neutralize each otner»

effects, unless a secondary force is developed in the proc**-

Now it is precisely such a force that is developed in the man

just explained, and this must be propagated by the electric
etner

s
It is uossihlo n,at ;„ . .i x.„ -i i—u an™\<me maybe'T!
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of the outer envelope, or the interstitial electric ether of bodies,

as a wave-force.
4

_
We have seen that the attraction exerted by the atom upon

its atmosphere, proper, by forcing outward a portion of the uni-

versal ether near the surface of the atom, develops at the same
time an effective molecular attractive force and what we have
called the force of heat-repulsion. From the difference that ob-
tains in the circumstances under which these forces and the above
mentioned force of electric repulsion originate, it is highly prob-
able that their constants (n and m, p. 68,) would be different.

To pass now to the case of a compound molecule: let a and b
(fig. 5) be two similar molecules, held in equilib-

g
rium by their mutual actions, and let us enquire
mto the condition of the electric ether on the
line crossing perpendicularly the line of their
centers, at its middle point, m. At m the attrac-
tions of the two molecules for an atom of electric
ether there will neutralize each other, but at all
other points of this line, the resultant of the
atUetions will have a finite value and be directed inward to-

ward the line of the centers. This resultant will increase in
value as the distance from the line of the centers increases,

.
a certain point, n, beyond which it will decrease. The sum

°|
all these resultants will act as a compressing force upon the

electric ether about m, and determine its density at that point.
At other points, as e, r, s, variously situated in the vicinity of
we molecules, the joint attraction of the two will generally ex-

J

e«i the attraction of either molecule alone. It follows, there-
°re,that the two united molecules will be surrounded by an
^ectric atmosphere of their own, spherical or spheroidal in form,
»a at the same time that the two individual atmospheres will

en ?tenally modified. This atmosphere will have an outer
j^lope, as in the case of a simple molecule.

wiiu
suPPose several molecules thus united, the entire group

2j?
aV
Vls own Proper atmosphere. The extent of this atmos-

the surface of

^e pulses ol
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Let us next inquire into the true nature of the electric polari-

zation of molecules.

A molecule becomes polarized whenever, from any cause, a

portion of -ere is urged around from one side

to the opposite side; where there is an excess, the polarity

being positive, and where there is a deficiency, negative. But it

i ally important to observe that the act of polarizatio is

distinct from the result. The one is dynamical, the other stat-

ical. The act of polarization, too, does not consist si

flow of a certain amount of electric ether from the one side t>

the other of the atom ; in addition to this, a certain quantity of

the ether is detached, or expelled from the atmosphere on the

positive Bid nngamount absorbed into it on the

negative side. Accordingly, when a moleci'.i

when its ;> asinft there is a flow of eh
toward its negative side, and awe side. On Ike

other hand, when a polarization \ then »

aflow, or an electric current, in the opposite direction. To make this

more evident, let S (fig. 6") be a
surface receiving a charge of pos-
itive electricity, anc

1

series of particles <

medium. The repulsi

positive charge on S w
the nearer side of a negatively,
and the farther side positively

; but the same force will urge the

interstitial ether toward a, and the augmented attraction of the

negative side of a will add a certain portion of it to the atmos-

phere of a. At the same time, the excess of electric ether ac-

cumulated on the will act repulsively upon the

upper portion of its atmosphere and expel a certain portion oi

it. It will also urge toward b the interstitial electric ether be-

tween a and b, and polarize b, just as S has polarized a. in*

chain of particles will therefore become polarized in succession,

and at the same time there will be an electric movement, a o>

combining molecules lividual atmospheres be coinpw"*1

1 and of chemical union generally,

!

x charge of pos-

id a, b, c, &c, a 1
of a dielectric L _^

•pulsion of the lj W
S will polarize f
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charge from one to another. To take a more complete view of
the matter, the molecular polarization resulting from the elec-
tricity received by any single point, S, will not be confined to
the normal line a, b, c, but will extend, though with diminished
intensity, along lines radiating outward from S. A similar re-
mark may be made of the flow of electricity that accompanies
the polarization.

If we take account of the entire spherical surface, S, and sup-
pose it to be surrounded by a dielectric medium, as the air, ex-
tending to an indefinite distance, each new addition to its positive
charge will develop a wave of increasing molecular polarization,
which will be pro] ;tions outward through the
surrounding medium. Tins wave, if it mny be so termed, will be
accompanied by a spherical electric " wave of translation " that
will spread indefinitely through the same medium. This latter
wave will consist of a series of discharges from one spherical
l^er of particles to the next; while the former will consist of
Fopagated movements confined to the atmospheres of the parti-
ces;-tnese movements being produced by the repulsive action
I be electric ethej the farther sides of the par-

ies transmitted primarily through the universal ether. The

J

antity of electricity that moves forward from one layer of par-
ses to the next, should be equal to the quantity received by
e surface, for the determining cause of the electric wave of

wnslation lies in the fact that the force of tension of the propa-

firtl t

\

y Ur°es this quantity between the surface and the
» layer of the medium.

fS S,0
1

n of the electricity received results from the com-
W* on produced by the expansive action of the charge, which
ummately m equilibrium with the force by which the dis-

' '\ l

"i hm- , r til- medium tend to return to their orig-

• The tendency of the free electricity i

1.

und the polarized molecules of the medium

3 obtained by Faraday, and
I ideas of

a single ^'V
11^03^ ^ie ^ctrised surface to be surrounded by

llwo {v
e
,

ectric medium, extending indefinitely; but the re-

thronrri
essentially the same if the waves were propagated

first med
SeVeral SUch tnedia

'
as air

' §lass '

kc
-

If vve suPP03e the

tity
f

!

um
}°. Ue replaced by another, while the entire qnan-

tnedium
e

^'•'J propagated by it, as the polarization of the

t'aat it f
oe

f,
on

' should remain the same, as Faraday has shown
dually does, it does not follow that the final degree of
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polarization received will be the same as before. In this respect

substances may differ, or they may have different "specific in-

ductive capacities," as maintained by Faraday. It is, in fact, just

this difference of property that constitutes the difference between

conduction and non-conduction, or between the different degrees

of conduction or of non-conduction.

So long as the charge of electricity on the surface S, fig. 6,

remains the same, the degree of polarization of the surrounding

medium, or media, will continue the same ; but if the charge be

drawn off, waves of decreasing polarization will be propagated

outward from S, which will be accompanied by electric waves of

translation flowing inward toward S. The entire process that

went on within the medium while the body was receiving its

charge, will now be exactly reversed.

If we suppose a.body to receive a charge of negative electric-

ity, the process will also be reversed ; as when a charge of posi-

tive electricity is withdrawn. The final result will be that the

particles of the surrounding dielectric medium will be positively

polarized on the side toward the electrised surface, and there

will be a deficiency of electric ether between the surface and the

prises two different processes : a movement of a certain portion

of the ether of the atmosphere of a molecule from one side to

another, and cotemporaneously with this a discharge of ether

from the one side, and an absorption of a corresponding quanti-

ty upon the other side. Now the electric constitution of two

different bodies maybe such that, with the one the same amount

of electric movement, from particle to particle, may be accom-

panied by a feeble degree of polarization, and with the other by

a much greater degree. The c h ange determined

originally by the forces propagated by the universal ether, while

the outward flow of the electricity is partly the result of the mu-

tual repulsion between contiguous atoms of the electric ether.

Let us suppose two extreme cases, compatible with our gene-

ral theory. (1.) Let there be an indefinite line of molecules,

such that the density of the ether between them is the same as

at the surface of the molecular atmospheres, and suppose^

quantity of free electricity to arrive at one end of this line,

is plain that the repulsive energy of this electricity will u g

before it a certain quantity of electricity throughout the wn

length of the line, and that if the flow be unchecked it can exw

little or no disturbing action upon the molecular atmosft*

except very near their surface, and cannot polarize them,

this the moving electricity must have a certain decided tens^j

that is, be present in a certain sufficient quantity at eac
J*>

of the line. This would be the case of perfect, or nearly per
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conduction, and there would be little or no polarization of the
molecules. (2.) Let us suppose that the density of the electric
ether is very feeble between the molecules, there being now no
continuous mass of ether to give way before the electricity re-
ceived at the end, the latter will, as a first effect, exert its repul-
sive action through the universal ether upon the atmospheres of
the nearer molecules and polarize them, and this will extend
through the line, and the polari ion \\ 11 d -tannine the dis-
charge in the manner already explained. This would be the
case of a non-conducting dielectric medium. In all actual in-
stances of good conduction the case lies between these two ex-
tremes. The greater part of the electric movement is confined
to the outer envelope of the atmosphere, and the outer portion
Jithe inner envelope ; and the polarization resulting from the
disturbance of the lower envelope, or the atmosphere proper, is
si>gnt. With non-conductors, or poor conductors, the flow near
the surface of the lower envelope, around the molecule, resulting
from the direct repulsive action (or elastic tension) of the electric

gg is comparatively slight; and the polarization of the lower
envelope, with the attendant discharge on the farther side and
absorption on the nearer side, is much greater.

8

lo obtain a more distinct idea of the entire process of imper-
fect conduction, we must take account of a

I molecule V
hereto the flow of ether around it from the ^=W
negative to the positive side.

7 Let a, fig. 7,
D a polarized molecule. The center of re- ,,

Priori of its electt

i

pfe point, o, on the plus side of the center. , - -
'-

"je squire into the effective action of the
jwecule upon a mass of electric ether pos- \ _

tm /'
midwaJ between p and n, if the jT

^sphere were not disturbed thee
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effective repulsion would fall at r
; in its supposed polarized con-

dition, therefore, it will lie at some point m
r and o. The two forces exerted upon 5 would thei

the direction shown in the figure, and their resulta

from s toward-*. It will be readily seen that at all points be-

tween jd and n, the resultant will have a tangential component

directed toward n, and a normal component acting outward on

the positive side, and inward on the negative side of the mole-

cule. The density of the electric ether at v should therefore be

greater than atjt>; and while by its elastic tension it is urged

around toward p it is resisted by the tangential force just spoken

of. And so if the electric ether above n is urged by the repul-

sion of free electricity on that side of the molecule" around to-

ward p, it has to overcome this resistance. It is to be observed

that the attractive or compressing action about n, is but the

result of the repulsive energy of the free electricity which has

determined the polarization.

The outer circle in the figure represents the surface of the

undisturbed atmosphere (inner envelope). When the molecule

becomes polarized the surface of its atmosphere takes, or tends

to take, the spheroidal form, with the center of figure lying on

the side negatively polarized. At points near this surf

midway between p and w, and indefinitely beyond tl

there will be a result;, in the" figure, tending to

check the flow of free electricity around or past the molecule, in

the direction of n toward p.
It does not follow because the lines of direction of the at-

traction and repulsion meet at s under a small angle that the re-

sultant $ t may not be equal to, or greater than the force of ten-

sion of the free electricity that may reach the molecule, since the

absolute intensities of these forces" must be very great. Besides,

whatever ma\ be the intensity ot tins resultant, if must be of a

corresponding order ol the tension of free e ec-

tncity, since it is precisely the resistance exerted by
'

ized molecules of air contiguous to an electrised surfi

determines the tension of the sta I

cted upon it.

When a discharge takes place through an imperfect conductor,

as rarefied air, the con
by the repulsion of the electrised surface, propagated 1

fereal ether. This determines the escaping electricity to w»

upon their nearer negative sides; the molt
sidered above then comes into play, and if the elastic I

the electricity is suffici ,
acondu<*

j
discharge takes place ; otherwise the electric movement ca

only be after the manner explained on p. 243, thi

process of induction. According to these views, ^ e-
resistance offered by dense than rarefied air, is to be espial
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by the smaller number of resisting particles encountered, together
with the diminished resistance of each particle. For it will be
evident, on refering to fig. 7, that if the molecular atmosphere
expands, as it will if the air be rarefied, the resistance at s will
be diminished. Thus air rarefied to a certain degree should be-
come n conductor of electricity. For a similar reason the sur-
faces of solid, or liquid bodies' sh. il t con lu. t electricity better
than the internal portions, since the molecular atmospheres are
more expanded there.

8
It will also be observed, in view of the

results obtained, that imperfect conduction and non-conduction
depend upon certain effects resulting from the polarization of
molecules, and that non-conductors may become imperfect con-

P" lf the tension of the charge presented to them be suf-
ficient. But it should not be overlooked that the amount of

id therefore of the
t depend upon the condition of the inters!

•.ween the molecules; since
e interval of time in which the repulsive impulses propagated

oyttie universal ether, may come into action before the electric
«ther impelled from the one mol il to the . xt shall begin to
'^decided effect, must depend upon these two particulars. The
r1119 °['conduction, or non-conduction of a substance, should
eretore depend to a certain degree upon the mode of aggrega-
00 ot the particles; more especially as different groups of par-
ses, or compound molecules (p. 241), may offer different de-

grees of resistance.

metallic ball, a, be placed in good conducting
"'"-anon with the oto ; :i the charged

C'°
c
.
ond uctor of an electrical machine, the electricity will flow

Passino
g the route thus °Pened >

and the tension of the ether

ouuyarc

wt
le

k
P°)anzation of the particles of air; but th

„.:.?! 0e the

out,.
°j a being very feeble there will be no perceptible

lWard movement from a th i rig air, and no

-woo if the charge be too large to be conducted off£ facility. Thp pffi»„t ~r ~Ji ;„„ +u a ^; n,„ condu"'™- «***
'

J
l » hi i,

•

i i s to allow a free escape

which would otherwise pass toward the first laye:

•r-'ucles, and displace an equal quan
nsfer it to the next.

.

urK bpark.-~I[ we suppose the insulated metallic

^Particles, and displace an equal quantity from each la;

L-..„. -M wc auppUSC M,e insulated „«,„

other Kif ,
with tlie Pr ime conductor, to be placed near an-

4ki a
'
6

' which ^ in communication with the ground, on

el!?
the ma^hine the bull •. i::

!-.';-.
- its charge, will

| _,,
t0 electric waves proceeding outward from it (p. 243),

Jtne same time polarize the particles of the surrounding

aeras the interL?mass|Xt^^^^ JofarSed.

16 ^"^
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air. As a consequence, a certain portion of the electric fluid on

the nearer side of 6, will be urged away and pass into the ground.

This side will thus be electrised negatively by induction, and

react upon the air particles between the two balls, increasing

their polarization, and upon the nearer parts of o, drawing more

electricity to them. All these changes will be attended with in-

creasing wave movements, and increasing discharges from one

particle of air to another along the line between the nearest

points of the balls. The electric ether in transitu between the air

particles on this line, may thus come to have sufficient density to

establish a certain degree of conducting communication between

the two bodies, and so to convey a sudden conductive discharge

along this line. This result will be partially due to the lateral ex-

pansion, which the free electricity received by the air particles on

the line will occasion In heres. There will

be two causes in operation to produce this effect, the pressure of

the stream of ether passing from one particle to the next, against

the atmosphere upon which it falls, and the mutual repulsion of

the particles that will thus become momentarily overcharged.

We have seen (p. 247) that such lateral expansion would give

rise to a diminution in the resisting force of the polarized

molecules. ,

As the positive electricitv which thus passes over to b spreads

over its surface, it partially neutralizes its negative state, ana

thus tends to check the flow and interrupt the passage of the

spark. There is als a sudden diminution in the tension ot the

electricity received by a from the prime conductor, which is an-

other cause of this interruption. Apparently another cause con-

spiring with these two is a reaction to the sudden lateral expan-

sion above mentioned. If a were previously charged and insu-

lated, and b bn iearer to it, the mutual induc-

tive action of the two balls upon each other would initiate tM.

electric movement above alluded to through the intervening air,

uld finally result in the passage of a spark.

the vibratory

spheres of the '<

The light of the spark results in part from -—

upon the discharge. (See p. 219.) Experiments by B'^f'^f
son, and other pLicists, have conclustveh estal lishod tl a

;

electric 1, .l,t is partially due to the passage of highly»**

metallic particles from 'the positive to the negative surface,

-detachment of - r-swlt of the di^r^'. •
:
.

-be explained by thesis, har-es, or flow of electricity thin --

take place directly through the ball a, when the confine
charge from a to b occurs. This follows from the fact W>>^
electricity within the ball is no longer in equilibrium unue

action of the el. - rrounds it, and the imp

conveyed by the ahould tend to detacn r
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tides at the end of the metallic line through the ball. The
luminosity of the detached particles is to be ascribed to the
vibratory movements imparted by the discharge to the electric

atmospheres of the particles.

Excitation of Electricity.—There are various special modes of
exciting electricity, but they are all only so many different modes
of polarizing contiguous molecules

; or, more comprehensively,
of effecting certain disturbances in the equilibrium of electric

atmospheres. The different special causes of disturbance in
these cases may all be traced to some action of the molecular
forces, or of heat ; and, as we have seen (p. 64), heat is also, in

-in, one of the molecular forces.
lint,,,,, nl El ',,< if —The surface of one body should not in

its natural condition exercise any sensible direct electric action
upon that of another, unless they are brought into close prox-
mty; certainly much nearer than in anv ordinary case of mere

contact. (See p. 240 and Table I.) When, however, two dissim-
ilar surfaces sue pressed together, especially if they are brought
within the limits at which a force of adhesion would come into
operation, the unequal molecular forces of the dissimilar parti-
es

'
migntj

as will be seen in another connection (p. 250), give
rise to a polarization of the particles. The development of such
Polarization should establish a wave movement entirely through
we two bodies (p. 242), and as the result, the surface toward
TOch the flow occurred might have an excess of free electricity
* h»eit would be negatively polarized (p. 246); that is, the outer
^'elopes would, on the outer side of the molecules, have an
gjjof electricity, and on 1 - The reverse

7
,
b
,

e true of tbe other surface. This is the probable explana-

d

ot l

|j

e electrical excitement which may be obtained in a feeble

inf,?
-
V *lmV^ pressure, as in the experiment by Haiiy, of press-

-

J

'
Mlooth surfaces of fragments of calcareous spar, quartz,

E between the fingers. But the process of excitation by fric-
"on seems to be different. The most notable distinction to be

lhatT i

between the act of rubbing and that of pressure, is,

1 li -'- former alone the protuberent parts of the

Z:
are Pressed against each other laterally. The probability,

•

u
)

is that this lateral pressure of the surface particles is the
mediate cause of the development of electricity by the rub-

^ of one surface over another. Now it is easv to see that
s pressure should tend to compress the electric atmospheres of
^'.articles laterally, and so to produce an accumulation of

t0

n
? ether on the r , •

:
, ;. -, • :,.| a discharge from thence

am the other surface. If the surfaces be dissimilar in na-

ttBej,S
Coi

!
ditio », the effects of this sort of action should be

W«K the result should be tliat uPon the one surface tbere
oe an excess

|
on the other a deficiency.
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The particles of each body, if non-conductors, should also be-

come polarized, after the same manner essentially as already ex-

plained (p. 242), and in this condition would serve to retain the

surfaces in their disturbed state (p. 245-6). The exj lai iti i

here given is s istained by the effect of heat when applied to

one of the surfaces, which is to disj ose that surface to take the

negative state, and in fact the h '•.,„,,,
molecular atmospheres (p. 73) and'tend to produce a

of electric ether from their outer sides. The like tendency of

roughness of surface may be exp aim d in a similar manner.

The tension of the electricity obtained should depend upon

the degree of polarization which the surface molecules are en-

abled to n. the limit of the resist-

ance which they are capable of offering to the free flow of the

electricity from molecule to molecule (p. 246). It shot

fore be independent of the velocity, the pressure, and the extent

of the rubbing suriact =. as establish* d by Peclet. 1

state of the surface, whether positive or negative, must depend

upon the mutual i -hili >ih of tin* -<u faces, and th

• energy of the disturbing force in operation upon each (p. 2410.

Voltaic Electricity.—In entering upon this topic, we must first

endeavor to obtain, from our present point of view, i

into the nature of chemical union. When two di^i

cules, a and b, are brought into close proxii

tion of a upon the atmosphere of b may be quite difil

amount from that exerted by b upon the atmosphere of a* Asa

consequence, the relative condition of these atmospheres may be

disturbed
; in other words, they may become polarized. Aa U*

act of polarization proceeds, an electric current, or

waves (p. 243), will pass through the two molecules, and at t
-'

same time they will approach' each other. As this approxi-

mation continues the ric ether between then-

will increase (p. 241, fio 5.') and a true electric or conducting

union mav thus be established between them. Un
circumstances, it would seem that finally the non-

resistance offered by the polarized molecules (p. 245) should d^

in a great degree ov tive equilibrium of e
•

sion be established between the outer envelopes of tl

mospheres, and, as a consequence, the polarization materially

crease if n r. In this event the final urn

would be due ehieilv, or entirely, to the molecular

proper, as in the case of similar molecules. It is in tins
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condition, essentially, that we suppose a particle of water to
exist. The two constituent molecules, oxygen and hydrogen,
are not polarized, or but feebly so, and they are, to a certain de-

In developing the theory of the voltaic current, let us confine
our attention to the case of a single cell, consisting of water, or
acidulated water, between a plate of zinc and a plate of cop-
per. We must suppose that the first effect is a mutual polariz-
ing action between a molecule of zinc and one of oxygen, the
termer being brought into the positive state and the latter into
he negative state, upon their contiguous surfaces. The attrac-
tion thus developed will arrange the oxygen, with its associate
Mrogen molecule, on a lux formal t. t'i - surface of the zinc
fate The farther surface of the molecule of hydrogen will be
Drought to the same positively polarized state as the zinc plate,
ana will act in a similar manner upon the next particle of water

;

ana so on from one particle to another until a complete chain of
Polarized molecules extends to the copper plate.

^ this chain, as first established, we regard each particle of
^

Jgen as i n the negative state on the side nearest to the zinc,
.'

''.' af
'

u associate particle of hydrogen as in the positive state on
farther side; or at I, ast that the^ a> • bi >ught essentially into

s condition, and that the true polarization of the contiguous
s.'sconiparativelj feeble, by reason of the conducting comma-

eleCt i

Cen the '"- IW,liti!1
:- 1Vl,m the condensed state of the

t,
riCe

,
er by which t.he\ arc eleetrieailv connected (p. 241).

-" only does the positive repulsion that originates at the zinc
f ^WiJ)\ induction, aclumot Polarized water particles,

5
lezinc, but it also tends to increase the density of t"

her posited between the oxygen and hydrogen cf t

1 water particles of this chain, and so to urge them i

Beft tl e 1 { t e c r t, while the mutn
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polarizing action between the zinc and oxygen is in continual

operation, waves of positive electricity spread in an indefinite

series, from the zinc plate through the cell and all the media

on that side of the plate (p. 243). A corresponding series of

negative waves spread in every direction through the zinc plate

and the media lying without it, the electric movement in these

toward the zinc plate. When the two plates are pro-

vided with win s leading away from them, we have evidence of

this wave movement, and of the polarization that has attcn li 1

*

in the positive and negative states of the ends of the wires. Now

if the ends of these two wires be brought together, the entire

series of waves which pass through the coppi

condensed, so to speak, upon the wires, and pass

circuit. The entire quantity of electricity that would be dissi-

pated from the copper plates' is thus brought around to the zinc

plate again. The arrival of this

,

, going on at the zinc plate, and hastens the union of

the zinc and . .xygcn molecule. It also determines, if not before

established, the completion of the line of. polarized

cles traversing the cell. As soon as this takes place, the waves

that before spread through the cell are converted into linear

currents. At the same time, the electricity discharged from tne

zinc to the oxygen passes over by conduction to its

hydrogen molecule, and by its impulsive and repulsive action

urges the latter over to the next particle of oxyg<

chain. This particle of hydrogen, with its charge of positive

electricity thus received, acts upon the second particle of oxyge

in the same manner that the zinc acted upon the first, :

throughout the chain. As the detached hydrogen
\

made, by the same force which detached it, to attract the n<*

oxygen particle more energetically, there may be no ma

movement of the common center of gravity of any of the pat

of particles that are separating or uniting. ,

The explanation of the voltaic current th t ha* now been

given seems to accord with the established laws and
|

of the current. The primary el

\
>!1

'i

?*
anr

between the zinc and the oxygen molecule,

opposing action of the same nature that may be in oj

the copper plate. It follows from the prii

laid down on p. 243, that the quantity of electricity w ajj
^

tion, or the intensity of the current, must be the same . ^
points of the circuit. The period of time which the z

^
oxygen particles occupy in combining should be propor ^
the length of the entire circuit, supposing it to oe ot

12 This chemical action fa intensified by the cooperative polarizing
action o
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material and cross section throughout ; actually should be pro-
portional to the "reduced" length of the circuit. During this

period all the electricity set in motion by the union of the two
particles should pass through the circuit ; or more strictly, be
urged forward past each point of the circuit, in electric "waves
of translation." The quantity of electricity that moves forward
in a given time should then be inversely proportional to the

length of the circuit, other things being the same. The reason
that the quantity of electricity, or the intensity of the current,
is proportional to the area of the mire is, prob-
ably, that the number of points of the zinc plate which are co-
temporaneously in action, with the same degree of energy, would
oe proportional to this cross section. The tension of the elec-
tricity circulating in the current should be the greatest where
the velocity of the individual particles of the ether is the least.
Possible retardations result from the electric relations of contig-
uous molecules in the line being such that they become more or
Jess polarized, and so offer a resistance to the free flow of the
electncity

(p. 245) ; besides that the process of polarization is

attended with a retardation. The degree of polarization that

xperienced by the current there.
It an electrolyte be disposed between the ends of the wires, the
eoiy of its elecu [hat of the decomposition

« the water in the cell. The only difference is that the ends of

^.wires are brought by the i i into the same
Pmve and negative states, which the natural chemical action

n 11 determines upon the zinc and copper plates.
»> hen two or more cells are employed, the natural polarizing

J ? ? f
aCh zinc Plate snould be enhanced, and the tension of

m iree electricity at the ends of the wires of the broken cir-
lQlt should be augmented. Hence there should be a more ener-

° polarize and decompose an electrolyte interposed

ends of the wires. But it does not follow that when
^.S^d conducting wires are employed to complete the circuit

,
intensity of the current will be augmented by increasing

^ur?
mber ° f celIs

»
since tne principal retardation of the flow

with tl,

m the cel^' :i [ l lis
'

:
"

l

' s m the same ProPortion

I
"

39

lt

J

e number of cells. (See Pouillet, Elements de Phijsique,

the im
^

i

*. devel°ped in the voltaic current is to be ascribed to

Univerf i

Sl

T
e aCti0n 0f the electric ether m0YinS in lt UP°n the

*IodSi -

6
, brents, or waves of translation, are thus de-

Wri i

m S ether
>
^hich fal1 uPon the central atoms of tne

theSe at
molecules in the circuit, or the dense ether surrounding

^ toms. The impulses thus received are given off, or pass
on*.

Sol-second sli \ l XXX ; So 11 7.-Mat, 1865.

getic force t

toween the
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into the molecular atmospheres, one after another, and are finally

radiated off as heat-pulses. The explanation is the same as that

of the molecular absorption, and subsequent radiation of the

ethereal pulses of radiant heat, already given (p. 215). When
the condition of things is such that the particles in the circuit

become polarized, a greater amount of heat should be developed,

because a part of the electric movement within the molecular

atmospheres, which was before confined to their upper portions,

now occurs at greater depths, where the universal ether is more

dense. Thus, when the resistance to the passage of the current

becomes greater, more heat is developed. Heat may also be

evolved, under special circumstances, as a consequence of a com-

pression of the molecular atmospheres, produced by the current.

We shall see, in the remaining portion of this memoir, that it

is to these same impulses '/>j,i the univws'd

ether that are to be ascribed all the external actions of the cur-

rent; as attracting or repelling wires conveying currents in the

same direction with the given current, or in the opposite direc-

tion,—giving motion to the magnetic needle,—developing mag-

netic, or diamagnetic currents, in the compound molecules of

adjacent masses,—and inducing currents in wires, or metallic

bodies, in the vicinity.

Art. XXVJUL—On the combination which takes place when Lw
of different tints is presented to the right and left eye; by Irot

Ogden N. Eood, of Columbia College.

In 1806, de Haldat stated that when differently colored glasses

were held before the two eyes, a combination of the two tints

took place in the brain, and that the resultant impression was

the same that would have been produced by mixing the t*

tints together, and presenting the compound color to a sing

eye. These experiments were repeated by many good 0Dser
,

v

without success. In 1841, with the aid of a stereoscope and P°j

lariscope, Dove confirmed the general correctness of de ^JjV
conclusion. In 1846, Seebeck, and, in 1849, Foucault and txa

nault arrived at the same result.
fll

.

The testimony of these observers has then proved that a c

bination of the two sensations does take place in the brain, a

that the resultant impression is, in the cases they examined, y

erally similar to that which would be produced by the Po-
tion of the two tints to a single retina: but with what

,

esacu

tude the resultant tint obtained by the binocular method a^
^

with that produced in the ordinary way by rapid rotation, °
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Helmholtz's method, or how far it is in point of fact possible to

predict, by the binocular method, what the result of the true
mixture of different tints willl be, is a question which, so far as
I know, has never been studied.

The following set of experiments was undertaken for the ex-

The first method pursued was as follows: Light of different
tints, complementary or not, was presented to the right and left

eye, and the resultant tint gained by binocular vision was noted :

afterward, by the method of rapid rotation the two tints were
mixed and presented to a single retina. In many cases the re-
sults obtained by the two methods were nearly identical, but in
others there was found to be a considerable variation, so that
often it was impossible to pre< lar method what
the exact resultant by rotation would be ; it sometimes being of
a tint which was not at all present to the eye or mind during the
binocular union.

* J

An open lenticular stereoscope was provided with a white
cardboard, in which were cut two square apertures one half an
jjch m diameter, they beinsr

|

fcance apart that
aeir binocular union readily took place. The ground glass was
amoved, and the stereoscope held horizontally in front of a ro-

Jton apparatus to which was attached a circular card -board

JJ**,

with its two halves painted in different colors. The disc

liut^p
11

^ ^ reSt
'
^le dlviding line °f tne c°l°rs being vertical,

-ft of different colors entered the two apertures in the Card-
ura, and after their binocular union had been effected, the re-
jwant was noted : the disc was then set in rotation, the stereo-

tin?
remainin

o in its position, and a true mixture of the two
was obtained and compared with the first result.

Helmholtz has shown that vermilion represents the red of the

ISeCtrum UP to ^e line C, that red lead answers to a por-

nre n
n C and D

>
but not reaching up to D

;
also, that the

of 1

y
i

0VV Potion of the spectrum is imitated by the chromate

mnr! ',
the less refrangible blue by Prussian 'blue, and the

!w2ffU?
blue hy ^marine. Accordingly discs were

Were n 7 these substances, and, in addition, some others

W Tn\ Vlz ' : a disc co]ored with a Dr*ght and Pure yel -

»out li
more refrangible than chrome yellow, but still

Kirchh

L

greenisb
- yellow—its tint was about that of 107'7, in

gambol
S
?hart: for tae production of a greenish yellow disc,

tintw !?
e

'L
Vltlla minute portion of Prussian blue, was used—its

gave* f of 113 '2
; more of the latter color, with gamboge,

WerenS peenish-blue disc. Eed discs, slightly purplish,
ea

5
also discs colored with emerald green, 170- in the
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chart. In addition discs of a golden yellow, being some of the

same paper I had previously used in the stereoscopic imitation

of the luster of gold—its tint was 1027 ; and finally purple discs

were made by the mixture of ultramarine and crimson lake.

Comparison of the results obtained by the binocular and actual combina-

tion of different tints.

1. When one-half of the disc was covered with vermilion, the

other with emerald green, the binocular combination was rather

difficult, and the result was sometimes a red gray, sometimes a

green gray
; but when the disc was set in rotation, its true result-

ant tint was found to be a decided green, which could not have

been predicted from the binoeular union. That red and green

should give a decided green by rotation may seem singular, but it

must be remem I t able to"vary the proportion of

these two tints, each half of the disc necessarily being of the same

tint. In this case then, it merely happened that the intensity of

the green was such that after a portion of it had been neutral-

ized by the red, enough remained to give a strong green colora-

tion to the disc. Similar results, given below, will be passed

over without notice : they really furnished a delicate test for de-

ciding whether the binocular resultant agreed with that produced

by rotation, prec complementary colors being

thus avoided, as it was impossible to know beforehand what the

result would be, when the rotation experiment was tried with

equal surfaces of the colored papers. In several cases the tints

on equal portions of some of the discs nearly exactly balanced

each other, so that the resultant tint by rotation approximated

to a white or neutral gray.

2. Vermilion and ultramarine gave with some ease the same

tint by the two methods of combination ; viz, a red purple
:

tne

tint was however rather more red by rotation than wouldw
been expected from the binocular combination.

3. Vermilion and yellow (107-7) gave by rotation a tint co
-

taining much more yellow than would have been" expected lrom

the binocular examination.
4. Vermilion and purple gave the same tint in both cases, vi i

5. Vermilion and black gave approximately the same re

in the two cases; the disc was however less red by binocular

6. Vermilion and white gave the same result in both cases.

7. Orange, (red lead,) and purple gave a good apProXI*ff^
to the same result in the two cases: the tint was more
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8. Orange and black gave a more neutral tint by binocular
vision than by rotation.

9. Orange and white gave the same tint.

10. Chrome yellow and emerald green (170') gave the same
a yellowish green.

U. Chrome yellow when combined with black by rotation
gave a more decided yellow than would have been expected from

ic union of the two components.
12. With white the tint was the same in each case.
13

- Eiu,Tald -' ' :i uith white yave the same tint in both
m»\ with black the tint was not nearly green enough in the
binocular union.
U. Ultramarine with white' or black gave about the same re-

15. Purple and yellow (107-7) by rotation gave a decided yel-
low: the resultant impression from binocular vision was much
more neutral.

ft iv^
be not5ced tnat m a11 tnese experiments the colors of

e dlscs were such either in intensity or nature that by rotation
gitralization was not to be expected; I now pass to those

^ where the tints were complementary or approximately so.

intK
yellow and Prussian blue gave about the same tint

in the two cases, viz., a nearly pure gray.

jj

". Vermilion and greenish blue gave approximately the same

^ /°. .

cases
'
viz

-> a gray slightly purplish : the tint by bi-

neutral.

. , d gray with a tinge of green.

nent i

rald 8'reen and purplish red gave by rotation a good
Ap §ray >

but I could not, by binocular vision, get exactly

^ :same result, the tint of the resultant being either too red

andb M
e6n

'
^0tl1 of tlie origmal colors used were very pure

*erei * §*Ve two combinations on which many experiments

stereo*"
'
Viz

'' first
'
cnrome yellow and ultramarine. By the

or at ]

S°0plC Uuion of the components a pure gray was obtained,

coW
a gray without any tinge of red, but by rotation the

t d

S
-

reddish c°PPer hue
»

which could not have been

low no?.??
Usin§ the other method of combination. Also, yel-

nenti.1
' and ultramarine often gave in the binocular niethc

graF, while the true union of the colors gave a flesh t

neutral „
ultramanne often gave ]

Itwilf?7'
Wbile the true union of th(

tiondoe r
S6e

r
from these exPeriment

cases m?
reallty take Place, vet that 1

^deuc
y

-

very considerably differ, and farther, that there is a
y Ju the binocular method to consider the resultant im-
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pression a neutral one, when the method by rotation shows that

this is not truly the case. This is illustrated in a striking man-

ner by an experiment previously published by me, which I have

lately repeated a number of times with the same result. A yel-

' held before one of the

other, when, as Briicke rightly states, a landscape thus viewed,

seems of a neutral gray if the attention be equally directed to

pressions. When, however, the two glas

tached to opposite openings in a blackened card disc, ami set

rapid rotation so that the tints are truly mixed and a true rest

ant obtained, this is found (with the glasses I employed), to b

strong purple, though nothing of this kind is seen or sugges

the binocular use of the glasses. It is probably this tender

' ler the resultant neutral, that makes it so easy to co

binocular vision, tints produced by polarized light, a

i consider the resultant neutral, that

nocular vision, tints produc
i that the resultant is white,

held as described befor
the latter is caused to revolve slowly, that the aperture in the

card board appears e\tr.i.>idim nlv lu-tious so much so that it

would be possible by a little artistic arrangement of the accesso-

ries to deceive persons with the belief that they were looking at

the surface of a polished metallic mirror.

Binocular union of complementary tints produced by polarized light.

For the purpose of experimenting on this point, I arranged a

binocular polariscope, consisting of a large plate of pohsneo.

glass resting on a black cloth, two Nicols' prisms being fitf^

before the two eyes in the right position, the principle section oi

one of them making an angle of 90° with that of the other. M
objects, plates of selenite were used, fastened behind aperture

' black card board. Films of common mica cannot well w
"

i account of the nipi 1 change of the tint by tbeieasi

As the colors were exactly complement!

sultant by binocular vision should always be pure white.

polarized light.

vith greenish blue of 2nd order combined with
i

sonie

-i true of I

* very easily obW*^

ints m tne 4tn order gave an excellent resui,

; were of course pale, but the resultant white w*|>£

nployed c

portionally steady. So also with the same tints l the 5th c
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3rd, Yellow and indigo blue of 1st order gave easily a very
good white. The same tints in the 2nd order united with more
difficulty. Union was about the same in 3rd order.

4th, Greenish yellow and violet of 2nd order combine to a
white with some difficulty. The same is true of these tints be-

longing to the 3rd order.

5th, Green and purplish red of the 2nd order, united with
moderate ease. The same tints in the 3d order united with
great ease, and the resultant white could be retained very steadily.

From the above it will be seen that the union most easily

takes place when the complementary tints have a low intensity.

The same result can also be produced with the colored discs by
shading them, when the two impressions much more readily fuse
into a neutral single one.

Art. XXIX.—On an experiment with the Gyroscope; by Prof.

0. N. Eood, of Columbia College.

If a gyroscope be suspended in equilibrium by pivots at p
«iay, and the disc be set in rotation in the direction indicated,
and an attempt be made to cause it to

P'P, in the direction shown at A, the
disc will tend to turn in the direction
J

», and if the pivots p p' are immov-
able, pressure against them will be
generated in the direction 5 s, which
wl continue till the disc has been ro- .

tod through an arc of 90°. If the

!?,f
10Q around the new axis p p\ be

SW1 continued, the pressure on the
Pivots p p > becomes reversed, and the

J«
tends to move in the direction ff, f .Mm t

JM retains this tendency till it has
Paased over an arc of 180°, when this tendency is again reversed
«"* becomes the same as in the first case, its sign not being
tanged till the disc has passed through an arc of 180°.

Uence, during the entire revolution around the new ax^spp',
varylng pressure is exerted on the fixed pivots, alternately to

^/'gat and left hand.
a occurred to me that by causing a gyroscope, suspended m

u 's way, to rotate rapidly about a new axis as p p\ its original

uvr

10n might thus be destroyed in this indirect manner. A
L?001? was selected, which, when set in rotation by a certain

for i«
all°wed to remain undisturbed, continued in motion

wLi minutes
- It was connected with a set of multiplying

tion
•

aad tue ^stant after it had been started in rapid rota-
a

> ^ was forcibly caused to revolve about the new axis pp'
}
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at a rate of forty revolutions per second. The resistance exper-

ienced was considerable, such as in two cases to eject the disc

from its mounting, and the motion of the disc was found to be

arrested in about twenty seconds, or in the T
'

Tth portion of the

time it otherwise would have occupied.

Art. XXX.

—

Description of a simple apparatus for producing

lustre without the use of Lustrous surfaces or of the Stereoscope

;

by Prof. Ogdest N. Eood, of Columbia College.

In attentively looking at plane polished surfaces of aventurine

glass, I have often been for a moment unable to determine by

binocular vision exactly where some of the imbedded crystals

were placed, they seeming for an instant to be suspended in the

air above the glass. This uncertainty depends on the

frequently happens minute crystals will reflect bright

light to one eye but none to the other, so that one of the binoc-

ular components is wanting. The apparatus described below

was contrived so as to produce the same effect even to a much

greater degree, as well as to show the production of simple lustre.

A box was constructed three inches long, one ai

inches broad and deep; this was blackened, and provided with

a black screen at S ; the side directly under ,
)

S was left entirely open, and allowed the / si
light from a window or candle to enter. / -

}At b was an aperture I inch square, which
x

was covered by a black card-board c

of blackened brass foil, in which :

dred or more pin-holes, or better, u—

.

triangular apertures, were punched. Directly below this on the

blackened surface of the floor of the box, were sprinkled about a

hundred small pieces of white, red, and green paper, each being

about TVth of an inch square. When thus arranged and prop-

erly illuminated, many of the apertures appeared lustrous, Jiw

small brilliant grains of sand, from the reason that, owing to ae

construction, light of different intensity or color was presente

to the two eyes. ,

If now a second blackened diaphragm of brass foil, perf°rate

^
with many minute triangular apertures, carefully prepared so a*

not to have an indented surface, be placed above the first se

apertures, at a distance of £ or £ of an inch, brilliant points 01

hght are seen either by one eye or the other, light from the sa

opening rarely reaching both eyes. It now becomes ™V0SS1

to decide on the location of these points, and they often se

suspended in space, somewhere in the interior of the box,

exactly where the observer cannot determine.



A Hyatt on the Beatri

Art. XXXI.—Remarks on the Beatrices, a new Division of
Mollusca; by Alpheus Hyatt, Jr.

During an expedition to the island of Anticosti in the sum-
mer of eighteen hundred and sixty-one, undertaken by Mr. A.
E. Verrill, N. S. Shaler and myself, and prosecuted under the
auspices of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, in Cambridge,
numerous specimens of Beatricese were collected at English
Head, West Point, near Junction Cliff, on the shores of Ellis
Bay and at several points between Salmon Eiver and Fox Bay.

I nave satisfied myself by a careful inspection of this large
collection during the past two years, that these remarkable re-
mains are not tree-like fossils, as originally described by Mr. Bil-
lings of the Canada Geological Survey, but a new and interesting
order among Mollusca closely allied to the Orthoceratites.
I have in course of preparation a monograph upon this new

order, but, as unforseen difficulties will probably delay its com-
pletion, I hope that even so slight a sketch as is here given of

m"
10^

P

rorninent character-: n i \ not prove uninteresting.'
ihe Beatricese are long cone- like bodies, composed of thre-

distinct r"-i - -

-

n ~- -

hambers ; .

m frnu
JerS; (3> an external or sub-epidermal layer.

U.) lhe central chambers are imperforate, generally deeply
°ncave

> fnd set one upon another like a pile of Chinese lea-

rn 'a
t0Ps '

as also tbe bases of the coniform layers, are
wned toward the larger end of the fossil, and completely closed

2 the bottoms of the succeeding cavities. They invariably

a?! *
,

axis of the encircling coniform layers, and have thin

sent fP J defined walls, resembling the fossilized nacreous

each th
Ammonite or Nautilus, and are not continuous with

other or with the adjoining coniform layers.

;

n
j

;

n
.

e
?
e cavities present many variations of form in the same

even t '
esPecia% » S. undulata, sometimes in this species

„p .

Dec°ming reversed, convex instead of concave, or broken

are rn°

s

f
veral minor chambers. Such irregularities, however,

merely loca]
)
arising from mu tilation or other disturbing

: .'..,'
'":''.' :

:

". ' ' -
""

: .- '.
.

:

'

'

':".

'

--C',/,^
Jltl °

:
l owe the PrivileSe of attending

J°CR. 8cl-Sbco»d Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 11 7.-Mat. 1865.
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causes, not affecting any individual as a whole. In B. nodulosa

they remain, with but few exceptions, constantly concave, and

(2.) The coniform layers are separated in fully grown speci-

mens by intervening spaces near the central line of cup-like

cavities, which become gradually shallower upward and out-

ward, and final":- a the closely appressed bases

of the overlapping layers.

In consequence of the great length of the cones or layers, the

upper or narrower portions of the intervening spaces in B. nod-

ulosa are parallel with the external surface, and appear as nar-

row streaks of blue limestone. In the young of B. undulata

and B. nodulosa the intervening spaces are not present, but the

layers are easily disting tis ... i and have the same abrupt cone-

like terminations as in the adult. The cones are formed of

numerous thin laminae, v. - but partially in

contact, form oblong, angular, interstitial spaces or cells, with

two concave, and one convex side, the latter always turned out-

ward. They are larg st near the center, giving a porous, spongy

aspect to that part of the e.>no immediately around the axial

cavities, but become gradually -mailer outward until they are

not distinguishable by the naked eye between the closely packed

(3.)' The sub-epidermal ore
and in well preserved specin
without annular marks or fin

s probably

parallelism of their upper parts, which in a trans-

verse section closely resemble annular rings of growth, that lea

Mr. Billings to class Beatrices with plants. The cellular

structure is, however, not due to the presence of true cells per-

vading the substance of the cones, but to the regularly formed

interstices, described above, between the thin lamina? of wnicn

they are composed; and the annular appearance is consequent

to the overlapping of the c partitions, wWi
were deposited from within, and cannot, therefore, be considered

We were fortunate enough to obtain a specimen of B. «*g
lata at English Head which demonstrates that the cone-like par-

titions are the walls of chambers that were successively occ

pied by a part, if not by the whole body of an animal.

It is a fragment of the larger end, broken across the termin

chamber, exhibiting the outline of the animal parts, containe

within the cavity a? the time of the burial of the Beatricean n

its Silurian grave. The centre is filled with a core of carboM»

of lime from which a variable number of lobe-like longitude*

folds impinge against the sides of the vesicular cone, cor
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tal ridges projecting from the
en the folds are acutely angula
of broad shallow channels be
correspondence of this core wi

of those parts of the

The differll-.MUl.JO.

antle. If the shell had i

channel

anSulated interspaces, instead of broad, shallow

In attempting to refer the Beatrices to their proper place in

.

ll i i o athV n„ impressed by their
great likeness to Cystophvllum ; Mr. Ycrrill, however, after
aving made extensh - o .1 i; risons ]

• hi < . n them and all the
seemingly allied forms of Had oj Comparative
zoology ln Cambridge, became convinced that their apparent
JatytotheBadi; .* more than an analo-i-

man

reSem
u

DCe
'
extendin& however, in a most extraordinary

«ner throughout the internal parts,

of h\ rnl1 seParates them from the Radiata principally because

er i
C if of any radiated structure, and the presence of the

"eraai, subepidermal, orn: ares which he
ggwasirreeoi that branch.

onnn ?u -

onal obJ ection of considerable weight, may be foundedm the internal organization of the specimen, from English
tiead, above described.

P

DrL '

]
Vlth the fossilized remains of its former occupant still

gj«d within the chamber, t

fUr; 'V
he

.

s^>epidermal layer, and the absence of all tu ...

SjSfc
WS conclusively tbat the sbe11 was secreted by a

form

h

L
B

i

ea
u
ricea3 are very like the Hippuritidas, both in general

bw hgJ

U tne
.

arrangement of the component parts of the shell
;

Dot So

r
?

aoam_it may be demonstrated that the resemblance is

The °
S(

i

aS
*' at ^ rst aPPears t0 be.

evident
gIcal ho^on in which they occur, without other

the Hin
W°Uld alone be sufficient to render their affinity with

•troctnr
Un

-

,dae exceedinglv doubtful; but, besides this, the
e
' Gently, is not so closely allied to that of the Hippu-

?idered in connection with the
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rite as to the Cephalopod. The shell of the Hippurite is com-

posed of three parts : first, the inner septa, second, the outer lay-

ers, which frequently form a porous mass,
2 and third, an external

sub-epidermal layer.
3

The inner septa, which supported the principal part of the

body of the Mollusk, form large cavities, while the second part

is made up of laminae laid on by the mantle margin, or at least

that part corresponding to the mantle margin of the Lamelli-

branchiates.

In Beatriceas, on the contrary, the inner septa did not contain

the body of the animal, and there are no marks whatever of a

mantle margin. This objection could not be urged aga

affinity with Caprinella and the like, in which the cenl

ties are small ; but from these they may be separated by the ab-

sence of all ligamental or muscular impressions and the mode of

forming annular, celli posed of numerous lam-

inae, instead of a continuous series of porous or tubular hunin .-.

The Hippurites, C; . were, with few excep-

tions, attached to the surf lc - upon w Inch they lived or to each

other, and had short, thick, cone-like forms, affording broad

bases of attachment, whereas the Beatriceas were long, thin, al-

most tubular bodies, resembling the Orthoceratites, and entirely

unfitted to support themselves in fixed positions.
. .,

We saw hundreds of B. nodulosa and B. undulata
'

but nowhere any indications of attachment, either to the rocks

After close comparison with all the types to which these sin-

gular fossils appeared to have any resemblance, I have atlengtn

considered myself warranted in considering them as Cephalopoda

more closely allied to the genus Endoceras, than to any other

group of that class.

They differ greatly from all the Tetrabranchiates, in the open

structure of the partitions or septa between the chambers ana

this character, together with the absence of a siphon, and tn

cone-like form of the septa, demands that they should be sep.

rated as a which I propose the nameol oe

elites/ A I an order because of the differences

in the form and structure of the septa, arising from t

* .. . • . • , fi^i - - -t arranged, tM

VVemav imagine the cone-like septa ol a ueainw-» -

spread apart, until their surfaces should be parallel throu

;he shell-, they would then be entirely separated by »01

J
5
Woodward. Hippuritidre. Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc; London, v. IB, P**

'

>M?e 41.

• Woodward. Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc, p. 46.
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chambers, as the septa are in Endoceras, and if, at the same time,
the central cup-like cavities were supposed to be prolonged into
cones, we should, without violence to the typical idea of the or-
ganization, have transformed the Beatricea into a shell separable
from the Endoceras by only one character, the vesicularity of the

The analogies which the Beatrices have with plants in their
general aspect, with Radiates in their internal vesicular struc-
ture and with Hippurites in the arrangement of the parts, are
so dose as to entirely bury, as it were, their true affinity with
tepbalopoda, which only becomes obvious after diligent com-
parisons.

This complex nature establishes the Ceriolite as one of those
strange types that not only combines, as does the " Phoronis hip-
pocrepia,' the Annelidan homomorph of the Hippocrepian Poly-
zoa, the characteristic features of other groups belonging to
amerent branches of the animal kingdom, but also of groups
m

A 11 ^
6S Within ltS °Wn sub-kingdom.

AH these analogical relations are, so to speak, retrospective;
tt«y refer to lower ranks of life than the one in which Beatricea
'welt is found.

There still remains a question which I have not been able to
ve in a satisfactory manner with the specimens at my corn-

el Are the Beatrice* internal or external shells? This
FOblem, so difficult to settle conclusively with regard to the
woceratites is equally puzzling in the structure of Beatrice*.

^eir extreme leng ... and the irregularity
eomamentation, would be almost determinative in favor

' neir bemg internal shells, were it not for the aspect of the

from? V
3 ammal in the terminal chamber of the specimen

wU S'!sh Head, which proves that a large portion, if not then™rt the body, was contained within the shell.

be i'nt

°We
.

ver
'
upon further examination, thev should prove to

W; i
1 '

which X consider doubtful, the cycle of their ana-
o'cal characteristics would be completed, and they would refer

with SY t0 lower tyP^' but have certain fealures in common
m.

ne more highly organized dibranchiate Cephalopods.
°ere are but tv. the order Ceriolites, both

Anticosti.
6

4. :
°"«ngs, in describing the species, states that they differ

* m the external nmJnh, ™ markings.
7

Z^l^ a^ove

i

Ray Soc, 1856,
]

-. .
n l 1!5 locality aff,

gSs KeP°rt, Canada Geol- Survey. 1853-56. p. 343.
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He, however, probably did not

) collect, or he would

have discovered the very considerable differences which exist io

their internal structure, by which they may be as i

guished as by the external characters. I think, therefore, it u ay

not be amiss to redescribe the species, giving such peculiarities

as have not already been mentioned.

Order CEEIOLITES, Hyatt.

Family CERIOLIDJS, Hyatt.

Genus Beatricea, Billings.

Beatricea nodulosa, Billings, is a long cone, tapering \

uallv, the e« ntral eh nub, is oc mpving from a fourth to a third

of the transverse diametei m adults; in the young they are

larger proportionally, varying from one-half to two-

the breadth of the whole shell. The coniform layers

parallel ; the inclination at the lower part, as they treu

to the circumference, being decreased very slowly. Thi

shell is closely set with tubercles and covered witl

points. The size, as nearly as could be inferred from I

is not over four feet long,- by from three to five inches in diam-

eter at the larger end.

the expedite ,

a half inches in diameter at the larger end, and judging by we

inclination of the sides, the length of the entire shell, when

living, was cert twenty feet. The chamber

are very small, frequently in adults not occupying more tnai

one-tenth of the transverse diameter. The coniform layers are

more widely separated in the adults than in the young; ^m
inclination as they trend outward to the periphery is more a

cided, and they nowhere assume the parallel appearance ot u»

same parts in Beatricea noclulosa. ^ Ar(J

The exterior is granulated and ornamented by ten or^
prominent longitudinal ridges and interver g bro d "

channels.

Cambridge, Mass., Dec 6, 1864. (Residence, Baltimore, Md.)
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Aet. XXXTT.—The Albert Coal, or Albertite, of New Brunswick;
by Charles H. Hitchcock.

The nature of the Albert coal and the mode of its occurrence
in the strata have been vexed questions in geology. Its beau-
tiful app aram ittracts tin e\ , while its pecuniary value gave
m to the litigation which occasioned the delivery of the diverse
opinions. In this as in so many other difficult subjects time has
developed much truth, and shown us that we must not insist too
strongly upon seemingly well-established theories.
In this communication I propose to describe briefly the geo-

logical features of the Albert coal vein and the accompanying
rocks. I shall, whenever necessary, refer to the facts observed
«y others in this locality, but relv chiefly upon my own observa-
tions made in 1861 and'lSGi, as well a/upon hints derived from
persons of intelligence li\ ing in th vicinity. For a knowledge

J'

many facts relating to the distribution of the different strata,
"1 indebted to Mr. James Blight, of Hillsborough, N. B. It

tte internal structure of the Albert Mine, because the Company
j,

not allow any scientists to examine their property below the
surface. I use the word coal as a matter of convenience, not
necessarily in strict propriety.

-there are four different mining properties in Hillsborough,
wuated upon veins, of Albertite :—the Albert, (the only one
J°*ed extensively and thoroughly proved), the East Albert, the

me °l
Wdes

'
and the Prin^ss Alexandra. The second lies

j?,]?*
tne first, and the others north and south of the same,

juusborough is situated upon the west bank of the Petitcodiac
ver, near its confluence with the Bay of Fundy.

a
J?

rocks are of Lower Carboniferous age, and belong to the
caaian coal series. Several species of Palceoniscus, Lipidoden-

anH

Le
i
)ldostrobus. gmaria occur in the shales

Z^ldstones
- Two or three miles southwest from the Albert

ml
er® aPPear older crystalline rocks, such as syenite and

^amorphic slates ; constituting the easternmost point of the

j

tension of these rocks from the vicinity of St. John. The

l

jest rock in the Carboniferous series is the Albert shale; but

doa
U0t8tate whether it crops out near the syenite. It probably

in*
I-
00

', appear anywhere on the edges of the coal basin. Noth-

22T?" t0 ifc oc™rs in ^e JoggW section. It should be ex-

sum ;

t0
L
OCCUr near and below the numerous deposits of gyp-

Th£ KeaStern Provinces.
sbale contains a lar^e amount of hydro-carbonaceous

aruf
Certain layers of it St the " Caledonia Oil Works," by

Qe Process, have yielded' thirty gallons of refined illuminat-
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ing oil to the ton. The greater portion of the shale will sus-

tain a fire without the aid of other fuel. Other layers are more

bony, and others still highly ferruginous. It contains immense

numbers of fossil fish, almost enough to make one imagine they

gave the shale its inflammable character. The surfaces of many

layers are glazed. The rock is very weak and abounds

contortions of the strata. It appears in three localities. The

largest has the Albert shaft in its centre ; being exposed a mile

or so in length, and showing best in the low ground. Small

patches of shale may be seen on Peck's and Stinking Creeks, be-

sides an unknown amount farther west at the oil-works. This

series cannot be less than one thousand feet thick, as it has not

yet been cut through by the shaft, and the general inclination of

the bedding is very small.

The second group of strata is a conglomerate, separated from

the first by a narrow bed of sandstone. Bits of Alb.

shale constitute component parts of certain coarse se<

strata of this group, and render them oleaginous. The thickness

is unknown, probably from 100 to 200 feet. Between the Albert

shaft and the Petitcodiac, from three to four miles, this group

prevails at the surface, except it be a small area of shale in a

deep valley. .

The next layers in ascending order are red marl and a bluish

gray siliceous limestone. Above these are immense deposits ot

gypsum, from which most excellent plaster-of-paris is made ior

exportation. The highest rock in the series in this vicinity is an-

other great mass of reddish conglomerate and sandstone.

There appears to be an anticlinal axis passing through this re-

gion, trending nearly ten degrees north of east. I have tracea

it from the Albert shaft to the Petitcodiac river, and nave reason

to believe it extends much farther, both west and east. Ine an'

ticlinal structure is shown in three ways. First, the
-

is unanimous that there is an anticlinal in the All

Second, the conglomerate dips in opposite directions in seve

eqai-distant Jed over this area, but the dip »

small. Third, the rocks succeed one another on both sides

the supposed anticlinal line in the ascending order men ion.

above. On the north, we find above the shale, conglomerate, re

marl, limestone, gypsum and sandstone. On the south, the oru

is the same with an opposite dip. . .

1(iv ;ne
There appears to be a fault along or near this axis, display* 6

the usual phenomena of anticlinal fissures, and its location may

easily be accounted for. The great plicating force actm

the direction of the ocean crowded the Hillsborough rocks noi

westerly from the Bay of Fundy, crushing them up into a

The shale was not strong enough to sustain the oendinB ,

its layers were much twisted and fissured along a centra
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It is not likely that any of the shale rose above the surface at
the time of flexure

;
and now that a portion of it has been laid

bare by the removal of the upper rocks, the fissure and contor-
tions show more plainly than m the overlying tough conglome-
rate to the east, which being narrower will naturally contain less of
any foreign matter that has subsequently been injected into it.

1

Some relics of this great force are now perceptible at the
Albert mine, showing that the pressure is still exerted, perhaps as
strongly as at any time of its n * ] henomenon is
much more'noticeable than the "swellings of the walls," so com-
mon in deep mines. As soon as the coal is removed, strong tim-
bers are put in to keep open the drifts, but in a short time these
cross-pieces are split and crushed by the powerful force pushing
toe walls together. And when the timber is destroyed, the walls
s&utin, closing with a great noise as loud as thunder for hours,
bat not so near the workmen as to interfere with their progress.W merely do the walls close, but frequently large fissures are
produced behind the vein, so that the miners can clamber up
nddown new crevices. Large masses of rock are sometimes
Mtacned from either wall, in consequence, filling up the drift,
je might explain the falling of fragments by gravity, but not
a easily the crushing of the Umbers?

nla l

C°a
T

Sh°WS the effects of the crushing process no less

L t

1S mucl1 broken
>
even to grains, and needs no pick

il!
re
J
m<

?
val from the vein. It will flow as easily as heaps of

™rn, ancl therefore pains are taken to tap the vein in the right
1 and at the proper time. If by oversight the main shaft is

"
u
UP
u
Very tight

'
the coal wi

'

H stream trough the crevices
|»t walled i]

*ween the beams, to the great inconvenience ofthe worku

fifteen

0utcroP of Albert coal was discovered by John Duffy,
en or sixteen years ago, in a deep ravine on Frederick's brook.

p— feet wide, but by working upwardswas about foivi

inct
7

rf
feet into the bank

>
i1; thinned ^

aboT'a J drifted about 300 feet on the course of tbe vein

coal is VVater"leve1
'
and sunk ashaft sixt7 feet

>

where the

wJT to have attained a width of ten feet. He then dis-

» S u ProPerty to Cairns, Allison & Co., who held it at the

:
° the litigation, but have now mostly transferred their

ann*.p- -V
Albert workings, so far as known, w

^ssarily tedious. Percival describes them for the first 200

^aVm-L/ .

the
,

existence of the coal in a vein occupying an anticlinal disloca-

* Albert \t"
ai

-

hv '

! " int RePort uPOQ

*«2„ ?*,,n l851
- SeeProc. 242. Their report

'"**'
* Tarwi ,

-V t
''"' Wh° made the ma"

* j r/ asphaitum and uamed ** ™i«™ph*u -

8,Sci—Second Sekies, Vol. XXXIX, No. 117.-MiY, 1865.
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or 300 feet of the descent, occupying more than three pages of

the size of this Journal in a little more than catalogue style of

enumeration. I am assured by the manager, Capt. Byers, that,

from that depth to the bottom of the shaft, 950 feet, the character

of the irregularities has not changed. In brief, the peculiarities

of the mine are the following.

The general course of the vein is K 65° E., but the coal is

repeatedly heaved southward by small faults. Its inclination is

northwestward from 75° to 80°, often vertical. The body of the

vein is extremely irregular, constantly expanding and contract-

ing, both laterally and vertically. What is too narrow to be

worked in one level enlarges to six and twelve feet, a hundred

feet lower, or the reverse ; but in general the width increases |
following down the vein. At the time of Percival's examination,

the vein was not considered workable 170 feet west from the old

shaft. At lower levels the yield is renumerative 700 feet west

and 2300 feet east of the new shaft, which lies several rods west

of the first. In consequence of the uncertainties in the char-

acter of tho vein, it is found necessary to accumulate a large

supply of the coal during the suspension of navigation, so that

there will always be enough stock on hand in the warmer months

to load the vessels without delay. Whenever a displacement is

met with the vein is not lost, because a film of the coal remains

in the slip to indicate the location of the heaved portion, iw

widest part of the vein is said to be twenty-eight feet.

The narrow portions of the coal are invariably contained ma

harder rock ; where the rock is softer the vein is larger. Horses

are common. In such cases the cavity above, out of whichitue

horse fell, is found to be filled with coal ; so that the widtfi w

the coal at that level is equal to the usual width plus the mam

of the horse. Numerous small branches run off into tae
£
n

;j

from the main vein. These are short and might be describea*

irregular and branching spines from a main stem. Many o

fragments of rock taken from the mine show these small mi

tions. The most striking proof of the proper character oi

mass is afforded by the edges of the strata in contact wi»«-

coal ; they are coated with Albertite, while the surfaces are t

ered only when enclosing one of the small lateral brancne

,

few inches long.
-, er I

With the facts now presenting themselves to the expw
'

think no one would call the Albertite mass a bed. it occ f

an irregular fissure along an anticlinal line, and the deep ^
ings have failed to develop the lower anticlinal branching ^
coal anticipated by the advocates of the bed theory. ^
merous branches are unlike any phenomena c°nn®cte

, in

beds. There is no fire-clay to form the floor of a bed
, » ^

addition, the common adherence of the coal to the edges

strata, rather than slickensides—I do not mean those m
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acter casts no reflections upon the observations of the dis

guished geologists who have decided otherwise ; because they
rtarted with erroneous premises. To them the idea of coal in a
vein was preposterous. It appeared as great an anomaly as it

would be now to find Niagara fossils in the Potsdam group.
The vein-character of the deposit is seen more distinctly in

the smaller openings. On the East Albert property two shafts
have been commenced near the anticlinal line in the conglomer-
ate over the shale. These reveal, at the depth of thirty feet,

nearly six inches width of a richer and more beautiful coal than
the Albert, gradually thinning out to the width of coarse paper
at the surface, and most unequivocally cutting vertically across
nearly horizontal layers of sandstone. As before, we have here
the phenomena of shifts constj vein southward,
and a slight leaning in the same direction. Following the line
jo the Petitcodiac, there are seen other openings upon the vein of

The two veins crossing the anticlinal are very interesting.
Lpon parallel lines about a mile apart, their course is N.E. and
k-Vv. One appears to intersect the principal vein very near the
Albert shaft. The intersection of the other is concealed by a
peat depth of alluvium. It cannot be said that the coal is likely
o prove more abundant at these intersections, as is the case at

f
nr
}
l0n of metallic lodes, yet the similarity of the two classes

veins is such as to warrant the exploration.
inese two side veins cut the strata nearly at right angles to

nViF"
The following is in general their nature, as observed

nnalf a dozen openings. The conglomerate with a gentle dip
a traversed by vertical joints, two of which parallel to

*

otner, and fr ... r~.., ..

Afoertite,

openings.
" '

ts, two of which parallel to each

feet apart, are filled with threads of

occasionally enlarging to bunches an inch thick.
T, ~

ffeen them are branching threads of the same material, joining

Z u
l seams at various angles. I think there are no

ancnes upon the outside walls. The whole field reminds one

sli Ui
area of tin veins. Like the others, this vein-field leans

jX
u7 southward. It will be interesting to watch the develop-

° l oi these veins to see whether they will develop like the

taJ
n

' Their persistency and ability to cut through the strata

•

them worthy of attention. But no one ought to expect
^cover a large vein till the threads have been followed down

than

S
rJ acent shale. The surface at the Albert mine is more

^hundred feet lower geologically than the bottom of the
ilberr - 1 *

I think
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1. The Albert coal occurs in true cutting veil

beds like ordinary coal.

2. The Albert coal was originally in a liquid state, was injected

into vertical fissures, and subsequently hardened into a substance re-

sembling jet. The liquid may have been derived from vegetable

accumulations, or possibly in part from the abundant
remains in the shales. Whether the shales were origii

as now, and the fissures subsequently filled with avis

derived from them, or whether the charging of the fissures im-

parted an inflammable character to the rock, I will not conjecture,

though it is easy to satisfy one's own mind. The cm \

Albert coal I those in the

adjacent shales more often. A few quarts of petroleum have

been brought up from the Albertite

veins on the east side of the Petitcodiac. With the hardening,

the hydro-carbonaceous liquid received oxygen into its corapo-

3. The Albert coal must be compared with the asphaltk

minous veins found in the Quebec group in Canada. It there "fills

veins and fissures in the limestones, shales, sandstones, and even

in the trap rocks which traverse these." " In other cases, it fills

fissures se\ oeter, so that it has been mistaken

for coal, and attempts have been made to work it at Quebec and

elsewhere. The mineral is never, however, in true_ beds like

coal, but is always confined to veins and fissures which cut the

strata." " The matter is of a shining black color, v r

breaking into irregular fragments with a conchoidal

(Geol. Canada.) The Quebec coal is like the Albert in the small

amount of the ashes, but contains more carbon.

4. These carbonaceous veins are analogous to veins of petroleum..

The borings for petroleum in Ohio and Western Virgin::

successful along lines of fracture, particular

The description of the i oil would undoubtedly

be given in words similar to those used respecting the Aloen

vein, if we could sink shafts and drive on the course. The view

of Prof. Andrews in this Journal, ([2] xxxii, 85,) respecting tue

location of petroleum, are verv
i

: often oc

along anticlinal faults. The immense yield of mar,

suggests the presence of more than the " horae-cavme*

filled with the liquid.
2

, n v
aa

5. The carbonaceous veins, such as the Albert coa;.

asphalt and liquid petroleum, while possessing many^r&^
istics of metallic lodes, will be found to differ from them in sou

^ f valuable paper, by T. S. Hunt, in this Journal, [2] x^^vlrfdeH

the Albert, in Ritchie Co., W.v«.
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respects. These particulars will be ascertained fully by the im-
mense enterprise now manifested in sinking for petroleum. We
can anticipate differences in respect to the limited depth, little

variations of thickness at intersections, irregular yield, and ori-
gin of the carbonaceous veins. A proper "knowledge of them
may lead to some modification of terms in our definitions.

31 Park Row, New York, Jan. 23, 1865.

Art. XXXIII.—Detection of the adulteration of Essential Oils
with Oil of Turpentine by the Saccharimeter ; by Dr. JULIUS
Maier, Assistant in the School of Mines, Columbia Coll., N. Y.

The essential oils, especially the expensive ones, are mostly
adulterated with oil of turpentine. It is often difficult to detect
ms adulteration, especially when the adulterated oil gives simi-

vith oil of turpentine.
VVith the saccharimeter it is possible not only to detect the

adulteration but even to find out the quantity of oil of turpen-
tine mixed with the other essential oils. A large number of oils,
particularly those belonging to the camphenes, the carbon of
™cn is m the proportion of 5 to 8 to their hydrogen, have an

S? 0Q
i

the Polarized %nt
>
deviating the light either to the

I a 7 ^e left hand side - Taese optical researches have been
made by Biot, Soubeiran, Capitaine, Gladstone and Berthelot, in
Wer to establish the constitution of the camphenes. I made

*;*i

e
i

,

i

esearc^es t0 detect the adulteration of the essential oil
** the oil of turpentine.

,
Tpt

W t°at Purpose, a chemically pure oil of lemon which I had

wXn myself
'
was tested iQ a saccharimeter, the tube of which

»« 200»m long.

oil oft
latl

?u was +!37 -296 for the middle yellow ray. The

a
„

turpentine, used for the research, prepared by myself, had

A j*
ciac gravity of 0-865 and gave a deviation of -73°135.

ion
'

f
°*" ec

L
ual volumes of both these oils showed a devia-

k tr,!>t
30°'

65
- The calculation gives a deviation of +32°"081

mtlie following manner:

I vol. oil of lemon =+ 68-648

£ vol. oil of turpentine = - 36-567

1 vol. mixture — +32°-081
A mixture of 2 vol. oil of lemon with one vol. oil of turpen-

<W;^
Ve a deviation of +65° '34; from the calculation results a

Nation of + 67°-152, as follows

:

I vol. oil of lemon = +91°-53

1

£ vol. oil of turpentine = - 24°-379

1vol. mixture =4-67 '152
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I made the same researches with pure oil of juniper, which I

had prepared myself, and arrived at the following results:

The oil used for the experiment had a specific gravity of

0-858 and showed a deviation of -5°-970. The oil of turpen-

tine employed was the same as in the above mentioned experi-

ment. A mixture of equal volumes of oil of juniper and oil of

turpentine showed a deviation of —40 Ol
84; the calculation gives

a deviation of — 39 0,553 as follows:

\ vol. oil of juniper =— 2°-985

From this it is proved that the quantity of the adulterating

tine can be detected through the medium of the

saccnanmeter. But if the essential oil is adulterated not only

with oil of turpentine but also with another optically active oil,

the saccharimeter test is of no value. In order to find out the

quantity of the adulterating oil of turpentine from the deviation

showed by the oil of turpentine, by the adulterated oil, and by

the mixture, the numbers of deviation have to be brought in

reference to a common distinct starting point. This

point generally is the power of rotation, that is the del

the respective oil as calculated for a tube of 100mm leng

specific gravity of 1. This power of rotation, the worth of which

is generally expressed by [gc ], is the following for :

Oil of turpentine [ «] =-42°-275.
Oil of lemon [ ac] =+80°-573.
Oil of juniper [oc]=- 3°-479.

The quantity of oil of turpentine employed for the adultera-

tion, is calculated as follows

:

m - quantity

x " " " " adulterating oil of turpentine.

The quantity of the pure oil as contained in the nature*

=m-a, and the power of rotation of this quantity is ={m *M
the power of rotation of the oil of turpentine =—ox, an

_
power of rotation of the whole quantity of mixture -w»

j

hence results the following equation:

m(a-c)_

M--6
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-*) 80-573-40-275* =20X18-70
L-46-80'573*-70-275* = 374

123746r= 122-848*
10-0 = *.

; equal parts of the pure oil and the adul-
terating oil of turpen

Optical behavior of several essential c

Oil of lemon,' (Gn
first product ' 0*844

0i!onemon,(Grasse,);
last product, 0-853

0;]
of lemon, rectified, 1 0-854

J;ofcopaiva balsam, 10-881
Ul of copaiva balsam,

OifV) 0-898
r! of cubebs,

t
f

te

UbebS
' freefr°m

Oilofelmi,

°!* juniper,

? ofjuniper

S of turpentine,

f|° turpentine,
Jllof

turpentine, „-ooa

pfilV^^^-Soc-Jour
Jf researches were

0-855

0-8722(?)

istricted

_ 3°-521

_ 3°-479

_ 39°-950

Soubeiran

Soubeiran <fcCapitaim

Maier.

Biot.

Soubeiran & Capitain

i [2] ? "» !») nas §lven a more

jation of most of the essential

to the few above mentioned.
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Nebular Theory, or Planetolorjy ; by GlJSTAVUS HlNElCHS, Pro-

fessor of Physics and Chemistry, Iowa State University.

(Concluded from p. 150.)

§ 14. The Lunar Distances.

As Kepler's third law was deduced from the planetary orbits

alone, so was the law of Titius. But it was shown to he a con-

sequence of the law of universal gravitation, and therefore itself

universal and applicable to any system—hence, also to the lunar

systems. Now the law of Titius, as modified above
r
has been

found to be identical with the equality of the intervals of time in

the history of any system. Therefore, also, this law (38) must

apply to the lunar systems. This we now will show.

A. The Lunar System of Jupiter.

The Jovial World is the youngest of those great lunar systems

must very closely harmonize with the actual distances of Jupi-

ter's moons. It is easily found that y=2, again, as for the

planetary distances; and that «=4 and (9=3 radii of Jupiter.

Thus (38) is for the Jovial World,

The "fall" of a moon is the distance it has fallen toward the

planet in virtue of the resisting ether. That this fall corresponds

to the age, mass and density of the different moons has been

shown in our previous article. (This Journal, xxxvii, 45.)

The calculation of / from the observed distances gives for me

'2d, 3d and 4th, respectively, -907, 1*92, and 2'94, which onij

deviate by "09, '08 and -06 from the theoretical values 1, I *m
3 ; and all values being too small shows that these moons are

correspondingly nearer the primary, having approached so mu

on account of the etherial resistance.

B. The lunar world of Saturn

is next in age, hence not quite so regular as that of Jap**

We find that (38) represents the distances of the eight moons
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Excepting for a moment the 6th and 8th moon, we see but
small differences; Mimas and Enceladus being too near Saturn,

appear to have but very small mass, which conclusion is strength-

ened by the fact that it required Herschel's great telescope to

discover them (1789). The next three almost exactly harmonize
with this law

; they are, therefore, not only larger than the first

two, but also much alike. They were discovered by Cassini,
first the fifth (Rhea) in 1672, and later (1684) Tethys and
Dione. As the latter were discovered by the same observer, the
difference in date is, perhaps, alone due to the greater nearness
to the disk of the primary. Hyperion is even lower than any,
and, therefore, smaller than even the interior ones. This is con-
finned by its discovery, which was not made till 1848, by Bond
and Lassell. But tlu-'.-ixth. Titan, and the eighth, Japetus, are
m<ich farther distant than (65) gives; thus proving them to have
touch more considerable mass (or rather v (37) is less, which in
general will be the case if the mass is greater). This is fully

confirmed by the date of di.-vowrv : Titan being the first dis-

covered of all, (bv Huyghen- - the second, (by
Ussim, 1671). These estimates of the masses are further cor-

roborated by Humboldt,' who calls Titan " the largest of all

nown secondary planets." Compare another theoretical esti-

ffiate
> (^is Journal, xxxvii, 46), 1 :ading to the same results.

C. The lunar system of Uranus

13.exceedingly important on account of the plane and direction %

°^ts motions. V. - that this very position

JJordsoiieof the - .urinations of the nebular
leoi7- (This Jo : Here we will consider

^ arrangement

,

mbers of the system.
We know it to be the oldest, because it is the most distant

^stern of which we have definite knowledge. The original dis-

jJHses and the original harmony of these distances is therefore
re most deranged. We cannot even with any degree of cer-
my consider the moons to be now in the same order of auc-

., p. 95.

-Mat. im.
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cession as at first. At the same time, observation hns as yet

hardly determined the number, much less the exact distance of

the different moons. Therefore, we give the following more for

the sake of completeness than with the view of adding any im-

portant confirmations of our law.

We have seen that the nearest luminaries may be equi-dis-

tant, and that the farthest may succeed at distances that form a

geometrical progression- -see (61) and (63). If the distances, as

given by Herschel, and the times of revolution, as given by

Lassell,* are exact, we may represent the distance of the first six

moons by
at-1-o-\-dt

y (66)

corresponding to (62), and the distance of the sixth, seventh and

eighth by

..
«.=«.. *-« (67)

IIf=7-5-f-2X 3
IV= 7-5-f3X 3

V=7-5-HX 3
VI= 7-5+5X 3

If these observed distances really are correct, then this r

markable discontinuity will enable us to determine the lum

masses long before observation can ascertain them.

D. Conclusion.

The lunar system of the Earth, consisting of but one moc

and that of Neptune, which comprehends one or two, cannot, (

do not afford any chance to test our law. But we have seen tha

the systems of Jupiter and Saturn fully confirm our law (38),

f
due regard is had to the individual mass and volume—

<

density and radius—of the several moons. Even the system <

Uranus, as far as known, does not deviate from it except in J

far as it offers the two extreme limits of the law, probably o

account of the high age and a close similarity between the mass*

of the first six moons.
Therefore we may say that as far as observation on theg

systems goes it is embodied in our law (38), or in every tunc

system the consecutive moons wereformed at equal interval* of »m
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§ 15. The incommensurability of the periodic times.

ie third law of Kepler we have, if T, and TV

not generally make TV and Tf i

able. Thus we see that our law accounts for another important
condition of stability of the system, (see § 3, 1).

But as the distances are continually decreasing, and at differ-
ent rates, (this Journal, xxxvii, 41, gives the numerical values
of these rates), we perceive that in time such commensurability
"wy take place between any two planets.

3 Such is actually the
case between Jupiter and Saturn, as discovered by Laplace.
Ihe distances were (see § 13) for Jupiter a

s
= 520, for Saturn

J.
-1000, giving for (68) the continued fraction 2(1, 1, 2 . . )

wing the approximations.

0r

J

«

: T
5 approached originally to 5: 2 ; now it is very nearly s

>rTenus and the Earth the original distances 70 and 1(
pve the approximations,

whilst.Airy has found the commensurability 13 : 8 or nearly our
29 :l '[13: 8=29: 17-8].

11 the lunar si/stems such commensurability is common ; and
18 «>r the satellites of Jupitei that L : monstrated* the

ff proposition, ij but approxima-

^ it will become exact in time.
avitig seen that the change in distance produced by resist-

<* will make the ratio approach commensurability, it therefore,

^stated before, will become rigorously so.
*»* (68) we find easily that the ratio will be 2 if the dis-

?
nces are in the ratio of 2^ : 1 or (bv continued fractions) as

Approximative fractions, '

.:.,;
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For Jupiter's satellites we have a, = 16, a
t
=10, or a

3
: a, = 8:5;

and a, : a = 10: 7=8: 5'6, therefore Ave find the periodic time

of the second moon twice that of the first, T,= 2T
, and the

periodic time of the third twice that of the second, T,= 2T,;

hence Laplace's famous relation between the mean motions,

n,+2n
a
= Zn

t
.

In the system of Saturn similar relations obtain. At first we

had (see § 14, B) for the distance of Tethys (III) aval Minus i.l)

the ratio o4 : 44=8 : 6*6, while the duplication of tin

times requires the ratio 8 : 5. Bi

the most, and thus this proportion (now 54 : 34=8 : 5'04) bas

been brought about.

For the fourth and second we had ur.^i-i <1!\. I nunc :
Kn li

dus=6-8 : 4-7=8 :
5-5 or likewise suiik-ienth neai -

duplication of the periodic time should become alrnosl

The lunar world of Uranus is particularly noted for socfl

duplications. fr< m I ger, as early as 1814, on

such grounds predicted the existence and gave the o

two innermost moons of Uranus, which were discover

sell in 1851. The coincidence is very remarkable, as will be

seen from the following:
8

Schweigger, 1814. Lassen, 18a I.

Uranus, I moon, - - - 2-1767 days, 2-5117 days.

II - - 4-3534 " 4-1445 M

and the IV (or II of Herschel) having a period of 8 '7068 days

approximates to the further duplication of the periodic times.

Also the period of III is about half the IV period, the former

being 5'8926 days, the latter 10-9611. ,

Taking only the first two decimals we find by means ot con-

tinued fractions the following approximations:

441 1 2 3 5 28 33

that only the fourth (Herschel II) jnd I

(Lassell II) have periodic times nearly in the ratio or & w -

The other instances adduced by "Schweigger, and especuj

the first, do not seem to have any claim to be considered a*

duplications. Still it is evident that the configuration
i

oM
^

Uranian-system is such as approaches to simple ratios w
the periodic times.; and if the perturbating force arisiDo

• Herschel, Outlines of Astronomy, § 550.
, ,

. rrh T^sell
.

• Schweigger; IV -.ten TJranustrabanten durca i—
Astrononusch* Nachrichten. 1&52, No. 832.
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ban the effect of resistance, these ratios and the
onfiguration would I come permanent. It is

hat an analvsis oi' tlie lunar system of Herschel's
r much light on the future configuration of the
-certaiuing I ii en perlurba-

rable revolutions brought about by resistance
and the continued influence of the latter force on such commen-

Though this latter question cannot at present be fully answered,
we have proved in this paragraph that not onlv the' general in-

commensurability i I th p riod'ic tim s ensuring the stability of
the system, but also the deviations therefrom are accounted for
by our law (38).

§ 16. History of the Solar System.

Believing that we have, in the preceding pages, brought forth
ome further arguments in favor of the nebular hypothesis, we
may be permitted in a verv few words to sketch the grand his-
tory of the material universe as it is seen in the light of this
theory. The philosophers of old called Man a Microcosmos—
*e compare the Universe, the Macrocosmos, to man, thereby in-
timating that as Man has a parentage, growth and decay, i. e., a
totory, so has the Macrocosmos.
Ihe history of the viaterial world may be divided into four

Periods or ages, corresponding to those given in a note to §6.
compare Guyot's views in Dana's Geology—chapter on "Cos-

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And
f

earlh "

A:is
< M« a lot audi u'd. and darkness was upon the

j°e of the deep. And the spirit of God moved upon the face
01 the waters. (Genesis, I, 1, 2).

1 'le material uni tot in its present form, but
w'thout forrn

;
it was void and dark; but the spirit of God per-

de„f
ltj

.

and Panned it such that his All-Foresight, or Provi-

reill P**
also ^e manifest in the material world. This is

.
'

>y the Creation—it is merely stated, not described, for it is

ISce.vable to mortal understanding. It is too awful, our

i; hence the divine writer
merri* •

m reflecting thereon;

[

ei
y mentions it at the beginning, i ,

-

adapt himself to our understanding, describes the

oupn
great ages as real creative acts, though l.~

C eS 0f the unfathomable word given in the first

*£? i
We believe that the first five verses of Gen

sha]] ii0re been fully understood in their deepest set

nvenOiT?-
sec

l
ueI keep constantly before our eyes both this, the

"WW History nf the hiorrnc ov' -—'—— fl^"^ fmm f]la «».
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Since Genesis merely states that the universe (i. e. heaven and

earth) was formless, void of any organized being and dark, it is

science alone that can uive us any idea of the constitution of the

universe as it came from the hands of the Creator. But as

science is progressive, our ideas of the primeval condition of the

Cosmos must progress corr - ler with advancing

1 farther back
'

ur eye pierces i

roaches more and more to the mysterious and

Fiat." As these appro

series of ages, we infer that th-«";-'

ice in regard to the age of Cosmos by penetrating farther

• dth our spiritual eye, the same

.,.v,„ns of more and more powerful

telescopes, er into the world-filled

space. Here, if looking through a giant telescope we find our-

selves surrounded by a'botindless space filled with the wonders

of the Creator; and if ardently searching in the exist

ments of nature for records of her past, we behold in

here, the infinity of time, eternity, teeming with wonders r

astounding. The beautiful poem of Schiller,

JW is true both as to the e:

World. 1JU(.

The ancients most frequently thought that the world letttne

hands of the Creator in the shape it now is. Even Newton him-

self was unable to see farther back. To him the Creator was but

a tinker, forming his wheeling globes and wheeling them aroiiott

their axis, putting them one by one and one by one to tnei

very place in his clockwork-to'him an unorganized machine to

run on and on forever in the same shape. But Huyghens, ana

Newton himself, bv discovering the generic cause of the ngu

of the earth aimed the first blow at this base idea, which never-

3 advocates even to the present hour, espeW
among theologians. The corner-stone being broken out o

system it has
' :

"

es iZ
lost history of the earth, and the nebular theory has I

earth to the sun as her mother. Thus creation was now iden«

f

cal with the productions of the rotating mass of mattei, i.e.,

the chemical elements.
.

, ,
p i e .

We have attempted to show that both rotation w
ments come from th

was endowed (see § 6). It is highly interesting to see n ^
first verse of Genesis has been understood I

will at the same time more clearly set forth what we ^ F^
above when saying tl

-

„ loneer
inal condition of Cosmos by making steps representing e

and longer periods of time.
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"In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth"
ling to

Newton, 1686: a direct, immediate creation of every globe as it

Huyghens, Hutton, and modern Geologists: a direct creation of
the heavenly globes as fury < x u> s, circulating in the system

Kant, 1755, Laplace (later) : a direct creation of a rotating mass
of chemical elements ; giving rise to the planetary system.

We, in 1854, conceived this rotating mass of elements to be the
product of a created nebula consisting of but one single element.

We will now contemplate the different ages manifest in the
development of this Urstoff.
First Day or Age.—The atoms of "UrstofF" combine—light

(and heat) and the chemical elements result. The mere production
of light would not entitle it to be considered one of the days of
creation; but light is by the divine writer taken as a tvpe to
represent itself, and the less obvious, though much more import-
am, chemical elements. It was not so much the light as the for-
mation of the elements, the basis of modern physical science,
winch characterized the first day. We think that a rotation was
also produced hereby. (This Journal, 1864, vol. xxxvii, p. 52.)
aecond Day or Age.—Formation of the planetary orbs with their

satellites.—The nebula developed itself into a great number of
sunilar

,

Planetary nebulas, which again gave birth to similar lu-
Dar nebula Thus we see here the simplest kind of " life," re-
production by division. r.s r\hibit. .1 bv many plants, and even
mmaJs, which to distinguish them as such from inanimate mat-
«r

>
"ave another mode of reproduction besides. The planets

?i
eSe

fn
he cllildren

,
the moons the grandchildren of the sun.

ggWZtoy or Age—The fiery balls resulting from this subdi-

SfonTo "^ are Shaped
'

aS Ge0l°S7 ^ aScertained in

jIj

e Fourth Age of the inorganic era is the present. We have

not
•

tlle furtlier characteristic of life, namely, death, is

nati,?

S

M
Cted t0 the organic but is participated in by inorganic

land
-^ oumaI

' t2]. xxxvii, 56). As every breath of our

RivfnV

S
* dlfferential of decay—so every rotation of the earth

cliari

S-US tlle enJ°yments of another day, and every revolution

ffloth'

1110
^ US W 't 'a ^le succession of the seasons, brings our own

i w^

r 'eartn nearer to her grave.
1

I

"*to\tof I?
e8cientifi

<' reader'a pardon for these paragraphs, which do not be-

*«rinei „r
Se

1

hcaPe*i in »ts day on the Copernica.

***£ ff
°gy - Even yesterday, I found, in
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§17. Conclusion.

The principal results arrived at in this paper are

1st, A si Hi at nebulae.

2d, A more accurate determination of the orbits; and above all,

3d, The discovery of the true law of the planetary and lunar

4th, The determination of the periodic times as a function of

the distances—or borrowing this third Law of Kepler from the

theory of gravitation, we have therein almost a theoretical de-

monstration of the equality of the intervals.

As (38) what we have repeatedly called " our law" is very

much like Bode 'a, or rather Titius's, law, we apprehend that the

propriety of thus naming (38) will be doubted. To set this point

in clear light we refer to a similar, though undoubtedly grander,

case in the history of science.

The law of Tit: is was ex •! isively derived from observation.

It is empirical, as is the third law bf Kepler. It is, moreover,

not exact, neither in its general form nor in its numerical results.

But neither is the famous law of Kepler exact, though, on ac-

count of the different circumstances connected herewith, this

latter law agrees better with the numerical data of observation

than Titius's law. . .

Newton discovered the true form of Kepler's law by deducing

it from a higher law, that of universal gravitation. Instead ol

Kepler's form, C being the same constant for all planets,

Newton found that the true law is

I*=£ (M+ „.).. • <">

ft being the constant of gravitation, hence the same for all plan-

ets; hence,
,M»

Coc(M+ m). • • ('-j

That is, Kepler's constant C is proportional to the sum o

mass M of the sun and the mass m of the planet By fcrU*

analysis it is found that C even .3 dependent on all the masses

aces in the system. • _ f

So also in our case. We have given the true «P«*5J
Titius's law by extending it to Mercury and have accoanie

the deviations of nature from the law, by demonstrat.ng^
is a necessary consequence of the higher law, viz: e

fema re

between the abandonment of the different orbs of the sam^%- wtofl

equal {see § 13). Now this is what we claim as our law. As*.

^

deduced and corrected Kepler's law by his law ot equa J ^
tion, so we have deduced and corrected the law of liW» J

law of equal intervals.
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We referred to (38) as our " law" because it is a consequence of
rarlaw, and certainly our formula; we did not intend to oblit-
erate the merit of Titius, as will be seen wherever we have men-

which makes our demon-
stration of the law of planetary distances so important. It is
the touchstone of the nebular theory

; for as this ascribes the
formation of the planets to the slow descent of cosmical matter
to its center, it has to be proved that such, descent will give
exactly the actual system. "Already Plato held that

7
"the mo-

tion of the planets is such as if they had been all created by
bod id some region very remote from our system, and let fall
irom thence toward the sun, their foiling motion being turned
aside into a transverse one whenever they arrived at their sev-
eral orbits;' Galileo was the first who subjected this "concetto
piatornco" as he calls it to a numerical calculation based upon the
laws of falling bodies as discovered by him. He finds an admir-
able harmony between his calculations and the actual velocitiesm distances as they were known at his time.

8 Next after him,
jewtoQ took the matter in hand, and in his third letter to Dr.
«ntley he gives as his result, that it is impossible to account for
ne configuration of the system in the manner of Plato and Gal-
'w. Inis result is based upon his assumption of a vacuum.

J
«fcmg the influence of a resisting medium into account, we

n

e

tK

r0V that the PIatonic idea as embodied in the nebular

»JS
es' s/6e5 lead to the present configuration of the solar

d; ,Y
e make these remarks to show that the idea we advo-

£ hi ?
and yenerable

; we hope, at some other time, to give

inclni-
y

J
nterestlng history of the law of planetary distances,

uaingthe app ] lotaxis, (Pierce, Aeassiz,)

mierPl
°f gyration

>
(Kirkwood,) the regular polyhedra,

World*
g
?r

n
L
d and beautiful is the harmony of the planetary

As no*
an admirable unity of plan is manifested therein I

flfenJV Planets are slowly sinking to the sun, so they have

tfm 6en Sinkin2 sin^ the momen°t of their creation as a neb-

tWd
a

? ;

t
thesaSle moti™ that now brings them nearer to

ueatu has caused their formation, has brought them to life !

Co7 SUblimeis the Plafl of creation! To call forth the

PecTanM SyStem of the solar worId wilh a11 its mu]tiform as "

lesa aJL
dePen^encies fit to support life throughout almost end-

oes—nothing but a collection of matter endowed with its

^^tS^/S^ CL 16,
• MM d Tlernnco e Co er ' a
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molecular forces was placed in a little spot of the house that con-

tains many mansions besides. This matter slowly collected to-

gether. In thus following the force of attraction planted in it

by eternal love, the whole great life of the solar world was

awaked
;
and as the pulsation of the heart in man indicates the

fleeting moments of his life, so the pulsations of that great whole,

succeeding each other at equal intervals, gave each one birth to

a new world to mark the historic epochs of the Universe by its

position and to roll on for ages, a revelation of the Great Au-

thor, until, always following the same attractive force, it in death

finds rest at the bosom of the planet-mother, the sun. And

then—this grand system remains as a mere lump, a Cosmic Fossil,

suspended in space, where perchance some higher being may

meet with it, touch it, investigate it, and construct its whole past

history, as the geologist in our days studies the history of a

fossil shell

!

Art. XXXV.—The determination of the height of Auroral Arches

from observations at one place; by H. A. NEWTON.

In the displays of the Aurora Borealis

often takes the form of an arch. Sometimes the lower boundary

of the auroral light is arch-shaped. Beneath is a dark segment,

while perhaps streamers run upward from the mass of light.

Again, there is sometimes a bank of light in the north, resting

apparently on the horizon. The upper boundary of this bank

forms a more or less regular arch. Again, there is sometimes a

narrow band or bow of light, spanning the heavens, coming

down to within two or three degrees of the horizon at each ex-

tremity, having one or both of its edges sharply denned, an

being often only two or three degrees in breadth.

The arch in each of these three cases may be incomplete, or

broken, or otherwise irregular. But there is a manifest tendency

to form a regular curve. This curve, that is, the boundary

line of the arch, or the axis of the bow, is rarely, if ever,

»

arc of a great circle. It cuts the horizon at points notaby I -

than 180° from each other. It has apparently the same Jaw

formation in each of the three cases. Its peculiar shape is

fore probably due to a single cause.
,-ffa.

There is no reason to believe that each observer sees a am

ent arch, just as each sees his own rainbow. There is no ceu

of light beneath the arch, and moreover a decided PaffLn
very frequently found. The curve of the auroral arch nas

a definite locus in the atmosphere.
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This curve is not caused by mists in the atmosphere obscuring
and revealing parts of an indefinite cloud. For the arch has
little or no relation to the horizon, and cuts it at all angles.

It is not a straight line, for the arch does not cut the horizon
at points 180° from each other.

The arch resembles the projection of a portion of a circle, or
a sphero-conic. The venerable Hansteen has in two instances
seen at Christiana nearly the whole ellipse. Prof. Twining has
observed, at Middlebury, Vt., in one instance at least, an arch in
which the extremities of the major axis of the ellipse were vis-
ible above the horizon.

It is reasonable to infer that, in general, the locus of the
light is parallel to the earth's surface. For the arch has the same
general form at all places, as will be seen in the diagrams of

I others.

This leads naturally to the hypothesis of Hansteen, 1

that the
auroral arch is a real ring, which in it- normal form is parallel
w the earth's surface, and is svmmetrically placed about the rnag-
neticpole. The dai , ben we look beneath the
"nginto space beyond. The bank of al light is a similar

The results of Prof. Loomis's investigations respecting the
geographical distribution of the aurora

2 confirm and modifv this
^elusion. He shows that there is a narrow belt of an ellipti-
cal form surrounding the magnetic and astronomical poles of the
^o, and at a considerable distance from them, which is the re-
|'on of the greatest and most frequent displays of the aurora.
" is reasonable to infer that an aurora of considerable intensity
*ould naturally take a form s\ mm 'i I uth this narrow belt
™ Uie earth's surface. The portion of the curve which we see

a"y instant should be regarded as part of a circle whose cen-

m
s the center of curvature of the nearest portion of this belt.

tor °r
° n tne parallax of the auroral cloud, observations at

^distant stations have been necessary. These have to be

mt
Up°n a movmg object, the time of whose appearance can-

' De
.
Predicted. It is only by a happy chance that good ob-

watioas can be secured. If the height can be computed from

A«?
re

j
made at a single stat! ,n

-
a - l,

'A ; h intaSe is Sained -

second observer is not ess i and shape of
jjuroral cloud is assumed to be as described above.

]
/ne distance on the earth's surface from the observer to the

inrni^ij-
"' vauurt5 OI ine nearest pornua ui

tW ,SPla?s can be measured. Eepresent this by d. Let

on J i

6nt altitude of the n id its amplitude
le horizon be 2a. Let x be the height of the auroral cloud

Royale de Bruxelles, tome xx, p. 118. See also

curvature of the nearest portion of the belt of frequent
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from the earth, R the earth's radius, b the distance from the ob-

server to the point on the earth directly under that part of the

cloud which forms the vertex of the arch, and c the distance il

like manner from the observer to the point underncat
of the arch seen in the horizon. We have then these equations,

R-|- x=R secc=R cos h sec (b+h); .... (1)

and since d, d—b, and c, are the three sides of a spherical tri-

angle, and a the angle,

<X*{d-b)=cozdcosc+s\nds\ncco*<t (2)

From these equations b and c may be eliminated, and x found

in terms of a, d, A, and R.
From (1) cos(b-\-k)=cosh cose, and hence

cos (d - 6)=cos
j
d+h - (b+h)

j

=coS (d+h)cos(b+h)+ sin (d+h) *m(b+h)

=cos (d+h) cos h cosc+ sin (d+h)(l - cos'A cos'c)*. (3)

Equating (2) and (3) and dividing by cose,

cos d+s\n d tan c cos a=zco<(d+h)cos h+sm(d+h)(sec 2c-cos2k)i (4)

But cos rZ=cos(c?+//.)co3 A+sin(rf+A)sin h. Substituting, divid-

ing by sin(d+h) and placing siny for sind cos a cosec (d+h) we

have' .

sinA+tancsin^Csec^-cos^)*

Hence, to compute the altitude of the auroral arch above the

earth's surfaee, we have the three equations,

sin <p=sin d cos a cosec (d+h),

and z=R(secc-l).

To applv these observations to particular cases I have selected

25 or 30 auroral arches, observed bv Pres. Stiles, Prof. Olmsted,

Mr. Herrick, and Mr. Bradley. They were all observed at JW*

Haven; except those in the vear 1860, which were seen by Mr-

Bradley at Chicago. Most of these observations are from trie

Auroral Registers of Mr. Herrick and Mr. Bradley. These -Keg-

form port of a volume of memoirs about to be puo-

lished by the Conn. Acad, of Arts and Sciences. The value oi

d is assumed to be 32°, v/hich is also very nearly the distance

from New Haven to the magnetic pole of the earth. In ™e fol-

lowing table are given the dates of the auroras, the observed

apparent altitudes and amplitudes of the arches, and the co

puted values of x in miles, and in kilometers.
'

In selecting from the Registers the arches for this table, 1 m>

' " '
' •

• .... -
.

- -o ;• .'••.'.. - "
"•
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1 ** Alt.tude. A^liU*. ....,.:_:,
Obaorver.

s4 165 33 53 "stii^
84-109 Herrick.

67-188

90± 250

8

8
10 80± 168-214 266-345

Bradley.

7-8 80 142-1G5 228-266
Herrick.

281

r? i :;

J M
154

158
Bradley.

467-345

.-'-

75±

1CM5 111-183 i - - Herrick.'

155-193 250-310

w'l"; ,';

248-168
Olmsted.

118
111-183 179-295 Herrick.

6± 90±
90-100

80
155-111 250-179

Bradley.

? l?
;

;;

1004-

90±
j%_^j^ 8 100± 83 133

The average height as indicated by the table is 134 miles, or

ence t °r
terS

- The obser™tions were not taken with refer-

f
,
° tlle use here made of them, and the results can there-

re De regarded as onlv approximately correct. Mr. Bradley

anm i

me that his method of determining the amplitude of the

one
.

arch was t0 P^ce himself with his face directly towards

»hi i

and theu compare the amplitude with the arc of 90°,

carve !m
eaS 'Ij estimated

- He was accustomed to consider the
ot the arch as continued down until it cut the horizon.

i%Prf
•

od of determining the height of the auroral arch is

tW, ,

Q that it; supposes for it a given regular form. In fact
^auroral cloud is usually more or less irregular. Yet in view

Paralf

Very great ' rin8 ?ood
observations for

deci<fe?
at two stations, the method is believed to possess very

mea«n
Va

' botn independently, and as a check upon other

** on?
mei

l
tS

- Jt furnishes moreover the means of determining

breadth if
magnitude of the auroral cloud, but also the

arch «i? ,
beiSnt of the streamers which often rise from the

^"haped mass of light.
a eCollege, March 18tb, 1865.
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It is proposed in the present article to record a few observa-

tions made, in the month of May last, in the Iron region of

Marquette county, Michigan, with the view of elucidating cer-

tain obscure points in the geology of the immense beds of earthy

red hematite, specular and magnetic iron ores, with which tfail

district abounds to an unparalleled extent, constituting it beyond

any doubt the most opulent source of iron in the world yet dis-

covered. It was not my privilege carefully to explore this re-

gion beyond a limited district near the middle. I am therefore

unable to add any information as to the geographical extent <>t

the iron deposits to the published results of Foster &
'

survey. Indeed, the following contribution to the knowledge of

this region is chiefly by way of observation of the in!

rock-cuttings in the iron mines, or rather quarries, and in one

particular cutting of the Peninsula Bailroad, all of which have

been presented to geological study since the close of the govern-

ment survey ; and, inasmuch as neither population nor industry

has advanced beyond these quarries, no other advantage to the

geologist at present exists over the means of exploration em-

ployed by the United States geologists at that time. It is ap-

propriate to remark in this connection that it must cert;

cause of great regret to all friends of natural science and mineral

industry in this country, that the federal government has omitted

to publish the special report upon the Marquette Iron Region by

Mr. J. D. Whitney, the results of a second geological ex

In their survey of that portion of the large area of the Nona-

west exclusively occupied by schistose, raetamorphic an

line rocks, which is included in the northern peninsula of Michi-

gan, Messrs. Foster k Whitney in 1851 marked out the out-

lines of two distinct systems of crystalline rocks, one of wnicn

was denned as metamorphic, their Azoic proper; while t

other, distinguished as a great development of granitic roc*3

outstretching in separated expanses, was described under 1

name of granite belts or ranges. The relation to each other ot

these two systems was hardly traced to conclusiveness w™°
the concealment of their conditions of contact; but the lau«

was assigned to an origin later than the Azoic series upon
^

testimony of disturbances of the upper metamorphic fi

intrusive masses of the granite, and earlier than the Silui

lower beds of the Potsdam sandstone are seen to rest ui

turbed around them.
1 The distribution of the Azoic ana c ra

' Report on the GeoL of the Lake Superior Land District, Fart II, 1851.
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ite rocks, as laid down by the federal geologists, is presented
their map of the district between Keweenaw Bay and ChocolBay j

hich reference can readily be had without encum-
bering these pages with a verbal recital.

The metamorphic or Azoic rocks, consisting of gneiss, horn-
blendic, talcose and chloritic slates, and beds of argillite, no-
vueulite, quartzite, conglomerate, saccharoidal marble and 'crys-
talline limestone, were described as existing under conditions of
great displacement, and displaying evidences of metamorphism,
particularly in vicinity to the line of contact with the granite
or igneous outburst. The occurrence of granite within the area
of their distribution was recognized in the form of intrusive
masses, while the greenstones and some of the schists, both fol-
lowing the general stratification, were regarded as trappean
overflows, the former as an igneous product, the latter as pul-
verulent greenstone in the form of volcanic mud. The iron-
ores of this series of rocks were described as alternating with
toe trappean ridges in the form of intrusive masses, and the re-
maining phenomena of their dissemination in many rocks of the
series, were ascribed to processes of elimination and mechanical
wmixture prevalent during the accumulation of the original
sediments. This explanation was believed to meet the mode of
occurrence of the larger masses, which, at the time it was pro-
Posed, had not been extensively uncovered, and manifestly, as
ppearsin the concluding paragraph of the chapter on iron-ores,

1

o^
n0t l^mt t0 be extended to beds of specular and magnetic

l li
lron included within metamorphic strata, with a con-

lorrnabie range and dip, which indeed the federal geologists ex-

5eposfi/

State their disPositiou to regard as the result of aqueous

'-foe granite belts were denned in general terms to occupy an

Jw0traore than 2000 square mil s ; I * it ,111 the boundaries

Men tl

gaD
'
t0 lDe develoPed in two distinct ranges or spurs, of

'

is, forms the

tpands

of m f
COntlnuous for sixty miles. It is separated by a zone

bra^ t!f
0rphic rocks of some fifteen miles in width

'

which em -

belt w?K
present iron industry of the region, from the southern

for a rr
ls °^ verJ irreoular outline, though nearly parallel

a aistance of 36 miles along its northern intersection with

occut!
am01

;Pllic belt - The large expanse of crystalline rocks

consin f

g e undeveloped tract of the northern part of Wis-
' etching across the head waters of the Mississippi to

2
Foster & Whitney, ibid, 68.
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the north and west of Lake Superior, was considered by the

federal geologists to be the continuation of these granite belts.

The granite was described as forming numerous parallel ridges

bearing east and west, and in both belts to indicate leading axes

of elevation. Gneiss was observed to flank the granite both on

the north and south with intercalated beds of quartzite, potash,

feldspar and hornblendic schists, the whole dipping uniformly

from the axes of elevation. Hornblende sometimes was seen to

replace mica, forming a light grey syenite. The granite south

of the metamorphic belt is generally made up of "feldspar and

quartz, mica being almost always wanting, or very sparingly

present. Feldspar is the most predominating mineral, large

bodies of flesh-red orthoclase being of common occurrence. Two
systems of dykes, and extensive intrusive masses of greenstone

—the larger of a bearing uniform with the axes of" elevation,

the smaller being KE. and S.W.—were indicated as occurring

throughout the distribution of both belts. These are intersected

by veins of quartz.
3

A most engaging, and, at the same time, a very wide field of

inquiry, is presented to geologists in addressing their attention

to the ancient crystalline rocks of the Northwest, with the ob-

ject of resolving the ion of the Laurentian

and Huronian series.

Although no detailed description of the crystalline rocks of

the northern peninsula of Michigan has been given, so far as I

am aware, since the close of the survey of the Lake Superior

Land District, a noticeable disposition prevails among geologists

to assign to the metamorphic strata, distinguished by Messrs.

Foster & Whitney as Azoic, an equivalency with the "Huronian

series of Canada. 4 Such a tendency appears to be due to the

investigations upon the south shore of Lake Superior of Mr.

Alexander Murray, of the Canada Geological Survey,
6

the

results of which have been employed by the provincial geolo-

gists in their comparative study of the crystalline rocks of

Canada and its bordering districts.

The lines of demarcation between the Azoic strata and the

granite, as laid down bv the Land District Survey, appear to

have been determined by the succession of beds rather than

upon any evidence of unconformability. Orthoclasic gneiss,

succeeded by alternating beds of quartzite and hornblendic

slates, flanks the granite as it falls away from its axes of eleva-

tion, and the points at which these have been observed to be

succeeded by argillaceous, chlorite, and talcose schists, and beas

of conglomerate, afford the only clue to the boundaries of tne

3 Foster & Whitney
;

ibid, chap. iii.

* Geol. of Cu Manual of Geology, 143.
* This Journal, [2], xxxi, ;>Ji.
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two systems of rock, thus far presented. It has not been claimed
for the information upon the geological structure of the region
in question, that the relation of the Azoic series with the granite
ranges, has been established by sufficient or definite data. This
must continue to remain an open question until it is decided by
patient and careful observations, facilitated by the development
of the district, which, up to within a short period, was almost
UDvisited by white men, and still presents formidable physical
obstructions to the work of geological exploration, scarcely less
in degree to those experienced by the Land District Survey,
and explained in the report of Messrs. Foster k Whitney. The
recent direction of attention to the Silver-lead region, so-called,
or the Huron Mountains, has served somewhat to open this ob-
scure region during the past summer, by the laying out of
roads, and the commencement of mining operations. Although
the district has been pretty thoroughly explored during the past
season in a spirit of mining adventure, it has encaged no nartic-

th a view to scientific results. [I

that linon t.llfl fivirlAnr-o r>f PYnlnrora onrl nnl

obtained at Marquette, the metamorphic character of the North-
ern range is demonstrated by numerous instances brought to my
notice, of the

^icgneiss-often granitoid, quartzite, massive feldspars, tal-
cose, hornblende and chlorite slates, seams of graphite and mag-
pie iron ore. My own observations in the Iron region im-
pressing me with the indigenous character of the larger masses
jlionte and granite represented within the defined area of the

metarnorplnc strata, and their eni distin >s from intrusive
J'esor erupted in rjR m the recognition of
*e Strata by Mr. osed to regard

«e entire region as I of whose lar-
gWiies of crystal

. to be divisible

and Huronian: the former
j known as

nrH-f •

ranges > while the latter probably occupies, with mi-

ZZTlTS
>
the limits laid down for the crystalline schists

^headed under the name of Azoic.
ittis view is fortified by the fact that the Huronian or Azoic

thP P,?]
nterPosed between the granite or Laurentian rocks and

,-nn„ !,„, 1.,

mnhTT U ,s the observation by Mr. S. W. Hill, of intrusive

inter! ?
°ne P°int cutting the slates near their southern line of

ence is derived the infer-

^r of ti!

Slates antedate the granite -
The indigenous char-

4lI j
tne greater part of the granite, however, throughout its

°UR
- Sci--Second Series, Vol. XXXIX, No. 117.-May, 1SG5.
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general distribution, connected with the fact of its coextensive
on with metamorphic sedimentary strata, tends

instance to invest the intrusive granite with characters
from those of its greater development, and to impart to

evidence of superposition, the lithological features of the Gran-
ite Belts, so far as they have been indicated, bear a mai

termined in Canada and upon the north shore of Lake Superior.

In a private letter from Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, acq

with some of the unpublished leading results of Air. Murrny'.s

examinations upon the south shore, I am infi

ogist, whose opportunities for comparison cannot be too highly

appreciated, describes the islands and some points on the mtifl

land north and northwest of Presqu'isle as of Laiirontian trnriss

with hornblende, epidote, and pyroxene, arriving at thiswndu-

sion through the observation to the south of these points of tbe

greenish slates, greenstone, dolomitic limestones and conglome-

rates, associated with the beds of iron ore, and their relations to

the gneiss. This latter series he judges to be the equivalent of

the Lower slate conglomerate, or chloritic slates, at the base of

the Huronian system, regarding them here as retaining nearly

the same relative conditions as upon Lake Huron where the dol-

omite marks the division between the Upper and Lower slate

conglomerates.

The gneiss which marks the boundary of the granite belts,

and accordingly characterizes the top of the Laurentian series

in this region, the same as it is elsewhere represented, is suc-

ceeded by dark colored hornblendic schists, which consequently

represent the base of the Azoic or Huronian series. These

schists are followed by a series of augitic rocks and schists, in-

terstratified with magnesian hydrous rocks and slates, the two

kinds of rocks being represented on the one hand by hyper-

sthene, pyroxene, and bedded diorite passing into die:

and on the other by talcose and chloritic schists. The former

character of rocks prevails to such an extent as to impart to

the lower members of the Huronian series a distinctive augitic

aspect. The several rocks composing this augitic zone are com-

monly of a greenish color, and vary in this respect chiefly as to

shade, resembling in this particular the Lower slate conglome-

rate which marks the base of the series in Canada, and Irom

which they seem to differ only in the absence of pebbles and

boulders from the subjacent Laurentian rocks, which there form

a distinguishing feature. Messrs. Foster & Whitney.
describe as occurring upon Little Presqu'isle a pure white lew-

spar containing acicular crystals of hornblende, passing into sep-

arate beds of each of these component minerals, and encJOJ«
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mgular fragments of hornblende and chlorite slates, jasper and
a green magnesian mineral.

8
It seems not unlikely that this

rock in its farther distribution may possess more decidedly the
characters of a conglomerate, and accordingly the more closely
bear out the lithological analogy between the lower membersV
the Huronian series near Marquette, and their well ascertained
characters north of the great lakes.
The hornblendic beds are succeeded by thick beds of pure

quartzite displaying ripple marks, passing into quartziferous con-
glomerate on the one hand and siliceous slates on the other,
lhe more massive beds of this description form a prominent

the country through their outcrop in an east and west
orsing the middle of the Azoic or Iluronian area.

Lhey dip at high angles to the south, though numerous less ele-
vated beds dip to the north. They are associated with greenish
hornblendic slates and more or less crystalline diorite, and at
their base with bands of dolomite somewhat sili • m - m 1 hi ,lv
altered. Overlying this quartz zone, the probable equivalent of
'he Upper slate conglomerate of the North Shore, occur tal-

laceous and siliceous schists interstratified with specu-
ariron ore, earthy red hematite and specular con Numerates, the
latter resting immediately upon thick masses of hornblende rock
wending into bedded diorite and hyperite on the one hand, and
on the other into chlorite schists, and siliceous serpentines. At

points a dark colored quartzite resembling greisen except
Presence of hornblende instead of mica, and clearly of
origin, next underlies the ore beds.

rJt
6S

v!-

t

!
g the Same stratigraphical conditions as the schistose

ocks, while many varieties of them are represented in the
cmsts by their exact counterpart as to composition, the crystal-

<an rocks must be regarded as essentially metamor-

wpA 1D a comPrehensive view of the whole series it is
eeri that together with variable conditions of deposit, it indicates

!['f

dle degrees of local metamorphism. 7
Plentiful evidence

oth u
blendin£ of a rock of one character into that of the

rpi

er
>
oMhe continuity between crystallized and schistose beds.

hJ rtes and hyperites of this region are never porphyritic,

J" ?
n the contrary are so fine-gra

i

sit of the

pSienbT
1 Separation

'
or even the identification of their in-

ont

B
t

e

i!

ld
S the indigenous crystalline rocks distributed through-

mi •

,

hl"oman series, exotic or intrusive crvstalline rocks are

CT '

-u
Ut °nly in the form of d^kes '

and limited to a nar-

ndffp p
rne nurnerous elevated protuberances and

Qes of granitoid gneiss, rising above the uppermost Huronian

J
Foster A T

7
Compare I

m the pre

detrital oi
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schists which rest upon their flanks apparently unaffected except
by the regular convolutions of the entire series, are undoubtedly
of Laurentian age. Two systems of green-
ing to Mr. Hill, as cited by'Messrs. Foster k Whitney, traverse

th* gneiss—the one bearing N. from 70° to 80° W—the other

N. 10° E., and the same authorities have noticed many instance.-;

of the intersection of the schists by intrusive granite, especially

near the borders of the granite ranges.
8 Not having enjoyed

the opportunity of following Mr. Hill's notes, I am unable to

confirm these observations
; but it may not be inappropriate to

suggest the probability that the larger and more persistent bodies

of greenstone bearing ist and west—that is con-

formably with the axes of the fol Is u hie i c< nstit itc a regular

system of flexures cocxt. i sivo with tin d sti i uti n of tin llu-

ronian series in the vicinity of Marquette, are in reality in.ligi-n-

ous greenstone, and a portion of the development of the dioritl

upon which repose the upper members of the series, and which.

as will hereafter be shown, is uncovered along most of the ridges

of the region. No instances of trappean overflows in this region

have been brought to notice. Qi

the sulphurets of copper, lead, and iron, are of frequent <<•< nr-

rence, occupying fissures evidently of an extensive vertical

range. Workable veins of copper pyrites have recently been

discovered. This is another point of agreement between the

features of the Huronian series as developed in this disl

upon the north shore of Lake Huron, where eoppe
veins are frequent, of which those of the Bruce, Wellington and

Wallace mines are well known examples.
It is urged by Prof. Eivot of Paris, that the crystalline and

schistose rocks south of Keweenaw Bay entirely correspond with

the rocks of Keweenaw Point : for lie' asserts the syenite of the

Bohemian Mts. to 1 quivalent to the Granite Ranges, or to the

granite of the Huron Mts. ; and the metamorphic schisl

Marquette district to be the stratigrapical equivalents of the in-

tercalated greenstones, amv-dnloids. sandstones and conglomer-

ates, known as the CJi g series, or the Quebec

Group. Mr. Eivot 11

ncters of the rocks composing the Bohemian Mts. and the over-

lying series of beds, and believes to have discovered n

met, which he regards as erupted, the source of the

• mei I .; the latter, which he regards as more or less

inients.
9

u
Not tod: - peculiar notions of M r.

will be well to advert verv briefly to certain remark*!
ceptions upon which they"are based. First : There seems to ae

i lac Superieur—Extrait c ? -J...-S M.r
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co evidence in support of Mr. Eivot's assumption that the green-
stones associated with the hornblendic schists of the Marquette
district are, like the copper-bearing rocks of Keweenaw Point,
"traversed by veins containing copper and native silver." On
the contrary, the vein phenomena of the crystalline schists form-
ing the Azoic belt of Marquette county, are decidedly character-
istic of the Huron ian series, the lodes of which carrv the sul-
phurate of copper unaccompanied by silver, and are "altogether
without the distinctive properties of the native copper lodes of
Keweenaw Point. Second : The Paleozoic strata among which
the greenstones of Keweenaw Point are intercalated conformably,
and within the sectional development of which they are included,
rest unconformably upon the crystalline schists of"the Marquette
district, and hence the stratigraphical identity between the rocks
ot these two districts, inferred by Mr. Eivot, is clearly out of the
qnestion. Third: The difference between the rocks composing

[" '" '" « Mts tn It Bupej unbent series is one merely
« special hthological characters, and not one of general struc-
ture as assumed by Mr. Eivot. The syenite of Mt. Houghton
ms recently been found by Mr. W. H. Stevens, of Copper
harbor, to be intercalated upon the Eeliance location with sev-
eral massive beds of sandstone, conglomerate and amygdaloid,
gltsfeblishing uniform conditions of composition and struc-
»re to prevail throughout the entire series of the north-dipping

ring rocks of the South shore,
ar. Kivot was one of the first to assert the metamorphic char-

ter ot the greenstones of the Marquette district, and, upon
g*™ « structural analogy alone, opposed the generally re-

ritie
°P
lnKm tliat the bedded syenites, diorites, dolerites, chlo-

S zeohtic and epidotic amygdaloids, and so-called traps of
e copper-bearing series, are erupted masses, having originated

^msaoeessive overflows during the accumulation of the Paleo-
seaiments in a horizontal position. Notwithstanding the strat-

EE1
arranSement of this series upon the South shore en-

observ f
°Ut the the01T of their metamorphic origin, certain

shore t T*
3 °^ tne Geological Survey of Canada upon the North

i Wh t

t(

?

strengthen the view advanced by Messrs. Foster

Thnni 27
-10

If the explanation of trappean overflows on

beZfi
a
J'

restin^ uP°nthe authority of Sir William Logan,

r^ard 1

hy future investigation, the North shore must be

>ndtfc t
St^e Se°logical type of the Lake Superior country,

tribuwu
Ce of similar phenomena upon the South shore at-

hapJT
t0 effects of denudation. If, on the other hand, the

theXT
°Verflows of Thunder Bay be found disconnected with

certain^ ^f^
of the UPPer copper-bearing series, but be as-

rea% to belong to the system of dykes which traverse

10
Geol. Survey of Canada, p. 10.
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this series on the North shore, and which have no counterparts

in Michigan, it will remain for special lith<

to complete the evidence of the metamorphic origin of the Up-
per copper-bearing rocks of Lake Superior on the grounds of

analogy with the conditions of their development in Canada.

That the question has been left open bv the Canadian geologists,

is apparent from the fact that the stratified greenstones of this

series, in a chapter by Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, are described as the
•

.

• !!.-- [•v : : :

Quebec Group examined by him in Eastern Canada, which he

asserts to be altered sediments, and to pass into chloritic, epidotic,

and hornblendic slates.
11

Allusion has already been made to the regularity of the flex-

ures of the Huronian strata in the Marquette district, and to the

general parallelism, and approximate east and west b
their axes. This regu »ughout the Iron region

proper, of which the hills and valleys conform to the resulting

system of undulations—thus corresponding to anticlinal and

synclinal arches and basins. The distance from one axis to the

next of the same character varies from one half of a mile to one

mile. Departures from the uniformity of direction occur at dif-

ferent points, but they may generally be directly traced to local

causes of displacement. The plications in the strata which thus

impart to the district its topographical configuration, have been

subjected to powerful agencies of denudation, and, consequently,

by the unequal operation of these agencies, are more or less im-

perfectly preserved. Hence their regularity is less superficial

than stratigraphical; for while through the general denudation

of the district, in common with the larger portion of the conti-

nent, by glacial action, the original surface of the rocks has been

removed in a comparatively even manner, local agencies of ero-

sion and excavation have served to break the continuity of ridges,

and entirely to obliterate prominent outcrops over considerable

Of the various indications of drift agencies with which this

region abounds, the rounded and polished rocks or "roches mou-

tonnees," and the glacial furrows which these surfaces retain, are

the most frequent and instructive. It is almost impossible o

meet with an outcropping rock whose character is such as to r

sist weathering influences, the surface of which does not exniou

one or the other, or both of these appearances. The course 01

the glacial grooves is invariably N. from 50° to 70° B.,

ing with the direction of the valleys. Two, and not seldom

three, systems of furrows can be traced, varying however ou

few degrees and quite alike as to distinctness. The rou"dl

'

polished and grooved surfaces are seen upon the flanks oi
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ridges, as well as upon their summits, and are invariably revealed

by the removal from the surface of a rock of the alluvium and
glacial drift by which it has been effectually protected. It is only
in the outcrop of fissile schists that these appearances are want-
ing. The dense vegetation and the undisturbed covering of
drift, aided by the deep snows of winter, almost entirely prevent

na of i

"

eathering of the rocks, so that the phenomena of glacial

action are exhibited in this region in uncommon perfection.

Fragments of rock occurring near by in situ, and boulders of
specular iron are scattered throughout the drift, which here gen-
erally in fact appears to be made up of material derived from
the immediate region, as seen especially in the circumstance that

"''exceedingly ferruginous, while the source of the iron as a
-— presence as anhydrous

>ccur however, consid-

ireas of distribution.

The position of the beds of specular iron ore has already been
stated to be at the top of the Huronian series as developed in
the Marquette region, and it has also been remarked that they
areinterstratified with talcose and argillaceous schists. Sharing
the plications of the entire ser schists, as they
may properly be called, are accordingly folded into svnclinal ba-
sins and anticlinal crests—of which the axes in the case of the
former lie below drainage, in the bottom of the valleys, and in
the case of the latter are commonly obliterated through the ero-
sion of elevated outcrops. Hence their outliers have been chiefly
preserved along the flanks of the ridges where they have been
the least exposed to the agencies of denudation, protected as they
w«e against a drift current coursing not with the valleys but
obliquely across them, by the elevated outcrops of their under-
'[

ln
g rocks from the summits of which however they have been

Jaded. The denudation has been most extensive upon the
P«rer specular schists and the earthy red hematites, while the
oni

3j
exceptions to these conditions of erosion and preservation

J
already given, occur with specular schists which acquire from

"or composition a refractory structure, or from their mode of

D

eP°sit, the property of resisting the effects of a sweeping de-

t

,

he bosses of specular-iron—the iron-knobs or mountains, as
€
7 are called—are the most striking examples of exception to

^general effects of denudation already noticed. They are in-
j^es of the preservation of the anticlinal crest, and owe their
yanence to the fact that they are made up, not of pure and

aatH
PeCU
rr schists

> but of specular iron ore closely interlami-
^ With quartz nr i<wr^r_n strnc.tnre canable of resisting de-pable of resisting de-

an the homogeneoui

laminae of°jasper alternating with pure specula

aJ.
Q quartz or ja£r ..

schist

8 a
°m

°u t0 a far Veater deSree tnan tDe homogeneous
^ The laminae o"

-
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iron ore, vary in thickness from a hair's breadth to an inch, pro-

ducing a banded appearance. The fact that the entire mass is

highly contorted into minute as well as sizeable folds, furnishes

an explanation of a power of resi les of erosion,

superadded to the same property which it derives from the mere

presence of intermingled jaspery bands. The conglomerati

beds of specular iron ore and jasper, are generally preserved i

elevated outliers, acquiring a refractory character from their

coarse and tenacious structure, but I have met with no instance

of the preservation of the anticlinal crest in beds of this de-

feet in height. The specular iron-ore at the surface displaja I

laminated and contorted structure into which enter thi

of quartz, and although the mass in itself is not so subs

the exterior of the Cleveland Knob, its attending conditions of

deposit impart to it similar refractory properties. In :<

as elsewhere, denudation may be noticed to have had

upon those stratified rocks which present to its agencies their

planes of stratification, than upon those which are highly inclined.

Hence it will be observed that the more extensive the sweep of

the undulations the more complete is the preservation of the

specular iron-ore which in the form of schists enters into them.

The most conclusive indications of the stratigraphical condi-

tions which prevail among the hematite schists in Marquette

county up to this time exhibited, are disclosed by the cutting ol

the Peninsula Eailroad in the N.E. quarter of Section 8, 1.4/

N., K. 26 W., to which allusion was made in the first part of this

article. The grade of the railroad has been laid in an excava-

tion 600 feet long and sunk 25 feet below the highest point upon

the surface of a hill which derives its configuration from a boss

of hematite schists intercalated with argillite. Thus the cuttin^

cuT'Th^ow^

g the general

denudation of the district, has been abraded with the Preser
J*,

tion only of the deflected dips of these strata. The schists a

alternations of earthy red hematite and chloritic argilhte, or

peculiar greenish slates, already described, both becoml
?£f;paVV

ftllv TPflnr>p^ !'n nn ,™n^ n ^ m-Aov frnm fnmparatlV-
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power of resistance in the arch is strikingly illustrated ; for while
the crest itself remains perfect, the same strata have been much
disrupted and displaced as they pass out of the arch and change
their curvature. The upper laminated portions are exceedingly
wrinkled, and the heavy beds broken and doubled. Under these

circumstances of displacement but one or two of the heavier
beds of argillite are exhibited above the grade of the railroad

;

and while these, through scales or plates retain marks of strati-

fication so as to expose their true character, they have been
skrply folded and collapsed, and by their nearly vertical posi-
tion have the appearance of intrusive masses. The central por-
tion of the cutting—that is, the undisrupted strata—is traversed
by a system of parallel joints which the disrupted portions are
without. Several segregated veins of quartz with limonite oc-
cupy the divisional planes of stratification.

Other sectional cuttings in the several mines or quarries dis-
play more or less completely the stratification and undulations
of the hematites in common with the Huronian schists of this
region, and show conclusively, if further testimony were requisite,
tue existence of the iron ore under the same conditions of de-
posit and secondary modificat rith which they
are associated. In the Jackson mine, for instance, occur two
bosses or short anticlinal f, Ms. while in the Lake Superior mine
a perfect synclinal flexure is exhibited.
Beds

i
of specular conglomerate are of frequent occurrence

joughout the Iron region of Northern Michigan, consisting
01 a paste of specular peroxyd of iron, through which are dis-

'"
l t' >- K'nts oi .per, and rounded pebbles of specular

;

- ,J ore which usually differ from the paste in texture, a differ-
wsvery perceptible among ores of any one class even within

2
ro

J
hmits of distribution. These conglomerates not unfre-

dTi
7

f
esemble breccia in the angularity of the jasper frag-

ments which they contain ; but the pebbles of specular peroxyd,
^°ugh sometimes obscure in a matrix of the same material,

Thauh
J S6rVe to indicate the detrital oriSin of these beds-

&cttl Vre derived from local detritus is evident from the

er fragments are not rounded, while the particles

beefZ Bp
1
cular iro» °re are worn but slightly. They seem to

fend j
f,°rmation and to have been derived from dismem-

iron
crumbled deposits of successive laminae ofjasper and

of the

1
"

6
?
lmiiar to those deposits distinguishable in the bosses

der c ;J
egl0n

' Tlle specular conglomerate.invariably exists un-

joints , ,

mstances of true bedding, and is traversed by parallel

*ith hi g the ^bedded pebbles. It occurs interstratified

WwC°Se and argillaceous schists quite as regularly as the

^cof?
e°Us ores

- As would naturally be expected, the specu-

Ajtj
giomerates, owing to their enduring composition, have re-
°*B. Sci._Second Sekies, Vol. XXXIXa So. UX-—Mat, 1865,
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sisted erosion more effectually than the purer schists, and are

preserved in elevated outliers, as seen particularly at the New
England mine, and in the N.W. quarter of Section 21, T. 47 K,

R 27 W. A specular conglomerate uncontaminated with any

considerable portion of jasper, forms the bulk of the schists at

present wrought by the Lake Superior mine. These are jointed

obliquely, and are cleavable at right angles, to the stral

Specular schist often occurs charged with detntal quartz, or

sand, thus differing from the conglomerates only in its external

properties, while it is analogous to them in attitude and actual

. Selu>ts of this description are intercalate! with

the conglomerates in Section 21 above noticed, and in SeotHW

26 of the same township are found underlying the laminated

beds which crown the anticlinal arch.

An estimation of the thickness of the ferriferous series is at-

tended with no little difficulty at present owing to the absence

of any entire sectional cutting. The Jackson mine presents the

best data for an opinion upon this point, altl

expose neither the base, nor uppermost members of the

is upon the northern dip of a steep anticlinal, and the ground of

the quarry is some 500 feet wide, the excavation having been

entirely within the series. At this mine the range of thickness

exceeds one thousand feet. Individual thicknesses of specular

ithoutthe intervention of other schists, are upwards ot

150 feet. Some idea of the massiveness of a homogeneous bed

of specular schist may be had from the fact that in the month o

September last 3500 tons of workable ore were thrown down at

this mine in one blast, for which 11 kegs of powder were used.

It will be observed that while the smaller plications furnish

the most a^ jte evidences of the strut

conditions of the ferriferous schists, every exposure of them in

quarries or natural outcrops, conveys the same characj

dence, but upon a scale far more extended, and generally requir-

ing allowance for superficial vicissitudes, and a large degree

denudation. Even if space permitted, I conceive it to be u •

necessary to multiply instances of this evidence. It has be

shown that the iron ores of the Huronian sei

essentially schists and heavy-bedded strata in which none ot in

phenomena of aqueous deposits formed by precipitai

water on the one hand, or by detrital accumulation on the owe ,

are wanting. They exhibit not only stratification, anticlinal au

synclinal folds, but are invariably traversed by systems ot joinu*

and at many points exhibit a perfect slaty cleavage. ,

The intimate connection between the greenstones, horoblende

rocks, and aluminous and magnesian silicated schists of thete

riferous series, has already been indicated in general fcer

rocks not only alternating with, but passing into, each ouie
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conjunction commonly existing wherever bedded greenstones,
licates occur together as sedimentary products of

the decomposition of compound silicated rocks. The peculiar

intermediate i

slate and together with the talcose ancl chloritic slates7with
which they are interstratified, are probably products of such a
decomposition in the wet way of the same crystalline sediments
which entirely or less undecomposed have gone to form those
greenstones which constitute members of the same series. Effer-
vescence with acids of some of the green slates in common with
many of the greenstones of the series, together with the presence

J

a large amount of lime and magnesia, was pointed out by
Messrs. Foster k Whitney, as indicating the characters of a pul-
verulent greenstone—the schalstein of German geologists.

12 The
presence of carbonate of lime in many of the schistose rocks
oi this region must be regarded as generally due to the decom-
position of silicate of lime in the silicates of the primary crys-
talline sediments whence they are derived, although in a few
special instances it may have been derived by the subsequent
conversion of greenstones into schalstones, or by infiltration from
wpenncumbeut calcareous strata. Chemical reactions in crystal-
"M sediments resulting from the disintegration of crystalline sil-

canhi

r0

i
and °Perated uPon by carbonated waters, are amplyye to have produced the lithological conditions of augitie

the o

C7's

j
ates

> schalstone, and other schists, together with
xyoized ores of iron intercalated with greenstone among
cient crystalline rocks of North America as well as

shown by Bischof u in pronouncing the Neptunian
ks. From a stratigraphical point of view,

here often obscure, the Huronian green-

of Northern Michigan, in the absence

special chemical conditions, exhibit

Quife'|

I1

<

ar
-'
r

i

an^ metaraorphic phenomena adequate to render
« anteliable, it is believed, the theory of the exotic character
anJ portion of them
*»*>*, Dec 19th, 1864.

Geology of the Lake Superior Land District, ii, 17, 93.

fi-«w vTnts : |0D
'
1854-59

-
ToL

1*54.
" VOiger, sr iwalien. Zurich,

peters of these rocks,
mie evidence is elsewhei
y% schists and iron ore
01 close attention tn +h a

;'
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My present observatory is a circular brick building of twenty

feet internal diameter, with a light revolving roof supported on

twelve wheels which are fixed to the stone coping of the walls.

The opening, two feet wide, extends from side to side with

simple shutters, which, when elevated on the weather side, serve

to prevent the wind from blowing into the observatory and

shaking the telescope. Opening from the west side of the

Equatorial dome is a small transit apartment with computing

room attached. This observatory is in the garden of the house

where I reside. The transit is 189 feet KW. from the Second

Avenue, and 763 feet KE. from Eleventh street. It was

erected in the summer and autumn of the year 1856. The equa-

torial, by Fitz, is a very substantial instrument, having circles

divided on silver 18 a ameter.

The objective is of 11J inches aperture, and fourteen feet focal

length, and was corrected for figure by myself after the methods

and directions of Mr. Fitz. It is a fine glass, capable of show-

object which should be seen by a well corrected objec-

those dimensions.
The observatory is low and therefore cannot reach any object

"' horizon, but I prefer losing such observations to the

1 expense of a high structure.

;:;'.:;

The transit room has been used on several occasions by the

U. S. Coast Survey in their telegraphic operations for

It is 0i'. 12™. 1547s E. of Washington, and in latitude 40 ,
W,

48"-53; the latitude being the result of observations

zenith telescope upon twenty-four pairs of stars by the observ-

ers of the Coast Survev. „, . . c n .

During the winter of 1857-58, Messrs. Alvan Cla

constructed, and in the spring attached to the equator

ing clock of the highest merit. It has a remontoir escapement

similar to that of Bond's spring governor. .

Having seen with great interest the photographic experiments

conducted at the observatory of Harvard College, I de

as soon as the clock should be in working order, to P™se^
the subject of celestial photography. After many «xf

ri":*7

it was ascertained that the best photographic focus of theoDje

ive was about T\ of an inch outside the visual foci

tinued making photographs of the moon and such stars as c

be obtained, and although when compared with what bad oe

done by others the results gave reason for satisfaction, ye

view of what was desirable and apparently
ical photography with me was a failure. By reducing tne « v
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tureof the telescope to five inches for the full moon, I was en-
abled to produce negatives which would bear an enlargement to
five inches or fifty diameters. An impression of a sixth magni-
tude star was never obtained, y Virginis, then 3" distant, was
the closest pair the duplicity of which could be measured on the
collodion plate. The ring of Saturn and the belts of Jupiter
were plainly visible, but entirely unsatisfactory. An image of
Jupiter could be obtained in from 5 to 10 seconds exposure, but
the satellites failed to impress the plate in any length of time.
This was due to the uncorrected condition of the objective which
diffused the violet rays over a large space, so that in the case
of the planet each point of the picture was influenced not only
by the ray due to that point, but by the stray beams from ad-
joining portions of the object, and thus nearly the whole actinic
force of the objective was gal uiensions of the
"Mge. In the case of the satellite the lost rays were not re-
placed by the wanderers from any adjacent point.
during the summer of 1858 I combined my first stereograph

ot the moon, producing quite a satisfactory result with the low
Power of the stereoscope. I do not know when this was first
tone m England by Mr. DeLaEue, but with me the idea was
10 original one.

.% greatest success with an uncorrected objective was in the
Pictures of the sun taken with about one-fiftieth of a second ex-
pire with the aperture reduced to one inch. The negatives
ere lour inches in diameter and exhibited the spots with rea-

dable sharpness, the manifl ht between the

tf and the edge, and under favorable circumstances the

W Some of the negatives verify the observation of M.
*»«, that the faculae are elevations.

Jr ,'
1860

'
the sun '

s disk was remarkably rich in spots,
urcombined the pictures of two days to produce a stereograph,

"1 ?ult was a failure and did not Sive the imPression of a

»»n AUt presented the appearance of a flat uniform disk

fmLll 7 a BP^ei seemed entirely detached

,Z the disk. This is attributable to a want of sufficient detail« the surface of the sun.

hmTy^ ?ear 1859 aild for a long time I worked with com-

ivea r|

n\ enses to be inserted in the tube between theobject-

hy ltDe P]ate with the view of correcting the photographic

field » attemPt succeeded well so far as the center of the

torrecf
C0ncerned

) but it was impossible to produce a good

^oon

!°\

°

ver a sPace ec
l
ual t0 tbe area of tne imaSe of lne

»PDarat
° * Prepared a telescope with camera and instantaneous

vejrEv
U8
J??unted equatorially to send by the U. S. Coast Sur-

Peaition to Labrador for the observation of the eclipse.
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The objective in this case was a fine one, by Alvan Clark of 4J
inches aperture. A ring was placed between the crow;
lenses of such a width that the best visual and photogri
were united. For this purpose it was necessary to shorten the

combined focus about one-twentieth of its former value.

The pictures of the sun taken with this instrument were better

than those made by my large telescope, in which no attempt had

been made to correct the photographic rays.

Being unable to accompany the expedition, I made a series of

pictures of the eclipse at home, upon which are seen the nuclei

and penumbra of the spots, the gradation of light of the sun's

disk, and the serrated edge of the moon projected upon the

sun. They show, however, none of the fogging of the moon's

surface, commented upon by other observers, nor a greater in-

tensity of light at the points of contact between the sun and

the moon, both these results are, when they occur, due, in my
opinion, to photographic or optical causes, and not to any true

astronomical phenomena of that nature.

On examining the first negative of the eclipse I was struck

by the difference of sharpness between the edge of the sun and

that of the moon projected upon its disk. At first I was inclined

to think that it was caused by a falling off in definition near the

edge of the eye-piece used. In the next picture the edge of the

sun was placed near the center of the field and the moon re-

moved to a. remote part of the plate, yet still the result was the

same ; the sun's edge was soft and indefinite while that of the

moon was hard and sharp, showing that the light from the two

objects comes to us under different conditions; in one case

traversing the sun's atmosphere, in the other unaffected by this

disturbing cause.

In the autumn of 1861 I began to experiment with a reflect-

ing telescope with silvered mirror, which recommended ltseU

both bv the simplicity and ease of its construction and the entire

freedom from dispersion. One was mounted of thirteen inches

aperture and eight feet focus, of <-'\
J*

**
ground and approximately figured by Mr. Fitz, and i

as strapped to my large tube and carried by the equatoi

weighed less than fifteen pounds. Many modes were tried oi

silvering but the best results were obtained by Liebi.L a

wherein the silver is deposited from an im. .. n i
itrate solution

by sugar of milk. After three months trial I abandoned tni

instrument as unfit for use in my observatory. First, the tre-

mors of the city, quite imperceptible in t

by the double reflect]

mountable obstacle to good work. Second
is so easily attacked, both by moisture and the gaa

abound in the city, as to make it necessary to re-silver the spe
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km at least every ten days, a labor not to be contemplated with
equanimity. Dr. Draper has found the silver surface very much
more durable in the dry, pure air of the country. I regard the
Cassegranean form as the best adapted to lunar photography,
since the dimensions of the image can be varied at will, as cir-

cumstances dictate, by simply changing the small mirror, a
Dumber of which might be kept at hand.
Having thus failed in astronomical photography with an or-

dinary achromatic, with a correcting lens and with a reflector, I
began, in the autumn of 1863, the construction of an objective,

attention to the peculiar adaptation of the spectroscope i

means of examining the achromatic condition of an objective,
and since it was principally by the aid of this instrument that I
Have been enabled to procure a fine photographic correction, I
maybe pardoned for touching again upon this application.

,

ihe image of a star at the focus of a perfectly corrected ob-
jective would be a point, the apex of all conceivable cones hav-
ing the object glass, or parts of it, as the bases. This point fall-
wgupon a prism would be converted in a line red at one end
and violet at the other with the intermediate colors in their
Foper places. If, however, the different colored rays are not all
o ought to the same focus, the spectrum will no longer be a line,
om in the uncorrected colors will be expanded to a brush the
width of which will be the diameter of the cone where inter-

red by the prism. It will thus be seen that a simple glance

tram

s

1

Pectram will indicate at once what parts of the spec-

ks

mare bounded by parallel lines and consequently converged
*

» one local point, and what parts do not conform to this condi-m
,
and also the amount of divergence.

crown
apP

u-
g tWs test l found that an obJ ective of flint and

fans ? W
i

Cl1 tlle v 'sual was united with the photographic

on a i

r words
,
where the instrument could be focalized

and in 7h l
f ground glass by the eve, as in ordinary cameras,

servflfa
be

1

ll°grapts constructed by Dalmayer for the Kew ob-

^
Vatory andforthe Russkn gover

J
nment)/is a mere compro.

ties ar!
Convenience in which both the visual and actinic quali-

dre sacrificed.

Parallel^

1,

*? bling the actinic portion of the spectrum between

crown 1 i

rs
'

** e - t0 one f°cus
>

ifc is necessary that a given

acomb Vp be combined with a flint which win produce

requiJ?!
al length about one-tenth shorter than would be

and
in th

° satisf> the conditions of achromatism for the eye.

vision
c°Qdition the objective is entirely worthless for
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Having obtained the achromatic correction, I had a most defe-

cate task to produce the correction for figure, since the judg-

ment of the eye was useless unless entirely protected from the

influence of all but the actinic rays. A cell of glass inclosing a

sufficient thickness of the cupro-sulphate of ammonia, held be-

tween the eye and the eye-piece, enabled me to work for coarse

corrections upon « Lyrae and Sirius, but so darkened the ex-

panded disk of a star in and out of focus that all the final cor-

Still, however the i

This objective was completed about the first of December last;

it has the same aperture, l\\ inches, as the achromatic, with ft

few inches shorter focal length, and can be substituted for it in

the tube with great ease. The corrections of this objective are

such that I think it <
_ any object as seen, pro-

vided there be sufficient light and no atmospheric obstacles.

As respects the light, I have obtained images of stars desig-

nated by Smythe as of the 8|- magnitude, and other stars on the

same plate of full a magnitude lower. In the cluster Prcesepe,

within the space of one degree square twenty-three stars are

taken, many of which are of the ninth magnitude, with an ex-

posure of three minutes. An exposure of one second gives a

strong impression of Castor, and the smaller star is quite visible

with half a second. With the achromatic objective it was neces-

sary to expose Castor ten seconds to obtain a satisfactory result.

The great obstacle which prevents the results of photography

from realizing the achievements of vision is atmospheric dis-

turbance. In looking at an object the impression is formed from

the revelations of the best moments, and it is often the case that

the eye can clearly detect the duplicity of a star, although the

whole object is dancing and oscillating over a space greater

than its distance. The photograph possesses no such power ol

accommodation, and the image is a mean of all the conditions

during exposure. It is, therefore, only on rare nights in our

climate that the picture will approach the revelations of the eye.

Since the completion of the photographic objective, Dut °°e

night has occurred, (the 6th of March), with a fine atmosphere,

and on that occasion the instrument was occupied with the moon,

so that as yet I have not tested its powers upon the close douD e

tors, 2 being the nearest pair it has been tried upon, iw

distance is quite manageable provided the stars are of near J

equal magnitude. The power to obtain images of the 9tn mag
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nitude stars with so moderate an aperture promises to develop
and increase the application of photography to the mapping of
the sidereal heavens, and in some measure to realize the hopes
which have so long been deferred and disappointed.

It would not be difficult to arrange a camera box capable of
exposing a surface sufficient to obtain a map of two degrees
square, and with instruments of large aperture we may hope to
reach much smaller stars than I have yet taken. There is also
every probability that the chemistry of photography will be very
much improved, and more sensitive methods devised.
On the 6th of March, the negatives of the moon were remark-

ably fine, being superior in sharpness to any I have yet seen.
The exposure for that phase, three days after the first quarter, is

from two to three seconds, and for the full moon about one-
quarter of a second.
The success of this telescopic objective has encouraged me to

hope that an almost equal improvement may be made for pho-
tography in the microscope, which instrument is more favorably
situated for definition than the telescope, since it is independent
w atmospheric conditions. Its achromatic status is easily exam-
ined by the spectroscope, using as a star the solar image reflected
torn a minute globule of mcrcurv. Mr. Wales is now con-
Bructing for me a one-tenth objective, which, upon his new plan,
8 to be provided with a tube so arranged as to admit of the
jnoval of the re£

Warily used, one i

to one focus the act

A*T- XXXVIIL—iVbte* on Coal and Iron Ore in the State of
buerero, Mexico; by the late N. S. MAKBOSS. (From an un-
published Report dated May, 1857).

just

regi°n liere described is situated near the Pacific coast,

Bjj|J

re

f

t of tne meridian of the city of Mexico, extending 170
west of this line, and about 75 miles from the coast,

(hit*
av

„
e not succeeded in proving that true coal exists in

'part of Mexico. Of the reported localities which, we ex-TeVhe ./^> that of Chilpaucingo, proved to be a bed of

dC Pf
at^ brmvn f-' ^- " ; ''' !1 !! - - !lt *nswer perhaps for local

fcoeta
WOUld not bear transportation. The second, near

-^j.
mo

'
was an irregular vein of asphaltum resembling the

K^emVi
" °f Nova Sc°tia. The slates here bore a strong

posits T
t0 tll0Se of the Coal-measures. Other rumored de-

ease
;

ln
,

"
empantitlan and Los Nuevos turned out to be in one

4* Joc«

St0ne
' and in the other black tourmaline. The people
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of the country have so little idea of what coal real:

they are liable to mistake any black mineral for it. Their in-

formation is therefore very unreliable, and it is always best to

conduct any examinations for coal by sections without regard to

their reports. I am still of the opinion that true coal may be

found in this country. The Cai i is or Mourn i!

stone is largely developed here ; and we have seen in several

places shales and sandstones win ical character

strongly resemble those of the Coal-measures in other countries.

What is still lacking is the evidence of fossils, to prove that a

coal vegetation has once existed in these latitudes.

Our examinations for the metals have b<

Iron ores of the very best quality, and inexhaustible in quantity,

have been found in six different localities. The first

at a distance of four leagues from the town of Mescala. It is a

vein 25 feet wide, and nearly vertical, and consists

netic ore. We have specimens from other similar veins in the

vicinity, which we had not time to visit. There is no doubt of

an abundant supply of ore in this region, and it could I

transported to the river. It derives importance from the fact

that it is upon the pr< Acapulco.

The second great deposit is the Cerro Yman, or Magnet moun-

tain, of Las Anonas Grrandes, near Coyuca. This is also about

four leagues from the river. It is a mountain of iron ore, fully

equal to the celebrated ore of Missouri. It is about 300 feet high,

half a mile long, and fully one-third of its bulk is pure
ore. It also contains a bed of limestone in its summit.

_

It »

owned by a company who have some small furnaces near it, and

are producing small quantities both of iron and steel from it.

Two other deposits, those of San Francisco and Singungao

eo?], situated near each other, may be classed together

as a third great locality. They are about two miles apart and

about the same distance from the Mescala river. That of San

Francisco is a conical hill about 150 feet high, consisting princi-

pally of pure magnetic ore. Its surface is covered with loose

blocks of the same, from one to five feet in diameter. That pi

o covers several acres near the summit of a mountain

six or eight hundred feet above the river. Besides pa1

ground over this space with large blocks of ore, the vei

up several piles of ore in masses of ten or twelve feet

Taken together or singly, these deposits are capable of

an unlimited supply of the very best ore. They are not workeu

f al at present. A fourth great deposit was met with *iea

Jilladero, within a day's ride of Zacatula. Here a bed of ore

four hundred yards long and one hundred wide occupies tn

side and crosses the summit of a low hill. The surface is maue

up of blocks of pure ore from three to five feet in diameter.
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The country around is well wooded and nearly level from this

place to the Pacific.

The fifth, and, all things considered, Jhe finest deposit we have
seen, is situated near Chutla, on the road from Zacatula to Aca-
polco. It is not more than three miles in a direct line from the

sea, and not more than six from a bay which affords a good and
safe anchorage and landing. This deposit extends along the side

of a mountain for more than a quarter of a mile, is several hun-
dred feet wide and affords masses of ore of all sizes from ledges

down to pebbles. The highest point of the bed is about 150 feet

above the adjoining plain. On the upper side the deposit is

bounded by a thick bed of soft limestone, affording an easy sup-

ply of flux. The ore is pure magnetic, and is the finest we have
seen.^ The country around for many leagues has a fertile soil

and is covered with dense forests of hard woods, which would
produce an unfailing supply of the best charcoal. This location

has special advanl tity of the ores,

the convenience <>: and fuel, and the nearness
of a good landing, with the whole of the Pacific coast for a mar-
ket. I see no reason why the best qualities of charcoal iron

coHld not be produced here as cheaply as elsewhere, with the ad-

vantage of freight and duties over any foreign competition in the

supply of the Pacific coast of Mexico, and to a considerable ex-

tent also of the interior.

One other large deposit of iron was passed over, on the shore

Ween Petatlau an I < V>\ uguilla. It is a hill of large blocks of

we, situated imim \ .re, and beaten by a heavy
su rf. The ore was not seen in place, but the quantity was suf-

ficient to show that a very large bed of it exists in the hill.

ine beach for several miles was blackened by sand derived from
*e disintegration of the ores.
We have information of another large deposit of iron ore,

near the Hacienda of General Alvarez, which we may perhaps
see on our way to Mexico.

.

.J he occurrence of so many and so rich deposits ot iron, so

WldelJ distributed over the country, is interesting, from the as-

soranee it gives that, whenever coal shall be discovered, there

Vl 'l be no want oi
'nice of it.

.
^xt to iron, e the most abundant metal

f
this portion of Mexico. I shall defer to another occasion a

description of the many localities of this metal which we have

*<*• One mine, that of Inguaran, has been worked since the
tl*eof the conqi- '--'icing ^ell

>
tbouSh w0^ed

J^oat the aid of machinery. Others in the same neighbor-

*M said to be equally rich, are entirely idle. The speci-

es and information which we have collected are sufficient to

Evince me that this portion ot Mexico is one of
1

the richest
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copper districts in the world. Silver and lead ores occur in

abundance, but I will not undertake to describe here the various
localities of them which we have seen, or
we have collected.

I am fully convinced that this portion of Mexico, when prop-
erly opened by the application of .,., will prove
one of the richest mining regions of America.

Art. XXXIX.—Numerical Relations of Gravity and Magnetism;
by Pliny Earle Chase, M.A., S.P.A.S.

1

In the fifth century before the Christian era, Leucippus and
his disciple Democritus taught that heat is the soul of the world,

the principle of life and intelligence, and that space is an infi-

num. pervaded by material atoms too minute to be per-

ceptible to the senses, wind;, ; ions, unions,

and separations, form the beginnings and ends of things. In

this theory, winch is said to have" been borrowed from the

priests of Isis and Osiris, we may trace the origin of the modern
belief in a universal kinetic aether, and of the attempts to re-

solve all forces into " modes of motion," which were practically

inaugurated by our own country man, Benjamin Thompson,
Count Rumford, and which have been so successfully prosecuted

by Carnot, Seguin, Maver, Colding, Joule, Grove, and their col-

laborators.

The mutual convertibility of Light, Heat, Electricity, Mag-

Chemical Affinity, and Vital Energy, may be now re-

garded as one of the most probal - s. Fri-
day has endeavored also to connect gravitation and n
or electric action by experimental results, but in vain. SnH.

the conviction of such a connection is almost irresistible, and

various physicists have given us incidental pointings in that

direction. Ampere discovered the magnetic effect of electric

currents circulating around iron bars; Arago, whose experi-

ments were repeated and extended by Babbage, Herschel, Bar-

::<tie, and others, showed t n mmm. i (.ration produces

- which are governed by fixed laws; the

tism in masses of iron, as deter-

mined by Barlow andLecount, is the same as would follow irom

the relative centrifugal motions of different portions of the

vided the magnetic axis corresponded with fch

rotation ;* Hansteen suspected, and Sabine practically demou-

a the Proceeding of the American Philosophical Society, Dec. 16, 1S64-

V -;',';•

/

! P*cc. A. I

i by me, at the Society's meeting, April 1
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>n terrestrial mngnetism

;

?xcursion of the needle is

the sum of two distinct excursions, of which the first depends
solely on a horary angle, and the second depends, besides, on
the sun's declination,"

3 and that "all the phenomena hitherto

known of the diurnal magnetic variations may be explained by
supposing that the sun acts upon the earth as a very powerful
magnet at a great distance."*

This hypothesis has been objected to, on the ground that it is

difficult to understand how any conceivable intensity of solar

magnetism, by its simple induction, could produce so great a
disturbance as is dailv observed. Therefore it will probably
follow the fate of the earlier ones, which attributed terrestrial

magnetism to one or more powerful magnets lying nearly in
the line of the earth's axis, while Barlow's idea that the mag-
netism is superficial, and in some manner induced,

5
will still re-

gain in the ascendant. Secchi's conclusions are, however, none
the less interesting, and from the fact that magnetism is, like

gravity, a central force, varying inversely as the square of the
distance, they lend encouragement to those who are endeavoring

\r
neW ev 'dences °f the -unity of force.

My own experiments and researches have led me to the belief
'hat all magnetism is a simple reaction against a force which dis-

turbs molecular equilibrium, that the numerical equivalent of
«e magnetic force is therefore < qiial and opposite to that of the
disturbing force, (±M=tD), and that all the phenomena of

terrestrial magnetism result from tidal and thermal changes in

avitation.
Sullivan 6

and fieinsch 7 have pointed out the effect of musical
^rations upon the magnetic needle, and I have shown thecon-
o-oflmg influence of a purely mechanical polarity.

8 A careful

examination of tb A and rotation currents,'

J

111 show that the spirals, which they have a tendency to pro-

.Ijce, are quasi horizontal cyclones, one set flowing in a nearly
instant direction along the magnetic meridian, and the other

w rd t]lQ momem , meridian. From an in-

jaf'gation of these currents and a comparison of various obser-

ill
l ^Ye deduced the following theses :

J
- The daily mag tboqgh subject to great dis-

"bances, at different hours, show an average approximation to

differences of the gravitation-tidal currents.

Sours from Mean - - U>- 2h. 3k.
M^ of Theoretical Ratios, - - - ^00 -866 1

" Observed " ' - - "
563

'
865 l

1 PhiL Trans., 183

' Ibid., p. 367 sec;
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when the sun is above the horizon.

Hours from Mean, - - - - Ih. 2h. 3b.

Mean Ratios of Hourly Tidal Differences, - 100 73 27

" " " Squares of Hourly Mag-

See also Thesis V.

III. There are lunar-monthly barometric and magnetic tides,

which may be explained by differences of weight or momentum,"

-occasioned by the combined influences of solar and lunar attrac-

tion, and terrestrial rotation.

IV. The solar diurnal variations of magnetism between noon

-and midnight are nearly identical in amount with the variations

of weight produ jtion at the same hours.

The ratio of the solar to the terrestrial attraction 6

tide at the earth's surface, being i

ly as the square of the distance (M - I: =:)o4 <J3o-r- 23,000
s
),

is

•00067. The weight of any particle is therefore increased by

this proportionate amount at midnight, and diminished in the

same proportion at noon, making a total half-daily vai

•00134 in the atmospheric weight, and consequently, according

to my theory, in the terrestrial magnetism.
Theoretical variation, -00134. Observed variation, -00138.

V. The magnetic variations at intermediate hours,

noon and m the influences of an ace

force, like that of gravity, modified bv fluctuations of tempera-

nd by atmospheric or astherial currents.
'
lie of air r "

t that is disturbed by t

In consequence of these disturbances,

Ifivery particle of air may be regarded as a planet revolvin

about the sun, in Ssturbed by terrestrial attrac-

there is an alternate hi

the sun. By the laws of uniformly accelerated and

motions, the mean fall and the consequent mean mag

turbances should occur at 12h-r -/2=8b 29' from midnight

Theoretical mean, 8h 29'. Observed mean, 8h 31'. ,

VI. Some of the magnetic influences appear to be ton

eously, through the rapid pulsations of the kineti

aether; others --.dual: v. through the comparatively sluggish

vibrations of the air. i

VII. The comparative barometric disturbs

moon exhibit an approximate mean proporti* lality I

Let the solar differential-tidal force be represented by A
,

an

10
I believe there can be no weight without some degree of momentum.

Proc. A. P. S, ix 357.
b
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A", the respective ban
and B", and the magnetic disturban

and B" are required, we have

Theoretical values,

Observed » 2-55 "00057

VIII. The theoretical gravitation-variation of magnetism

(Prop. IV) is slightly less, while the theoretical barometric vari-

ation (Prop. VII) is "slightly greater, than the corresponding ob-

" tvar on. The excess in one case exactly counterbal-

ances the deficiency in the other, the sum of the theoretical be-

ing precisely equal to the sum of the observ

DL The total daily magnetic variations, like the barometric,

can be resolved into a variety of special tides, which may be

severally explained by well-known constant or variable current-

producing and weight-disturbing forces.

:

adgK
!
EM A+B

1 ^
Theoretical

°'^'Z

I
•00000 - -00024

+•00067
i -J--00024

-•00043 - -00043

- -00024 I

- -00023
J-

+•00091 1 +00095

The hours are counted from midnight, in each half-day.
_

Column A contains the ]
m 1 liean weight>

attributable to so i. ; --S diminution

of weight being accompanied by increase of magnetism, and

The form of the tide in column B is evidently such as should
b,e determined by solar action. The magnitude of the tide is es-

Jnated by comparing the relative amounts of motion down the

Agonal and down the arc of a quadrant (-00067X[l-(¥ -£)j
-00043). The mean-tidal difference [(-00067-00048) -2] is

y nearly equivalent to the average theoretical inertia-disturb-

** of weight. The atmospheric inertia at St. He ena (regard-

^fluctuations as uniform between successive hourly obser-

yus) produces retardations of 59', 85', 26', and dl'.tf
0J

,
*,

J.
and 18b, respectively. The mean retardation is 50 ,

or „
ftteday. The theorel ^nS^th!"01^, the averae a half-day is

'00009
i « ,

the

^J tidal difference being -OOOOb*.
,

. . .

rtC,> consideration of the moon's disturbance of the a mos-

n

h^ gravitation is complicated by the magnitude of itt differ-

^ attraction, the position of the center of g'*vity°f J
e ^

^stnal system th < other circum-

Jjc« involved in the lunar theory. Still there are indications
10 to following synopsis, of the influence of gravity, sufficiently
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striking to encourage a hope that our knowledge of the moon'
perturbations may be improved by a thorough comparative stud;

of the lunar astronomical, atmospheric, and magnetic tables.

Lunar daily disturbances of Magnetic Force at St. Helena, in millionth

of the total force.

->±1.±5 T3-5JT2 q= 95 T 5-5 T \

The above table shows, that

1. The moon's attractive force •; \i -:- \V- = -01 6-60 2 = '000004)

multiplied by the coefficient of its differential attraction (2 >>)

gives -0000113, which is nearly the same as the mean meridional

magnetic disturbance [(•000005+ '000016)-2= -0000105J.
2. The increase of magnetism at 12 h is nearly eqnr

the attractive force, multiplied by the square of the distance

from the center of gravity of the system, and divided by the

square of the earth's radius (•000004x7707 3 -3963 3 = -0000168).

3. There is a tendency to equality of disturbances on each

side of the meridian at i h and 8h
, as in the solar magnetic tide.

4. The greatest disturbance occurs at the hours of 10h and llh

p. m., both in the solar and in the lunar tide.

5. There are some indications of an increase of gravity, and

decrease of magnetic force, when the tidal flow is toward the

center of gravity of the terrestrial system, and vice versa.

6. The rotation-tide has the customary quarter-daily phases

of alternate increase and diminution.
X. The phenomena of magnetic storms indicate the existence

of control:; late the nor-

mal fluctuations. See Proceedings Amer. Phil. Soc, Oct. 21,

1864.
°

. ,

The foregoing comparisons have been based on Gen
discussions of the St. Helena records. It would be de -

it were possible, to confirm them by observations at other sta-

tions near the equator; but the need of such confirm:

great measure obviated, by the variety of ways in which I have

shown the probable connection of gravity and magnetism. A fc

extra-tropical stations, the rotation tide becomes so prepondera-

it is difficult to trace the diminished gravitation- ana

ill I shall look confidently to a fuller devel-

opment of the theory of tidal action, for future additional sup-

port to my views.



Art. XL.— On the Origin and Formation of Prairies ; by Leo
Lesquereux.

This paper is intended as a review of Prof. Winchell's new-

theory on the origin of the prairies of the Mississippi Valley,
1

and as a defense of my own views on the same subject.
8 I shall

therefore omit all details relative to the surface of prairies, their

conformation and appearance, and their geological and geograph-

ical distribution, since these details do not directly concern the

elucidation of the question.'

From the brief mention made of my opinion concerning the

formation of prairies, it appears to have been misunderstood

bj those who have quoted it, or rather it was entirely unknown

to them. Forth!- le to first expose, as they

h,.,,
,

,
,u ;i, , : essential points of a simple explana-

tion, which does not merit to be spoken of as a theory. I

merely translate from my letter to Professor Desor:

"You well know that prairies are at our time in process of

formation along the shores of the Lakes :—Lake Michigan, Lake

Erie, etc. and also along the Mississippi and some of its afflu-

ents, especially the Minnesota river. The formation of these

recent prairies, whose extent is not comparable to that of the

primitive ones, is peculiar, and has a great analogy to that ot

peat bogs. Where the waves of the lakes, or their currents,

strike the shores or the low grounds, and heap materials, sucli

as sand, pebbles, mud, etc., they build up more or less eleva-

ted dams or islands, which become covered with trees as soon

f they are raised above water. These dams are not always

Wit upon the shores, and do not always even follow their out-

ll<ies, but often enclose wide shallow basins, whose water is tmis

sheltered against anv movement There the aquatic plants,

"dgw, rashes, grassed soon appear, and these basins become

jamps, as may be seen near the borders of Lake Michigan

Though the forests may surround them, the trees do not invade

fcem, even when the swamps become drained by some nature

or artificial cause , u a
"Along the Mississippi and Minnesota rivers, the same pbe-

^enon is obsej .

»»« only in the
>
P™** £

fration. During a flood, the heaviest P^'cles of m*i
are

felted on bothlides of the principal current, along the nne

°f slack water, and by repeated deposits, dams are slowly formed

,

Th» Journal [2], xxxviii, 332. . _. « .
de Neuchatel, Dec 1856.

we of Iowa has given a clear and very accurate descriptive^
** JoU8 . 8CI.-SSCOKD Sekies, Vol. XXXIX, No. HT.-May, 1865.
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and upraised above the general surface of the bottom land.
Thus, after a time, the water thrown on the bottoms by a flood,
is, at its subsidence, shut out from the river, and both sides of it

are converted into swamps, sometimes of great extent. Sees
from the high bluffs bordering its bottom lands, the bed of the

Minnesota river, in the spring, is marked for miles by two nar-
row strips of timbered land bordering the true channel of the
river and emerging like fringe in the middle of a long continu-
ous lake. In the summer, and viewed from the same

]

same bottoms appear transformed into a ci ,
)

.1 vhose

ting surface resembles immense fields of unripe wheal
In reality, they are impassable swamps covered with scto,
rushes, and coarse grasses. V>v sikv-ssIyo inuiKi.-itions, thev

become, by and by, elevated above the level of the river.
'

Th.-V
then dry up in summer, mostly
and when out of the reach of the floods, they become at first

wet, and afterward dry, prairies.
4

In that way, admirable too-
toons

_

for river towns have been made. On the Mississippi
Prairie du Chien, Prairie la Fourche, Prairie la Crosse, etc., are,

sated by their names, towns located on formations of

this kind.
" These splendid patches of praries, though of a far more re-

cent origin than the immense plains above them, are neverthe-

less true prairies. Although bordered on one side by the high-

timbered banks of the bottoms,
1 y a fringe of

trees from the actual bed of the river, vet the trees do not enter

them. Thii villains first the peculiar

nature of the soil of the prairies. It is neither peat nor humus.
It is a black, soft mould, impregnated with a large proportion of

ulmic acid, produced by the slow decomposition, mostly under
water, of aquatic plai taking as much of the

nature of peat as of that of true humus. In all the d<

of the prairies, where water is permanent and unmixed with

particles of mineral matter, the ground is true peat.
" It is easy to understand why trees cannot grow on such kind

of ground. The germination of the seeds of arborescent plants

needs the free access of oxygen ; and the trees, especially wht»
they are young, absorb by the roots a great amount of air, and

demand a solid point of attachment to fix themselves. Moreover.

the acid of this kind of soil, by its < ••
, v a t iseptic prop-

erty, promotes the vegetation of a peculiar group of plant- mo*
i is the only sped

[which, in our northern climate, can grow on a peaty ground, and

this even happens only under rare and favorable eircumstan< 1

-•

4 The lowest part of these fluvial prairies is nf™, , ml -r from the rivers

:i ;1 -- ••- -
. :

,
V '

-.:.-
.

.--: :

'

spnngs and deeper swamps, which are often transformed into peat bogs.
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that is, when stagnant water, remaining at a constant level, has
teen invaded by The Sphagnum. By their absorbing power, their

continuous growth and the rapid accumulation of their remains,

these mosses slowly raise the surface of the bogs above water,

and it is then, in this loose ground, constantly humid but accessi-

ble to atmospheric action, that the tamarac appears.
6

"Now, let us examine the prairies according to this idea of
their formation, and see if, from the first trace of their origin to

their perfect completeness, there is any thing in their local or

general appearance which is not explained by it or does not agree

,

"The bay of Sandusky is now in process of transformation
into prairies, and is air. iu\ six tcred against the violent action

of the lake by a chain of l< l-banks, most of
them covered with trees since a long time, at least, judging from
the size of the trees. All these islands are built up with the
same kind of material, that is, with lacustrine deposits, either

moulded into low ridges under water, or brought up and heaped

ty waves and currents. Around the bay, especially to the

»nthwest, there are extensn shallow water.
The bottom, in the depression toward the lake and where the

juatic vegetation is onlv at its oriuin. is >: nJy clay. But, in

we more shallow places, the clay is already muddy and blackened
at its surface by the detritus of the herbaceous vegetation which
has grown upon it. Farther toward the borders, and in propor-

P * the shallowness of the water, the detritus thickens, and

^farther, we have wet prai the same vegeta-

«°n as that of the lake swam ^ ith a substra"

a^of clay, the same materials also as those of both the deeper

P more shallow swamps of the lakes. In receding from the

Jwers of the lake toward the high prairies, the transition from
wet to dry prairies is by so insensible degrees that it would be

JP«»ible to fix a point of separation between them. All the

1 r? fPP^rances are the same. Vegetation is here and there

Zfied by the presence of some peculiar species of herbaceous

g118
, but nothing else. The homogeneousness of the soil is

^ore striking. There is the sam°e kind of clay as subsoil,

li .V8 overlaid by the same kind of black spongy mould

^
d >fW and there you see knolls covered with trees, the

2* the railroad show that the materials of which they are

Je<lare a different compound from the ground of the pra -

JVventf they are scarcely elevated above the general level

J
that they arV and of the same formation

^ those of the low wooded islands of the lake.

0n tbe borders of the numerous lakes which dot the high
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rolling prairies, especially in Minnesota, the process of forma-
tion of the prairies is repeated in the verv same way. These
lakes are of every size, sometimes small and circular, true

ponds; sometimes thirty to forty miles in circumference, and in

this case shaping the outlines of their shores according to the

undulations of the prairies; divided into innumerable shallow
branches, mere swamps, covered with water plants, and empty-
ing themselves from one to another; passing thus by slow de-

grees toward rivers, not by we!' . but by a suc-

cession of extensive swamps. These are the sloughs which
separate the knolls of the prairies—so to speak, the low grounds
of the rolling prairies. They are nearly dry in summer, but in

the spring are covered by one to three feet of water. Their

vegetation is merely sedges and coarse grasses. I have never

seen fishes in these sloughs, but plenty of crawfishes and a

great quantity of freshwater shells.' Wherever the borders of

the lakes are well shaped, not confounded with or passing iafr

swamps, they rise from five to six feet above the level of the

water and are timbered, mostly with oak and hickory. This

elevated margin is more generally marked on the eastern sides

of the lakes, a record of the action of the waves under the

dominant winds. Or it is shaped as a low range of hills s'-r-

rounding the lakes, and is due then to on.
the surface. The materials are the same as those of the dams,

or low islands, of the great lakes; indeed, the same as those of

the under bottoms of the swamps, or those over which the prai-

ries have been formed. But they have been removed from the

influence of stagnant water: this is the only difference."

"From all these remarks, what other conclusion can we de-

duce but that all the prairies of I

" have been

formed by the slow recession of sheets of water of various ex-

tent, first transformed into swamps, and, by and by, drained and

dried. The high and rolling prairies, the prairies around the

lakes, those of the bottoms along the rivers, are the results ol

the same cause, and form a whole, an indivisible system."
7

"To this assertion you will object, I suppose, and say: How
is it that the prairies are not everywhere perfectly horizontal;

and as there is some unevenness of surface, have these undula-

tions not been formed Is or high borders ot

the lakes, and why then are they not timbered ?"—" I believe

that, although the su.r , :iy be now undulated

it was originally horizontal enough to form shallow lakes, ana

,

'
'

1 '
' J *t i P. kntvs, Lyvwea appressa, L. em>

great abundan. ,,S ). ^

m swamps, without, however, giving
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then swamps, like those which at the present time cover some
parts along the shores of Lake Erie, Lake Michigan, etc. Where
this horizontality has disappeared, it is only by very slow de-
grees, under the eroding action of water, which, in its slow
movements, tends to follow every change of level, seek an out-
let, and so establish channels of drainage. I have followed for

whole days the sloughs of the prairies, and have seen them con-
stantly passing to lower and well marked channels, or to the beds
of the rivers, by the most tortuous circuits, in a manner com-
parable to the meanderings of some creeks in nearly horizontal
valleys. Indeed, the only difference is, that, in the high prairies,

there is not a definite bed, but a series of swamps, extending,
narrowing, and bending in many ways. The explanation ap-
pears to me so natural, that I cannot understand how high prai-

ries could ever be perfectly horizontal. Along the lakes and
in their vicinity, the horizontality is a necessary consequence of
the primitive evenness of the bottom and of the proximity to

water. The level of the low prairies being scarcely above that
of the lakes, their surface, after an overflow, becomes dry, rather

ty percolation and evaporation than by true drainage. But
wherever the rivers have cut deeper channels,—as is the case in
the north part of the Mississippi basin, where they run some-
times from one to three hundred feet lower than the surface of
the high prairies—the drainage has constantly taken place to-

ward those deep channels, and the water, though its movements
maybe Very slow, furrows the surface in its tortuous meander-
togs. From this, results that irregular conformation of surface

generally and appropriately called rolling. In Indiana and lili-

es, m the vicinity of the Wabash river, for example, there
«e some high prairies whose surface is apparently horizontal.
a.it these prairies, as at Terre Haute, are surrounded by a mar-

P
f*?I

low " wooded hills, and have originally been shallow lakes
ot difficult and slow drainage. Moreover, their horizontality is

^er apparent than absolute; some parts of them are already

;7 enough to be cultivated and ploughed in the spring; some

Igg
are used as wet meadows, and still others are covered

** water and inaccessible. This apparent horizontality results

Jem the great w «ty channels of

,

ra*age. These will, by and bv, contract and deepen, and thus

J
e prairie become undulating.

"
This opinion is m contradiction

» what you say in vour excellent paper on the drift of Lake
pv'm: that the e prairies hare
*** caused by currenfs at the time when they were under

J*r. If the ground of the high rolling prairies had been

pared in advance, as you suppose, the prominent parts or

J

e knolls would have been timbered like the low islands of
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Next follows, in my letter, an examination of the evidence

that the prairies have been covered with water to their highest

points ; that the water has not been drained by any violent ac-

tion but by slow upheaval of the surface ; that the deepening of

the great channels, and the formation of low prairies, around the

lakes and along the rivers, are merely a continuation of the same

phenomenon or a result of the slow and continuous upheaval of

the great Mississippi basin.

The letter ends in refuting opinions, admitted by some authors,

that the absence of trees on the prairies is caused by atmospheric

dryness, and by others that it results from fires, etc.

After reading this exposition of my views, Prof. Desor re-

marked that what he calls my theory has the merit of combin-

ing in the same explanation two phenomena, the formation of the

peatbogs, and the formation of the prairies, whoso relation to

one another is too natural to be without foundation. But he ob-

i admitted, because the spaces between the knolls are not deep

and narrow sloughs or simple trenches, but broad depressions,

broader than the knolls tinjm=< Ives ; that this could not be the

case, if they had been formed by the erosion of water.

This objection, I think, is groundless. As we have seen, in

considering the surface of the low and of the flat prairies, wher-

ever the drainage is insensible, water can scarcely have any action

in digging trenches. In the spring, or after heavy rains, its slow

movements extend over the whole breadth of the low grounds,

scarcely displacing or carrying away the finest material. This

can hardly be considered as erosion. Nevertheless, it is certain

that all the sloughs of the rolling prairies find their way to lower

and deeper channels, where they definitively shed their water.

It is certain, also, that in reaching the Mississippi, or th

sota, etc., these sloughs are deeper and all nearly perpendicular

to the direction of the rivers. For this reason the rolling of the

prairies along the greal . succession of fronting

abutments. Prof. Whitney, in the first chapter of the geological

report of Iowa, makes a corresponding remark, when he sajft

(p. 17,) "The streams of the pn their rise m
small depressions of the high prairie, scarcely to be noticed as

being below the general level of the regiou. As their course

continues, the beds generally sink, etc." Prof. Desor holds that

the knolls of the prairies were formed under water, and in deep

water, and, to confirm his assertion, he says that the bottoms ot

our great lakes, and of the ocean also along the shores, are

marked by swells and deep furrows. In fact, the knolls of the

prairies are of quite a different form from the long c

parallel undulations of the bottom of the seas. Moreover, there
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are such traces of marine action in Iowa and Minnesota in the

timbered Coteaux, as the Coteau des Bois, Les Bois-rouges, etc.,

which cut the nakedness of the prairies and resemble those nar-

row strips of land bordering the ocean and soon becoming long

peninsulas covered with a luxuriant arborescent vegetation. The
first origin of these undulations may have been in deep water,

or they may have resulted merely from the action of the waves.

In any case, they cannot be compared with the barren knolls of

the prairies.

Prof. Whitney/ admitting that the prairies have been covered

with water, even to their highest point, considers the absence of

trees as caused by the fineness of the soil, which he attributes in

part to the nature of the rocks underlying it, and in part to ac-

cumulation in the bottom of immense lakes of a sediment of almost

impalpable fineness, -under conditions which will be discussed here-

tf*.\ This unfinished explanation cannot fully satisfy the mind.

Prairies cover every kind of geological formation, even granitic

rocks, as in Minnesota, between St. Peter and Fort Ridgely.

Most generally they overlie the Drift. It is evident that the

Uack soil of their surface, as well as the clayey subsoil, though
the thickness of these strata may be great, has been formed, in

P]ace, by the agency and growth of a peculiar vegetation. In

stagnant water, whenever water is low enough to admit the trans-

mission of light and air in sufficient quantity to sust

bottom is first invaded by Confervas, especially by

kind of floating moss (Hypnum adm... '•

aeaw.). These plants contain in their tissue a great proportic

°f silica, lime, and even oxyd of iron.
10 Moreover, they feed a

fodigious quantity of small mollusks, whose shells add to the

Wis of the plants, and the final result of the decomposition
ot the matter is that fine clay of the subsoil of the prairies, truly

palpable when dried and pulverized. This formation has

^f
a Served and described long time ago, especially by Chrome,

Jo attributes to the decomposition of Confervas, Characeae, etc.,

««<% over which peat bogs generally rest. I have seen it m
J**s of prodigi rge pond of the King s Gar-

^of Fredericksburg in Denmark, which every year is filled

X
th a°°ut one foot of clayey matter, by the decomposition ot

Vacea,, small a i* This kind of formation

^general that it can be observed in nearly every open swamp.

2 the lakes of t
Has sometimes a peculiar

<Wacter. At the depth of from one to three feet, the plants

!
^ogical Survey of IoWa, chapter i.

' "'?' iflQM,cll88 When exposed to atmos-

.} _V«,„«,„~ nf scarcely carbon-
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above named, Mosses, Confervas, and Charas, form a thick car-

pet, which hardens, becomes consistent like a kind of felt, and,

floating about six inches from the bottom, is nearly strong

enough to sustain the weight of a man. The carpet is pierced

with holes, where fishes pass in and out, and the bottom under

it is that fine impalpable clay, evidently a residue of the decom-

position of its plants. At the depth of three and a half to four

feet, this vegetation suddenly ceases and the bottom of the lakes

is pure sand and pebbles with shells. Nearer to the borders,

on the contrary, at the depth of one foot, the carpet of mosses,

etc., begins to be intermixed with some plants of sedges, becom-

ing more and more abundant in proportion as the depth de-

creases. As soon as the leaves of these plants rise out of the

water, they absorb and decompose carbonic acid, trai

into woody matter, under atmospheric influence, and their detri-

tus is at first clavey mould, and then pure black mould, the

upper soil of the prairies. Of course, near the borders of the

rivers, or under peculiar circumstances, the formation is some-

what modified bv the addition of transported matter, or of for-

eign elements. The clay may thus take a different color, and

have a somewhat diffi but the process of form-

ation does not materially change.
Considering the whole explanation of the formations of the

prairies, as it is exposed in this paper, I think that it covers the

whole ground and can apply to most of the cases (if not to all)

where the ground is naturally naked or without trees. It gives

the reason of the formation of the prairies from the base of the

Eocky Mountains to the borders of the Mississippi River; ot

the prairies around the lakes, and of those of the broad flat bot-

toms of our southern rivers; of the Platas of the

river; of those of the Paraguay; of the pampas of Brazil; and

even of the desert plains of our western Salt Lakes. For this

formation is produced, in the same manner, in the salt marshes

of the sea, as in the freshwater swamps of our lakes. And ir,

passing to other continents, we examine, in Europe, t

meadows of Holland, the barrens or heaths of Oldenbourg, all

the plains on the shores of the North and of the Baltic Sea, ana,

in Asia, the vast steppes of the Caspian, etc., etc., we find ever -

where the same appearances, and the same results of a gener

action, modified only by local and mostly climatic

The glades on the slopes of some mountains of Arkansas, oi

the Alleghanies, etc., have been quoted as a phenomenon cot

tradicting the theory of formation of prairies by water. l»
carefully examined those glades in connection with the geoio„
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cal survey of Arkansas, and found them always the result of

water. When the springs descending the slopes are stopped by

some obstacle, the waters slowly overflow the surrounding sur-

face, and generally favor the growth of a thin stratum of peat,

where only grasses and prairie flowers vegetate. Sometimes the

peat of these glades is one to two feet thick. They are gene-

rally dry in the fall, but always true swamps or wet prairies in

the spring.
13

Prof. Winchell observes that a theory [for the absence of treesj

often urged is the considerable humidity of the soil oj certain prairies

and especially the wetness of the subsoil, &c, and refutes it by this

mere assertion : it
' could be enter'

tained when it is so well known that there is no situation so wet but

certain trees will flourish on it. The willow, cottonwood, iupelo,

water oak, tamarn ite, etc.
13

. And, when con-

sidering Prof. Whitney's supposition that the extreme fineness

of the prairie soil is the cause of the absence of trees, he sets it

aside, in the same way, by another assertion : that the fatal objec-

tion to tin's Uieory and'nil theories which look to the physical or chem-

ical condition of the soil for an explanation of the treeless character

of the prairies, is discovered in the fact that trees ivdl grow on them

troduced.
14

As it is not proper to refute an assertion by a contrary one,

let us examine under what circumstances trees may grow in

some swamps, and what the highest scientific authorities have

to say on the subject. , t_

It is a well known fact of botanical physiology that trees ab-

sorb by their roots a certain amount of oxygen necessary to

their life. It is in accordan !e that trees, to

thrive well, ou^ht not to be planted too deep ;
that most species

of trees perish when their roots are buried in a stratum ol day,

impermeable to air; that whenever the water of a.creek s

dammed, to make a pond, all the trees are killed on the whole

flooded space. Eunning water furnishes a sufficient amount of

air and oxygen f W species of trees most or

*e species quoted by Prof. Winchell) whose roots when im

aersed, have the property of dividing themselves , " t^nnu '

m
e

^
able filaments. Hence, such trees grow, indeed, in Aose swamps

mandated by the water of adjacent rivers, or periodically in

fcft- Nation of^ to peat I, K'bEM

; ,iuie3. This Journal, [2], x«nii,S43.
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vaded by the tides. The water of such swamps is not perma-
nent, and its whole mass is subjected to some kind of movement.
It is thus that in the south the bald-cypress and the tupelo grow
even in the middle of creeks and bayous. But look anywhere
else, along the rivers, or on the shores of seas or I

wherever a sheet of shallow water is sheltered agniust the waves,
the tides or the currents, you find invarial
passing to prairies.

15 The only fact, to m .

could be 111 Qg the assertion of Prof. Wincbdl
is, that certain kinds of shrubs, as the button bush, the swamp

,

grow and form thickets around i

process o_ __.

.,„ _e germs are not developed in

water, but in dried decayed vegetable matter of rotten prostrated
trees. In summer, and only when the margins of the swamps
are dry, the roots penetrate the ground. Thus the swamp \i

surrounded by a belt of shrubs, but its central part is open and
occupied by herbaceous plants only.
Now, what says DeCandolle in his classical book on Vegetable

Physiology ? He remarks that the constant irrigation required

for the rice culture in Lombardy is a serious inconvenience, be-

cause the water penetrates the ground of the neighboring estates

and kills the trees:—That water, left stagnant for a time H ^"

ground, rots the trees at the collum, prevents the access ol oxy*

nd kills them :—That in the low grounds of

hey dig, for planting trees, deep holes, and
:""

bottoms with bundles of bushes, as a kind of drainage :

gen to the

Holland they dig, for planting trees, deep holes, and fill the

'th bundles of bushes, as a kind of drainage for sur-

as long as the tree is young enough to be killed by

ntMwuMgr.---That true swamps and marshes have no trees, and

cannot have any, because stagnant water always kills them.
1

Authorities to the same effect could be quoted by volumes.
The second assertion, that trees will grow on the prm

once introduced (or planted, I suppose), is certainly true. But

we should take care to make a distinction between the results of

an artificial process and those of a natural one. When trees

are planted on the prairies, the soil is conveniently prepared.

The clayey subsoil mixed with the black mould forms a com-

pound which combines density of certain parts witl

of others, and contains a great proportion of nutritive elements.

If the clay of the subsoil is not too thick to be imper
water, and thus retain it around the roots, this prepared or arti-

ficial ground is indeed very appropriate to the growth o( trees.

But has any one ever seen oak or hickory, or any other kind ot

trees, grow on the prairies from a handfull, say even from a
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bushel, of acorns or nuts thrown upon their surface? Why,
then, if trees will grow on prairies, do not isolated or widely

separated clusters of trees insensibly cover a wider area ? Some
of these trees have lived there for ages ; their trunks are strong

and thick; their branches widely expanded, and their fruits are

swept far away by the impetuosity of autumnal storms; never-

theless, their domain is restricted, by the nature of the ground,

to their own narrow limits ; these they never pass.

[To be continued.]

Art. XLI.— On a Process of Fractional Condensation: applicable

to the Separation rmatt differences between their

Boiling-points ; by C. M. Waeken. 1

It is well known that the process in general use for the prox-

imate analysis of mixtures of volatile liquids,—viz: that of

simple fractional distillation, either from a tubulated retort or

from a flask with bulbs, as proposed by Wurtz,
3—affords but

imperfect and u - il sfa< tor r< suits, and not unfrequently

to gross errors and misconceptions, except in those cases

hich the boiling-points of -the constituents are widely differ-

ent, or in which some auxiliary method can be advantageously

employed.

The want of a more efficient process for effecting such sepa-

K

rations has long been recognized! There are numerous natural

and artificial products, of the highest scientific interest,—such

as.petroleums, essential oils, tars, and other mixtures of oils ob-

tained by the distillation, under varied circumstances, of bitu-

funous, vegetable, and animal substances—of which it may at

kast be said that we have but very imperfect know edge,—

I

to'gbt almost say no knowledge, except such as could be de-

lved from the study of very impure materials—still mixtures

°f different bodies —with which, instead of the pure substances

s°nght for, chemists have felt compelled to content themselves

33 the best results which thev were able to obtain by the means

at their command. . , _
\
In repeated instances, apparently after persevering and pro-

tracted efforts, investigators have been forced to assert either the

[^possibility 'or
- 'tain, from such mixtures,

SgofJnstan! roperty which is generally

re
<fved as a t, - ; Id bodies

1 may here specify a few recent instances of this kind.

1

From ih. t „, „r ,u. a „a a^ and Sciences, Boston, May lOtb, 1864.
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1. Warren de la Sue and Hugo Miiller,
3
in their paper entitled

"Chemical Examination of Burmese Naphtha and Eangoon
Tar," after detailing the preliminary treat

a current of steam, add that "A further separation of the va-

rious products was effected by repeated fra

but no absolutely constant boiling-points could be obtained, not-

withstanding the great number of distillations and the large

quantity of material at command. It is true that considerable

portions of distillates could be collected between certain ranif^

of temperature, tending to indicate a constant boilii

nevertheless, it soon became evident that distillation alone could

not effect the separations of the various constituents, and that

recourse must be had to other processes." The other processes

resorted to were, treatment with sulphuric and nitr

either separately or mixed : bu1
This acid treatment, which was first proposed by De la Rue, and

subsequently employed by C. G -ohorlemmer,

and others, will be further noticed below.
2. Frankland, 6

in speaking of a mixture of the hydrocarbons
of the formulas CDHn and Cn Hn + 1

(now generally considered as

CnHn+2 ), which have a difference of 6° to 7° C. between tbeil

aration of two such bodies by dis-

pone is impossible ;" and suggests that the employment
of anhydrous sulphuric acid may accomplish the object by dis-

solving out the body of the formula CnHn .

3. And so recently as 1862, Schorlemmer,
6
in his first paper

"On the Hydrids of the Alcohol-Radicals existing in the Pro-

ducts of the Destrue: Cannel Coal," remarks

that "it was, however, found impossible to obtain a product of

constant boiling-point by repeated lions;" and

he also had recourse to the acid-treatment above referred to.

4. Pebal,
7
after an elaborate research on the petroleum from

- " vhich Wurtz's bulbs were employed, and also Eisens-

~ xtended investigation of the petroleum

.nnover, also with the use of "fturtzs

sibihty
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of separating from petroleum, by fractional distillation, products
of constant boiling-point.

Such is the general character of the results obtained in the

attempts which have been made to separate the constituents of

such mixtures by fractional distillation.

The treatment with strong acids, etc., as an auxiliary to the

common method of fraction

have given good results in some cases, is open to serious objec-

tions in its application to mixtures of unknown substances, as

must be readily apparent. The further consideration of this

subject is reserved lor another occasion, when I shall submit the

results which I have obtained by my process in the study of

mixtures almost identical with some of those in the investiga-

tion of which the acid process has beeu employed. I shall then
be able to show that the results obtained by that process are, to

a considerable extent, inaccurate and by no means exhaustive;

and that it is still of the highest importance to have a process

which shall be generally applicable in all such cases, without

resort to any harsh or uncertain treatment.

With regard to the value of constancy of boiling-point above
referred to, as a test of purity of a liquid substance, I may here

say that, without scarcely lessening the importance of obtaining

constancy of boiling-point, before resorting to harsher treatment,

in the study of mixtures of unknown substances, I think I shall

be able to show, on another occasion, that this property is not

necessarily indicative of so high a degree of purity as has gen-

erally been supposed ; and that a body may have a constant

boiling-point, and yet contain enough of a foreign substance to

appreciably—and, in delicate cases, seriously—affect the deter-

mination of its constitution and of some of its other properties.

But in no such case have I yet found that the removal of the

impurity by chemical means has essentially changed the boiling-

point,—i. e ., never to the extent of 1° 0. of temperature. I

propose, at a future time, to study this question synthetically,

operating with pure liquid substances, with the view to deter-

mine, in a few cases, how much of 'a foreign substance may be

present,—which would probably be variable in different cases

-without sensibly affecting the boiling-point. A solution of

"us question would, I think, be of considerable practical value

m some instances. 9

Of the New Process.—The chief distinctive feature of my pro-

<fs, as compared with the common one, consists m this—that
tne operator has complete and easy control of the temperature
of the vapors given off in distillation ; and consequently can
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readily cool these vapors to the lowest limit of temperature

which the most volatile portion, under the ci

to bear and retain its vaporous condition. It will be seen at a

glance that, under these conditions, the operator has it in his

Dower to secure in any case the very largest possible amount of

The
spor-

the retort, while the vapors of the

more volatile parts continue to go forward to a cold condenser,

descending in the oj which the condensed

prudu - . a ,-j i ceiver. In this manner he is able

to obtain, in each successive operation, a series Q

which shall contain the minimum quantity of the less

constituents, which a single distillation is capable of affi

Of the common process, on the contrary, nearly tb,

of all this is true: the operator having no control whatever;

being forced to receive the vapors at the temperature which

they naturally acquire in passing from the retort, and laden

with such proportion of the less volatile bodies as may be car-

ried forward with them. 10

10 The only apparatus, of which I have any knowledg

,,. : ' I': ' -,;.::..- '
_ • -

than by the common methods. The mode of construe
: ' ;.-

.

.. ;'... i

the more exact experiment- i oa account o

abandoned.
/ ..- .- ' ;

,'..'. ^ ^ .• ;
-

. .
,

.^ .

. ;/ /

.,. .- ..;., .... ...

the other less volatile hydrocarbons, in the
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In the new process, perfect control of the temperature of the

vapors is secured by simply conducting these vapors upward

through a worm contained in a bath, act, figs. 1 and 2, the tem-

perature of which is regulated by means of a separate lamp, b,

fig. 2, or by a safety-furnace, p, as shown in fig. 1. The bath

may be of oil or water, or of metal for very high temperatures,

as the case may require, and is furnished with a thermometer, t.

,
That this bath may be equally adapted for the separation of

"quids boiling below the common temperature, an empty ves-

*el
> c, figs. 1 and 2, is permanently secured in the interior of the

b*th by means of straps of metal across the top, to servers a

convenient receptacle foi

!° cover the worm. It is made to extend „ ..

^Iks of the bottom of the bath, and large enough to nil the

Skater part of the space in the center of the coil. The bath

J»d interior vessel are both made of sheet-copper, with joints

br*zed so that they will bear a high temperature. I generally
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use, also, copper worms, especially in the earlier dial

the quantities then operated upon being larger, as such worms

are conveniently procured, and not liable to break. In the

larger-sized apparatus, the tube of which the worm is made

measures ten feet in length and half an inch in diameter. I

have tried several lengths of worm and several diameters of

tube, but not, as yet, with any special view of determining the

precise proportions, in relation to the size of the ret.

would be best adapted to the purpose. There appears, however,

to be nothing gained by increasing the length of the worm be-

yond what is required to reduce the temperature of the vapors

to that of the bath. I have in use three sizes of apparatus

:

the largest has a copper worm 10 feet long and £ inch bore;

the medium size, a worm 5 feet long and f inch bore; and the

smallest size, for very small quantities, a worm 1 foot 6 inches

long and \ inch bore. Each of these has been found to answer

a good purpose. The distillation may be conducted in a glass

flask, or more conveniently in a glass retort of the form shown

at d, figs. 1 and 2. The body of this retort, as appears in the

figure, is of the form of the corresponding part of the common

retort ; but which, in place of a long neck, has only a short

tubulure, e, in the side, for escape of the vapors, and another

tubulure, / in the top, which contains the thermometer, and

through which the retort is charged.

In the larger apparatus the retort is connected with the lower

end of the elevated worm by means of a glass tube of about

the same diameter as the end of the worm. One end of this

tube enters the retort at the lateral tubulure through a perfo-

rated cork, and the other end is joined to the end of the worm,

either by being firmly bound with a strip of cloth thickly covered

with vulcanized caoutchouc—such as is found in commerce,---

or by means of a per: is made to fit the ends

of both tal isible, and then tightly pressed to-

gether upon the joint by means of an iron clamp, as

g, fig. 2. This clamp is figured on a larger scale at E. As i

is highly. important that all joints in the apparatus should De

perfectly tight, inasmuch as the least leakage, when contmueu

a long time, would cause, in the aggregate, a serious loss ot ma

ttention to the clamp joint as tn

best which I have tried. Before falling upon this de

used exclusively the vulcanized caoutchouc joints, v.

found to answer a good purpose, in most cases, except that tney

required too frequent renewal. I have found the cloth coverai

with vulcanized caoutchouc preferable to the common cao

chouc tubing. In the smaller sizes of apparatus I have tne e

of the worm itself project far enough from the bath to connect

directly with the retort by means of a perforated cork, witbou

the use of an additional connecting tube.
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The upper end, h, of the elevated worm is brought out through

the side of the bath at a point about three inches below the top;

so that, when working with a low temperature of the bath, the

worm may still be completely covered with oil, and also give

sufficient "space above the worm for the expansion of the oil

when higher temperatures are employed. To avoid contami-

nating the atmosphere of the laboratory with the disagreeable

fumes which are given off, in large quantity, from such a man
of heated oil, the top of the bath is tightly closed with a sheet-

iron cover, from which a small funnel, A, fig. 1, conducts these

fumes to a chimney.
In the larger apparatus, the vapors which succeed

through the heated worm are conducted downward into a cooled

worm contained in a bath of water, u, fig. 2, and the liquid pro-

duct is collected in the receiver, k. The cold bath, u, contains

two condensing worms,—one for each apparatus,—an

d

enough to condense for both without the necessity of renewing

\ I have represented two apparatuses comb
will be found more economical of time to operate with two at

once. In the smaller apparatus, for the table, a Liebig con-

denser may be conveniently substituted for the cold worm, as

shown in fig. 1.

For collecting liquids which boil below the common tempera-

ture, when such are present, I attach a refrigerator, B, fig. 2,

which is provided with two block-tin condensing-tubes,—one

for each apparatus. These are bent in a zigzag form, and at-

tached to the inner sides of the refrigerator. The lower ends of

the tubes extend through the end of the refrigerator far enough

to form a convenient connection with the second receiver, I, fig-

2, which communicates with the first receiver, Jc, by means of

the glass tube, m.
In order to successfully collect and condense the vapors of

such extremely volatile liquids as are now under cons

it is of con that the apparatus should be con-

structed with very tight joints ; and for greater convenience,

but more especially to prevent breakage, such of the joints as

require to be frequently taken apart should be made
A very convenient ai

be made as follows :—the short stationary tube, «, in the coik

of the receiver, k, fig. 2, is made with the opening son

vergent upward; the end, o, of the worm is enoug
than the inside diameter of the upper end of the t

leave room for a piece of caoutchouc tube to be drawn oyei i •

and still admit of its being inserted in the end of the tube, n,

the flexible tube is drawn on far enough to prevent the drop

which form on the end of the worm from coming in con act

with the caoutchouc; a perfectly tight and convenient flexion
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joint is now made by pressing the tube, n, over the caoutchouc

covering of the end of the worm, o. The joints of the receiv-

ers, //, are made in the same manner.

The vapors which escape condensation in ii pass through the

receivers, hk and U, to the refrigerator, B, which contains ice, or

a mixture of ice and salt, are there condensed and fall back

into the receivers, U; which should stand in a wooden vessel

also containing ice or a freezing mixture. The refrigerator, B,

is made with double bottom and sides, with an inch space be-

tween, which is filled with pulverized charcoal. Being tightly

covered, a charge of ice and salt will serve for a long day's

operations without renewal. In this manner I have been able

to collect, in cou> "g nearly at 0°

C, and this from mixtures in which such bodies had been quite

overlooked by previous investigators.

It will be observed, on reference to fig. 2, that the larger dis-

tilling apparatus is represented as standing in a brick fire-place.

with brick-work, CO, a few inches high, built up in front; and

a sheet-iron apron, DD, folded above. This is for security against

fire in case of ace retort or hot bath of oil.

As arranged, the contents of either or both of these could run

out and burn without danger to the operator or the premises, as

the brick-work in it the liquid from spreading

beyond the fire-pi nig of the sheet-iron apron

would cause an a .

" the PassaSe ot

the flames into the chimney. Instead of placing the apparatus

»a a fire-place, where that is not convenient, equal security

against accidents may be attained by the use of my safety heat-

ing-lamp, 11

£, fig. 1 to heat the retort, and safety-furnace p,

containing a Bunsen's burner, for heating the bath. Ihe bot-

tom of this furnace, and also a large part of the sides, * formed

°f wire gauze, such as described for the safety-lamp. ± ne

gauze upon the bottom need not be permanently attached to the

fomace, but may be simply laid over an opening cut m the stoot

J' board on which the furnace is to be placed; if the fornace

be then set upon it, taking care that the joint shall be tight

around the eclg,. be required.. A rtriprf

^Icanized caoutchouc, about an eighth of an inch in thick ne s

J
'nveted around the edge of the opening for the door again

J»the door tightly closes, so that no ignition can take
>

place

^ough the cracks which would otherwise remain under the

! t1»V™»* to stand upon the table the safe&P,

»d
h*oe ai/eapeci ™ £j u

f^*^01 l

j£larger apparatus, placed upon the floor of the laboratory. As
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a practical test of the security which they afford, I may relate
appened to myself. I had left the laboratory

tor a short time, with such an apparatus in full open

"KJ*
000*" l of 1'gbt petroleum boiliWO O. Having been detained longer than I expected on re-

turning I found the laboratory filled with I

carbons; and, on approaching the retort, found that the Jaout-
chouc joint, connecting the retort with the elevated worm, had
failed, and that the larger portion of the liquid had disl
the room, having been mainly condensed in the upper worm,
and conducted thence down the outside of the retort into the

rap. This process was still going on, the lamp being
:ed from the excess of fuel thus added ( '

'

ciency of the safety-lamp and fun

Having described the apparatus, I now proceed to give such
details of the method of conducting the separations as have
been found, in my experience, most efficienl
time. In commencing with a crude mixture of unknown liquids,

I deem it advisable to operate at once on a tolerably large quan-

laterial, especially if the constituents are supposed to

be numerous, and to omitchemieal treatment till after the sepa-

rations have so far progressed as to indicate the number and
species of bodies present, and, ai several boil-

ing-points.

Not withstanding the precautions taken to avoid loss from
evaporation and leakage, I have at times been surprised at the

arge waste of material whieh has been made apparent after a

long series of operations. When it is considered, however, that

the time required to make a complete separation of a very com-

pare of liquids must necessarily be very protracted,

during which more or less of evaporation is constantly takii _

will be a matter of no s-urprise that the loss is so con-

siderable. The quantity of material required must depend ftlao

©n the proportions in which the various <

i crude mixture, and upon their degree of volatility;

-r». « LuCac cannot be known a prion, it mav suffice to make a

single preliminary distillation of a portion of the mixture, from

"''tort to ascertain the range of temperature withm
which it distills, noting at the same time the proportions which
eome over between .certain temp: mple, below

50 C; between 50° and 100°, etc.; from these data one may
judge pretty .nearly of the quantity which it will
to take. It is evident that, when very volatile bodies are pres-

ent, even in considerable proportion, a much larger quantity
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would be required than if the material were but slightly vola-

tile; as the waste in the former case, from evaporatioD, would

be much greater.

But in many cases it will be found that highly volatile bodies

are present only in very small proportion,—e. g., in viscid pe-

troleum like Rangoon tar, and in the products of distillation of

some species of asphalt In such cases, the requisite quantity

to be operated upon, to obtain the most volatile constituents in

sufficient quantity for anything like a complete study of their

chemical relations, would be extremely large,—too large to be

conducted in the laboratory,—and one would have to resort to

the manufactory for the first distillation. I have dwelt at some

length on this point, having experienced the disappointment

which one feels, after months of labor, on finding the products

insufficient for his requirements, when the expenditure of a little

more time, comparatively, might have given double the quan-

tities obtained.

In the first series of fractioning, I generally operate on succes-

sive portions, of about one gallon each, of the crude material,

and take off a fraction for every 20° C. rise of temperature of

the retort. These fractions are preserved in well-stoppered bot-

tles, and each carefully labelled with the temperatures between

whieh it was obtained. The fractions for each fresh portion of

the crude material, being collected between the same limits ot

temperature, are added to the corresponding products from the

preceding operations, till enough of the crude material has been

taken to insure, ultimately, a sufficiency of the pure products.

In the commencement, not only of this but of all subsequent

fractionings, when the temperature to which the bath should be

raised is unknown, I first bring the liquid in the retort into mil

ebullition, so that a steady stream of liquid shall flow back from

Ae end of the worm into the retort. I then carefully raise the

temperature of the bath until the vapors from the retort paw

trough the heated worm so freely that the liquid, in condens-

ing from them, shall drop with tolerable rapidity into the cold

3 dropping may be continuous,

_„areofthebathsh

nore volatile constituents of the mi:

g to is easily effected by carefully regulating the flame under

'^advisable to boil the retort as rapidly*g*M™^
faking the lower end of the heated worm ™* *^
huid. As this choking would give rise to additional pressure

* the retort, and consequently occasion;. abnormal ^va^n ot

^temperature, andI^j^^^TO
avoided. The first indication of
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choking of the worm is a partial or entire stoppage of the stream

of liquid which normally flows steadily from the end of the

worm into the retort. Any interruption or unsteadiness of this

flow would indicate too rapid ebullition.

As a rule, other things being equal, the greater the difference

between the temperature of the bath and that of the retort, the

slower the products will come off, and the more effectual will be

the separation. I think it possible, however, that the earlier

fractionings may be conducted so slowly that the loss of time

would more than counterbalance . ned by more

thorough separation, and that equally good results may be more

economically obtained by more frequent operations, somewhat

more rapidly conducted.

A striking illustration of the advantage to be gained by this

process is presented by the fact I

of a crude mixture, such as American petroleum or coal-tar

naphtha, for example, the difference between the temperature of

the bath and that of the retort may sometimes be as much as

35° C, or even more. While, as the products become purer,

this difference between the temperatures of the bath and retort

proportionally decreases, till finally, in operating on a pure pro-

duct, the temperature of the bath must be brought to within a

few degrees of that of the retort, in order to bring the vapors

through. But the amount of this difference is variable for dif-

ferent bodies of equal purity.

The first fractionings must necessarily be quite arbitrary; for,

as a general rule, when operating on such mixtures as those just

mentioned, neither the thermometer nor the quantities obtained

for any given range of temperature will indicate any decided

preponderance of any one substance. On the contrary, the tem-

perature rises uniformly, and about the same quantity is gener-

ally obtained for the same number of degrees of temperature

throughout the operation. In other mixtures, in whic

bodies may seem to be present in much larger proportion than

others, or in which there may be a greater difference between

the boiling-points of the constituents than in the cases referred

to,—facts which would be indicated by the thermometer of the

retort, and by the relative quantum < i' the products obtained,

—there might be something gained by exercising discretion in

taking off fractions according to these indications.

In the second series of fractioning, the first or lowest fraction

of the preceding series, which is large enough to operate upon

by itself, is transferred to the retort, and brought into ebullition.

The temperature of th sted as above described,

and the distillation continued, the fractions < »1

otil the temperature of the retort

hat above, the point at which tne
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second or next succeeding fraction of the first series may be
supposed, or has been found by experiment, to boil. This frac-
tion is then added to the residue in the retort, and the distilla-

tion is continued as before. In the same manner, I proceed
with the remaining fractions of the first series.

All subsequent fractioninga are similarly conducted. As the
work progresses, however, the fractions are taken for a gradually
decreasing number of degrees of temperature, until finally it

becomes necessary, for the attainment of absolute constancy of
boiling-point, to take off a fraction of every degree, centigrade

;

and to continue thus to operate on these fractions, each repre-
senting one degree of temperature, until the desired end is at-

tained.

The operator will observe that, in each series of fractions, in
which each fraction has been taken for the same range of tem-
perature, the difference between the boiling-points of any two
contiguous fractions is nearly the same as the difference between
any other two contiguous fractions,—in other words, that the
difference referred to approximates to a common difference

throughout the same series. Once ascertained, this difference

serves as a valuable guide in determining with sufficient accu-
racy when to add the next fraction to the retort. By observing
wis systematic course, irregularities, from the improper mixture
°f products, may be avoided, and time thus economized.
After a few series of fractionings,—sometimes after two oi

wree, variable in number, according to the nature or complica
tion of the mixture,—it will be found that some of the fraction!

^considerably larger than others for the same range of tem
perature, indicating approximately the boiling-points of the
eral constituents. But fractions of constant boiling-point

™ose, the boiling-points of which cannot be sensibly changec

nsation, are not obtained, as already r

J'oned, till after repeated careful fractioning of every degre

temperature. When fractioning of every degree, ; * "
a^ to use every precaution to protect the the

eternal influences, and to carefully apply the

^nations in the atmospheric pressure. This may even be de-

sirable earlier- but it is of so much importance in the case

sPeci3ed, that, if omitted, the operator would be liable one day
to mix products rated the day previous

Ir» this way, o ns are obtained, which are

f°t susceptible,, nng-pomts
;
but

We are yet coi -
- of liquid in the intermedi-

ate fractions, which still continue to change more or less in each

feeding operation. When the fractions of constant boilmg-

Pomt have once been obtained, if it were not important to test

*°r other bodies in the intermediate fractions, the operation
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might here be suspended, provided the pure products already ob-

tained should be large enough for the purposes required.

But, in my investigations, I have undertaken to prove the neg-

ative as well as the positive. I have attempted to carry the pro-

cess of separation so far, that I might assert the absence of other

bodies, as well as the presence of those obtained ; and this

clearing up of the intermediate fractioi - has g< nerally been the

most tedious part of the work. I have continued to operate

upon these by themselves, until they also have become distrib-

uted in regular course—no new bodies appearing—among the

fractions of constant boiling point, or to such an extent that the

ate quantities have become too small to admit of fur-

ther continuance of the process.

This process has been in constant use in my laboratory during

the last three years. In this time it has been applied in the study

of petroleums, coal oils, the more volatile parts of coal- and

wood-tars, the essential oil of cumin, commercial fusel oil, from

corn whiskey, and even to mixtures more complex than either

of these. As the result of this long experience, I can say thar,

as regards bodies not decomposed by heat in distillation, I have

not yet found a mixture so complex that it may not be resolved

by this process into its proximate constituents so completely,

that these shall have almost absolutely constant boilii

In repeated instances, even from petroleums, I have obtained

these constituents so pure, that the contents of an ordinary

tabulated retort charged with one of them has been completely

distilled off without any essential change of temperature; i. e.,

not to the amount of £° C, the thermometer frequently remain-

ing absolutely constant for more than half an hour, a constancy

of boiling-point not exceeded by that of distilled water. This

sta! oi parity, I think I may safely assert, has never before

been attained from such mixtures, by any system of fractional

distillation.

As I shall soon be prepared to present to the Academy de-

tailed results of the investigations above referred to, I may omit

further allusion to them on this occasion.

I would remark, in conclusion, that it seems to me not im-

probable that this process may ultimately prove to be

value in the arts. It is not too much to anl

ever the various constituents of the mixtures referred to shall

have been separately and thoroughly studied in a
]

some of them may be found to possess properties w

give to them great a m tcient to justify the ex-

penditure necessary to separate them in large quantities.
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The specimen of petroleum here described came from a natu-

ral well or spring on the Simi estate in Santa Barbara county,

. It issues from rocks of the Tertiary Age. The dis-

charge from this spring is sufficient to flow nearly two miles down

the dry bed of the ravine in which it occurs.

It is of a dark brown color, dichroic, thin and mobile as water,

and of a faint naphtha odor, quite without offensive smelly In

a thin tube it rown color by transmitted light,

and obviously owes 'its dark color to its holding in solution a por-

tion of the asphaltum with which it is associated.

Its density is 0861 at 15° C. or about 34'30° B. It burns, in

state, in a double current lamp, without smoke, with

quite a bright flame and strong light for a few moments. After

;ht or ten minutes the wick commences to coal, and after about
• -at

id *«« i« smokes and finally dies c _„

1000 c. c. of the crude substance were subjected to fractional

distillation in a tubulated retort to which was adapted a thermom-

eter and condenser. A condensible vapor appeared at 60 U, the

liquid simmered at 90° and boiled at 123°.

Of the 1000 c. c. of crude oil there were distilled from glass

up to the boiling point of

Loss and coke,

This method of practical distillation gives, t

very unsatisfactory results, as compared with tne meinou

Warren/ As the experiment was, however, very carefully u^-

ducted by Mr. Peter Collier, of the Sheffield Laboratory, under

ay directions, it furnishes a good illustration of the differences

arising solely out of an imperfect method of analysis syhen prac-

raw material. I therefore append the results

in detail,

The temperatures were noted by a mercurial thermometer the

bulb of whir'.. i
tne boiling liquid.

;.c. had distilled i

234° C.

I Joub. Sci.—Second Skkies,
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When about 485 c. c. had passed over, the temperature rose
very suddenly from 320° to 370° C.
The remaining 460 c. c. were distilled without noting temper-

ature, in an iron retort, leaving a light carbonaceous residue.

t

Ihe successive fractions gave the following sp. gr. and explo-
sive tests, the latter being the commercial standard as marking
the temperature at which the liquid exhales an inflammable
vapor.

7th, 50 » 872 31-13 190°"
8th, 100 " 890 27-79 181 s "

9th, 100 " 900 26-00 171° "

10th, 100 " 900 26-00 140° "

The color of these products varies from Nos. 1 and 2, which
are quite colorless, through 3 to 7, which, commencing in 3 as a

•:, become red in 6 and 7, while 8, 9 and 10 can hardly
be distinguished in color from much of the better
crude oil flowing from the best wells, having the same change of

uroisrn) by reflected and transmitted light. The un-

ratified products would arrange themselves thus by color-

But in the actual conduct of the manufacture of this oil, I

presume the distiller would make three divisions

:

ig the 1st fractions, about 53-5° commercial.

3d, Lubricating oil, " 8 to 10 " " 28-0° "

By mingling a portion of the light oil with the heavier, it is

probable that a product of about 60 per cent would be obtained

-litable for illu—'— : -
The light oil and the burning oil are perfectly decolorized by

the usual treatment with sulphuric acid and carbonate of soda.

The light oil has a highly agreeable smell, and none of the other

products possess any of the heavy and disagreeable odors com-

ie petroleum products. The burning oil has a very

miating power, and fails to char or encrust the lamp-
W1J after an hour's burning. The explosive test is 155° F.

The densities of various specimens of crude California petro-

leum which I have determined range from 0-859 to 0*972, the
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difference being apparently due to the greater or less degree of

evaporation and oxydation of the products consequent on ex-

posure to the warm air of a very dry climate. The specimens

thus far examined from California are all from surface springs.

When the oil is drawn from artesian borings the same change

of density will undoubtedly be observed as in Pennsylvania. I

found the surface oil of Oil Creek, in 1855, having a density of

"880 to '885, thick in warm weather as thin molasses, and in cold

weather quite viscid. The flow of wells in the same region is

now quite thin, and has a density of -800 to '850.

Appended are the results of Mr. Warren's examination of the

same California oil now under consideration.

"To Prof. Silliman, New Haven.
"Dear Sir—The results of my examination of the crude California

petroleum which you sent me through Messrs. Spear, Burke & Co., of this

city, and which bore the seal of Messrs. Wyeth & Bro., are as follows

:

"Sp eitic gravity at lTe. 0-864—33° Beaume.
1250 c.c. of th ibjected to

myprocessoffrartion.il ,-.w„|..„-it: •». ^vc— ) g peci fic „rHV.
41 c.c. of light oil between 93° and 100° C. \ .J ^ ,

43" « « - 100°andl40°C.)
Uyn0tiaJ£eD '

525 " Burning oil " 140° and 310° C. sp. gr — 44° B.

From this point the distillation was conducted in the ordinary

manner from a common retort, no thermometer being used.

2^0 « lubricating oil of sp. gr. 29£° Beaume.

l "l cc.= 93-8 per cent of total product,

"The residue left in the retort was dry coke. After treatment with

fffciric acid and I the burning oil were nearly,or

fite colorless. The olpr. The odor of

1 burning oil was extremely agreeable, fully equal in tins respect to the

bat kerosene or refi >b™- The other products

'erealso entirely free from disagreeable odor,
be said of the crude pect it is readily distinguish-

able from the Pennsylvania petroleum.
"The l.urninjr properties of the illuminating oil are not surpassed by

,."}Vl 'At I huve'called Uqht oil is not very volatile and would not, I

Wk, rank in the market
y
as napLth a, at least not that taken between

lOO and 140° C. ; a &** the burning oil would take

tlj « whole of the! ighl
:
rire test. In that

^e some of the lia I

m,
S'

!lt be run ,nt
?,

tlle burning oil, so th **r would be over 50 per cent.

.c gravity of the mixture determined by me u •753=58° Beaume.—S.
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SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.
I. PHYSICS AND CHEMISTEY.

1. On the determination of lime.—Fritzsche has made the very simple
Ttt important f limo may be easilj

iBtic lime free from every trace of carbonate by ri»
n over a blast lamp. The tedious processes reromineiui,-il in

works on ana h as ignition with carbonate of ammo-

future. The author used in his experiments a

. in height am! 27'"'". in width at the top: the

- :

' '

• . -
.

.
-.'•.-

' ....,.-,

ordinary Bunsen's blast lamp would douUless answer even better). In

.i" obtain, d Uv in known wei'.dits of oxalate of

lime 99-9, 100-08, 100-08 and 99-98 per cent of the calculated quantity

of lime. In all these ex; 9 n ,

| continued longer

'ity of more than 3 grams.

the

of I

protoxyd of uranium and sulphur as* was formerly supposed. The pre-

i i i' h! ii an aqu< tiss lution and becomes

orange and then yellow. When form »n, the pi*

. • " .>

to the well known chlorid U2 2 C1. I

ammonium the compound is easily decomposed into s tljdiur and hvdraM
" of uranium.—Ann. der <

. Ill Supple-

, p. 196. w. o.

3. Note on the regenerative gas-furnaces of the brothers Siemens.—The

regenerative gas-furnaces of the Messrs. Siemens are so interesting and

,tion to them,

ioted in the Ml » 1I!1 >-

ber
. f Lii s Jo irn il. Two points which appear to us of s|

•

at will either an oxydizing or a reducing atmosphere. The
mens have already appl;

; .
,-..-;.. ......

cesses. Thus, lL ] s Wcil Wurtll v, ilile to determ j ne Lv direct experiment
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upon a large scale whether the rich iron ores of Lake Champlain, Lake

a sufficiently high temperature in the chamber of a

fact be blooming upon a largo scale,

and would not improbably avoid the inconvenience and expense of bloom-

ior quality of the iron

at wholly superseded by the cheaper process of

• e whether flaxes can be used

lagein blooming in this manner, when poorer ores are em-

ployed. Ores of copper could doubtless !• roa>ted and reduced iu t'uma-

.! :!,is ., ..
: :, . .

'•
.. - '

'
: v ' ' -

ably be found most advantageous.

|j high, it may even be found

med bj the direct reduction of

•

pre would b >, BO that the blooms
:

Mitacturein

•mall gas furnaces could be made upon the same principle for laboratory

use and for various processes in the ai t-
".v £as» "?WJ

W«r,as fuel instead of gas produced by a special furnace. The high

temperature obtained in Gore's gas-furnaces appears to be due to the

Wing of the air and gas before they mix in combustion. w. o.

4. On some aluminum compounds.—Blckton and Odliko have stud-

upon ethyl-mercury and methyl-n;.

,minum and methyl-aluminum without diffi-

uercury, or, as the authors

dippings of aluminum, was

•;.,.

'

' :... , -.•.:.-;: :',:„...,.;.
!
-,;.i.-'- - :• '-"

:

^ '

^'

-•:.-..,-. :..:. .

'
'

;

^

.'

AUC
4H 5 ) G . The van,,' " ! ,1!li to b« 4 '5 '

the

;h ence it wonId appear

)W decomposes alum '"•
,

lodl"9

forms iodo-deri ethyl. Oxygen gives a bod

«"»7 analogous to boric • ™**™ **"££
a* a colorless mobile liquid boiling at 130° C. and solidifying

ab°ve0° to a beautiful Uansparent^crystalline mass. The liquid takes
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fire spontaneously in the air. The formula of this body was found to be

AI
?
(C 2 II S ) , u tU wlii h the \ ]"-'!•-(!« i,- \\ J. SO idus \ agrees, the theo-

very rapidly as tlie tempei « i m i, -li. 1 so th t is
;

M be AI 4 (CaH 3 ) 6 . The authors a>k whether the observed

—Chemical News, No. 271,
^

5. 0« the density of the vapor of mlamrnoniac.—H. St. Claire De-

por of sal -an to t3 bjei tions n i

chemists to the

shows conclusiv

acid and ammoi
a sensible evolu

density of whic
NH

3 , but must
corresponds to 8

other organic cc

or compound su

umes rests with tuose chemists who make this assertion, ant!

that proof is given the assertion amounts to a pure hypothesis. Among
other difficulties, the following is Bug sans of the so-

called anomalous densities.

(1.) Suiphydric acid forms with ammonia two distinct crystalline and

i n pounds, the form ulse of which are respectively NE4
S, and

NH4S,HS. Sulphid of ammonium represents 4 volumes of vapor; its

condensation is } : suiphydric acid and ammonia combine ai

combined at i -,..;,• lutf- <J.) at which we deter-

resents 8 volumes of vap tf we suppose

n from his til .
,. The author

v
:v-". :

- : >us piece of }:>;: ,t«hi...I,} ;

ire of 360° C.

temperature the vapor the

•

be regarded sof HC1 and

be NH4 CI, i he vapor-deij-

- i.;^: ::. .',;•:
>:
" '

s. Devil le suggests tl

corresponds for one equivalent to '.

I or to 8 vol-

separated at the temperature at which we take the vapor-

' for example), we mua aratea into am-

i and sulphydi i- ; four volumes and
dty (100° f

'

> - '

: ;..... .:..;-...':
' - " '

roJamesand the other 2 volumes, the sum of wl

Hence, if the sulphydrate were decomposed at the temperature
•~

nishes in reality 8 volumes, ii li composed.

-

die temperature, it cannot be said that

.res could be sufficiently

inci eased, because, as Deville and Troost have shewn, as the tei

coefficients of expat si „ , , t < t a s , become constant and dihVi

phosphorus vapors may be different from this number, in order to show
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tliat these vapors do not correspond to one volume (H=2) is to make
• in the present state of science.

—

», lix, 1057.

6. On the dk lhe Plane °f

on of the planes of polarization pro-

is allowed to fall upon a gias which make

,„,!„ .„ ,,
,i

t.. tin an»l • of polarization. The reflected

rays are received upon a screen perpem h- cone and

the rays, the plane of reflec **"* ^ »•

,is into the path of the bun rays, the

.

.
'

: ; a

. /.upon apiat-f-.-. rut ]. p- .i.-i'.r tor

:

, w il| be replaced by a sort of tan exhibiting the

different colors of the spectrum. -

, .

ed have led

epreaent the rotations due to a plate of quartz 1«"». in thick-

t , , ,
8 ' 1088

l.RQ-7
ness by the formula g=—^ T 69Y

in which the wave length X is expressed in thousandths of a millimeter.

,l.ie consequence that the

aid be zero for rays of a wave length equal to 0-002 186™™,

aud would change its sign when this limit is exceeded.—Ann. de Lnimie

etde Physique, Ul iii, 501.
,

..

W
' ?

\

7. Oa^ ;s.._At the Newcastle meet

British Associ; R. Akin proposed three eX
]

1>7 means of which, if su< esslul. rays of heat could bu

One of these exp<

s rays by means of a concave

-

"visible ravs. Want of means *** the T^ZX
of the proposed n] ^TtZFTZ
"ents of a similar,

liquid possessing

Precisely the required properties, has recently succeeded in the c°™™°*
"

light in a very s- ""•

np of 1

1

formed by lenses and pris

the violet to the

s of rock i

,-
speetru.u.'\he'heat was found ^- ^

i beyond the red

"distance about equal to the distance of the green on tn<

ogible side. The curve of intensities rises beyond the red i

1 massive peak, nu
">n ot t»ie Iumim

'spectrumf Water interposed cuts away the peak in part
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of water, according to Tyndall, would do the sam<
difference between the heat-spectra of the electr
peak being mn !i hi-h.-r ivlaiu.-lv in the former
After several trials the author found that a solution
of carbon, so opake as to cut off the light of the midday s

t!l lim t!*
°'' experiment, absolutely transparent to invisible radiant heat.

When the rays from the electric lamp were concentrated into a cone by
means of a small jrlass m nor sih raining the solu-
1

heat being brought to a focus set fiie to p.-it'.-r, «....,!, charcoal and other
s. Wiih a sufficient battery power a plate of platiniz I

i
i-

tintim is rendered white-hot at the focus of the invisible rays, and then

yields a complete an, I brilliant -pectrum. Tin- ima-e of the .aib-n
points of the electric lamp formed upon the platinum plate becomes visi-

ble as the plate becomes red-hot, and a species of thermograph is ob-

'" :

" . i-
.

>

ease the invisible rays of heat have tl , 1 in becoming
^'~

!

•
;' ': the case of fluorescence the invisible rays of light have

!. Tyndall proposes to apply the term calom-
cence to the phenomena of heat in question, a term which is certainly

preferable to the word " calcescence" employed by Akin. We regret to

see that a bitter personal controversy has been carried on in a promiuent

I] and Dr. Akin as to the

j
rights of each in the b. , a described

Into the merits of this controversy we cannot enter; we may, however,

be allowed to express the opinion that the experiment in question does

not involve much origioa ,- that it is a very simple

results of Melloniupon
smoked rock salt and upo sensible heat.

—L. & E, Phil. Ma^ March, 1 865, p. 24 1

.

w. 0.

8. On the Electrical properties of Pyroxiline-paper and Gun-cotton

;

by Prof. J. Johnston. (In a letter to P .f. Sflli: lx, dated Middh •• .

. .',-, i
v i; .3.]_V 4 ,ii did me the honor, a year ago, to pub-

lish in the Journal a note of mine on the electrical properties of pyroxi-

an approving note of your own. Hav-

er experiments with the

same substances, I herewith send you the results.
It is proper to say that both the paper and the cotton were prepared

ago, and may have undergone some change, tl
1! "~ " :

'

1f " k n i was apparent to the eye, except that one sheet of the

paper used seemed at one place a little discolored.
-

r), hard rubber (stick ob-

-rs. J. F. Luhme is. Co. of Xew V :

, j- it; p rchu, and various cry~tai-

ing always pott******1

i further alluded to. The snlph

riction wit

,vhen using the paper which was
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slightly discolored, it appeared to be feebly negative. Rosin, pitch,

gum lac, and amber, both with the paper and the cotton, became always

positive, as did also the native rubber, by which I mean the rubber as

His imported. Sea tton became always positive,

but with the paper oc asi >nally n. gatire. Vulcanized rubber (the kind

used in making gas bags) would sometimes become positive and some-

i of gutta percha, 1

specimens being used. The hard rubber (from Luhme & Co.) became
always negative, both with the paper and the cotton. This being con-

trary to the results obtained by yourself with this substance, I made
very many trials but always with the same result.

In all cases after friction with other substances, whether the latter

became positive or negative, the paper and cotton would be found in-

variably negative. Sheets of the paper, when handled, especially in

cold, dry weather, often become \>
'_ v exntc<l - il ways negatively, so

i handling con-hlerable <• prepared paper,

. even fearful that it might become ignited by the sparks pro-

in making experiments like these,

ie results^arnved at may be satis-

inis is particularly tne case when it is necessary to rub a

substance, as a roll of sulphur or a stick of sealing-wax, successively

with different substances, some of which give the positive and others

the negative electricitv. O.vasimiallv it will be found that the sub-

be positive at some points and negative at
^~~

— "
i only way is to lay the particular speciu

3 when tii

twenty-four hours or more, will take on one electricity, but, by contmu-

mgthe friction a ven little time :

t will take on the other. Thus, a

stick of sealing-wax ribbed, one or two

strokes, with a silk I

decidedly positive,

tot by a few strokes more it will become as decidedly negative; and it

^not be made positive : , r
; ,in bv i lotion with silk until allowed by re-

II. MINERALOGY AND GEOLOGY.

1- On Tin Ore at Duranao in Mexico; by Prof. C. F. Chandler.—
'have recently examined a sample of 1450 grams of tin ore from:Du-
rat>go, and find it to be a handsome « wood tin " in pebbles and fibrous

cmsts, some of which are an inch in their longest diameter. Ine color

varies from a very light brown to black.

Associated with -

\
<e brilliant crystals of topaz,

8°tte of which are half an inch long. They vary from transparent to

°Paque, and from colorless to deep brown. I have not been able to

famine them ven iea 0, J «2, and 2.

0wing to the devei, 5 and 2, and their neb brown
CoK some of the -. - lk

'

! for eassitente.

^ Jour. Sci—Sboomj Sekies, Vol. XXXIX, No. 117.-Mat, 1865.
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Tin (by crucible assay),
I'opaz crystals easily separated by the f

Oxygen and impurities (by difference),

Ihe material used for the assay was very carefully averaged, by pul-
venzing about 500 grams of the ore, after the topaz crystals had been
separated. A correction was subsequently made in the result of the
assay corresponding to the quantity of topaz removed.

School of Mines, Columbia College, N. Y, Dec. 23.

2. JVote by F. B. Meek and A. H. Worthen in relation to a rjenus of

them on p. 174 of the last number of this Journal—At the time we pro-
posed the name Fnsocnnus for this genus, we were not a«
Koninck had described it under the name Philocrhms in 1863, among
some Carboniferous fossils from India (see Memoire sur Foss. Palceozo-

Vlnde, p. 21. Liege, 1863). Owing to th

- h-uro, (probably from the wearing of the stone from

,

American and Indian species. On comparison
however, it becomes evident that our Crii

- g-n.-ri,- character, with his. This beino- the case, we
-• -- '•:' '...

'

it also becomes necessary to change one of our specific names
c's <>-enus. Hence our spe-

uid P. Nebrascmm.
? '8 "",ri ',' °f

'''''
' trms and sec-

dial pieces of this type, together with its other characters,
':

;

- wl ich onlj diffe - D anal piece,
and the consequent truncation of one of the subradiak

3. On the Oil Formation in Michigan and elsewhere; by Prof. A.

V ,v'-»*-". ^'l'- M uv,M,rtonthe"l!ak,r

S pp. 8vo. Detroit, 1864.
—In most of the Northwestern States ,jch has been

ek Slate or Black Shale.
lt ls WcI1 known in Ohio, Indiana, and Kentucky, ;

"

ieved to be derived from the vegetation of the period in whit
•es were deposited.
similar black shales were brought to light by Dr. Houghton,

-
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of the same geological age as the black slate of Ohio and Indiana. The

same formation was subsequently described by Mr. Murray, of the Canada

geological survey, as making ils appearance at various points in Canada

West; and the geologists of that survey speak of the formation as con-

stituting; the principal part of the "Hamilton group" as known in Can-

ada. In the prosecution of the geological survey of Michigan. I enjoyed

the opportunity to establish, by direct comparisons, the identity between

the Black Slate of Michigan and that of Ohio and Indiana, and, by

proving that it lies - ' the limestones of the Hamil-

ton q-r-n;., have - from the Maivelliis shale, and

co-ordinated it with the Genesee shale of New York. It is locally known

as the Huron Group.

The geogi qdiii i! dish ! tit on of th - font it m in Michigan, wi.l be

seen by a reference to my Report for 1860. The strata along the extern

dope of the lowei
]

! beneath the Car-

boniferous rocks of the interior. This" dip. however, is extremely slight.

and the Huron group does not I

ra of Lake Huron

and the river St. Clair. It prolong it*elf ea-tward, and overlaps the

angle of Canada West, tim.ih' ' extending from

the mouth of Maitland river to a point on the Great Western Railway, a

few miles east of Bothwell.

The lithoUmieal characters of the formation are but little varied.

Throughout its%utire thi. kne.ss of GOO 01 7 >0 feet, it is argillaceous and

generally bituminous. The most bituinin.m* and darkest colored por-

tions seem to be situated near the bottom of the group. We know, at

least, that thev are not near the upper part of the group. Other por-

tions of the series CO a,d plastic clays,

ranging in color from ">• - :1 ^ !,amls of s <l,1(

j

stone
'

and of arenaceous maguesiau 1 i 1 1 1- st< ne, from four to eighteen inches in

thickness, occur irregularly in the middle and upper portions ot the

group. Bands of iron pyrites, of local extent, but sometimes from one

~ and clays. Ine

"black slate" proper, of the series is freely combustible; and in some

eases, where fire has been com !it t0 outcropping

masses, the combustion has survived for months. By distillation, tins

*ale affords petroleum and all the reSat. 1 < m[ u uk Its appearance

at the surface is generally regarded as at in.l iUun ot coal, and many

Prions disappointments have n- : the tact U

Spei elate" is a eath the coal measures.

1 ! itimm ous si d. s , f th s group of n k> u, generally cons.dered

J>

he the source of most of the native petroleum of the Northwestern

^tes. It is the opinion of Dr T. S. Hunt, of the Geological Commis-

si of Canada, that the. product iw.es f,„m a I i'uminous limestone-

he Corniferous linn - * ;
hut thou §'h

•!

Wstone may unite those
°f

the IIuron P ^ ,l

,pal amount ot the

Ominous flow, I
least ra a tew cases petrole-

Utn is eliminated in quantities of commercial importance trom the rocks

^braced in the coal measures.
Wherever the oil-producing shales are exposed to the air, or covered
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by a porous medium, the product of the slow -

going on escapes into the atmosphere, and is lost. Where the »halea m
covered by an impervious layer, as of shale or plastic clay, the oil and

gas elaborated are retained in the rocks, filling cavities by driving the

formation, or intervening between it and the impervious cover above. In

the oil region of Ohio and Pennsylvania, an overlying sandstone becomes

the reservoir in which these products are accumulated : and the oil wells

trating to the original source of the oil. Throughout the oil

region of Canada and V ting, but the

destruction of the outer. ; ies has created

an immense deposit of arg . which forms an im-

pend .us cover for the petroleum beds. In Enniskillen the lower portion

of this drift deposit is rendered somewhat porous by the presence of

same manner as the overlying sandstone of Ohio and Pennsylvania. By

boring into the rock, however, a lighter and purer oil is found sum hav-

ing the beds of sandstone and arenaceous limestone by which the group

is \uu-\- ! It > ton id tint th. .j k t\ ..f th« • il impi« *«-> wi h the

•••; ;: '

, v.,
,

:. • . / •-.

upon the surface of the rock, is dark, thick, and impure, and comm m<U

but a moderate price for purposes of distillation. It is now principally

employed for lubrication.

Though it is not yet actually demonstrated that rock oil ex
:

importance, we possess every favorable

\,_-r been discovered in the prosecution of tto* ' •

»

branch of ind place, the topography of the oil region

, The sarfai e a lew*

rather low. and inclined to dampness. The soil is thin, argillaceous and

indifferent for -. fhe forest o-rowth, n verth. ..•«. *

dense and hr -mp Elm, and

Black Ash, with o.ca^n.I n. «. ot W 1 i
.

'.'.. interspersed. The water in the vicinity of the oil mani-

festations is of a dark color. Black river of Michigan seems to be the

skillen. It would seem evident that

the color of the water in both . isc-s must lie du • to som .

the crude oil ; and vet a chemical examination of the water of Black

live, taken at Port Huron, did not sustain my expectations. It shomd be

tested six or eight miles further north.

When we compare the more direct indications, the resemblance is

equally -complete. The oil n- i not Michigan i < .
'- u

or masses of in-; Issated oil. some of whi h have hard- ned to the char-

acter of asphalt I'lieoilisst ,s [ it shows sdf on the sur-

face of standing watei <^,.,\\\heio th>ou u hout th. 1 ik

over, inflammable gas, the almost infallible criterion of an oil

ists in very great abundance, and. in several instances, has been knowa

to escapes from the bottom of wells. In ones in-

stance the jet, when lighted, illuminated the country over a radius of fouf

: steam escaping from a high-pressure

engine. Many similar cases have occurred.
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r differences exist between the geological indications observed
re rather in d i idvanUgea are

sice of the Mi, li _an .',_', n. I'ai.a-la \Yt-t i- located

outskirts of the formation ; M . higan < ml ra< . s the

\nd, in the abundance of gas emitted from the under-

. g rocks, the Enniskillen region bears a very unequal comparison.
It is quite possible that no porous stratum will be found in Michigan

reposing upon the surface of the rock. Its occurrence is accidental any-
where. Should it be found wanting, and " surface oil " consequently
"anting, this fact would not have the Slightest bearing on the probability

i

of oil in the rocks below.
I have stated that the Huron group, or Oil formation, extends contin-

uously from the peninsula of Michigan into the peninsula of Canada
West. To embrace both regioi ion, they might be
spoken of as the Fn.it.s,./,, Oil /,', ,.;,,„. It is n . t to be imagined that
^'"'ill ccrtaiulv be obtained region. Itmaybe,
but probably will not. Slight ui -exist in all strata
51 noai ;\ lioii/ontal as tin-,- of ;i,< t\\,> j

.-n ti.-h1.i-. The volatile ema-
nations from the stral i« i I

under the highest
arches. Possibly one of these arches runs nearly north and south through
t!« Canadian region, ft, ;n Potbweli to Petrol'ea. and beyond, while an-
other underlies the distii. t ot p« troleiim m mifestations on the Michigan
side of the river. For the prese • confine large ex-

penditures to the imm< I tt. viciniiv ot this belt ot indications.

In the transverse se, Hon a « i
-— ~

tlj«- -ti.ita. ah.ady referred to, an at-

tempt has been made to show in what way the oil-bearing rocks may
nse in two or more g

she oil and gas to

Cumulate alon? ffeoloeical as ricted to belts of

4. Account of some new or little known species of Fossils from rocks

t w^e of the Niagara Group. From the 18th Report on the New

""J
State Cabinet; printed in advance of the Report, and issued Janu-

5 18 °5, by Prof. James Hall. 48 pp. 8vo, with many illustrations—
]**> page8 contain descriptions of J number of new species of Cysti-

«, with figures of seven of them, and of several Crinideans, Inlo-
°'tes, and various M I remarks on the

JB»
of the Gait or Guelph limestone of Canada, and Leclaire beds of

°*a, and their relations to the New York Niagara group, form an intro-

*«*» to the paper:
ln

.

the study of the fossils of the Niagara group and associated strata,

P^'ous to the publication of the final report on the Fourth Geological

Wmy and also to w second volume of the Pale-

ontology f New York !
r
s ated a feW species found in tie )mpure

*fr».ore° limestone from Wavne ,-. untv. N,«.V..k.
.

JJe limestone eool ame exposed only m the bed
of the canal during if h or deePlv drlft"

covered
surface in the vicinity did not admit of any exposure ot the

sl?6 Same reference of species had in fact been made during the Geological

Crier
they Were thus published in the Report on the Fourth Geological
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rock in place. The materials were thrown out of the excavation in con-

nexion with the soft marls of the Onondaga-salt group, and
mens of rock containing the fossils preserved the peculiar celluliferous

formation. Differing so especially from any known beds in the Niagara

group, I did not hesitate to refer them to the Onondaga-salt group, since

there was no evidence of any other formation in the neighborhood.
Throughout the State of New Yoi I he junction of

imations is low and level, or covered

b\ liit't -UM..I :. in; and no opportunity ofttjred <>f .ii-c.vu'iiii: :niyt-\-

posure of similar beds along the course of the outci

Monroe county, we have been able to trace the two f« rm itions to with n

a few feet of their contact with each other; but no fossiliferotis In is, simi-

lar to those of Wayne countv, have been found. At a later period," my
attention was called to some peculiar fossils collected at Gait, in Cain.U

those before ki the Onondaga-

salt group in New York. As this limestone at (.alt [and Guolph] u:n

mestone of the Falls, and coi

almost entirely different set of fossils, 1 very naturally inferred that it

that the Wayne county locality was a feeble rep

stone of Gait.
3

For these reasons the two were treated as

referred to the age of the Onondaga-salt group ; an opinion at that time

sustained by the members of the I

At a later period, during the Geological Survey of Iowa, I

. having the same lithological character, and con-

- with the limestone of

Gait or Guelj.h n \\ . >t-in i ua'd i : ai 1 I thus announced its apparent

relations in the Report on the Geology of Iowa.

be proved, it will afford s

the Onondaga-salt group.
quite probah; this period have their eastern ex-

tremity in Central New Yoi k, where, from their small development, as

well as from similarity . there seemed no suffi-

-alt group." Since, however, in Canada, these beds attain

considerable imp.»itan<v, and (ad - 'drove given)

tinctive character on the

them to the same rank as

the other groups of the series." Geology of Iowa, vol. i, p. 75, 18o7.

^Afteracons
I been printed

Iptl, it h;w

_

4 My views regarding tl ; , . » < > t] <>,,., i _ i

id I have only t
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Some two or three years later, I explored the geology of t

and eastern portions of V. icent parts of Illinois. I

here found the limestone of Racine, and a part of Waukesha and some
other localities, resembling in all respects that of Leclaire, and holding

many of the same fossils. It is likewise underlaid by the even-bedded

darker-colored limestone, bearing Hahjsites catenulatus, Pentamerus 6b-

longus, and ma ire everywhere regarded

as evidence of the Niagara age. I could not hesitate, therefore, to par-

allelize the succeeding beds with the limestone of Leclaire, though we had

failed to trace it across the country in a continuous outcrop. At the

Racine and at some other points, I detected many species known as char-

aduMic f th.- N ._. i tmm-irion in the State of New York, requiring

ion as a member of that group (rather than of the Onondaga-

salt group), and uniting the Leclaire

limestone.
6

At the same time, we have recognized, from Racine and adjacent local-

Iowa an 1 a sing!.; locality in Illinois, the fol-

il with, or are very closely allied to,

Gait in Canada West: Pentamerus occidentalis, an Obolus-

.

•" ~ . ^ .

; \« !

;... •.,
'.' "

i or closely allied to !/". undescribed

--halites ven-

tricosa, Pleuroiomaria solaroides? Loxonema longispira, besides other

forms which are closely allied to species of the Guelph limestone.

An examination of sev<

liferous limestone is very ui At Racine

it has a very considerable thickness
;

6 while in other places, either from

denudation or other causes, it is very thin, or even absent. In some

places in the vicinity ol '

°f beds of passage from the regularly bedded limestones below to the

->
>. •.

; .. ,
>

i

.,
.

.
..-.:..

mlation of this higher rock in many of

ortion of the outcrop ;
and where the

lower part of the formation comes to the surface, the upper rock does not

aPpear to be developed. I am therefore induced to believe that this

limestone at Racine, the mass at Leclaire and extending thence into

Iowa, as well la and the feeble repre-

sentation of the same in New York, are really lenticular masses of

greater or less 'i
,on the unequal surface

of the ocean tier part of the Niagara

period. These isolated masses of limestone have close relations with

each other, « b ith the Onondaga-salt group, though
*e>7 intimate in the single locality in Central New York, become less and

'ess conspicuous in a westerly direction.

\
Report oa the Geology of Wisconsin, p- 67, 1861. ^.^^ of th<j liffle_

^at\£u£e1fo^^ l have bad no op-

portunity for a re-examination of the locality.
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5. Observations on the Geology of Southern New Brunswick, made
principally during the summer of 1864 by Prof. L. W. Bailey, and

Messrs. (r. F. Matthew and C. F. Hartt, prepared and arranged, with a

geological map, by L. W. Bailey, A.M., Prof. Chem. in the Univ. of

New Brunswick, &c. Printed by order of the House of Assembly. 160

pp., 8vo. Fredericton, 1865.—In this Report, the distribution of the

formations is given, with many details as to structure, fossils, geological

re Hums uid eonomii tl products 1 in formations included are the

Paleozoic, with the Azoic below these, and th<

above, together with Post-tertiary beds. The Report contains a large

colored geological map, showing the limits of the out-crop|

The outcrops are nearly parallel with the coast, or about N.E. by E. 1

1

direction. The Azoic is in the region of Portland ; and at St. Johns, be-

tween it and the Bay of Fundy, occur Primordial rocks, affording, accord-

ing to det> rminatioii-; l.\ Mr. II j". /' •
< !i,.n o s ami <»:h

res upon these fossils:—*

"Representative of I

far from the Saint John rocks, viz -.—Paradoxides, Conocephalites, A ;/
-

nosius, and a new genus? allied to Conocephalites.

The number of species in each genus lias not yet been -

made out ; but of Paradoxides there are at least five, of Conocephalites

seven, and of Agnostus and the new genus each one.

All the species appear to be new. One of the Paradoxides bears a

close resemblance to P. rugulosus, Corda, from the Mage C of Barrande,

in Bohemia, and one of the Conocephalites is allied to C. coro

rande, from the same fauna and horizon, though neither is identical with

the European species.

There are six species of Brachiopoda, belonging to the genera Orthis-

ina, Discina, Obolella, and Lingula. I have not been able to identify

any of the forms with described species.

Though all the species from the Saint John group are apparently new,

yet the occurrence of Paradoxides and Conocephalites, genera confined

entirely to the so-called Primordialfauna of Barrande, and everywhere

or it, togetner witli tne strong likeness borne t

n their t-ieies, to those of the same genera of t

Primordial " in Europe and America, enable us nnl

assign to the Saint Johu group, or at least to that lower part of it which

has afforded Trilobites, a geological position equivalent to Barrande s

Etage C, or to the Potsdam proper of America.
The lower part of the Saint John Group, at Coldbrook, has been

divided by Mr. Matthew, on lithological grounds, into three Bands, viz:

No. 1. The lower or ar, no determinable fossils, and

constituting passage beds from the Coldbrook Group.
. .

No. 2. Argillaceous shales, rich in fossils, Paradoxides, Orthisina

r, Obolella.

No. 3. Carbonaceous shales, full of fossils, Paradoxides, Conocephi

ites, Orthisina, Discina, &c, all much distorted."

Prof. Bailev, speaking of the Albertite, states that in his opinion at

that of Mr. Matthew, " it is neither coal nor jet, but an oxydized oil, <l

rived from the decomposition of fish remains, and subsequently chang<
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by chemical action," giving as reasons the position and constitution of

the material,

jhout the c

Albertite is found."

6. On Devonian Insects from New Brunswick ; by S. H. Scuddeb.
(From a communication addressed by Mr. Scudder to Dr. C. F. Hartt,

of New Brunswick, dated, Boston Society of Natural History, January

of your most interesting collection of the fossil

; of these, one, a i ,-, I think, to the

another of which the more important parts of the wing

o that we have five species represented among these De-

and these remains are all, I suspect, composed of portions

wing alone. The gmentary, the con-

fute so s&tisi we could wish,

>ver enough to prove that tbey are of unwonted in-

peeuliar inl bera as the ear-

insect life on the globe, there is very much iu them-

f Ephemerina
' size of the largest spe-

points of the peculiar wing-structure

-_ from that, and even b section of the

Neuroptera, exhibiting to our view a synthetic type which combines in

one the Pseudoneu; presents a family

known.
Other fossil insects, row concretions in Illinois, and

described in tl

. .. .

:

families, exhibiting similar relations to sections ot i\ europterous msecu*
m ourdaydisconnH species is a member of still

»oother family of Neuroptera, which finds its natural relations between
the two described bv Professor I>ana.
A fourth, of which only an unimportant fragment was found, would

»eem to belong to the _\, in i

- n ; I t bv s i pe. uliarities of the mi-

ster cross-veins, thrown off in the middle of the outeredge of the wing
ln a most irregular -urxgests no intimate relations

"th any known family, but must have belonged to a group of large and

,8«5ts-

"

, . . ' .

fne fifth and last to be mentioned is of very striking interest, because,
wb»e it exhibits the tich forms the well known tym-
panum or rtridnlatiDfl ue in the Orthopterous family

"xustaria (though -o most resembles
l«e Neuroptera in .Mties of its struc-

tttr
«, and suggests the presence in the insect-fauna of those ancient times

A*. Jock. Sci.-- -May, 1865.
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and Neuroptera, in themselves closely allied ; this

] itient and severe investigation, and only my €

here recorded, made, howc

in this part of tb

is proved by the altei

tion of the Clmti.i u
\i ss, the gnat

iron ore bed is represented as lying beneath " beds of limestone," and

over granite. In anotbei

.

bed of iron ore is divided along the middle by a bed of liirn -

on either side there are alternate beds of iron ore and -venite with • s

:

dote. In another, the So*

other iron ore bed, 30

feet tin -k. and th< n Mt uite a^ain* Tims the evidence is the same in

kind as in tl, '• north.

8. Report on the Geolo i or Illinois; U \. U. Wortiiex.—T

tion of 3000 copies of tl ade by Mr
Worthen under the authority of the State. The \ iat< - will be numer-

ous, and, as we knoia excellent In

Mr. F. !'-. M.-ek f. .r/.- iH-r-uix. Th K"i
"'

ns to science. The State is eepecie

fishes ai . -, and affords many new

9. Check List of the Invertebrate Fossils of North America: Miocene;

by F. B. Mi: r oi s < olleetions VI pi
s

>

'

\ '-!
i . li. t e>f Invertebrate Miocene Fossils of

North America is complete to the time of pubii<

paleontological discovery, and zoological science. Critical remarks are

appended to the list.

10. Ichthyoscmrian Skin.—A specimen of the Ichthyosu

rostris, recently obtained at Barrow-on-Soar, shows a large i

the dermal covering upon the surface of the slab, seeming I

in appearance t<> that which the males of the pond-newt, Triton cw-

tatus, present in spring.—Reader, Dec. 3. ...

author snstaii
. . Only the want of space prevents
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12 Annual Report of the Geological Survey of New Jersey, for 1

'
<;„o. II. < 'uok. State Geologist. 24 pp. 8vo. Trc

1U > J, wr. -I V,i. < - k presents, in his liq. -rt, si brief statome

fthe progress of his siinov, dwelling mostly on economical resul

i colored map of the formations is included.

III. BOTANY AXD ZOOLOGY.

jLe : Prodromus Syst. Nat. Reyni Vegetabilis

Fasc. I, listens Cupuliferas, etc. Nov, 1864

vU-lMMH- 10 <2S1

species, Castanopsis (to «hi i

'V^'
'' '\ t

species, Co^«n<?rt, oniv two we a^ w
.

s
> 7'

,

. wdDoll; also the Jughn-

ta, the' earliest b •
»"«<*Wj

memoir upon the sul ^, eM with ;.pp.;oban<...
;

he

<ipft».a,andCl.a-
/7,,tai««™,a..dm

-ilH'^/«/c^and6a^

Lhii v. bmie we b.-beve at no distant date. A. g.

2. J. D. Hooker: Handbook of the New Zealand Mora^T** L

London: Lovell Reeve & Co. 1864. pp.
J:

•V. ..:..,-; :
.' ^" " ""

of the Botany of the Antarctic \

, . -.
:

- ':• -'• ; :;
;

; :-;;

'

:

'

.
.

.
,, ,,,..- .:

-

• \ ..--
.

-, ,;,.* :-. - -
'

*

'

•

«"d Tasmania. Dr. II - kei 1"=

•'•'.=, , ..
.'•

-

Edition. A single officer, UentH

•

wlUL'h lias Dm
^ ;r

dentally overlooked in the present work.
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3. Martics: Flora BrasiUensis ; fasc. 36, 37, 3 8. fol. Dec. 1864.—

The Gesneracece, by Dr. Hanstein, the curator (succeeding the late Dr.

!
with eleven plates. The Saltolaeea

{Chenopodiacece), by Frof. Fenzl, of small importance in Brazil; with five

plates, one of i!hh i! u-tratii - C> > ,< r ,l ,,,,; mt/nlumtticiwi, and one

Roubieva multifield. Magnoliacea. as likewJM

> : .. ,

•
.

•: '. / . .v ..

"- '• - :

Berberidece, by the acute Dr. Eiehh r ; twenty-Mx plat, s, one of them de-

voted to the anatomy of the wood of Drim.ys Winteri, and two to that

|

rmaceous" stems, which the author appears to have discussed

ii ability. A. g.

4. The Journal of the Linnoyan Society, No. 31 (Dec. 18G4), is es-

. in articles upon Dimorphism and even Trimurphi-in in

plauts.'and upon th i„. ' ^.cts in ! lit ,i ition. There is

1. Notes on the Fecundation of Orchids, and //'

late Dr. Cruger, Director of the Botanical Garden

and Stanhoj, I the conditions of Mr.

Darwin bein^ fully confirmed. 2. Dimorphism in the Floivers of Mono-

choria vaginalis, by Dr. Kirk. The additional kind of flower would

seem to be somewhat after the fashion of that of I

•egnation of certain species of Oncidium, by Mr. .
]

f 0. micro

sies, 0. ornithorhyn-
xperiment " that the male €

cupreum, and yet be completely impotent

levertheless, the susceptibility of the latter

is shown by its fertile unions with another

individual of the same species, and likewise by a fertile union with an

4. Notes on the Sterility and Hybridization of certain specie

flora, Disemma, and Tacsonia, by the same author. Species which, m

ation of the pollen to the

pistil of the same individual, are readily fertilizable by the pollen of other

individuals of the same or of an alii*

wise potent upon such individuals
;

ion the influ-

ence frequently is not reciprocal. For instance, Passiflora racemosa may

1 by the pollen of Tacsonia mollissima, upon the ovules <*

which, conversely, the pollen of the Passiflora is utter!}

There are two Passionflowers, totally impotent when selffert

attempted, the pollen of one of which effects the development or. tne

the other, but never the seeds, while conversely even the ovary

fails to develop. And there aie two species of Tacsonia^ the pollen ot

.

^. •: ..:: " i- ' •'/

the sane, hut generally nothing at all. Although general conclusion

i limited expenmenl
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referred to. A carious cas with the wonted sagacity

and point of this prince of biological inquirers.

"InLythru nt forms occur: each of

these is an he < female organs from the

• >i' males, all as distinct from each
f'ther as if they belonged to different spe< i«- ; and, if smaller functional

differences are considered, there are five distinct sets of males. Two of
tbe three hermaphrodites must co-exist, and the pollen be carried by

i one to the other, in order that either of the two
should be fully fertile : but, unless all three forms co-exist, there will be

the organization of the species as a
whole will be imperfect. On the other hand, when all three hermaph-
rodites co-exist, and the pollen is carried from the one to the other, the

perfect; there is no waste of pollen and no false co-adaptation.

'' Mmrt, Nature
1 .- ordained a most complex .

.:•...-
.

.-i'.ii;.; ,.-

. in its female orUl n quite, distinct from the other two her-

ti ita male organs, and each furnished
wi h two sets of males."
One must study this instructive paper to see how neatly it is shown,

stamens the middle pi " d the shortest stamens the shortest pistil.

'

>st exact corres-

nd the

And now we can comprehend the meaning
pondence in length between the pistil of i

dozen sets of stamens borne by the two other forms ; for the stigma of

each form is thus rubbed against the same spot of the insect's body which
becomes most per pollen." For the use which Mr.

.

•; •:-
;

•.-. u ; "•

.jiiorphic, and monomorphic species,

i, and of the now estab-

tl sexual differences,—"thought to be the very touchstone

Ksterise and keep separate the coexist-

in the same manner as they do those

groups of individuals which we denomin ito ?p vi« s. w,j must refer to the

a full abstract. Mr. Darwin, on

that this plant is ai, . trim iiphie. We commend it to the ;-

to pi,-,, ire farth r such investi-

gations, which, though requiring genius to originate, are easy to follow

"P. and almost inexhaustible in interest.

Of the rema number of the Linnaaan Journal, one

J
On a Peloria and Semi-double Floicer of Ophrys arenifera, by Dr.

-• •...
Jf

Pogonia op} on by Prof.

1 h\ liev. J. A. I'aine,
;

:i i h ^ near 1 t:. a. N. \. Several
flowers were detect. '. last v tr, all sharing more or less of the peculi-

i small peta-
l0ld organs

; the two accessory labella and a small petaloid body on the
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other side of the flower answering to the three suppressed stamens of the

outev —i ies, u hil two ! tile r.i aments answer i

lateral stamens o( the inner seiies. It is hoped that other specimens

may be detected the ensuing summer, and preserved in spirit for more

li i i l Di Hooker identifies Pinus

Peace. Griesb., of the mountains of Macedonia, with P. exceha of the

.

:' J :

;

.
; ' !

the coast of China, and Prof. Oliver, l r t ll >f Western

Tropical Africa.

The longest paper in No. 32 (February, 1865) is one by Dr. Masters,

with an Enumeration of the South African Specie*. There i- fd>o an

extract from a letter of Prof, loewer to Sir Win. Hooker, On the Forests

of Sequoia
( H I Calif m a, riveting the popular

im| re»i n in it this * id in danger of

5. Further remarks on larve budding ; by Dr. W. C. Minor—In a

preceding number of this Journal (January, 1865) some notice was

taken of a newly observed form of g. The first

number of the Zeits. f. iris,-. 7..>,,h.y,e f,, r this year lias a further ac-

count by Dr. Wagner, thi d the interest

of a detailed reply to questions fro a nee gen*

ralizations upon the phenomena of budding, which we give in bri f.

Dr. Wagner offers the following table of the grades between the sim-

plest asexual and the most perfect sexual multiplication in the

I. Asexual spontaneous multiplication of the larve-nurse (Amine),

with sexual generation of the developed animal. The germ is meta-

morphosed out of the fat or granular substance of the larve-nurse, and

the animal has three or four transformations, in the forms of proto-

scolex, deuteroscolex, strobila and proglottis.— Cestodes and Trematodes.

II. Larves with sexual organs. The germs developed in these organs

become individuals within the body of the larve-nurse, and are born

alive, forming thus two metamorphoses.

—

Aphides.
III. Multiplication only in the perfect sexual animal :— a. In both

males and females, hut without sexual influence.

—

Dophnidce. b. In

one sei . nli , without s< xual influence.—Bees, and some -Butterflies, i

In one sex only, under the influence of fructification.

The author admits that nothing more than one point of

tempted here, as deeper embn _; d studies will, h;

homologies and complications of structure, probably separate the higher

and lower groups here put together. The case he has discovered in

the Diptera seems to h m from the first to the

second group. He refei

with the summer eggs of Daphnia, and of the true Aphis
the winter eggs or ephippia of Daphnia, and extends the comparison to

the Ian ' , - -,t I .--> here.

Upon the distinction between Parthenogenesis and Alternate genesis,

he urges, that the former is a germination of buds in special

Uon, also unfructified, of tissue into germs or buds, without any special
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organ for the transformation, and in a degree independent of the nurse,

and hence spoken of as spontaneous. The first of the groups given

above comes under the ;

_

esis. From this point of view, also, is the present qui i

between the first and second groups.

He calls attention to the compensation, by the budding of the larve,

for the limited egg-bearing capacity of the mature fly, and refl

I'ii.:: -,- '...' -.._:

• substance of the larve-nurse to be directly transformed

Meinert—he points to th< • -tore of material tor

its production. That this granular s
'

made altogether probable by its trai

jpi M iloli _ v vesa . ' eases of prolonged abstinence, and ?

gai in it; nd he I rvea that the imperfect tracheal

for a time at least, of the larve-nurse

tend to leave this store intact for the sole use of the buds.

Both in this, and the first paper of Dr. Wagner's, which we have
now received, are numerous points of anatomical and physiological in-

the mature fly of the separate gan-

glia of the larve, the valves at the posterior end of the dorsal heart—

alogy—in leeches—to form the blood

' ! ' 11 *< 1 •% v.. ] n rselves seen.

It is perhaps not premature to state here that the writer has found a

number of large oval germs in some minute larves observed h
i of American observers, who may be better

iry; since, to judge from the differ-

ence in shape of the larve's head, these were not of the same genus.

6. On the Hym nnptero of Cuba, by E. T. Cresson. (From the Pro-

-

:.
-

:
-

;

:

.

'

* .- -

oy long and thoroughly

labored memoirs. Mr. I
1 principally on the col-

lection of Prof. F. Poey of Havana, purchased by Dr. T. B. Wilson of

Philadelphia and present also on specimens in the

ndlacb of Cuba. Most of the Chalcidid», Pro-
1

?• Synopsis of the Bombycidoe of the United States, by A. S. Pack-
a*d, Jr. Part II. t;0 pn. Svo. From the Proceedings of the Ento-

mological Society, Philadelphia. Nov. 1864.

IV. ASTRONOMY AND METEOROLOGY.

1. Correction of D. Trowbridge's article on the Nebular Hypothesis;

Hypothesis, Art. xlvi,

"•--'>
41 (this Jour., [2], :

'

iceptiou, and the othei
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misprint in bis article. The retarding effect is given in his article in

angular velocity, and not in absolute velocity as I conceived (though it

was so given that one might easily make the mistake). The effect of

the earth on the moon is 5625 times as great, and not 562£ times, as

printed. My general reasoning, however, as applied to the nebular hy-

pothosis, is not affected by the error which I made. My error was in

pomfara (I read Prof. F.'s article several years ago when it was pub-

lished) and not in principles.

Hector, N. Y., March 23d, 1865.

2. Cambridge Observatory in 1 864. Extract from the Annual Report
of the Observatory Committee to the Board of Overseers of Harvard
College, (made previous to the decease of the Director, G. P. Bond).—
The labors of the year have been chiefly directed to the continuation of

the zone observations, the examination of nebulae, observations on the

asteroids, on changeable stars, and on the two telescopic comets of the

year. During the last winter and the early part of the spring observa-

tions of minute inquiry were made on Orion on
ing in the discovery of many new features, as well as con
fehafactei d. Among the discoveries were six

In the prosecution c

position of four thousand seven hundred stars by the great equatorial,

besides performing the necessary reductions and computations involved.

Very few persons, who have not had the privilege of examining the

great mass of manuscripts already accumulated, can form any concep-

tion of the enormous labor required in this valuable undertaking.

The director repeats his great obligations to Mr. Safford for his de-

votedness to all the interests of the Observatory, and the skill and fidelity

h he has executed the several parts assigned him.
3. Extracts from the Address of W. De La Rue, President of the

Astronomical Society of London, connected with the awarding of the

Society's medal to Mr. G. P. Bond.—The announcement that the Royal

Astronomical Society has awarded its gold medal to Professor Bond will

be hailed wit] n by those interested in the science

which he has so ablv cultivated. At the anniversary meeting of the

Society, held on Friday, Mr. Warren De La Rue, under whose auspices

the Society has taken such a large stride in its path of usefulness, accord-

ing to custom, accompanied the announcement by an add
should add greatly to the pleasure of the medallist, so warmly does it

appreciate the work done by the transatlantic astronomer, who has for so

long had the finest telescope in the world to use, and has used it so well.

The address is too long to be reproduced in extenso, but we give several

extracts from it, reserving our report of the other business done at the

meeting for a future occasion.

Mr. De La Rue commenced by observing, that 'when father and ?oa

have worked zealously together in the same direction, and especially m
those cases where the son has succeeded to the position created and held

for a number of years by the father, it is extremely difficult to draw any

line of demarcation, from which to date the commencement of the son s

independent career, or the cessation of the momentum imparted to bis
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course of activity by the fat In r. This is especially the case with respect

to the late Professor W. C. Bond and his son, Professor George Phillips

Bond, to whom the council have aflwded the highest mark of distinction

m confer.

In the estimate formed of his scientific work, the professional astron-

omer is generally placed somewhat at a disadvantage in comparison
with the amateur. In the case of the latter, the whole of his work is

weighed in the balance, while in that of thy iorwei; large deductions are

made from his labors as belonging properly to the duties of his official

position. An official astronomer, in this age of zealous activity and
speedy publication, inaugurated 1 believe by the example of the present

Director of our own K \ . Obsen itory, may, consequently, produce
much good and ori- utie coming with due promi-

nence before his peei rk falls, or rather appears to

science than even as.

by the appearance of the 'Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of

Harvard College,' vol. iii, 18(32. At first sight, indeed, that volume might
appear to be nothing beyond a record of excellent but. nevertheless, official

work; when, however, I shall presently come to speak of its details, it

category of private labor independent of official dutv.'

After stating that Prof. G. P. Bond had been a most a

Is for a long seri

di.it, bobbles his gn at anil indeed nn-jue work on the co

amount of good work had been accomplished by him wl

so little is known, should have been o
of so splendid a comet as that of Donati. It v

quence that Prof ssor Bond sho

those of other observ

I collecting, systi reducing, the whole of the

The circumstances dtion of the comet of 1858

J»ere peculiarly hvoi ry by Dr. Donati, while yet a

wmt telescopic obi ion of its great brilliancy and

Vendor, having h stlBg the attention of a great

number of astronon,. body. Hence, in the history

of cometary obs i been collected i

i absence of r

uear weather durino- the most in

mfo contributing to this result. The dark*
A*. Jocr. Sci.—Secosd Series, Vol,. XXXIX, No. 1
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served as a background to the comet. Me to the de-

;:.-•. u;.:.
,

- \ .
••

: . .,

one hundi.-d and twelve day-. Tin- whole p. liod <.f visibility in the tel-

I B59, an interval of two

1
s. \ clays (in ft] in -t -n i s>fu \ il s m

recording th< "> fc.-.-oi ' '•. I'. Bond, and

taken to insure a trutl

its eve- and teles* p< features, few art letter ahh than n

eiate; and I am able, from my own practical experience, to •

been deservedly won hy

greater difficulties than would probably be imagined hy

'The compre hensi.,'eness of Professor Bond's work will be at once re-

leration of the vi

ded. They are as follows :—
i. Figure anc lion of the Tail

;

n. Obser :>ns upon the Second-

arv Tails; „,. Redu<tion of Observal i Figure and Position

of the Tail ; iv. . Probable Errors of Observation the Tail ; v. On the

Deflection of th e Tail of the Tail ; vn. Reduc-

tion of Observa on the Secondary ' Tails; v The Nucleus and En-

lb-ad of Comet; x. On the

1 Dai km ss of th-3 Tail; XI . The Nucleus; x

. Th.' s outer faint Veil ; xiv. On Direction and Initial

. Summai'v of tl le Content S Ot

' The sections vii relate to the

the tail, from its first appearance on A
after its first discovery, when it was st igen by D' Arrest and

utieipated from previous Lypotht

ue of nodes, giving an opporti ' '

ijl projected on a plane at right angles with

ortions
; within a day or two of the penhelh

ision, and, ten or twelve days later, when the

stance from the earth, its profile was almos
i the plane of the orbit. Professor Bond re

\:'\'
i

itiy enhanced by

.

.

• rhe'iva

!Z* U"^ 1

'

ie changes which

, place Vithoua'h

s. The rei

2 to September S,

Havcio'-Tt'he

or observati ons on i1 '..^ •..:.::;:
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ncea °f >« position, by

, i, iK-e or p i>? e. tive foreshortening is, in a great measure,

nl v> t- c-.i^tructe.!, -Imping the

in,.! and th.- }...siti -ii of the tail anmug th<-

racv in the '

'" are
-y

', _ ,* r „ _ to the dependence which can be placed upon

'Lastly, the normal outli nes of tl a -cries

:
!• tin i r<

> rich date

d October 1 7th, r

he Obser

v. The fi U
'

tion by the adopted ; namely

n of wh ch, in regard to th

S3 of the

^ n ,, ot [;, \, , is,,,,,
1858. th

h treat of the telescopic

fficulties of dealing with the discrepancies

Lure of the same object, even when made at about

tli-smi,. ,;.n„d ,,f ;iUo lute time.'
., ,, tf

'The form of the head of the com * "

I accord *uh i
|

*

: l

rBond fori 8G4, completely eonuimcd

'^c results previously announced.
_

f tl e comet of

^m, who subscribed the funds necessary to cov-

; led him to lay before the public such a written
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hie record as could not fail to attract the attention and obtain

the Observatory in question is not an institution endowed with ample

funds to meet all its re piirements, hut that, on the contrary, appeals for

been generously responded to whenever any obj<

Passing from this splendid addition to our knowledge <>i the physical

• f i.'oinets, Mr. I >e La Uue next referred to a very important

step made by Professor Pond in connection with the theory of planetary

tion of the orbit of the disturbed planet are considerable, the problem of

tin hod - i p seats « iiii ulti s \ hi. h 1 hniiled the . funis ot the

most consume -inee the time of Newton. Fortun-

ately, when the question relates to the computation of the perturbations

of the principal bodies of the planetary system, such difficulties are not

found t . e.\i>t." ' Hut for comet-, v. hi di revolve in orbits .

of excentricity, and inclined to the ecliptic at angles of all degre.-s of

, a special method is necessary. The chief merit of improv-

ing and applvimr this m 'lid of < imputation must, in all fain..-. hi

assiy i to 1'. e-oi I-:,, k e. \ ert !e-s Encke and other German

astronomers were to a very great extent anticipated by Professor < '.-. V.

Bond, whose suggestions were made so early as the month of May, 1840,

in a paper published in vol. iv. of the 'Memoirs of the Anne
emy of Arts and Sciences,' whereas Encke's labors bear date from 1851.'

'It is but right, however, to add that at the time when Professor Encke com-

municated 1
. Academy he was n U

of Professor Bond's previously
j

i ! lish. 1 paper on the same subject.'

Mr. De La Rue next adverted to the

in 'The Annals of the Astronomical Observatory of Harvard Lolhge,

vol. ii, part i. 'Although ti cbi f met t ot that elal >i i
f

to Prof. W. C. Bond, a reference to the initials of the various

brings out prominently the -teat part taken by his son, G. P. B. being

:
-i-

pendently ot an 1 simu - Mr.' Las ; and, in the second

place, observations of a pecul a'r luminous appearau e within the then

so-called inn crossing the planet in

n that it could not be mistaken for the sba

bright rings on the ball, which shadow was m

that was then for the first time noticed, though it was otiK -

. ruttle,of the Barr»»

Observatory, suggested that the existence of a new ring of

Star would t. Mr. Dawes subsequent
on the 25th and 29th of the same month, discovered the same ring

>. with a refractor by Meiz, of Clinches aperture. 1M
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vations. He has also published an analytical investigation of the ques-

v are in a fluid state.
1

Among other titles to our esteem for him as an astronomer must be
mentioned his share in the adaptation of the great Refractor of Harvard
College to the observations of very >mai! stars in zones of declination,
the first-fruits of the plan being a catalogue of 5,500 stars near the
Equator, forming vol. i. part ii. of the above named "Annals," the ob-

-
.':' and Mr. Tuttle.

This plan, it will be remembered, consists partly in recording, by the
electric method, the times of transit of stars as the'v cross certain vertical
lines drawn on a piece of transparent mica attached to the diaphragm of
the spider-line micrometer. The electric recording apparatus is that
originally contrived by the late W. C. Bond and his two sons, in which
the movement of the recording barrel is regulated by their well-known

i exhibiti:; .

'; '

te»>t quite am— the slip vt' mica. By means of a cross-light illumina-
tion the lines are made to appear white on a dark ground. "The ob-
server, with the aid of an as>istant, whose office it is to record the declin-
ations, magnitudes, etc., has it in his power to give the elements of po-
sition and magnitude of each star at the rate of seven per minute, the
average frequency of observations being only two in each minute."
Since Professor < J. P. Bond's appointment to the direction of Harvard
Observatory in 1859, these zone observations have been diligently con-
tinued

; and in hi- i, .,..;• fur 1 SG4 r ss •
I that the region between

+ 1° 00' and 1° 10" had been m irh >m ted, and that great progress
had been made in the zones between*! 10' and 1° 20'.

It is only necessary to read the Reports of the "Committee of the
°H' |V

'

"

s " <»f 11 maid (\e!eje, and the accompanying Reports by the

Director of the Observ-it >< v (o <h<.w that .the same zeal animates Pro-
fessor G. P. Bond th d i»v his father. The vast

J

he results, and th
forming an estimate always bear in mind that the Observatory of Har-
vard College has very ^m'all means at its disposal, in comparison with

-
There is one claimp without imti. a

-tography to astro-

nomical observations; for it w; • hibition of 1851 a

"nar photograph, w) this Observatory, that rtirau-

at-lme to undertake exp.iiments in that direction. The first applica-

nt! of photography to the delineation of our satellite and of some of the

«ed stars I b*d attributed to Prof. W. C. Bond, in connection with

^ssrs. Whipple and Black. o( Boston ; but I am informed that it origin-

at«d with G. P. Bond, to whom. '<» with these last-

named gentlemen, the merit of this important step must be assigned.

1

Presented to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, April 15, 1851.
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Professor Bond's latest and yet unfinished, work, is that upon the
rebulaof Orion, which object is also engaging the attention of Lord
tosse. Professor Bond has already sent to England a proof from a steel

P. Bond visited Europe, and Ids reception at tha

il establishments, and especially al ; the clas-ioai Ob-

i, as detailed in the Annals of Hairvard College Ob-

i.,
2 may perhaps be regarded as e\ ineii.gsn.nednn^

ny courteous welcome'due to a stranger. In 1863

i nebulous wall, a !awj

In is:. I

- ' ^
.

an.-, • ml I am i. i\ nc, 1 that on tin-, a- on the o ca-ioii ot In< pieM.-u*

visit. Professor G. P. Bond not only gained mam personal (r ei ds, U t

also the high opinion and respect of those astronomers with whom he

came into contact.'—From The Header, Feb. 11, 1865; bu-

tter comparison with the publication of the Address

in the Monihh/ Xotices of the Astr. Sor., vol. xxv, Feb. 10, 1805, p. 125,

received after these pages were in type.

4. Comet V, 1864.—A comet was discovered by Bruhns, at Leipzig

on the 30th of Dec. 1864. The t'ullowiiio < cm, aits were computed by

Engelraann, from observations of Dec. 30th, Jan. 3d, and Jan 21st.

T = 1864, Dec. 27-76616, .'=17° 7' 13"-7,
7T = 162° 21' 55"'l, log q = 0-047095,

8 == 340° 53' 52"-6, Motion retrograde.

5. Duration of the Jiijht of shooting stars.—-Dr. Jn.cs Schmidt, di-

;-'•
'

' " A
.

- . .-
.

A .

some of the results of his obeerrfttv

shooting stars. He has recorded the

t of about 1 6,000 seen. The mean i ! i

ferent colors was, of 846 white shooting stars,
3-709 ; of 361 yellow,

O s-947
; of 101 red, P-787 ; and of 49 green ones, 2 s-685. The mean

of all was 0*-925. Tl
i the mean duration ob-

tained on page 203 of this volume. Dr. Schmidt having been accus-

tomed to estimate small intervals of time in -

ilea deserve not a little confidence. We trust that he will

rht. I lis earlier observa-

i the < ven no-. The times of the
of this series are not specified. We believe that there is a decrease in

1 Appendix, pp. 158-60, inclusive.
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the mean duration in the later hours of the night. Such decrease. is dis-

338. h. a. v.

6. Heights of Auroral Arches.—Mr. B. V. Marsh has obtained data

seen early on the evening

-. A second arch on the 20th of February wns observed at

. Xewburvport. Ma*s.. and I'.runswirk. I'lie Brunswick and

y,. n ,,, M r serval s gii i I of 67 es; those of German-

92 mile*. The mean of the two deten

A third arch on the 2 1st of February, observed at Boston

: the computed altitude of 51 miles. Die mean

es was therefore 78 miles. The data were not

e, but taken together they are believed to furnish

reliable approximations. H -
A

-
N -

V. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

1. The Agassiz Expedition to South America.—On the 29th of March,

Prof. Agassiz, with a large corps of a^Ntants, sailed in the steamer

Colorado for Rio Janeiro, on an exploring tour in Sou?

His corps consists of 0. H. StJohn and C. F. Hartt to coll

and to aid it, «, J. G. Anthony to collect mollusks,

J. A. Allex t
animals, G. Sceva to mak<

'
:
::..:. •;::/: _-.

'' '
'

• -

"

• " '-
';

:
-

-

llOtta with regard to the drift phenomena, or ancient glacial action, in

the Andes.
ed also by Dr. B. K. Cotting as

V i'i.a

i the geological i

sistants will journey bv laud north to the Amazon, while the rest oft

party, after coniph
vessel for the sat

river. Prof. A^ -

indes,and,nna
^descend to Lin

and proposed to take along one or two assistants to aid him in ma 'i

collections for the Museum,, M amhnd,,
(

mentioning his pla , Mr. Xal I
s generous pa u

science at once said " A*i*>iz, go home, find m\ a-M*tant>, and lv

pay the bill." Th Pa i
Mail s ""-"!' (

'

inu '~ '

u
>

"

projected tour of exploration, in .

>
[ *

'
!

'

l

\

" ^
s! 7 on,l

i,j s w j t

-

e free passage to K:o; and, atterwaru, on learning

._.:*:«« m, McLane, in the name ot 1

whole party free passage
pr -!

arrangements were soon completed, and within three weeks alter Mr.
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Thayer's promise was made, the expedition left New York in the

The Secretary of the Navy has given Prof. Agassiz a letter addressed
to all officers of the navy whom they may meet, in order to secure t r

them free transportation when desired, lie offered also a government
vessel to take them to their place of destination in South
they were already provided, through the ii

;
>

Every facility may be looked for also from the Emperor of Brazil, who
has, for some time past, manifested great interest in the welfare of the

Museum of Comparative Zoology at "Cambridge.
Great results may be e* . ;,,„ uml e r such a leader,

so ably supported and so well equipped. The explorations will be

2. Temperature of the lies of water.—-Mr. J. S.

Lippincott, of Haddonfield, N. J., in an article published in the Second
Am u . Report of the West Jersey Flint Ki.,\u>is \ ..

< : uion (lbiil-5,

Philadelphi i), attributes the a s i
1 the

ocean to the atm spheric 1 imii li: ; v u f water,

by Tyndan that moisture in the air

preventing thus ts eseaj into sj .and to his vi \s on the subject.

[

f ' "plain? in this ua\ wh_\ wes em N'ew Jersey is much less favorable
t
'"

r v bi ' ird.s tii .n the vi, nifv of the great lakes or the lakes of New
York, situ ited farther to the north.

3. Corinthian Lake-habitations.—Prof. Hochstetter has found evi-

dences of Li,,- hd rations on piles in four of the lakes of Carinthia

;

1 ;<' /'• ''- of Woi I, K tsehach, Rauschelen, and Osseach. From
the lake of Keutsehach, the only one yet particularly investigated, nu-

merous black potsherds, pieces of bal
ments, a whetstone, a portion of a stag's horn, are among the relics ob-

tained.

—

Header, Dec. 3.

4. A new meteorite from Arkansas.—Prof. J. Lawrence Smith has

received a portion of a new meteorite from Arkansas, consisting of mixed
iron and stony matter, which he 1 .- '. ,','er to G.J.
Brush, dated Louisville, Ky., Apr. 24,

5. Cancerine.~A fertilizer, named Cancerine, is made on the coast of

N <^ f - L< Kit crabs i crusta m th« vi.* called 'Horse-

shoe,''' and in science Limulus. They are dried and ground ; and, thus

prepared, the material is said to be worth half as much as Peruvian
guano.—Prof. G. H. Cook's Report on th, <i, /. S„rrr>, uf X. Jersey, 1S64.

6. Large mass of Amberfrom India.— Sir David'Brkwster has de-

iass of amber from India weighing upward of two pounds.

1 by veins of carbonate of lime.—Proc. Ron. Soc. Edinb.,

Jan. 16.

7. Earthquake at Buffalo, N. F.—On the 29th of January last, at

4 a. m there was a shock of an earthquake at Buffalo.
8. Louis Saemann.—The Comptoir

—or establishment for th ssils—of Louis

baemann, m Paris, has been removed to Rue de Mezieres, No. 6, where
ne stands ready to supply on reasonable terms, all wishing to buy, or

complete, mineral, lithological, or paleontological cabinets.



9. Dr. A. Krccutz. -'!!.• 7; it edition of the Catalogue of mi

M£b, fossils, casts and models for sale at the large and well known

of Dr, Krantz, at Bonn, in Prussia on the Rhine, has recently been

-tenesa in his stock in all departments, and

for only 1

equivalent to about 75 cents).

Obituary.—Thomas B. Wilson—The scientific world has sustained

a severe loss in the death of Dr. Thos. B. Wilson, the late President of

loth of March last, at his lnt< roidena it. Newark. Delaware. Dr.

Wilson, who was a native of Philadelphia, has for many years devoted

aimself to the encouragement and promotion of zoological science,

espfviti'ly in connection with the Acadeinv of Natural Sciences, an in-

been raised ti th the leading

i. 1 ' . . imW 1 iht sup i ! n l.i N

Library of the Aeademv, are but a partial evidenee of \>

: the institution hears

. ' ,,. If,, has also contributed largely of late

mological Society at Phila residence

bad been removed to N : " t;,li '' WM Wg""*!
spent in his ,

writs. It is

difficult to estimate the value of such men to the cause of science, or

' -
"

'

,. March 21.

George II. Emerson.—Mr. George II. Emerson, a young .

-
.

•..
.

•
•

:
'

'

'

"

, d painful illness, on the 28th of December

-

t ). Saving discovered that near*/

-

"'.., !,.
.

-
.

. ^ - '

• '
-

H»s researches—which he regarded as hut ;

.-*. U-gun.-promised to

contribute much to the progress of the scien e

But he was compelled -
! '

alt»- ile

bad been a student of Chemi<tr\ ii f'r- f.
<'- '-

<

ratory at <
m-

bridgebuto - ?utthe
.h he applied himself would have

grove his health In a~, mru. v t 1 'fida w thout avail, he died at Green-

field a few months" after his return.

Am. Jock. Sci.-Skcoxd Sekies, Vol. XXXIX, No. 117,-Mat, 1365.
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Mr. Emerson belonged to that rare class of men, who perpetuate the

good works, and after death remain useful to humanity. By his will h

gave his whole estate to the endowment of four scholarships for tl:

relief of needy and meritorious graduates of the Lawrence Scientif:

School of Harvard College. Such a grand and simple life of devotio

needs no drapery of euphonious word-, lie loved science, and gave f<

her advancement all he possessed, even his young life. A. H.

William J. Walked— Dr. William Johnson Walker died on tl:

2nd of April last, at Newport. Rhode Island, in his 76th year. He ba

been eminently skill . i
- n_ ly ai d th • 'ivn icnt of disease, but qui

ted the practice

o-

dollars, « if

Society had a .-hare. In his will he bequeaths one million of dollars

(out A an estate ol ;

;

- mom. a equal parte to

the Boston Society of Natural History, Amherst College, Tufts College

and the Institute of Technology at Boston.

VI. MISCELLANEOUS BIBLIOGRAPHY.

1. Naturalists' Directory. From the Proceedings of the Essex In-

stitute. Salem, Ma-s. F. W. Putnam, Editor.—Advance s!

I of tins Directory have been received. It forms part of the April

number of the I'mo ] ii:u-- but ha- separate
]
agiii^- >o as to be bound

by itself. Thi-tii-t > :t u< ^ th no.,,- md addi -

ralists of North America and the West Indie-, together with theu

.

their addre^es and special branches of study, so tar as they can he as-

certained. In the part already printed the names have been

alphabetically f»r -rcatir < ..u\Viii.m<-<., but in future nuoibci- it i- v re-

posed to arrange those of each country according to their special de-

partments.

The utility and convenience of a work of this

to everv one in st. i > it n i Hist. i\. m 1 tin ii

asMiranee, In the grcal labor and care that has ben be-t

that the entire work
the task, be rap'n ; d sin . - ilh <

. mpleti d u 1 thus - .. \
b ""

that has long been felt.
A -

E
;.

}":
.

2. The Social Science Review: a Quarterly Journal oj

: Alexander Delmak and Simon Mess. h-i.

tors. Vol. l,Xo.l,.!a New \\.rk.-Th. -

jects discu<-ed in this '

;! i Science Uev lew an -

t; Mr. Fcssendeu's Ueport : Herbert Spencer ..

es; The limits of Political Ec

, Social Stat-

About's Proo res ; The limits of Political Economy.

The Pre/jural ; by DieM a-

ies. 144 pp., 12 Wood ct Co., 61 \)alkor

t.—In aceordaa bn. as expressed in his 1 .

r<
-

this little manual supplies a want long felt, and supplies it well,
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giving the methods of preparing and mounting (and to MM ex

also, of collecting) specimens for the mi -l- -.m.l- that are in oV i

use, along with the results of his own experience; and with
explanations «,f the rudiments of the art as may be required by s

inuu.Mu <d .1.,. ^ dM hf Mounts ,n * ,Bl | |i.N,m

and Oriental author

works, and done m ,ward e.< . fll
'

;;i,.:
;
h.-ir

'

Britain and Euron .-'.
''I!

24 pages s.malUto. Price 6d.

J„»r,«l <;fConchology; edil 0. w. TftyON, Jr.—
The first and )bers of the Ameri ,-fin

.!'-. .uitia! o .

have appeared, ir contents promis

and fossil shells.

h f.»r ih

the science of '

'
!

> ; •:;: The

h ; the first is enri • :
i

ites of shell,,

and the second by 8, sevetal of them colored . Xh «•' I » !,ni
,

!

'

iS

-

r

:

some knowledjre of the wavs of exhi

lhe leading Medical Journal.
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